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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action
JOINT DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. SINGER, FREDERIC S. FOX, AND
DAVID KESSLER IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR
FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT AND PLAN OF
ALLOCATION AND (B) CO-LEAD COUNSEL’S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES
STEVEN B. SINGER, FREDERIC S. FOX, AND DAVID KESSLER, declare as
follows:
1.

We, Steven B. Singer, Frederic S. Fox, and David Kessler are partners of the law

firms of Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP (“BLB&G”), Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer,
LLP (“Kaplan Fox”), and Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP (“KTMC”), respectively.1
BLB&G, Kaplan Fox, and KTMC (together, “Co-Lead Counsel”) represent the Court-appointed
Lead Plaintiffs, the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio; the Ohio Public Employees
Retirement System; the Teacher Retirement System of Texas; Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en
Welzijn, represented by PGGM Vermogensbeheer B.V.; and Fjärde AP-Fonden, and additional
Court-certified class representative, Grant Mitchell (together with Lead Plaintiffs, the “Class
Representatives” or “Plaintiffs”), in this consolidated securities class action lawsuit (the
“Action”). We have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein based on our active

1

Unless otherwise noted, capitalized terms shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the
Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement dated as of November 30, 2012 which was entered into
by and among Lead Plaintiffs and the Defendants (the “Stipulation”).
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supervision of and participation in the prosecution and settlement of the claims asserted on
behalf of the Court-certified Class (defined below) in the Action.
2.

We respectfully submit this Joint Declaration in support of Lead Plaintiffs’

motion, pursuant to Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for final approval of the
proposed settlement (the “Settlement”) that the Court preliminarily approved by its Order
Preliminarily Approving Proposed Settlement and Providing for Notice dated December 4, 2012
(the “Preliminary Approval Order”).

The results achieved in this case, we believe, are

exceptional and were the product of arduous and protracted litigation, spanning over three-and-ahalf years, which ended just weeks before trial was set to begin. This Joint Declaration sets forth
in detail how Co-Lead Counsel and the Lead Plaintiffs were able to achieve this outstanding
result on behalf of the Class. 2
2

The final approval of the Settlement will resolve all claims in this litigation against all
Defendants and the other Defendants’ Releasees on behalf of the following Class of persons and
entities that was certified by the Court pursuant to a Memorandum and Order issued on
February 6, 2012:
(i) As to claims under Sections 14(a) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 (“Exchange Act”), all persons and entities who held Bank of America
Corporation (“BoA”) common stock as of October 10, 2008, and were entitled to
vote on the merger between BoA and Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (“Merrill”), and
were damaged thereby; and (ii) as to claims under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the
Exchange Act, all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired BoA
common stock during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21,
2009, inclusive (the “Class Period”), excluding shares of BoA common stock
acquired by exchanging stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the merger
between the two companies consummated on January 1, 2009, and were damaged
thereby; and (iii) as to claims under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange
Act, all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011
call options of BoA from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009,
inclusive, and were damaged thereby; and (iv) as to claims under Sections 11,
12(a)(2), and 15 of the Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”), all persons
and entities who purchased BoA common stock issued under the Registration
Statement and Prospectus for the BoA common stock offering that occurred on or
about October 7, 2008, and were damaged thereby (the “Class”).

2
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We also respectfully submit this Joint Declaration in support of (i) Lead

Plaintiffs’ motion for approval of the proposed plan for allocating the proceeds of the Settlement
to eligible Class Members (the “Plan of Allocation”), and (ii) Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for an
award of attorneys’ fees in the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund net of Plaintiffs’
Counsel’s expenses (i.e., $158,549,766.46 plus interest on such amount at the same rate as
earned by the Settlement Fund), reimbursement of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses in the amount
of $8,028,828.32, and awards pursuant to the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
(“PSLRA”) in the total amount of $453,003.04 for costs and expenses incurred by Lead Plaintiffs
in connection with their representation of the Class) (the “Fee and Expense Application”).
4.

For the reasons set forth below and in the accompanying memoranda,3 Lead

Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel respectfully submit that (i) the terms of the Settlement are fair,
reasonable and adequate in all respects and should be approved by the Court; (ii) the proposed
Plan of Allocation is fair and reasonable and should be approved by the Court; and (iii) the Fee
and Expense Application is supported by the facts and the law and should be granted in all
respects.

Excluded from the Class by definition are: Defendants, present or former executive officers of
BoA and Merrill present or former members of Merrill’s and BoA’s Board of Directors and their
immediate family members (as defined in 17 C.F.R. § 229.404, Instructions, i.e., children,
stepchildren, parents, stepparents, spouses, siblings, mothers-in-law, fathers-in-law, sons-in-law,
daughters-in-law, brothers-in-law, and sisters-in-law). Also excluded from the Class are any
Persons who submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the previously mailed Notice
of Pendency of Class Action (the “Class Notice”) as set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation
who do not opt-back into the Class (see ¶175, fn. 17 below).
3

In conjunction with the Joint Declaration, Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel are also
submitting (i) the Memorandum of Law in Support of Lead Plaintiffs’ Motion for Final Approval
of Class Action Settlement and Plan of Allocation (the “Settlement Memorandum”) and (ii) the
Memorandum of Law in Support of Co-Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees
and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses (the “Fee Memorandum”).

3
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THE OUTSTANDING RECOVERY ACHIEVED
5.

Lead Plaintiffs have agreed to settle all claims against all Defendants for a cash

payment of $2,425,000,000 (the “Settlement Amount”).4 In addition to the cash consideration,
Defendant BoA has agreed to implement or continue certain corporate governance changes that
are significant, including amendments to its Corporate Governance Guidelines with respect to
majority voting for directors and minimum stock ownership by executive officers and directors,
and amendments to its charter for the Corporate Development Committee in order to provide for
additional oversight of senior management (the “Corporate Governance Enhancements”) (see
¶¶ 164-165 below).
6.

The Settlement is an outstanding result for the Class. If approved, the Settlement

would represent the single largest securities class action settlement ever resolving a Section 14(a)
claim – the federal securities law provision designed to protect investors against misstatements in
connection with a proxy solicitation – and would represent the sixth largest settlement in the
history of securities litigation.5 The Settlement also represents one of the four largest ever
funded by a single corporate defendant for violations of the federal securities laws, and the
largest settlement of a securities class action in which there was neither a financial restatement
involved nor a criminal conviction related to the alleged misconduct. Lastly, the Settlement
dwarfs all prior securities class action settlements related to the subprime financial crisis.
Moreover, as explained below, the Settlement provides an immediate and extraordinary cash
benefit to the Class together with the significant Corporate Governance Enhancements to be

4

Pursuant to the Stipulation, the Settlement Amount has been deposited into interest-bearing
escrow accounts for the benefit of the Class.
5

See, e.g., Securities Class Action Services, “Top 100 Settlements Semi-Annual Report” at 3
(reporting settlements as of December 2012), excerpt attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

4
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implemented or continued by BoA, while avoiding the substantial risks and expense of taking
this Action to trial, including the risk of recovering less than the Settlement Amount, or no
recovery at all, after substantial delay.
7.

Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel have vigorously litigated the Action from

the moment they sought appointment to represent the Class on March 20, 2009 through the
achievement on September 27, 2012 of the agreement in principle to settle.
8.

The Parties were in their final pre-trial preparations when we reached this

Settlement. In the three-and-a-half years of litigation that had brought us to that point, we had
engaged in comprehensive and vigorous litigation which included (i) conducting an extensive
investigation into the Class’s claims; (ii) drafting two detailed amended complaints;
(iii) successfully moving for a partial modification of the PSLRA’s mandatory discovery stay in
order to obtain documents from Defendants that had been produced to government regulators
and investigators; (iv) successfully opposing Defendants’ multiple motions to dismiss in two
separate rounds of briefing; (v) successfully opposing Defendants’ efforts to seek certification of
the question of whether Lead Plaintiffs could bring their Section 14(a) claim as a direct action to
the Delaware Supreme Court; (vi) successfully opposing Defendants’ efforts to seek
interlocutory appeal of certain issues decided by the Court in connection with Defendants’
motions to dismiss the First Amended Complaint; (vii) successfully briefing Lead Plaintiffs’
motion for class certification and opposing Defendants’ efforts to seek appellate interlocutory
review of the Court’s order granting class certification; (viii) engaging in a fast-moving
discovery program, including participating in 61 depositions and reviewing more than
4.75 million pages of documents; (ix) opposing Defendants’ multiple motions for summary
judgment; (x) preparing Lead Plaintiffs’ own motion for partial summary judgment;

5
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(xi) consulting extensively with experts and consultants in the areas of damages, corporate
disclosure requirements, valuation, solvency, and accounting for goodwill; and (xii) preparing
for trial, including exchanging with Defendants Daubert motions, motions in limine, jury verdict
forms, jury instructions, voir dire and draft pre-trial orders.
9.

The Settlement was accomplished through arms’-length settlement discussions

facilitated by Judge Layn Phillips, a former federal district judge in the United States District
Court for the Western District of Oklahoma and an experienced and highly respected mediator.
The discussions included numerous in-person mediation sessions with high-level presentations
by attorneys and experts representing each side, focusing first on liability and subsequently on
damages, telephonic follow-up and in-person sessions and ultimately, face-to-face meetings
between representatives of each side over the course of several months. The Parties reached an
agreement in principle just weeks before trial, which was scheduled to begin on October 22,
2012. Even after reaching the agreement in principle, we engaged in two more months of
negotiations over the specific terms of the Stipulation.
10.

As evidenced by the enormous effort and advocacy summarized above and

described in greater detail herein, Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel had a thorough
understanding of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the claims asserted at the time the
Settlement was reached. We unequivocally believe, based on our knowledge and understanding
of the claims and defenses asserted in this Action, that the Settlement is an outstanding result for
the Class, particularly when considered against the very substantial risk of a much smaller
recovery – or, even no recovery – after a trial of the Action, and the inevitable and lengthy
appeals that would follow assuming success at trial.

6
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As detailed below, in Section II, we discuss Lead Plaintiffs’ and Co-Lead

Counsel’s prosecution of this Action; in Section III, we discuss the risks that Lead Plaintiffs
faced in continuing to prosecute this Action; in Section IV, we discuss the negotiation process
that led to achievement of the Settlement and the consideration obtained; in Section V, we
discuss the Plan of Allocation and its fairness to the Class as a whole; in Section VI, we discuss
Lead Plaintiffs’ compliance with the Court’s Order requiring the issuance of notice of the
Settlement to Class Members; in Section VII, we discuss the merits of Co-Lead Counsel’s fee
application; and in Section VIII, we discuss the merits of Co-Lead Counsel and Lead Plaintiffs’
request for reimbursement of Litigation Expenses.
II.

LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ AND CO-LEAD COUNSEL’S PROSECUTION OF THE
ACTION
A.

Factual Background of the Action as Set Forth in Lead Plaintiffs’ Complaint,
Motion for Summary Judgment and Opposition to Defendants’ Motion for
Summary Judgment

12.

This case arose out of the largest merger in BoA’s history during one of the most

tumultuous periods in the world’s financial markets. On Saturday, September 13, 2008, with the
impending bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc., one of Merrill’s chief competitors, all
but certain, Defendant John A. Thain (“Thain”), Merrill’s Chief Executive Officer, called
Defendant Kenneth D. Lewis (“Lewis”), BoA’s Chief Executive Officer, to propose a strategic
arrangement between the two companies.
13.

Lewis immediately travelled to New York City to meet with Thain. While Thain

proposed that BoA purchase a 10% stake in Merrill, Lewis insisted that BoA wanted to acquire
the entirety of Merrill outright. By the following afternoon í Sunday, September 14, 2008 í
BoA had agreed to acquire Merrill in one of the largest mergers in Wall Street history.

7
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In a span of less than 48 hours, BoA and Merrill had negotiated and memorialized

the terms of the Merger in an Agreement and Plan of Merger which was executed in the early
morning hours of Monday, September 15, 2008 (the “Merger Agreement”).

The Merger

Agreement called for BoA to acquire Merrill for $29 per share, which placed a value on the
transaction at $50 billion. This was a 70% premium over Merrill’s closing price the previous
Friday.
15.

One of the three main topics of the weekend negotiations between BoA and

Merrill was the timing and payment of Merrill’s 2008 bonus compensation. The result of these
negotiations was that BoA agreed to allow Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in discretionary yearend bonuses to its executives and employees prior to the close of the Merger. This bonus
agreement, which was memorialized in a separate document called a Disclosure Schedule,
modified the terms of the Merger Agreement, which stated that Merrill would not pay bonuses
prior to the Merger closing without explicit consent from BoA.
16.

On September 15, 2008, Defendants publicly announced the Merger.

In a

presentation to analysts, press release, and conference call, Defendants represented that the
Merger was expected to be “3% dilutive in 2009” and “breakeven in 2010.”
17.

On September 18, 2008, BoA publicly filed the Merger Agreement, but not the

Disclosure Schedule.
18.

Shortly after the Merger was announced, BoA transferred 200 employees,

including a large financial team, to Merrill’s offices in order to monitor Merrill’s financial
condition.

8
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Almost immediately after the Merger was announced, the internal projections for

Merrill’s 2008 fourth quarter were dire and Merrill’s actual losses for October, the first month of
the fourth quarter of 2008, were $7.5 billion, the second largest monthly loss in Merrill’s history.
20.

As alleged in this Action, Merrill’s growing fourth-quarter 2008 losses were

communicated directly to BoA’s senior officers in November 2008 through the high-level BoA
personnel installed at Merrill following the announcement of the Merger. For example, on
November 5, 2008, one week before Merrill finalized its October results, Defendant Neil A.
Cotty (“Cotty”), BoA’s Chief Accounting Officer and Merrill’s acting Chief Financial Officer,
provided Defendant Joe L. Price (“Price”) with a preliminary report on Merrill’s October results
that reflected an estimated $6.1 billion pre-tax loss. Lewis was also informed of Merrill’s
October losses, and acknowledged during a November 7, 2008 BoA Board of Director’s meeting
that “October may have been the worst month in history.”
21.

On November 3, 2008, BoA and Merrill filed with the U.S. Securities and

Exchange Commission (“SEC”) a Joint Definitive Proxy Statement (the “Proxy”) soliciting
approval of the Merger from both BoA and Merrill shareholders. The Proxy did not disclose
Merrill’s October losses or the Disclosure Schedule related to the bonus agreement. In addition,
the Proxy attached a copy of the Merger Agreement, and repeated Defendants’ September 15,
2008 representation that the Merger was expected to be “3% dilutive in 2009” and “breakeven in
2010.” The Proxy did not make any representation or forecast about Merrill’s fourth-quarter
results.
22.

As alleged in this Action, in light of Merrill’s October losses, BoA executives

sought the advice of BoA’s in-house and outside counsel as to whether Merrill’s 2008 fourthquarter losses should be disclosed to shareholders in advance of the December 5, 2008

9
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BoA’s attorneys initially agreed that some disclosure of the losses was

required, but reversed course and concluded on November 20, 2008, that no disclosure was
warranted. Among other things, BoA’s attorneys reasoned that, because Merrill’s anticipated
fourth-quarter losses were within the range of losses that Merrill had suffered over the previous
five quarters, they did not need to be disclosed.
23.

At a December 3, 2008 meeting, as alleged in this Action, Defendants Lewis,

Cotty, Price and Thain determined that Merrill’s then-current $11.043 billion fourth-quarter loss
forecast had to be adjusted upward by $3 billion, bringing Merrill’s total expected fourth-quarter
loss to $14.043 billion before taxes. Although Merrill’s updated loss figures, which did not yet
include an expected $2 billion goodwill impairment charge, now exceeded the range of losses
suffered by Merrill over the previous five quarters, BoA’s attorneys were not informed of
Merrill’s updated loss forecast prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote.
24.

Just prior to the shareholder vote, as alleged in this Action, in an effort to offset

the impact that Merrill’s losses were having on its capital position, BoA executives demanded
that Merrill reduce its balance sheet by billions of dollars. In addition, because Merrill’s losses
were also affecting its liquidity, BoA raised approximately $20 billion in December 2008,
including a $9 billion debt offering on December 1, 2008, just days before the shareholder vote.
Neither of these actions was disclosed to the shareholders voting on the Merger.
25.

Merrill’s balance sheet reduction, and the costs associated with BoA’s Merger-

related debt offerings, reduced the combined company’s future earnings ability. As a result,
BoA executives revised the accretion/dilution figures that were first provided to BoA
shareholders on September 15, 2008 and in the Proxy, and now expected the deal to be more
than 13% dilutive in 2009 (not 3% dilutive) and 2.8% dilutive in 2010 (not breakeven).

10
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At the December 5, 2008 shareholder meeting, during which BoA shareholders

voted to approve the Merger, Lewis did not disclose the updated accretion/dilution figures, but
instead reaffirmed the accuracy of the accretion/dilution figures that had been previously
provided to shareholders when asked a question related to the accretive/dilutive nature of the
deal. In addition, Merrill’s 2008 fourth-quarter losses were not disclosed to BoA shareholders
during the December 5, 2008 shareholder meeting.

On the same date, BoA shareholders

approved the Merger. The closing date for the Merger was set for January 1, 2009.
27.

At a December 9, 2008 BoA Board of Director’s meeting, BoA’s general counsel,

Timothy Mayopoulos (“Mayopoulos”), who had previously provided advice to BoA that
disclosure of the interim fourth-quarter results was not required, learned that Merrill’s pre-tax
loss forecast had now ballooned to $14 billion for the quarter. Mayopoulos sought to confront
Defendant Price about the updated loss figures, but was terminated before he could speak with
Price.
28.

Approximately two weeks after the shareholder vote on the Merger, BoA’s

executives determined that BoA could not proceed with the Merger due to Merrill’s losses and
informed senior officials from the U.S. Department of the Treasury (the “Treasury”) and the U.S.
Federal Reserve System (the “Federal Reserve”) of their intent to invoke the “material adverse
effect” clause in the Merger Agreement (the “MAC”) and terminate the deal.
29.

BoA decided not to invoke the MAC and to proceed with the Merger only after

securing a $20 billion taxpayer bailout from the federal government, along with a $118 billion
asset-guarantee to cover future losses on Merrill’s high-risk assets.
30.

In mid-January 2009, after the Merger closed, it was revealed to the market that

Merrill’s fourth-quarter 2008 losses had actually exceeded $21 billion pre-tax and BoA had

11
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agreed to allow Merrill to award $3.6 billion in bonuses to its employees for 2008 on an
accelerated basis before the Merger closed. Specifically, on January 11, 2009, Citigroup issued
an analyst report estimating that Merrill would record a net loss for the fourth quarter of
$6 billion, or $3.75 per share. By January 13, 2009, news that BoA would require a taxpayer
bailout in order to absorb Merrill’s losses leaked to the market through various sources. The
Wall Street Journal confirmed this news on January 15, 2009, reporting that “[t]he U.S.
government is close to finalizing a deal that would give billions in additional aid to Bank of
America Corp. to help it close its acquisition of Merrill Lynch & Co.” On the following day,
January 16, 2009, BoA accelerated its earnings announcement when it publicly disclosed the
taxpayer bailout, and further announced that Merrill had suffered $21.5 billion in pre-tax losses
during the 2008 fourth quarter. Finally, on January 21, 2009, the Financial Times reported that
Merrill had taken the “unusual step” of accelerating $3 to $4 billion in bonus payments to its
employees before the Merger closed.
31.

The price of BoA common stock fell by more than 50% when Merrill’s fourth-

quarter losses and bonus payments were belatedly revealed to the market.
B.

The Prosecution of the Action

32.

Beginning in January 2009, twenty-eight separate actions were filed against BoA,

Merrill, and certain officers and directors of both companies related to the Merger in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York.6
33.

The actions filed in the Southern District of New York included securities class

actions, federal derivative actions and actions brought under the Employee Retirement Income
6

Cases were also filed in other courts around the United States but were later transferred to the
Southern District of New York by order of the Judicial Panel on Multi-District Litigation. ECF
No. 1.

12
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Security Act (“ERISA”). In addition, the New York Attorney General (“NYAG”) and the SEC
each had independently commenced investigations into the facts and circumstances surrounding
BoA’s disclosure of Merrill’s bonus payments. Derivative litigation had also been commenced
on behalf of BoA in the Delaware Court of Chancery.
34.

By Order dated February 25, 2009, the Honorable Denny Chin accepted the civil

cases filed in the Southern District of New York as related cases and ordered that by March 23,
2009, any motions to consolidate these related cases and appoint lead plaintiffs were to be filed
in his Court.
35.

On March 23, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs moved to consolidate all of the related

securities class actions before Judge Chin, to be appointed lead plaintiffs in those actions and to
have the Court approve their selection of BLB&G, Kaplan Fox and KTMC (f/k/a Barroway
Topaz Kessler Meltzer & Check, LLP) as Co-Lead Counsel for the Class.
36.

By Memorandum Opinion and Order dated June 30, 2009 (the “Consolidation

Order”), Judge Chin consolidated the federal securities actions pending before him, appointed
the Lead Plaintiffs pursuant to the PSLRA, and approved our firms as Co-Lead Counsel. ECF
No. 2. In the same opinion, Judge Chin also consolidated the related federal derivative cases and
ERISA cases and directed that the lead counsel for each of these groups of cases prepare a joint
case management plan for all the cases.
37.

Following our appointment, our firms coordinated the efforts of all plaintiffs in

the securities, ERISA and federal derivative cases to finalize an initial case management plan
that would streamline briefing and reduce the administrative burden on the Court. On July 29,
2009, the Court approved this initial case management plan, which required Lead Plaintiffs to

13
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file an amended consolidated class action complaint in the consolidated securities class action by
September 25, 2009. ECF No. 18.
1.
38.

Co-Lead Counsel’s Pre-Filing Investigation and Preparation
of the Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint

Even before our firms’ appointment as Co-Lead Counsel, we had developed a

plan to coordinate a thorough investigation of Lead Plaintiffs’ claims against BoA, preserve
relevant discovery and access all relevant information from public and non-public sources. By
July 2009, BoA’s merger with Merrill was the subject of Congressional, New York State and
SEC review. Investigators at each of our firms were assigned to gather all responsive public
information concerning the Merger. Marshaling these sources of information, Co-Lead Counsel
developed leads for potential additional witnesses. Co-Lead Counsel also ensured that no efforts
were duplicated but that all sources of information to support the claims in this case were
thoroughly reviewed.
39.

Our firms’ coordinated pre-filing investigation included, among other things, a

detailed review and analysis of (i) public filings with the SEC by BoA and Merrill; (ii) research
reports by securities and financial analysts; (iii) transcripts of investor conference calls;
(iv) publicly available presentations by BoA and Merrill; (v) press releases and media reports;
(vi) economic analyses of securities price movements and pricing data; (vii) publicly available
legal actions involving both companies; and (viii) public material obtained in connection with
continuing investigations by the United States Congress, the New York Attorney General, and
the SEC.
40.

In addition, very early in the case, prior to the consolidated amended complaint

being filed, our firms retained experts and consultants, in the areas of damages, due diligence and
accounting to assist in developing the claims that would ultimately be asserted against the

14
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Defendants in the consolidated amended complaint. The work performed by these experts and
consultants is described in more detail below at ¶¶ 108-116.
41.

On September 25, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs filed the 130-page Consolidated

Amended Class Action Complaint (the “First Amended Complaint”), which asserted that
Defendants had violated federal securities laws and alleged claims on behalf of all persons who
(i) purchased or acquired BoA shares between September 15, 2008 and January 21, 2009,
inclusive; (ii) held BoA stock as of October 10, 2008 and were entitled to vote on the Merger; or
(iii) purchased BoA common stock in the Secondary Offering,7 and were damaged thereby. The
First Amended Complaint also included claims on behalf of investors in certain of BoA’s other
traded securities during the Class Period. ECF No. 29.
42.

Generally, Lead Plaintiffs alleged in the First Amended Complaint that:
x

Defendants violated the federal securities laws by failing to disclose or update
prior to the shareholder vote on the Merger, and/or making materially false and
misleading statements concerning (i) Merrill’s billions of dollars of losses during
the fourth quarter of 2008 (including, but not limited to, Merrill’s goodwill
impairment); (ii) BoA’s agreement to allow Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in
bonuses to its employees before the Merger closed, notwithstanding those
substantial losses; (iii) the circumstances surrounding the negotiation of the
Merger (including the inadequacy of due diligence and pressure from federal
regulators); (iv) the purported benefits of the Merger; and (v) BoA’s own
deteriorating financial condition;

7

The Secondary Offering refers to BoA’s sale, on October 7, 2008, of 455,000,000 shares of its
common stock at $22 per share for net proceeds of $9.9 billion pursuant to the Registration
Statement and Prospectus.
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these false statements and omissions, artificially inflated the price of BoA stock,
and caused putative Class Members to purchase BoA stock at artificially inflated
prices;

x

following the shareholder vote, but before the Merger closed on January 1, 2009,
(i) BoA decided that it had grounds to terminate the Merger because of the
magnitude of Merrill’s losses and BoA’s own deteriorating financial condition;
and (ii) in order to consummate the Merger and absorb Merrill’s fourth-quarter
losses, BoA obtained a $138 billion bailout from the Federal Government to
prevent BoA’s own collapse;

x

the truth about Merrill’s financial condition was not revealed until mid-January
2009, when several alleged corrective disclosures revealed that Merrill had
suffered a pre-tax loss of more than $21 billion during the fourth quarter of 2008
and, as a result, BoA had sought and obtained government assistance;

x

on January 21, 2009, it was further reported that, despite Merrill’s losses, BoA
had allowed Merrill to pay $3 to $4 billion in bonuses before the Merger closed,
and that, as these facts became known, the price of BoA common stock declined,
causing damage to putative Class Members; and

x

Lead Plaintiffs and the Class were entitled to recover damages for all of their
claims based solely on the amount that the price of BoA’s securities allegedly
dropped as a result of alleged corrective disclosures during January 2009.

43.

Based on these facts, the First Amended Complaint alleged that Defendants

violated Sections 14(a), 10(b), and 20(a) of the Exchange Act, and Sections 11, 12(a)(2), and 15
of the Securities Act. In addition to BoA and Merrill, the First Amended Complaint named as

16
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defendants Kenneth D. Lewis, John A. Thain, Joe L. Price, Neil A. Cotty, Banc of America
Securities LLC, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, and the members of BoA’s
Board of Directors at the time of the Merger (the “BoA Board”). ECF No. 29.
2.
44.

Lead Plaintiffs’ Motion for Partial Modification of the PSLRA’s
Discovery Stay

While Co-Lead Counsel were investigating the claims asserted by Lead Plaintiffs

on behalf of the Class, because of the automatic stay of discovery imposed by the PSLRA, we
were doing so without the benefit of discovery. Parallel cases brought by the SEC, the New
York Attorney General and by counsel in derivative litigation in the Delaware Chancery Court,
meanwhile, were moving ahead with discovery.
45.

Indeed, based on the SEC’s investigation, on August 3, 2009, the SEC brought

Section 14(a) claims against BoA based solely on BoA’s failure to disclose the Bonus
Agreement in the Proxy. Shortly thereafter, those parties agreed to a $33 million settlement of
the SEC’s claims related to the bonus allegations. After the proposed $33 million settlement was
initially rejected by Judge Rakoff on September 14, 2009, the SEC and BoA entered into a
revised settlement of $150 million, which Judge Rakoff approved, but which settlement now also
included and resolved claims regarding BoA’s failure to disclose the fourth-quarter losses.
Moreover, on October 12, 2009, in connection with a derivative action filed in the Delaware
Court of Chancery, Vice Chancellor Leo Strine denied motions to dismiss filed by BoA, Lewis
and the BoA Board, thus paving the way for discovery to commence in that action as well. A
host of other governmental entities, including Congress, the North Carolina Attorney General
and the New York Attorney General, had also received extensive documentary discovery and
sworn testimony concerning the Merger.
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Accordingly, on October 6, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs sought a partial modification of

the PSLRA discovery stay in order to obtain (i) documents that Defendants had produced to
various government agencies (including, but not limited to, the SEC, Congress and the New
York Attorney General) in connection with those agencies’ investigations into the Merger; and
(ii) transcripts of any testimony given in connection with those investigations.
opposed the motion.

Defendants

On November 16, 2009, after oral argument, Judge Chin ordered

Defendants to produce to Lead Plaintiffs all of the documents previously produced to
government regulators and Congress.
3.

47.

Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss the First Amended Complaint,
Motion to Certify a Question to the Delaware Supreme Court and
Motion for Reconsideration

On November 24, 2009, Defendants filed multiple motions to dismiss the First

Amended Complaint. ECF Nos. 59-68. These motions raised numerous novel issues. In
particular, the Defendants argued, with respect to Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims, that there
was not a direct cause of action available to the Lead Plaintiffs and, instead, these were
derivative claims belonging solely to BoA for which the Lead Plaintiffs lacked standing. The
Defendants also argued that there was no transaction causation for the Section 14(a) claims
because the Class had not purchased, exchanged or otherwise transacted in BoA stock in
connection with the Merger.

Rather, BoA had merely issued new BoA shares to Merrill

shareholders.
48.

In addition to the causation and derivative/direct claim arguments referenced

above with respect to Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims, Defendants also argued that the Lead
Plaintiffs had failed to plead scienter or negligence in connection with their claims, as applicable;
that the Defendants had no duty to disclose Merrill’s interim fourth-quarter losses, the bonus
agreement, or the MAC/bailout negotiations either under Section 10(b) or Section 14(a); and the
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alleged misstatements and omissions were immaterial as a matter of law.

In addition,

Defendants Merrill and Thain both filed motions to dismiss arguing, among other things, that
they owed no disclosure duties whatsoever to BoA shareholders.
49.

On December 18, 2009, just three weeks after Defendants moved to dismiss the

First Amended Complaint, Lead Plaintiffs filed their Omnibus Opposition to Defendants’
Motions to Dismiss, contending, among other things, that Lead Plaintiffs were permitted to bring
their Section 14(a) claims directly and that they had adequately alleged transaction causation in
connection with their Section 14(a) claims.

ECF No. 135.

Lead Plaintiffs also offered

supporting law and facts in their omnibus brief demonstrating that each of the Defendants issued
materially false and misleading statements in connection with the Merger, that Defendants
violated their duty to update and correct the representations contained in the Proxy, and that each
of the Defendants acted with the requisite scienter or negligence.
50.

The briefing on Defendants’ motions to dismiss the First Amended Complaint,

which was completed on January 26, 2010, totaled over 245 pages. While briefing the motions
to dismiss, Co-Lead Counsel continued to press Defendants for production of discovery pursuant
to Judge Chin’s order modifying the discovery stay, discussed more fully below at ¶¶ 80-85.
51.

On March 8, 2010, while Defendants’ motions to dismiss the First Amended

Complaint were sub judice, Defendants requested permission to file a motion to certify to the
Delaware Supreme Court the question of whether Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims could be
maintained directly. Judge Chin granted Defendants’ request to file a motion to certify on
March 11, 2010, and a briefing schedule was issued. ECF No. 199.
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On March 25, 2010, the Bank Defendants8 filed a motion to certify a question of

law to the Delaware Supreme Court concerning the circumstances under which a plaintiff may
bring, in federal court, a direct (as opposed to a derivative) action to enforce Section 14(a) of the
Exchange Act. ECF Nos. 210-212. The Bank Defendants argued that the Court must look to
Delaware law to determine if Lead Plaintiffs’ claims under Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act
are direct, and that to the extent Delaware law is unsettled, the Delaware Supreme Court should
decide the issue.
53.

On April 8, 2010, we opposed the Bank Defendants’ motion on the grounds, inter

alia, that the question of whether Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claim was direct is a question of
federal law which cannot be certified to a state court; that Lead Plaintiffs’ ability to bring their
Section 14(a) claim directly was well-settled as a matter of federal law; and, that, even if state
law were relevant, Delaware courts uniformly have held that where, as here, a plaintiff alleges
that its right to cast a fully informed vote has been infringed, its claim is direct. ECF No. 237.
On April 15, 2010, the Bank Defendants submitted a reply memorandum in further support of
their motion to certify a question to the Delaware Supreme Court.
54.

On April 28, 2010, upon Judge Chin’s appointment to the United States Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit, this matter was reassigned to the Honorable P. Kevin Castel.
ECF No. 250.
55.

Judge Castel convened a conference with counsel for all parties on May 19, 2010.

During the conference, the Parties discussed with the Court, among other things, the appropriate
measure of damages under Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act, and whether such damages
potentially overlapped with the remedies sought in the derivative actions pending in the
8

“Bank Defendants” refers to the BoA Board, Lewis, Price, Cotty, BoA and Banc of America
Securities LLC.
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Delaware Court of Chancery and in this Court. To our knowledge, this was an issue that had
never before been raised in the context of a federal securities class action.
56.

At the Court’s request, on June 4, 2010, the Parties submitted supplemental letter

briefs to the Court concerning the measure of recoverable damages for Lead Plaintiffs’
Section 14(a) claims, and whether such damages potentially overlapped with any derivative
remedies.
4.

57.

The Court’s Ruling on Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss the First
Amended Complaint and Defendants’ Motion for Certification for
Interlocutory Appeal

On August 27, 2010, the Court issued a Memorandum and Order that granted in

part, and denied in part, Defendants’ motions to dismiss the First Amended Complaint. ECF No.
303.

Specifically, the Court sustained (i) Lead Plaintiffs’ Section l4(a) claim regarding

(a) Merrill’s ability to pay, prior to the close of the Merger, bonuses to its employees for fiscalyear 2008, and (b) Merrill’s fourth-quarter 2008 losses; (ii) Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims
regarding Merrill’s ability to pay bonuses to its employees for fiscal-year 2008 prior to the
Merger closing; (iii) Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 20(a) claims for control person liability; and
(iv) Lead Plaintiffs’ Securities Act claims. The Court dismissed Lead Plaintiffs’ remaining
claims, including (most significantly) Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims regarding
Defendants’ failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter 2008 losses, and further held that
allegations relating to events post-dating the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote could not form
the basis of a Section 14(a) claim. In addition, the Court rejected Defendants’ argument that
Lead Plaintiffs had failed to allege causation and damages in connection with their Section 14(a)
claim. Moreover, in connection with the Court’s August 27, 2010 Memorandum and Order
regarding Defendants’ motions to dismiss, Judge Castel denied Defendants’ motion to certify a
question to the Delaware Supreme Court. Id.
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On September 10, 2010, Defendants filed motions seeking certification for

interlocutory appeal or, in the alternative, for reconsideration, of multiple issues decided by this
Court in its August 27, 2010 Memorandum and Order, including (i) whether Defendants had a
duty under Section 14(a) to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter financial results; (ii) whether
Plaintiffs here met the transaction causation element of Section 14(a); and (iii) whether
covenants in a private merger agreement are actionable under the federal securities laws. ECF
Nos. 308-313. Lead Plaintiffs opposed Defendants’ motions on September 24, 2010, arguing
that Defendants had failed to establish a substantial ground for disagreement with the Court’s
motion to dismiss opinion or any other exceptional circumstance that would warrant
interlocutory appeal.

ECF Nos. 333-335.

On October 8, 2010, the Court denied all of

Defendants’ motions. ECF No. 345.
5.
59.

Co-Lead Counsel’s Continuing Investigation and Preparation of the
Consolidated Second Amended Class Action Complaint

Co-Lead Counsel’s investigative efforts continued while Defendants’ motions to

dismiss the First Amended Complaint were pending. These efforts during this time period
included, among other things, reviewing (i) additional public material obtained in connection
with the investigations conducted by Congress, the SEC, and the New York Attorney General;
(ii) the documents produced to Lead Plaintiffs by Defendants pursuant to the lifting of the
PSLRA discovery stay; and (iii) sworn testimony taken in connection with the legal actions
brought against BoA by the SEC and New York Attorney General.
60.

Following the Court’s denial of Defendants’ motions for reconsideration of the

Court’s August 27, 2010 Memorandum and Order (ECF No. 303), Lead Plaintiffs sought
permission from the Court to amend the pleadings to replead Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b)
claims based on Merrill’s undisclosed losses prior to and following the shareholder vote on the
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Merger and BoA’s bailout to accomplish the Merger. The Court had dismissed these claims
based on a finding that Lead Plaintiffs had failed to adequately plead scienter for any of the
Defendants in support of these claims. We believed that, based on the additional facts that CoLead Counsel had uncovered during the course of their investigation, we could successfully
convince the Court to allow these claims to proceed. The decision to proceed with these claims
was risky, as reflected in the Court’s Order of September 9, 2010, which warned counsel of the
risks involved in such a decision and the potential for delay that could ensue as a result of
amending the complaint to pursue such claims. ECF No. 307. Nonetheless, we firmly believed
that pursuing these claims was in the best interest of the Class and without them, numerous Class
Members could be deprived of any remedy for the substantial losses that flowed from the
ultimate disclosure of Merrill’s losses. Accordingly, committed to maintaining an aggressive
trial schedule for the Action, we requested to file a second amended complaint in short order.
61.

On October 22, 2010, based upon the additional facts obtained through Co-Lead

Counsel’s investigation and our firms’ efforts in achieving a partial lifting of the PSLRA
discovery stay, Lead Plaintiffs filed their Consolidated Second Amended Class Action
Complaint (the “Second Amended Complaint”), which contained additional allegations in
support of Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims against Defendants Lewis, Price and BoA
related to these Defendants’ alleged failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses and BoA’s
receipt of the taxpayer bailout. ECF No. 363. The Second Amended Complaint also contained
additional allegations bearing on the scienter of BoA, Lewis and Price, including, inter alia,
allegations that BoA’s former General Counsel was not advised of the full extent of Merrill’s
losses prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote. In addition, the Second Amended
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Complaint added Grant Mitchell as a named plaintiff, an individual who had purchased call
options on BoA common stock during the Class Period.
6.
62.

Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss the Second Amended Complaint

Defendants moved to dismiss the Second Amended Complaint on November 29,

2010. ECF Nos. 369-373. In their motions, Defendants argued that (i) the Second Amended
Complaint failed to allege an actionable misstatement or omission, and failed to plead a strong
inference of scienter in connection with the failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses;
(ii) Defendants did not violate Section 10(b) by failing to disclose the bailout prior to January 16,
2009; (iii) Lead Plaintiffs lacked standing to assert claims on behalf of purchasers of 22 series of
BoA preferred shares and 21 series of BoA bonds; and (iv) named plaintiff Grant Mitchell only
possessed standing to assert claims on behalf of purchasers of BoA January 2011 call options.
63.

On December 21, 2010, Lead Plaintiffs filed their brief in opposition to

Defendants’ motions to dismiss the Second Amended Complaint. ECF Nos. 384-385. In their
opposition brief, Lead Plaintiffs argued, among other things, that Defendants Lewis and Price
acted with scienter in failing to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses and the taxpayer bailout
to shareholders; that Defendants’ failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses constituted an
actionable omission under Section 10(b); and that Lead Plaintiffs possessed standing to assert
claims on behalf of purchasers of certain preferred shares, debt securities and stock options.
Lead Plaintiffs also argued that Defendants’ contention that there was no duty to disclose
Merrill’s losses under Section 10(b) ignored Second Circuit authority and the Court’s exhaustive
August 27, 2010 Memorandum and Order finding that Defendants did have such a duty. Id.; see
also ECF No. 303. Defendants filed their reply briefs on January 28, 2011. ECF Nos. 390-391.
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The Court’s Ruling on Defendants’ Motions to Dismiss the Second
Amended Complaint

By Memorandum and Order dated July 29, 2011, the Court sustained Lead

Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims regarding Defendants’ failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth-quarter
losses, but granted Defendants’ motions to dismiss Lead Plaintiffs’ claims related to Defendants’
failure to disclose the taxpayer bailout.

ECF No. 405.

The Court further held that Lead

Plaintiffs and Grant Mitchell lacked standing to bring claims on behalf of purchasers or sellers of
BoA securities that they did not themselves purchase or sell during the Class Period, but
sustained claims on behalf of purchasers of BoA January 2011 call options.
65.

On August 31, 2011, Defendants answered the Second Amended Complaint.

ECF Nos. 426-429. Defendants denied Lead Plaintiffs’ claims in their entirety and asserted a
number of alleged defenses to liability, including, inter alia, that Defendants had no duty to
disclose Merrill’s interim financial results, that Class Members knew or should have known the
allegedly misstated or omitted information, that Defendants acted in good faith at all times, that
Lead Plaintiffs had failed to allege a harm to BoA shareholders that was independent from a
harm suffered by BoA, and that any damages suffered by BoA shareholders had to be offset by
gains on their holdings of Merrill securities.
66.

On September 7, 2011, the Court held a Status Conference, setting the pre-trial

schedule and October 22, 2012 as the trial date.
8.
67.

Lead Plaintiffs’ Motion to Certify the Class

On July 29, 2011, the Court issued an order setting the schedule for class

certification discovery and class certification briefing, among other things. ECF No. 406.
68.

The motion for class certification was vigorously contested and entailed extensive

discovery, much of which occurred before the filing of the motion.
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experience and expertise enabled them to complete what turned out to be an enormous
undertaking in less than three months in accordance with the Court’s July 29, 2011 Order (ECF
No. 406). Thus, for example, while Defendants’ motion to dismiss the Second Amended
Complaint was pending, Co-Lead Counsel streamlined discovery by exchanging and responding
to discovery requests (which included requests that pertained to class certification), and met and
conferred with Defendants regarding any objections to discovery. This greatly assisted Lead
Plaintiffs in meeting the Court’s class certification schedule. With the assistance of Co-Lead
Counsel, the proposed Class Representatives, including the Lead Plaintiffs, collected, reviewed
and produced hundreds of thousands of pages of documents in response to the forty-four requests
contained in Defendants’ First Request for Documents, which included, among other things,
Plaintiffs’ trading histories in BoA and Merrill securities and the securities of certain other
investment banking institutions, documents in their possession concerning BoA, Merrill or the
Merger, and all of the documents cited in the Second Amended Complaint.
69.

Defendants also served subpoenas on dozens of outside investment managers for

Lead Plaintiffs, and Co-Lead Counsel coordinated and conferred with each of these outside
investment managers regarding the permissible scope of discovery.
70.

In addition to document discovery, Defendants deposed representatives from each

of the five institutional Lead Plaintiffs pursuant to 30(b)(6) deposition notices, and named
plaintiff Grant Mitchell. Defendants also deposed each of Lead Plaintiffs’ investment managers.
71.

There was also considerable expert discovery taken in connection with the motion

for class certification.

The Parties submitted expert reports in support of their respective

positions and Defendants deposed Lead Plaintiffs’ experts, Chad W. Coffman and Professor
Steven J. Choi, and Lead Plaintiffs deposed Defendants’ expert, Allen Ferrell. In addition,
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Defendants subpoenaed industry analysts in an effort to challenge the fraud-on-the-market theory
of reliance, and Co-Lead Counsel also prepared for and attended these depositions.
72.

Co-Lead Counsel defended and/or participated in the depositions of 16

individuals in connection with class certification discovery.
73.

On October 17, 2011, Lead Plaintiffs and named plaintiff Grant Mitchell filed

their Motion for Class Certification and Appointment of Class Representatives and Class
Counsel (the “Class Certification Motion”). ECF Nos. 478-480.
74.

On October 31, 2011, Defendants filed their opposition to Lead Plaintiffs’ motion,

arguing that (i) Plaintiffs failed to show that their Section 14(a) damages theory was
economically cognizable; (ii) individualized issues of reliance predominated because Plaintiffs
had failed to establish materiality; and (iii) Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) and Section 14(a) classes
were overbroad. ECF Nos. 487-488. Defendants also argued that no Securities Act class could
be certified because (i) Plaintiffs failed to demonstrate numerosity; (ii) individualized stock
tracing issues predominated; and (iii) there were no material misrepresentations or omissions in
the offering documents. Id.
75.

On November 11, 2011, Lead Plaintiffs filed a reply brief in further support of

their motion. ECF Nos. 494-495.
76.

On February 6, 2012, the Court issued a Memorandum and Order granting

Plaintiffs’ Class Certification Motion in its entirety.9 ECF No. 527.
77.

On February 21, 2012, Defendants sought permission to appeal the Court’s Order

granting class certification to the Second Circuit under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(f).
9

Defendants

With respect to the “tracing” issue Defendants raised relating Plaintiffs’ Section 11 claims, the
court clarified that the definition of the Class as proposed by Plaintiffs was limited to investors
who purchased in the Secondary Offering, and did not encompass investors who later bought in
the secondary market.
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requested that the Second Circuit review the District Court’s ruling on the grounds that (i) the
Section 14(a) class lacked a cognizable damages theory; (ii) Defendants had no duty to disclose
Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses prior to quarter-end; and (iii) the alleged omissions regarding
Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses and the bonus agreement were immaterial. After full briefing, on
July 23, 2012, the Court of Appeals issued an Order denying Defendants’ Rule 23(f) petition.
78.

In connection with the Court’s certification of the Class, on February 24, 2012

Lead Plaintiffs filed a motion to approve the Notice and Summary Notice of Pendency of Class
Action. ECF No. 530. On March 1, 2012, the Court approved the Class Notice prepared by CoLead Counsel. ECF No. 531. The Class Notice was mailed to millions of potential Class
Members beginning on March 21, 2012. The Class Notice notified potential Class Members of,
among other things: (i) the Action pending against the Defendants; (ii) the Court’s certification
of the Action to proceed as a class action on behalf of the Court-certified Class; and (iii) their
right to request to be excluded from the Class, the effect of remaining in the Class or requesting
exclusion, and the requirements for requesting exclusion. At the Court’s request, the trial date of
October 22, 2012 was set forth prominently in the Notice. As set forth on Appendix 1 to the
Stipulation, 864 requests for exclusion from the Class were received in connection with the Class
Notice.
9.
79.

Lead Plaintiffs’ Extensive Discovery Efforts

Through the course of extensive and highly contested discovery, Lead Plaintiffs,

through the efforts of Co-Lead Counsel, were able to develop strong evidentiary support for the
claims asserted in the First and Second Amended Complaints. The results achieved for the Class
would not have been possible in the absence of these discovery efforts.
80.

As discussed above, at the very inception of this case, we knew that it was critical

to the success of the litigation that Lead Plaintiffs and the Class be placed on the same footing as
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other interested parties, such as the SEC and NYAG who were pursuing parallel proceedings
relating to the facts at issue in this Action, as well as the derivative litigation pending in the
Delaware Court of Chancery. For this reason, in October 2009, when it was evident to us that
the Defendants in this Action were exchanging information with parties in other proceedings, we
sought relief from the PSLRA’s discovery stay. At the time, we had just commenced briefing on
Defendants’ motions to dismiss the First Amended Complaint.
81.

Judge Chin ordered oral argument on Lead Plaintiffs’ motion and following this

argument, on November 16, 2009, granted Lead Plaintiffs’ motion. ECF No 43. Accordingly,
Defendants were ordered to produce to Lead Plaintiffs all documents produced to the SEC,
NYAG and Congress in connection with these entities’ investigations of the Merger, BoA’s
receipt of federal bailout funds to complete the Merger, and the payment of bonuses to Merrill’s
employees in the context of this bailout. Although Judge Chin ordered this relief in November
2009, there were extensive negotiations with Defendants before Lead Plaintiffs finally began to
receive documents, as Defendants contended that they had to “re-review” the documents for
relevancy prior to complying with the Court’s order and the Court, once again, had to intervene.
82.

In this respect, on December 17, 2009, Judge Chin issued an order holding that, in

modifying the PSLRA discovery stay, he did not contemplate that Defendants would re-review
for relevancy the documents produced to regulators and other civil parties. ECF No. 134.
However, production of crucial documents was still delayed on the basis of Defendants’ claim
that many documents BoA produced to the SEC and other governmental agencies, which were
critical to this litigation, involved communications with the Federal Reserve and were
“Confidential Supervisory Information” that Defendants were barred from disclosing absent
agreement from the Federal Reserve.
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Accordingly, on December 23, 2009, BoA moved for clarification of Judge

Chin’s December 17, 2009 Order on the issue of whether and to what extent BoA was required
to produce “Confidential Supervisory Information” to Lead Plaintiffs. ECF Nos. 144-145. In
opposing Defendants’ motion, Lead Plaintiffs noted that the privilege Defendants were relying
upon was the Federal Reserve’s, not BoA’s. ECF Nos. 154-155.
84.

At a hearing held on January 5, 2010, the Parties agreed to submit a proposed

protective order within two weeks, and addressed the issue of whether Defendants would be
permitted to re-review their prior productions to redact “Confidential Supervisory Information”
contained in BoA’s communications with the Federal Reserve. Lead Plaintiffs agreed to seek the
Federal Reserve’s consent for the release of the information before seeking a ruling from the
Court as to whether BoA could properly withhold such information.

Subsequently, Lead

Plaintiffs contacted and negotiated with senior officers at the Federal Reserve and ultimately
obtained the consent of the Federal Reserve to have the information produced to Plaintiffs. The
Parties submitted a proposed protective order, which the Court entered on January 20, 2010
(ECF No. 160), and a proposed rider to the protective order concerning documents produced
pursuant to authorization by the Federal Reserve Board, which the Court entered on January 29,
2010 (ECF No. 173). Following entry of the protective order, Defendants produced to Lead
Plaintiffs the documents and transcripts of testimony that they had previously produced to
government entities.
85.

Over the course of the next several months, between January 2010 and August

2010, Defendants produced to Lead Plaintiffs approximately half a million pages of documents
that had been previously produced to the SEC, the NYAG and Congress, including documents
prepared by BoA’s internal and external counsel. Whether and to what extent Defendants would
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produce the latter documents was again vigorously contested, as Defendants attempted to
“cabin” their waiver of the attorney-client privilege under the then-new Federal Rule of
Evidence 502, with respect to documents produced to the SEC. We had extensive negotiations
with Defendants over a confidentiality order that, among other things, preserved Lead Plaintiffs’
arguments regarding the propriety of Defendants’ cabined waiver under Rule 502.
86.

On April 21, 2010, during the PSLRA’s discovery stay, Judge Chin issued an

Order granting Lead Plaintiffs permission to serve document preservation subpoenas on nonparties. ECF No. 245. Subsequently, Lead Plaintiffs served preservation subpoenas on eight
non-parties, requesting that documents related to this litigation be preserved.
87.

Immediately following the Court’s July 29, 2011 decision on Defendants’

motions to dismiss the Second Amended Complaint, full merits and class certification discovery
commenced.

The Parties were able to commence discovery so promptly because at Lead

Plaintiffs’ insistence, the Parties had earlier exchanged document requests and had already begun
meeting and conferring on any document requests as to which Defendants had stated objections.
Additionally, by that date, Lead Plaintiffs had fully reviewed all the discovery that they had
obtained through the Court’s granting of their motion to lift the PSLRA’s automatic discovery
stay.
88.

Lead Plaintiffs also served document production subpoenas on a total of 43 non-

parties, including the eight non-parties on which document preservation subpoenas had earlier
been served.

See ¶ 86 above.

In response to those subpoenas, the non-parties produced

approximately 775,000 pages of documents.
89.

We were also very cognizant of working efficiently to ensure that the discovery

we received would be quickly and accurately reviewed but without duplication. Our firms
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devised a document management plan to govern the production of documents from Defendants
and non-parties, providing to each of our firms’ lawyers remote access to all the documents that
Defendants were producing. We then organized teams of lawyers to review these documents in a
non-duplicative and coordinated way, sharing issue memos among the firms on the key topics
involved in the Action.
90.

Our early efforts to secure discovery through lifting the PSLRA stay, and to

exchange formal discovery requests and objections with Defendants prior to the Court’s July 29,
2011 opinion, placed Lead Plaintiffs in a superior strategic position at the time when fact and
expert discovery formally commenced. We were able to work efficiently within the narrow
deadlines that this Court set for formal discovery, which was September 2011 through April
2012. During this period, Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel also responded to multiple sets
of document requests, interrogatories and requests for admission issued by Defendants, including
providing detailed responses to Defendants’ contention interrogatories on May 14, 2012.
91.

At the same time, Lead Plaintiffs also issued their own requests for admission,

along with two sets of interrogatories and three sets of document requests (130 individual
requests), to Defendants.

Ultimately, in response to these document requests, Defendants

produced approximately 3,803,000 pages of documents.
92.

Lead Plaintiffs coordinated with plaintiffs in the derivative litigation in the

Delaware Court of Chancery to depose certain of Defendants’ fact witnesses. While these
discussions were protracted, difficult, and sometimes contentious, we viewed them as necessary
to streamline discovery, promote efficiencies and keep the case on an accelerated pace.
93.

Additionally, in a forty-five day period between March 16, 2012 and April 30,

2012, the Parties exchanged 17 opening and rebuttal reports from 11 experts, accompanied by
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thousands of pages of exhibits. Lead Plaintiffs submitted expert reports on the issues of loss
causation and damages, Merrill’s financial condition and the impact of Merrill’s financial
condition on BoA, and the materiality of Merrill’s goodwill impairment under Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles. Lead Plaintiffs also retained two additional experts in order to
rebut expert reports submitted by Defendants on whether the Merger was beneficial to BoA, and
on the ways that institutional investors analyze and interpret publicly available information.
During this same period, we prepared Lead Plaintiffs’ experts for depositions and defended their
depositions while simultaneously preparing for and taking Defendants’ experts’ depositions.
Many of these depositions were scheduled back-to-back, or in parallel, and it was a significant
challenge to complete expert discovery during that forty-five day period.
94.

In addition to reviewing millions of pages of documents produced by the

Defendants and multiple non-parties during discovery, Co-Lead Counsel also reviewed,
translated and produced an extensive amount of Plaintiffs’ documents. As discussed above, at
the class certification stage, Plaintiffs produced documents concerning, among other things:
(i) their trading history in BoA, Merrill and certain other investment banking companies,
(ii) documents concerning BoA, Merrill and the Merger, and (iii) the documents referenced in
the Second Amended Complaint. In addition, on April 9, 2012, as fact discovery was set to
conclude, the Court issued an order directing Lead Plaintiffs to produce all documents
concerning the pricing, valuation, valuation impairment, or the impact of widening credit spreads
on the pricing or valuation, of more than ten broad categories of assets, including, among others,
mortgage-backed securities, leveraged loans and commercial real estate. ECF No. 537. Given
the amount of assets being managed by Lead Plaintiffs, who represent some of the largest public
and private pension funds in the world, responding to a broad document request such as this one
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is no small feat. Nevertheless, by May 18, 2012, Co-Lead Counsel and Lead Plaintiffs collected,
reviewed, and produced hundreds of thousands of additional pages of documents responsive to
Defendants’ request. Lead Plaintiffs ultimately produced more than 500,000 pages of documents
on behalf of the Lead Plaintiffs.
95.

Discovery concluded on May 18, 2012. During the course of fact, class and

expert discovery, the Parties conducted 61 depositions (35 fact depositions, 10 expert merits
depositions, and 16 depositions (including both fact and expert witnesses) with respect to class
certification) and Co-Lead Counsel reviewed and analyzed more than 4.75 million pages of
documents.
10.
96.

The Parties’ Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment

On June 3, 2012, Lead Plaintiffs and Defendants filed cross-motions for summary

judgment, each of which included briefing, statements of undisputed facts pursuant to Local
Civil Rule 56.1, supporting exhibits and expert reports. ECF Nos. 584-587, 589-590, 593, 595,
597-617. On June 29, 2012, the Parties filed opposition briefs, counterstatements of facts,
responses to statements of undisputed facts and accompanying exhibits. ECF Nos. 645-659.
Briefing on the Parties’ summary judgment motions was completed on July 17, 2012, when reply
briefs were filed, along with accompanying exhibits. ECF Nos. 692-704. In connection with
summary judgment, the Parties prepared and submitted well over 700 pages of briefing,
statements of undisputed facts, and counterstatements of facts, in addition to approximately 500
exhibits. These summary judgment motions were pending at the time the agreement in principle
to resolve the Action was reached.
97.

As set forth in Lead Plaintiffs’ summary judgment papers, Lead Plaintiffs

uncovered significant facts concerning the impact of Merrill’s losses on its financial condition
that were not alleged by any regulator. In particular, Lead Plaintiffs obtained evidence that,
34
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before the vote, Merrill’s losses (i) triggered a liquidity crisis at Merrill, requiring BoA to issue
billions of dollars in debt; (ii) severely eroded Merrill’s capital, requiring BoA to order Merrill to
reduce its balance sheet by hundreds of billions of dollars; and (iii) significantly reduced
Merrill’s earnings ability in future years. Based on this evidence, Lead Plaintiffs were able to
advance compelling arguments that, before the vote, Merrill’s losses had a highly material,
negative impact on Merrill and the combined company.
98.

Lead Plaintiffs also developed unique evidence concerning BoA’s statements

regarding the accretive/dilutive impact of the Merger. Specifically, during Defendant Lewis’s
deposition, Lead Plaintiffs obtained testimony that, as of the time of the vote, the Proxy’s
representations concerning the accretive/dilutive impact of the Merger were no longer true. As
Lewis testified, while the Proxy represented that the Merger would be 3% dilutive in 2009 and
breakeven in 2010, BoA had determined, as of the vote, that the deal would be more than 13%
dilutive in 2009 and 2.8% dilutive in 2010.
99.

Based on this evidence, Lead Plaintiffs sought partial summary judgment as to

the alleged falsity and materiality of statements related to the projected accretive/dilutive impact
of the Merger. The motion focused on statements that Lewis made at BoA’s December 5, 2008
shareholder meeting relating to BoA’s accretion/dilution forecast, as well as on statements that
Defendants made about this forecast on September 15, 2008 and in the November 3, 2008 Proxy.
100.

In responding to Lead Plaintiffs’ motion, Defendants argued that the statements at

issue were not false, that there was no duty to update them, that they were immaterial as a matter
of law, that the individuals who made the alleged statements lacked scienter, that Lead Plaintiffs
failed to meet the burden necessary to obtain summary judgment on these claims, and that Lead
Plaintiffs could not obtain summary judgment on purported misstatements that had not
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previously been pleaded in the Second Amended Complaint. Lead Plaintiffs addressed each of
these arguments in a July 17, 2012 reply brief in further support of their motion. ECF No. 693.
101.

In turn, Defendants sought summary judgment as to Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a)

claims on the ground that Lead Plaintiffs failed to adduce evidence that members of the
Section 14(a) class sustained any compensable injury or actual damages that was separate and
apart from a harm inflicted upon BoA. In addition, Defendants sought summary judgment as to
Lead Plaintiffs’ claims under the Exchange Act related to Merrill’s bonus payments, as well as to
Lead Plaintiffs’ claims related to the alleged January 12, 2009 and January 13, 2009 corrective
disclosures related to Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses, on the ground that Lead Plaintiffs failed to
establish loss causation for these claims. Defendants also sought summary judgment as to Lead
Plaintiffs’ bonus-related claims under the Securities Act on the ground that Defendants had met
their burden of establishing negative causation with respect to these claims.

In addition,

Defendants Lewis, Price, Thain, Cotty, and the BoA Board each sought summary judgment on
the Securities Act and/or the Exchange Act claims for reasons specific to their individual
circumstances.
102.

On June 29, 2012, Lead Plaintiffs filed an omnibus brief in opposition to

Defendants’ motions for summary judgment. ECF Nos. 653-654. In their opposition brief, Lead
Plaintiffs again argued that their Section 14(a) claim sought compensation for a direct harm
suffered by the Class as opposed to any harm suffered by BoA, and that the Class’s damages are
properly measured based on the decline in BoA’s stock price following the corrective
disclosures. Lead Plaintiffs also argued that Defendants had not established the absence of loss
causation as a matter of law. In addition, Lead Plaintiffs refuted each of the individualized
arguments raised by Defendants Lewis, Price, Thain, Cotty, and the BoA Board.
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Lead Plaintiffs’ Extensive Pre-Trial Efforts

In preparation for trial, Co-Lead Counsel drafted and, on August 17, 2012, served

Lead Plaintiffs’ preliminary witness list, exhibit list, preliminary statements of claims and
defenses, deposition designations for those witnesses that would be unavailable at trial, a joint
pretrial report, jury verdict form, stipulated statement of facts, jury instructions, voir dire
questions and initial jury remarks. Two weeks later, on August 31, 2012, Co-Lead Counsel
served three Daubert motions and began preparing responses to the Daubert motions Defendants
served with respect to all five of Lead Plaintiffs’ experts. On the same date, Co-Lead Counsel
also served 18 motions in limine and began preparing responses to 14 in limine motions received
from Defendants.
104.

On September 7, 2012, the Parties exchanged objections and counter-designations

to each other’s exhibit lists and deposition designations.
105.

Between September 11, 2012 and September 18, 2012, the Parties conducted

multiple in-person and telephonic meetings in an effort to reach agreement regarding their
proposed pretrial submissions to the Court.
106.

The trial in this Action was scheduled by the Court to begin at 10:00 a.m. on

October 22, 2012.
107.

With the Parties essentially trial ready, on September 27, 2012, as discussed in

Section IV below, the Parties reached an agreement in principle to settle the Action.
12.
108.

Lead Plaintiffs’ Work with Experts and Consultants

Lead Plaintiffs consulted with several experts and consultants while investigating

and prosecuting the Action, including a damages expert and various experts and consultants in
the fields of financial economics, due diligence and accounting, among others.
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Lead Plaintiffs retained Chad W. Coffman, the founder and President of Global

Economics Group and an expert in the fields of market efficiency, loss causation, and damages.
Mr. Coffman issued an expert report on market efficiency and materiality in support of
Plaintiffs’ motion for class certification. In connection with Plaintiffs’ class certification reply
brief, Mr. Coffman prepared a rebuttal report addressing arguments made by Defendants’ expert
Allen Ferrell. Mr. Coffman also issued three expert reports on the issues of damages and loss
causation: an opening report addressing Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) and 14(a) claims; a rebuttal
report addressing Defendants’ expert’s criticisms of Plaintiffs’ Section 11 claims; and a
responsive report addressing arguments raised by Defendants’ expert Allen Ferrell related to
Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) and 14(a) claims. Mr. Coffman was deposed on October 14, 2011 and
May 24, 2012.
110.

Lead Plaintiffs retained Professor Stephen Choi, J.D., Ph.D., the Murray and

Kathleen Bring Professor of Law at the New York University Law School, as an expert at the
class certification stage. On September 26, 2011, Professor Choi issued a report rebutting certain
opinions offered by Defendants’ expert Allen Ferrell related to the measurement of damages in
connection with Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims. Professor Choi was deposed on October
13, 2011.
111.

Lead Plaintiffs retained Bernard A. Katz, senior partner at J.H. Cohn LLP and an

expert in the field of financial economics. Mr. Katz issued an expert report addressing the
impact of Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses on its financial condition and on the financial condition
of BoA.

Significantly, Mr. Katz determined that Merrill’s fourth-quarter losses severely

impacted its capital and liquidity position, and reduced the future earnings capacity of the
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combined company. Mr. Katz also responded to the expert reports issued by Defendants’ experts
Charles Porten and Dr. Anil Shivdasani. Mr. Katz was deposed on June 27, 2012.
112.

Lead Plaintiffs retained Harris L. Devor, CPA, an accountant with nearly 40 years

of experience and a named shareholder at Shechtman Marks Devor PC. Mr. Devor submitted an
expert report opining that Merrill’s $2.2 billion goodwill impairment charge for the fourthquarter of 2008, which was identified prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote, was
quantitatively and qualitatively material under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. In
addition, Mr. Devor issued a follow-up report responding to numerous arguments raised by
Defendants’ accounting expert, J. Duross O’Bryan. Mr. Devor was deposed on May 22, 2012.
113.

Lead Plaintiffs retained Harvey Pitt, a former Chairman of the SEC and the Chief

Executive Officer of Kalorama Partners, LLC, to respond to the reports of Defendants’ experts
Charles Porten and Douglas Taylor. Chairman Pitt issued a report highlighting the deficiencies
in Mr. Porten’s and Mr. Taylor’s reports, and opining that, among other things, a company’s own
disclosures – not those of news media or analysts – are of paramount importance in the context
of a shareholder vote on significant corporate actions. Chairman Pitt was deposed on May 16,
2012.
114.

Lead Plaintiffs retained J.T. Atkins, an investment banker with over 27 years of

experience in mergers and acquisitions and the head of Cypress Associates LLC, to respond to
certain opinions offered by Defendants’ expert Dr. Anil Shivdasani. Mr. Atkins issued an expert
report highlighting the errors committed by Dr. Shivdasani in his analysis of whether the Merger
was value enhancing to BoA. Mr. Atkins was deposed on June 5, 2012.
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Lastly, Lead Plaintiffs retained Professor Jesse Fried, a professor of law at the

Harvard Law School and noted expert on issues of corporate governance, to advise Lead
Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel on measures to enhance BoA’s corporate governance.
116.

Each of these experts and consultants was necessary to assist in the litigation or

resolution thereof by clarifying complex issues for the Court and properly framing the evidence
for the jury in simple terms and to assure that the corporate governance component of the
Settlement consideration was appropriate.
13.

Other Significant Actions Taken By Co-Lead Counsel
a.

117.

Ensuring Efficient Prosecution of Related Actions

In addition to actively litigating this matter on behalf of the Class, Co-Lead

Counsel also took significant steps to ensure that this Action was managed and prosecuted in an
orderly and efficient manner. In paragraph 7 of the Court’s Consolidation Order (ECF No. 15),
the Court requested “the assistance of counsel in calling to the attention of the Clerk of this Court
the filing or transfer of any case that might properly be consolidated as part of the Securities
Actions.” Pursuant to this request, Co-Lead Counsel, on numerous occasions, brought such
matters to the Court’s attention.
118.

For instance, on December 28, 2009, Co-Lead Counsel informed the Court of a

class action complaint titled Iron Workers of Western Pennsylvania Pension Plan v. Bank of
America Corp., et al., No. 09-cv-10394 (“Iron Workers”), which asserted Section 10(b) and
Section 20(a) claims on behalf of purchasers of 529 different BoA debt securities against many
of the same Defendants in this Action and arising out of the same underlying facts and alleged
false and misleading statements and omissions at issue in this Action. Similarly, on January 19,
2010, Co-Lead Counsel alerted the Court to a class action complaint titled Dornfest v. Bank of
America Corp., et al., No. 10-cv-275 (“Dornfest”), which asserted Section 10(b) and
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Section 20(a) claims on behalf of purchasers of BoA stock options against many of the same
Defendants in this Action and arising out of the same underlying facts and alleged false and
misleading statements and omissions at issue in this Action. Co-Lead Counsel requested that the
Court consolidate both Iron Workers and Dornfest with this Action.

119.

Counsel for the plaintiffs in both Iron Workers and Dornfest disputed Co-Lead

Counsel’s request for consolidation, and submitted numerous letters to the Court setting forth
their positions. On April 9, 2010, after Co-Lead Counsel submitted multiple letters to the Court
opposing the arguments raised by Iron Workers and Dornfest, the Court issued an Order
consolidating both matters into this Action, reaffirming Co-Lead Counsel’s authority to manage
the contours of this Action.

Counsel in Dornfest continued to pursue the matter seeking

certification under Rule 23(f) of the Court’s ruling, that was ultimately denied.

Co-Lead

Counsel’s efforts assured that Court-appointed Lead Plaintiffs would retain control of the
litigation to the benefit of the Class, and also avoided fragmentation of the litigation, which
would have resulted in inefficiencies going forward and a much more complex trial.
b.
120.

Coordinating Efforts Among Co-Lead Counsel

Co-Lead Counsel maintained close control and monitored the work performed by

the lawyers and professional support staff working on this case in order to avoid duplication of
effort and to ensure efficient prosecution. While declarants personally devoted substantial time
to this novel, wide-ranging case, other experienced attorneys at our firms undertook particular
tasks appropriate to their levels of expertise, skill and experience, and paralegals were assigned
to work on matters as appropriate.
c.
121.

Establishing a Case-Dedicated Litigation Website

Co-Lead Counsel established a comprehensive website for the Action to provide

an accessible place for potential Class Members, the Parties to the case, and other interested non-
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parties to view Court rulings, Court-approved notices, Lead Plaintiffs’ pleadings, and other
documents filed and submitted in this Action.
122.

Co-Lead Counsel created the website, found at www.boasecuritieslitigation.com,

in November 2009 (the “BoA Website”) and have consistently monitored and updated it by
posting relevant pleadings and announcements of major developments in the Action. Visitors to
the BoA Website were directed to send any requests for additional information to an email
address associated with the BoA Website (i.e.,<info@boasecuritieslitigation.com>) and CoLead Counsel responded to these emails in a timely fashion.
123.

In connection with the Settlement, Co-Lead Counsel transferred their

management of the BoA Website to the claims administrator for the Settlement, The Garden City
Group, Inc. (“GCG”), who will be able to devote the necessary resources to responding to the
voluminous amount of emails regarding the Settlement and the submission and processing of
Proof of Claim Forms that is anticipated in a settlement of this size. The BoA Website has also
recently been updated to address the Settlement, posting all relevant settlement materials and
listing important dates in connection with the Settlement (including the March 5, 2013 objection
deadline, the April 25, 2013 Proof of Claim Form submission deadline, as well as the April 5,
2013, 2:00 p.m. Settlement Fairness Hearing). Downloadable copies of the Settlement Notice
and Proof of Claim Form are also available on the BoA Website.
III.

RISKS FACED BY LEAD PLAINTIFFS IN THE ACTION
124.

At the time the Settlement was reached, Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel had

a thorough understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the Action. While Lead Plaintiffs
and Co-Lead Counsel believe that the claims asserted against the Defendants have merit, they
also recognize that there were considerable risks involved in pursuing the Action against the
Defendants through trial and beyond.
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A.

Risks Regarding Liability Against the Defendants

125.

Even though Plaintiffs had prevailed at the motion to dismiss stage on certain of

their fraud claims under Section 10(b) and all of their negligence claims under Section 14(a),
Plaintiffs faced a substantial risk that the Court would find that they had failed to establish
liability as a matter of law against any of the Defendants or, if the Court were to permit claims to
proceed to trial, the jury would find against Plaintiffs.
126.

First, with respect to Lead Plaintiffs’ claims regarding the failure to disclose

Merrill’s losses, there was a risk that the Court, at summary judgment, or a jury at trial, would
conclude that Defendants Lewis, Price, and BoA (who were the only Defendants against whom
Plaintiffs were pursuing a fraud claim based on Merrill’s undisclosed losses) did not act
recklessly in failing to disclose Merrill’s losses. There was a similar risk that either the Court or
a jury would find that Defendants Lewis, Price, BoA, or the BoA Board did not act negligently.
127.

Specifically, Defendants relied on evidence to argue that they were neither

reckless nor negligent because in-house and outside counsel were closely involved in the
decision not to disclose the losses. Defendants argued that they repeatedly consulted with inhouse and outside counsel about whether the losses should be disclosed, and were told that no
disclosure was required on multiple occasions before the vote. For example, Mayopoulos,
BoA’s former General Counsel, testified that Defendant Price contacted him regarding disclosure
on two occasions before the vote; he considered whether the losses should be disclosed; he based
his decision that no disclosure was required on several factors; and communicated his decision to
Price. Wachtell attorneys also testified that they were involved in the decision not to disclose
Merrill’s losses prior to the vote, and agreed with Mayopoulos’s analysis. Lewis testified that he
asked Price whether Price had vetted the disclosure issue with counsel, and was told by Price that
counsel had concluded that no disclosure was necessary. While Lead Plaintiffs would have
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argued in response that neither outside nor in-house counsel knew the full extent of Merrill’s
losses and their impact on the company, the involvement of BoA’s inside and outside counsel in
the determination not to disclose the losses created a significant risk that either the Court or a
jury could find that the decision not to disclose was made in good faith and had a reasonable
basis.
128.

Moreover, Defendants argued that they did not personally benefit from their non-

disclosure of the losses. Indeed, there was no evidence that any Defendant engaged in insider
trading during the Class Period or otherwise reaped a concrete, personal financial benefit from
the failure to disclose Merrill’s losses and the consummation of the Merger. The lack of such
evidence heightened the risk that a jury would not find them liable.
129.

Defendants also raised a number of additional arguments that either the Court or a

jury could have accepted, including that Merrill’s estimated fourth-quarter loss forecasts
frequently changed, were only interim in nature, and therefore were too uncertain to be
disclosed. The strength of Defendants’ defenses rested in part on the testimony of many notable
experts who, while Plaintiffs sought to exclude them through Daubert motions, could have been
found by a jury to be highly credible witnesses for Defendants at trial. These arguments, if
accepted, could also have defeated a finding of recklessness or negligence.
130.

Defendants also contended that they had no legal duty to disclose the losses. As

Defendants argued, they did not make any false statements about Merrill’s fourth-quarter
performance, the Proxy did not discuss Merrill’s fourth quarter performance, and the law
typically does not impose a duty to disclose intra-quarter results. While Lead Plaintiffs believed
that these arguments were incorrect based on the facts of this case, there was a risk that either the
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Court or a jury could come to a different conclusion, which would have defeated Lead Plaintiffs’
loss-related claims under both Sections 10(b) and 14(a).
131.

In addition, Defendants argued at summary judgment that Merrill’s losses in the

fourth quarter of 2008 were immaterial as a matter of law. These arguments were based on
expert testimony and evidentiary support concerning what the markets purportedly knew
concerning Merrill’s historical and 2008 fourth-quarter losses. Indeed, Defendants argued that,
in the five quarters preceding the Merger, Merrill lost almost $40 billion pre-tax, and the market
knew that Merrill was continuing to suffer massive losses during the fourth quarter of 2008. At
the motion to dismiss stage, this Court noted that Defendants “minced no words” about the
impact of the fourth quarter on Merrill, and at the class certification stage, the Court left open the
possibility that Defendants could show, with sufficient evidence, that the market expected much,
if not all, of the losses that Merrill ultimately reported.
132.

Lead Plaintiffs’ bonus disclosure claims were fraught with similar risks.

Foremost, Defendants argued throughout the litigation that the non-disclosure of the bonus
agreement in the Proxy was immaterial. At the motion to dismiss stage, at class certification and
at summary judgment, Defendants offered newspaper articles and analysis which they contended
showed that the market knew that Merrill would be paying bonuses prior to the close of the
Merger, and that certain publications went so far as to speculate as to the amount of such
bonuses. Even if the Court did not accept such arguments at summary judgment, there was a
considerable risk that these arguments would have been accepted by a jury.
133.

In addition, Defendants argued that any non-disclosure of the bonus agreement

was neither intentional nor reckless and, therefore, was not sufficient to find liability under
Section 10(b), nor did it meet the threshold of negligence for a finding of liability under
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Section 14(a). Indeed, Defendants argued that at all times, their counsel was aware of the
existence of the bonus agreement, and that the decision not to disclose the Disclosure Schedule
was left entirely up to BoA’s and Merrill’s lawyers, thereby mitigating against a finding that
Defendants had an intent to deceive shareholders, or even acted negligently. There existed a
substantial risk that a jury would have accepted this argument, especially given that none of the
Defendants in the Action were the recipients of any bonuses that were the subject of the
Disclosure Schedule and thus, there existed a lack of provable motive for fraud. Indeed, this lack
of financial motive had been persuasive for the Court in dismissing certain of Lead Plaintiffs’
fraud claims at the motion to dismiss stage.
134.

Additionally, Defendants argued that they represented to investors that they were

entering into the Merger because they believed it would have long-term benefits to BoA, and
that, in fact, the Merger was beneficial to BoA shareholders. Indeed, Defendants argued that
Merrill contributed significantly to BoA’s earnings since the Merger, and was a principal driver
of the profits that BoA reported after the Merger closed. While Lead Plaintiffs would have
disputed this and, in any event, would have argued that this “hindsight benefit” was irrelevant
under the federal securities laws, there certainly was a risk that Defendants’ arguments could
have impact on a jury.
B.

Risks Regarding Loss Causation and Establishing Damages

135.

From the outset of this case, Co-Lead Counsel recognized that the paucity of case

law establishing the remedies available to Class Members under Section 14(a) would present
serious risks. In no previous case had plaintiffs established that they were entitled to monetary
damages under Section 14(a) from the stock price drop resulting from the disclosure of
information alleged to have been improperly withheld from voters approving a merger.
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Indeed, the Court itself, sua sponte, had raised the question at a status conference

in June 2010 as to whether any portion of the Section 14(a) remedy sought in this case was
duplicative, or overlapping, with the remedy being sought in the derivative litigation pending in
the Delaware Chancery Court and in the consolidated federal derivative proceedings in this
litigation. The Parties briefed these issues separately in connection with Defendants’ motions to
dismiss the First Amended Complaint and, when the Court sustained the claim, Defendants
moved to certify the question of whether the Section 14(a) claim was direct or derivative to the
Delaware Supreme Court.
137.

In its opinion dated August 27, 2010 (ECF No. 303), the Court made an initial

determination that there was “at least a potential” that Lead Plaintiffs could show “a diminution
in the value of the shares that [members of the Section 14(a) class] held which was not due to an
injury inflicted upon BofA.” In re Bank of Am. Sec., Deriv. & ERISA Litig., 757 F. Supp. 2d
260, 292 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). This allowed Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims to proceed to
discovery, but the question of what Lead Plaintiffs ultimately would have to prove remained a
significant and ongoing trial risk.
138.

Based on this uncertainty, Defendants repeatedly challenged the availability and

measure of Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) damages. At class certification, Defendants raised
again the argument that Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) remedy was not provided for by law and
therefore, a class pursuing such a remedy could not be certified. Once again, in response to Lead
Plaintiffs’ arguments, the Court allowed Lead Plaintiffs to proceed on the basis that “there
plausibly may be distinct, non-overlapping grounds for both direct and derivative recovery.” In
re Bank of Am. Sec., Deriv. & ERISA Litig., 281 F.R.D. 134, 141 (S.D.N.Y. 2012). This
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decision, once again, left open the question of whether and what remedy Plaintiffs could
ultimately establish under Section 14(a).
139.

At summary judgment, Defendants again raised the question of whether and to

what extent Plaintiffs could establish a remedy under Section 14(a). In their briefing, Defendants
argued that Plaintiffs had failed to meet their pre-trial burden that the damages sought under
Section 14(a) were not overlapping with damages available derivatively. Briefing on this issue
was pending before the Court at the time of settlement, but assuming that Plaintiffs successfully
defeated Defendants’ arguments at summary judgment, there still remained the risk that the
ultimate questions of what the measure of Section 14(a) damages was and whether or not they
were overlapping with some theoretical derivative remedy would have to be proven to a jury.
Even if Lead Plaintiffs had prevailed at trial on the question of damages, the Class faced an
inevitable appeal on this and numerous other issues. Given that the vast majority of Lead
Plaintiffs’ claimed damages in this case arose under Section 14(a), this issue had particularly
significant risk for Lead Plaintiffs.
140.

The risks relating to causation and damages were not limited to simply whether a

Section 14(a) direct claim existed or the proper measure of damages it provided í there were also
enormous risks with respect to the theory of loss causation that Plaintiffs set out to prove. Lead
Plaintiffs’ theory of loss causation for all claims asserted in the Action was that material
information concerning the bonus agreement between BoA and Merrill and information
concerning Merrill’s increasing fourth-quarter losses was concealed from BoA’s shareholders
and investors until such information was disclosed through a series of corrective disclosures on
January 12, 13, 15, 16 and 21, 2009 (the “Corrective Disclosures”). Plaintiffs alleged that
information concerning Merrill’s losses was revealed through corrective disclosures on
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January 12, 15 and 16 and through “leakage” of information on January 13, and that information
concerning Merrill’s payment of bonuses to its employees was revealed through a Financial
Times article on January 21, 2009.
141.

Whether and to what extent these Corrective Disclosures revealed the information

that Plaintiffs alleged was previously withheld was hotly contested in this case. Defendants
proffered expert testimony from Dr. Allen Ferrell who opined that the price movements that
Plaintiffs’ expert had identified on the corrective disclosure dates were substantially smaller or
immaterial when viewed against market or industry factors, and that the price drops on those
dates could be explained as being more closely related to what was happening to the economy in
general and, in particular, to the financial sector itself, rather than being related to anything
announced in connection with Merrill.
142.

In addition, Defendants made a number of arguments with respect to specific

disclosure dates. For example, Lead Plaintiffs alleged that January 12, 2009 was a corrective
disclosure date based on a Citigroup analyst report which disclosed to the market that Merrill
was estimated to report a net loss of $6 billion for the fourth quarter. However, Defendants
asserted that, at the time the Citigroup report was issued, the market was already expecting
Merrill to suffer losses of at least $6 billion because on December 7, 2008, more than one month
before the alleged corrective information was published in the Citigroup report, Morgan Stanley
issued a report estimating that Merrill would take $8.9 billion of marks on its assets. Based on
this argument, there was a material risk that a jury could find that the Citigroup report did not
reveal new information, and thus, that January 12, 2009 was not a corrective disclosure date.
143.

Lead Plaintiffs also asserted that January 13, 2009 was a corrective disclosure

date because news leaked to the market concerning BoA’s need for a bailout. In particular, Lead
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Plaintiffs asserted that the market understood a speech by Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke, in which he referenced banks’ need for additional capital, to concern BoA’s need for a
bailout. However, Defendants argued that Chairman Bernanke’s speech could not constitute
leakage because it did not reference BoA or Merrill, and no analyst or member of the financial
press connected Chairman Bernanke’s speech to either BoA or Merrill.
144.

As to the bonus claim, Lead Plaintiffs contended that January 21, 2009 was a

corrective disclosure date because the Financial Times disclosed, for the first time, that BoA had
permitted Merrill to pay billions of dollars in bonuses before the Merger closed, notwithstanding
Merrill’s large fourth-quarter losses and BoA’s need for a bailout. Defendants, however, pointed
to numerous articles published before January 21, 2009 that they contended revealed that Merrill
was going to pay, and in fact had paid, billions of dollars in bonuses before the Merger closed,
notwithstanding the fact that Merrill was performing poorly. While Lead Plaintiffs believed that
these articles did not disclose the relevant facts, there was a risk that, after trial, a jury could
conclude that these articles revealed the information that Lead Plaintiffs contended was first
disclosed by the Financial Times article on January 21, 2009, thereby eliminating it as a
corrective disclosure date.
145.

Moreover, as to the remaining corrective disclosure dates on January 15 and 16,

2009, Defendants’ expert argued that price movements observed on these dates were confounded
by other adverse information disclosed by BoA’s own results for the 2008 fourth quarter, which
was unrelated to the allegations in the case. Indeed, BoA reported its first quarterly loss in its
entire history for the fourth quarter of 2008 on these days, and thus, Defendants’ expert
contended that it was more likely than not that such information was a substantial, if not the
primary, driver behind any stock price reaction on these days.
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C.

Risks Attendant to Trial

146.

In addition to the usual uncertainties attendant to placing complex issues before a

jury, a trial of this case presented many specific risks. All of the key fact witnesses in this
Action who Plaintiffs would have used to present evidence at trial were adverse witnesses,
including Defendants Lewis, Price, Cotty, Thain, the BoA Board, current and former BoA and
Merrill officers, and Defendants’ counsel, such as partners at Wachtell Lipton, who still
represented the Defendants.

Even Mayopoulos, BoA’s former general counsel who was

allegedly terminated for asking too many questions about the increasing size of Merrill’s losses
following a board meeting after the shareholder vote, testified at deposition as to what he viewed
as logical, non-fraudulent reasons for providing the non-disclosure advice he gave to BoA.
147.

Moreover, key witnesses for the Plaintiffs were Plaintiffs’ experts, including

former SEC Chairman, Harvey Pitt, accounting expert, Harris Devor, financial experts, Bernard
Katz and J.T. Atkins, and Chad Coffman, Plaintiffs’ damages expert. At the time the Settlement
was reached, the Parties had exchanged Daubert motions in which Defendants were seeking to
exclude all or most of the testimony that Plaintiffs intended to offer through these experts.
Should Defendants have prevailed in excluding any of this testimony, the presentation of many
aspects of Plaintiffs’ case would have been extremely difficult, thereby increasing the risks at
trial.
148.

In addition, at the time the Settlement was reached, the Parties had also briefed in

limine motions in which Defendants were seeking, through 14 in limine motions, to exclude key
evidence relating to bonus payments received by Merrill’s employees, and the termination of
Mayopoulos, among others. If Defendants succeeded on these motions, it would have presented
enormous obstacles to Plaintiffs’ presentation of their claims.
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D.

Risk of Summary Judgment

149.

At the time of settlement, Defendants had sought to dismiss all or part of

Plaintiffs’ Sections 10(b) and 14(a) claims on the basis of immateriality of the non-disclosure of
the losses and bonuses, lack of damages, and lack of scienter and negligence. At the time the
Settlement was reached, the Court had not rendered its decision with respect to these motions.
Success by Defendants, even partially, on their summary judgment motions, would have
dramatically eroded the value of the claims left to try to a jury.
E.

Risk of Prolonged Appeal

150.

Even if Lead Plaintiffs were successful in obtaining a jury verdict on all or part of

their claims, it was a foregone certainty that a jury verdict would have been just the beginning of
a long appellate process. Given the novelty of the issues concerning materiality, damages, and
the duties attendant under Sections 10(b) and 14(a), a long and arduous appellate process, likely
proceeding to the highest review, with the possibility of reversal, presented extreme risk to the
Class of actual recovery.
IV.

THE SETTLEMENT
151.

The Settlement currently pending before this Court provides for $2,425,000,000

in cash (which has been deposited and is earning interest) and certain significant corporate
governance measures to be implemented or continued by BoA. As set forth above and more
fully below, the Settlement achieved in this Action was the result of protracted arms’-length
negotiations by fully informed Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel, overseen by the Honorable
Layn Phillips.
152.

The Settlement provides the members of the Court-certified Class with an

immediate cash benefit as well as additional benefits flowing from the Corporate Governance
Enhancements (see ¶¶ 164-165 below) and eliminates the significant risks of taking this Action
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to trial. Co-Lead Counsel believe that the Settlement is a fair, reasonable and excellent result for
the Class considering the risk of recovering less, or nothing at all, from Defendants after the
delay of a trial and likely appeals.
A.

The Parties’ Settlement Negotiations

153.

The process of achieving the Settlement was long and arduous. The Parties first

began discussing a potential resolution of the Action in August 2010. Specifically, at the
May 29, 2010 status conference for this case, the Court encouraged the Parties to explore
mediation through a private mediator. At the Court’s suggestion, the Parties, shortly thereafter,
agreed on the retention of the Honorable Layn Phillips to mediate the matter.
154.

The first mediation with Judge Phillips was held on October 1, 2010 in New

York, New York. In advance of this mediation, the Parties prepared and exchanged detailed
mediation statements and each side prepared extensive oral and Power Point presentations for
joint sessions. Representatives for each of the Lead Plaintiffs traveled to and attended the
mediation, as did representatives of the Defendants.

At the mediation, the Parties made

presentations to Judge Phillips and to each other which supplemented the mediation statements
exchanged in advance. After the mediation, the Parties remained far apart in their respective
positions. Following the mediation, Co-Lead Counsel continued to prosecute the case, while
both sides continued their dialogue through Judge Phillips.
155.

In connection with the October 1, 2010 mediation, each side agreed to respond to

detailed questions prepared by the opposing side relating to the information presented at the
mediation. These questions and answers were exchanged over the subsequent months following
the October 1, 2010 mediation, and set the stage for the Parties’ second mediation with Judge
Phillips, which was held on March 1, 2011.
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In advance of the March 1, 2011 mediation, each side once again prepared

detailed presentations principally relating to issues concerning damages, including presentations
by each side’s respective damages consultants. However, once again, although these sessions
were productive in communicating the Parties’ respective positions and views on damages, the
Parties remained too far apart in their respective positions to bridge the gap between them.
157.

Following the March 1, 2011 mediation, the Parties continued their discussions

through Judge Phillips; however, further discussions were unsuccessful given the very different
views that Lead Plaintiffs and Defendants had of the merits of the case. Meanwhile, the Parties
vigorously litigated the case on an accelerated schedule, briefing class certification in the fall of
2011, and taking and defending 61 depositions through June of 2012, as described more fully
above.
158.

With the October 22, 2012 trial date set, settlement discussions resumed.

Ultimately, both sides agreed to accept a “mediator’s recommendation” that the Action settle for
$2.425 billion, plus corporate governance measures to be negotiated.
159.

With the assistance of Judge Phillips, on September 20, 2012, counsel for BoA

and Co-Lead Counsel, on behalf of Lead Plaintiffs, agreed to enter into a term sheet setting forth,
inter alia, the monetary terms of the Settlement.
160.

On September 27, 2012, BoA and Lead Plaintiffs completed their negotiations on

the Corporate Governance Enhancements to be implemented or continued by BoA and executed
a supplemental term sheet containing those terms.
161.

On September 28, 2012, in light of their agreement in principle, the Parties orally

requested the Court’s adjournment of the trial date, all pre-trial submissions, the final pre-trial
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conference and the rendering of the Court’s decision on summary judgment, which adjournments
were granted by the Court.
162.

Over the next two months, we, on behalf of Lead Plaintiffs, and Defendants,

through their respective counsel, engaged in further negotiations over the specific terms of the
Settlement and memorialized the Parties’ final agreement in the Stipulation dated as of
November 30, 2012 and related exhibits (i.e., proposed orders, Settlement Notice, Summary
Notice and Proof of Claim Form). At the end of this process, Lead Plaintiffs filed their motion
for preliminary approval of the Settlement. ECF Nos. 767-769. On December 4, 2012, the
Court issued orders preliminarily approving the Settlement and terminating the Parties’ crossmotions for summary judgment. ECF Nos. 771-772.
B.

The Settlement Consideration

163.

Pursuant to the terms of the Stipulation, in consideration of the full and complete

settlement of the Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims against the Defendants and other Defendants’
Releasees,10 BoA, on behalf of all Defendants and other Defendants’ Releasees, has paid the cash
Settlement Amount (i.e., $2.425 billion) into the Escrow Accounts. In addition to its payment of
the Settlement Amount, BoA also agreed to implement or continue certain significant corporate
governance measures.
164.

If the Settlement is approved, BoA will, within forty-five (45) days following the

Court’s entry of the Judgment, or Alternative Judgment if applicable, implement the following
Corporate Governance Enhancements, and will maintain such Corporate Governance
10

As defined in ¶1(v) of the Stipulation, “Defendants’ Releasees” means the Defendants and
their respective present and former parents, subsidiaries, divisions and affiliates and the
respective present and former employees, members, partners, principals, officers, directors,
attorneys, advisors, accountants, auditors, and insurers of each of them; and the predecessors,
successors, estates, heirs, executors, trusts, trustees, administrators, agents, representatives and
assigns of each of them, in their capacity as such.
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Enhancements through the later of January 1, 2015 or eighteen (18) months following the
Court’s entry of the Judgment, or Alternative Judgment if applicable:
(i)

BoA will amend Section 3 of its Corporate Governance Guidelines to

read, in relevant part, as follows:
“Majority Voting for Directors. In an uncontested election, a director who fails
to receive the required number of votes for re-election in accordance with the
Bylaws shall offer to resign. In addition, a director whose resignation is under
consideration shall abstain from participating in any recommendation or decision
regarding that resignation. The Corporate Governance Committee shall make a
recommendation to the Board as to whether to accept or reject the tendered
resignation, or whether other action should be taken. The Corporate Governance
Committee and the Board, in making their decisions, may consider any factor or
other information that they deem relevant. The Board shall act on the tendered
resignation, taking into account the Corporate Governance Committee’s
recommendation, and shall publicly disclose its decision regarding the resignation
and the basis for the decision within ninety (90) days after the results of the
election are certified. If the resignation is not accepted, the director will continue
to serve until the next annual meeting of stockholders and until the director’s
successor is elected and qualified. The Board shall not permit the director to
stand for election at the next annual meeting.”
(ii)

BoA will amend Section 8 of its Corporate Governance Guidelines to

read, in relevant part, as follows:
“Minimum Stock Ownership by Executive Officers and Directors. In order to
align the interests of the Company’s executive officers and directors with those of
the Company’s stockholders, the Board has adopted the following minimum stock
ownership requirements: (a) the Chief Executive Officer shall hold at least
500,000 shares of the Company’s common stock and retain at least 50% of the net
after-tax shares from future equity awards until retirement; (b) other executive
officers shall hold at least 300,000 shares of the Company’s common stock and
retain at least 50% of the net after-tax shares from future equity awards until the
ownership guideline is achieved; and (c) non-management directors are required
to hold and cannot sell the restricted stock they receive as compensation (except
as necessary to pay taxes upon vesting) until termination of their service. The
Company shall disclose in its annual proxy statement any failure of any director
to comply with the stock ownership guidelines. All full value shares and units
beneficially owned by executive officers and directors are included in the
calculation; performance contingent shares and units are included in the
calculation when earned; and stock options are not included. Newly appointed
executive officers will have up to five years to achieve compliance.”
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In connection with the establishment of the Corporate Development

Committee BoA will amend the charter for the Corporate Development Committee to read, in
relevant part, as follows:
“Committee Authority and Responsibilities. In carrying out its oversight
responsibilities as set forth above, the Committee shall oversee senior
management’s establishment of policies and guidelines, to be adopted by the
Board, establishing appropriate systems (including policies, procedures and/or
management committees) to ensure that Applicable Transactions are vetted
carefully and that adequate due diligence is performed prior to Board approval of
any Applicable Transaction. Among other things, the Committee shall ensure that
the Chief Executive Officer and the Board are informed with respect to any bonus
or incentive compensation agreements with an actual or estimated aggregate value
exceeding 5% of the acquisition price at the time the Applicable Transaction is
announced, which agreements have been negotiated in connection with an
Applicable Transaction and are based on or otherwise related to such Applicable
Transaction. In connection with any Applicable Transaction to be submitted to
the Board for approval, the Committee shall meet at least once, telephonically or
in person, with members of senior management to review management’s
compliance with applicable policies and procedures related to the Company’s
consideration of the Applicable Transaction, prior to its presentation to the Board
for approval.”
165.

BoA will also maintain the following corporate governance reforms (agreed to

previously with the SEC) through January 1, 2015:
(i)

that all compensation committee members be super-independent;

(ii)

that BoA publish on its website the incentive compensation principles and

the requirement that it adhere to them;
(iii)

that BoA have its Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officers certify that

they have reviewed all annual and merger proxy statements;
(iv)

that BoA maintain a consultant to the Compensation Committee who

would report solely to the Compensation Committee and would be “independent” under all
applicable NYSE rules and guidelines concerning compensation consultants; and
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that BoA provide shareholders with an annual non-binding “say on pay”

with respect to executive compensation.
166.

The five institutional Lead Plaintiffs fully endorse and support the Settlement.

See declarations submitted on their behalf attached hereto as Exhibits 2 through 6. Based on
their collective experience in the prosecution of complex securities litigation and close
knowledge of the facts and applicable law, as well as their understanding of the risks involved in
taking an action such as this Action to trial and overcoming the various defenses Defendants
would likely assert which, if accepted by a jury, would substantially reduce or eliminate
altogether the amount of damages for which Lead Plaintiffs allege Defendants are liable (see
Section III, above), Co-Lead Counsel recommended and the Lead Plaintiffs determined that the
Settlement was in the best interest of the Class.
V.

PLAN OF ALLOCATION
167.

Pursuant to the Preliminary Approval Order, and as set forth in the Settlement

Notice, all Class Members who want to be eligible to participate in the distribution of the Net
Settlement Fund (i.e., the Settlement Fund less (i) any Taxes, (ii) any Notice and Administrative
Costs, (iii) any Litigation Expenses awarded by the Court, and (iv) any attorneys’ fees awarded
by the Court) must submit a valid Proof of Claim Form and all required information to the Courtapproved Claims Administrator, GCG, postmarked no later than April 25, 2013. As provided in
the Settlement Notice, the Net Settlement Fund will be distributed according to a plan of
allocation approved by the Court.
168.

If approved, the proposed plan of allocation set forth in the Settlement Notice (the

“Plan of Allocation”) will govern how the Net Settlement Fund will be distributed among
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Authorized Claimants.11 The proposed Plan of Allocation is designed to achieve an equitable
and rational distribution of the Net Settlement Fund to those Class Members who suffered losses
as a result of the alleged violations of the securities laws.
169.

Co-Lead Counsel developed the Plan of Allocation in consultation with Lead

Plaintiffs’ damages expert. Co-Lead Counsel worked closely with Lead Plaintiffs’ damages
expert in developing the Plan of Allocation, and believe that the proposed plan provides a fair
and reasonable method to equitably distribute the Net Settlement Fund among Authorized
Claimants.
170.

The Plan of Allocation provides for separate calculations under Section 10(b) (for

both BoA common stock and January 2011 call options) and Section 14(a).12 In developing the
Plan of Allocation, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert calculated the amount of estimated alleged
artificial inflation in the per share closing prices of BoA common stock as well as January 2011
call options throughout the Class Period that purportedly was proximately caused by Defendants’
alleged misrepresentations and material omissions. Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert’s analysis
entailed studying the price declines in BoA common stock and January 2011 call options in
11

As defined at ¶1(c) of the Stipulation, an “Authorized Claimant” is a Class Member who
submits a timely and valid Proof of Claim Form to the Claims Administrator, in accordance with
the requirements established by the Court, that is approved for payment from the Net Settlement
Fund.
12

As set forth above, in this Action claims were asserted under both Sections 10(b) and 14(a) of
the Exchange Act. Under the federal securities laws, an investor is not entitled to multiple
recoveries and thus, because there is overlap between the shares of BoA common stock that were
damaged pursuant to Sections 10(b) and 14(a), Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert eliminated the
overlap in his calculations. With respect to Class Members who purchased or otherwise acquired
shares of BoA common stock on or after September 18, 2008 through and including October 10,
2008 as to which a claim can be stated with respect to both Sections 10(b) and 14(a), the
Recognized Loss Amount calculated pursuant to the Section 14(a) calculations as set forth in the
Plan of Allocation will be used for purposes of determining a claimant’s overall Recognized
Claim as that amount will always be greater than the Recognized Loss Amount calculated
pursuant to the Section 10(b) calculations as set forth in the Plan of Allocation.
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reaction to certain public announcements regarding BoA in which such misrepresentations and
material omissions were alleged to have been finally revealed to the market (i.e., “corrective
disclosures”),13 adjusted to eliminate the effects attributable to general market and/or industry
conditions. In this respect, the artificial inflation tables that were created for trial were presented
as part of the Settlement Notice for every trading day during the Class Period for both BoA
common stock and January 2011 call options. These tables will be utilized in calculating each
claimant’s Recognized Loss and/or Gain Amounts, and ultimately a claimant’s overall
Recognized Claim.14
171.

GCG, as the Claims Administrator, will determine each Authorized Claimant’s

pro rata share of the Net Settlement Fund based upon each Authorized Claimant’s Recognized
Claim compared to the aggregate Recognized Claims of all Authorized Claimants, as calculated
in accordance with the Plan of Allocation. Calculation of Recognized Claims will depend upon
several factors, including when the Authorized Claimant’s shares of BoA common stock or
January 2011 call options were purchased or otherwise acquired during the Class Period and
whether these securities were sold, and if so, when.15
13

The alleged corrective disclosures that removed artificial inflation from the prices of BoA
common stock and January 2011 call options occurred on the following dates: (i) Sunday
January 11, 2009, thereby impacting the market on January 12, 2009; (ii) January 13, 2009; (iii)
after the close of trading on January 14, 2009, thereby impacting the market on January 15,
2009; (iv) January 16, 2009; and (v) after the close of trading on January 21, 2009, thereby
impacting the market on January 22, 2009.

14

BoA common stock that was acquired from the exchange of Merrill shares in connection with
the Merger are not covered by the definition of the Class and, thus, those shares are not included
in the calculation of a Claimant’s Recognized Loss and/or Gain Amounts pursuant to the Plan of
Allocation.
15

With respect to the Section 10(b) calculation for BoA common stock, Recognized Loss
Amounts are reduced to an appropriate extent by taking into account the closing prices of BoA
common stock during the 90-day-look-back period as set forth pursuant to Section 21D(e)(1) of
the PSLRA.
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In sum, the proposed Plan of Allocation, developed in consultation with Lead

Plaintiffs’ damages expert, was designed to fairly and rationally allocate the Net Settlement Fund
among Authorized Claimants based on the amount of alleged artificial inflation present in BoA’s
common stock and January 2011 call options that was purportedly caused by the Defendants’
misstatements and omissions relating to the Merger throughout the Class Period. Accordingly,
Co-Lead Counsel respectfully submit that the proposed Plan of Allocation is fair and reasonable
and should be approved.
VI.

LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLIANCE WITH THE COURT’S ORDER
REQUIRING ISSUANCE OF NOTICE OF THE SETTLEMENT TO
CLASS MEMBERS
173.

The Preliminary Approval Order directed that the Notice of (I) Proposed

Settlement and Plan of Allocation; (II) Settlement Fairness Hearing; and (III) Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses (the “Settlement Notice”)
be disseminated to the Class, set the deadline for Class Members to submit objections to the
Settlement, the Plan of Allocation and/or the Fee and Expense Application as March 5, 2013 and
set a final approval hearing date of April 5, 2013. ECF No. 771.
174.

The Preliminary Approval Order, authorized Co-Lead Counsel to retain GCG as

the Claims Administrator in the Action16 and ordered the mailing of the Court-approved
Settlement Notice and Proof of Claim Form (together, the “Notice Packet”) to potential Class
Members within 21 calendar days after the entry of the Preliminary Approval Order, posting of
the Settlement Notice and Proof of Claim Form on the website designated for this Action,
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, contemporaneously with the mailing of the Notice Packet, and
publishing of the Summary Notice once in the national editions of The Wall Street Journal and
16

GCG was previously approved by the Court to be the Notice Administrator and disseminated
the Class Notice to potential Class Members. ECF. No. 531.
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The New York Times and once in the Financial Times, and transmission once over the PR
Newswire, not later than 10 calendar days after the mailing of the Notice Packet.
175.

A description of the terms of the Settlement and the proposed Plan of Allocation

are set forth in the Settlement Notice, which also provides potential Class Members with, among
other things, a description of their right to object to any aspect of the Settlement, the Plan of
Allocation, and/or Co-Lead Counsel’s request for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement
of Litigation Expenses and the manner for submitting a Proof of Claim Form in order to be
eligible to receive a payment from the Settlement.

The Settlement Notice informs Class

Members of Co-Lead Counsel’s intention to apply for an award of attorneys’ fees in the amount
of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund (which amount includes interest), and for reimbursement of
litigation expenses paid or incurred in connection with the prosecution and resolution of the
Action, as well as PSLRA awards, in an amount not to exceed $17.5 million. The Settlement
Notice also informs recipients that if they previously submitted a request for exclusion in
connection with the Class Notice that they may elect to “opt-back” into the Class and be eligible
to receive a payment from the Settlement, and sets forth the manner for doing so.17

17

In connection with the Court’s Order dated February 29, 2012, the Class Notice was
previously mailed to potential members of the Class to notify them of, among other things:
(i) the Action pending against the Defendants; (ii) the Court’s certification of the Action to
proceed as a class action on behalf of the Court-certified Class; and (iii) their right to request to
be excluded from the Class, the effect of remaining in the Class or requesting exclusion, and the
requirements for requesting exclusion. As set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation, 864
requests for exclusion were received pursuant to the Class Notice. Pursuant to the Preliminary
Approval Order, “[i]n light of the extensive notice program undertaken in connection with class
certification and the ample opportunity provided to Class Members to request exclusion from the
Class at that time, the Court is exercising its discretion in accordance with Second Circuit
precedent (see, e.g., Denney v. Deutsche Bank AG, 443 F.3d 253, 271 (2d Cir. 2006) and WalMart Stores, Inc. v. Visa U.S.A., Inc., 396 F.3d 96, 114-15 (2d Cir. 2005)) to preclude Class
Members from having a second opportunity to exclude themselves from the Class in connection
with the Settlement proceedings.” See ECF. No. 771, at ¶12.
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As set forth in the Affidavit of Stephen J. Cirami Regarding (A) Mailing of the

Settlement Notice and Proof of Claim Form and (B) Publication of the Summary Notice; and
(C) Report on Opt-Ins Received to Date (“Cirami Aff.”) attached as Exhibit 7 hereto, on or
before December 26, 2012, GCG disseminated 3,186,107 copies of the Notice Packet to potential
Class Members and nominees by first-class mail. Id. ¶ 4. As of February 14, 2013, over
3,298,000 Notice Packets have been mailed to potential Class Members and nominees. Id. ¶ 6.
177.

On January 3, 2013, in accordance with the Preliminary Approval Order, GCG

caused the Summary Notice to be published in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times and
the Financial Times, and to be transmitted over PRNewswire. See Cirami Aff. at ¶ 7.
178.

The Court-ordered deadline for Class Members to file objections to the

Settlement, the Plan of Allocation and/or the Fee and Expense Application or to request to opt
back into the Class is March 5, 2013. To date, one objection to the Settlement and one objection
to the Fee and Expense Application have been received; there have been no objections to the
proposed Plan of Allocation.18 Additionally, as of February 14, 2013, GCG has received 6
requests to opt-back into the Class. Id. at ¶ 10.19

18

As the deadline for submitting objections has not passed, Co-Lead Counsel will address all
objections, including the two objections received to date, in their reply papers to be filed with the
Court on March 29, 2013. Copies of the two objections received to date, submitted by Dennis
Breuel and Scott Boatwright, are attached hereto as Exhibits 8 and 9, respectively. Mr. Breuel’s
objection, which is based on “the shareholders [having] had to approve a sale of Merrill Lynch
without material information being presented and could affect the results of the merger,”
essentially asks the Court to order another vote, and “[i]f the vote decouples the merger, the
management should reverse the integration.” See Exhibit 8 hereto. Mr. Boatwright’s primary
objection is that the fee request is not “reasonable compensation for the work of Co-Lead
Counsel in this case.” Mr. Boatwright, however, acknowledges that his knowledge of the
litigation is “limited to press reports and the Notice of Proposed Settlement and Plan of
Allocation” and that he does not have the necessary information to fully assess the amount of
fees sought by Co-Lead Counsel. Co-Lead Counsel will post this Joint Declaration, which
details the extensive time and effort expended by Co-Lead Counsel during the pendency of this
Action, along with the memoranda in support of the Settlement and Fee and Expense
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THE FEE APPLICATION
A.

General Statement

179.

In addition to seeking final approval of the Settlement and Plan of Allocation, Co-

Lead Counsel are making an application to the Court for a collective award of attorneys’ fees,
reimbursement of litigation expenses incurred during the course of the Action, and PSLRA
awards for the Lead Plaintiffs for the costs and expenses they incurred in connection with their
representation of the Class in the Action.
180.

As discussed below, we are submitting the fee application with the prior approval

of the Lead Plaintiffs and it is, in all respects, in accordance with the retainer agreements entered
into by the Lead Plaintiffs and our respective firms at the outset of the Action. Under the
retainer agreements, Co-Lead Counsel agreed to undertake the litigation on an entirely
contingent basis, meaning that Co-Lead Counsel would not be compensated at all, or reimbursed
for any expenses they incurred on behalf of the Class, unless they obtained a recovery for the
Class. Generally, the retainer agreements provided that attorneys’ fees would be based on a “fee
grid” which scaled attorneys’ fees based upon the amount recovered and the stage of the

Application, on the website, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, for review by Class Members.
Co-Lead Counsel are also aware of another potential objection which was served upon defense
counsel by Mr. Robert Shattuck in a separate matter and which states that it will also be filed in
the Bank of America matter at the appropriate time. As of this date, however, the objection has
yet to be filed in this Action or served upon Co-Lead Counsel in accordance with the Preliminary
Approval Order. If filed and served in a timely fashion, Co-Lead Counsel will address the
objection in our reply papers.
19

To the extent that any individuals or entities who previously excluded themselves from the
Class in connection with the Class Notice (as set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation) submit a
Proof of Claim Form by the March 5, 2013 deadline for opting back into the Class, Co-Lead
Counsel believe that such claims should be interpreted as an “opt-in” request and these claims, to
the extent they are valid, should be eligible to participate in the Settlement.
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proceedings, with the permissible fee percentage decreasing with the size of settlement amount
and increasing as the case got closer to trial.
181.

For purposes of determining an appropriate fee, at the outset of the Action, Lead

Plaintiffs insisted and agreed that the lowest fee grid among the retainer agreements that each
had negotiated with our respective firms would be utilized to calculate the percentage of
attorneys’ fees that Co-Lead Counsel would be permitted to apply for in connection with a
settlement of the Action. Based upon the provisions of the retainer agreement containing the
lowest fee grid, Co-Lead Counsel are applying for a fee award of 6.56% of the Settlement
Amount net of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses (i.e., $158,549,766.46 plus interest accrued
thereon) (the “Fee Application”).
182.

Co-Lead Counsel also request reimbursement in the amount of $8,082,828.32

from the Settlement Fund for the expenses paid or incurred in connection with the prosecution
and resolution of the Action. Co-Lead Counsel further request reimbursement of $453,003.04 in
costs and expenses incurred by the Lead Plaintiffs directly related to their representation of the
Class pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). The total amount of out-of-pocket expenses requested
for reimbursement together with the costs and expenses of the Lead Plaintiffs (i.e.,
$8,535,831.36) is well below the maximum expense amount of $17.5 million set forth in the
Settlement Notice.
183.

The legal authorities supporting the requested fees and expenses are set forth in

the accompanying Fee Memorandum. The primary factual bases for the requested fees and
expenses are summarized below.
B.

The Requested Fee is Fair and Reasonable

184.

Based on the extensive efforts expended on behalf of the Class, the extraordinary

result achieved, the risks of the litigation and the contingent nature of their representation, Co65
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Lead Counsel submit that their request for an award of attorneys’ fees in the amount of 6.56% of
the Settlement Fund (net of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses) is justified and should be approved.
As set forth in the accompanying Fee Memorandum, the percentage method is the appropriate
method of fee recovery because, among other things, it aligns the lawyers’ interest in being paid
a fair fee with the interest of the Class in achieving the maximum recovery in the shortest
amount of time required under the circumstances. The percentage method is also supported by
public policy, has been recognized as appropriate by the United States Supreme Court for cases
of this nature, is the authorized method under the PSLRA and represents the overwhelmingly
current trend in the Second Circuit and most other Circuits.
185.

Moreover, as discussed in the accompanying Fee Memorandum, Co-Lead

Counsel’s request for a fee award of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund net of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s
expenses is on the lower end of fee percentages customarily sought and awarded in federal
securities law class actions, and well within the range of fees awarded in similar settlements that
are in the billion dollar or greater range.
1.
186.

The Significant Time and Labor Devoted to the Action by Co-Lead
Counsel

The work undertaken by Co-Lead Counsel in investigating and prosecuting this

case and arriving at the present Settlement in the face of substantial risks has been timeconsuming and challenging. As more fully set forth above, the Action settled only after Co-Lead
Counsel overcame multiple legal and factual challenges and the Parties had litigated the case to
the eve of trial. Among other efforts, Co-Lead Counsel conducted an extensive investigation
into the Class’s claims; researched and prepared two detailed amended complaints; successfully
moved for partial modification of the PSLRA’s discovery stay; successfully opposed
Defendants’ multiple motions to dismiss and Defendants’ efforts to seek interlocutory appeal of
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certain issues decided by the Court in connection with Defendants’ motions to dismiss the First
Amended Complaint; successfully moved for Class certification; consulted extensively with
experts and consultants; obtained, organized and reviewed more than 4.75 million pages of
documents obtained from Defendants and non-parties, and took or defended 61 depositions;
moved for partial summary judgment and opposed Defendants’ multiple motions for summary
judgment; prepared for a trial scheduled to begin on October 22, 2012; and engaged in a hardfought and protracted settlement process with experienced defense counsel.
187.

At all times throughout the pendency of the Action, Co-Lead Counsel’s efforts

were driven and focused on advancing the litigation to bring about the most successful outcome
for the Class, whether through settlement or trial. The substantial time and expense incurred by
Co-Lead Counsel have achieved precisely such an outcome, and accordingly, this factor weighs
strongly in favor of Co-Lead Counsel’s Fee Application.
2.
188.

A Lodestar Cross-Check Confirms the Reasonableness of Co-Lead
Counsel’s Fee Application

As described in the Fee Memorandum, the requested fee percentage is not only

fair and reasonable under the percentage method but a lodestar cross-check confirms the
reasonableness of the fee.
189.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 are declarations from Plaintiffs’ Counsel20 in

support of the request for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses.
Included with each firm’s declaration is a schedule that summarizes the lodestar of the firm, as
well as the expenses incurred by category (the “Fee and Expense Schedules”).21 In particular,
20

Plaintiffs’ Counsel includes Co-Lead Counsel and the law firm of Flanagan, Lieberman,
Hoffman and Swaim which served as additional counsel for Lead Plaintiffs the State Teachers
Retirement System of Ohio and the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System.
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the attached declarations and the Fee and Expense Schedules contained within each indicate the
amount of time spent on this case by each attorney and professional support staff employed by
Plaintiffs’ Counsel, and the lodestar calculations based on their current billing rates. As set forth
in each declaration, the declarations were prepared from contemporaneous daily time records
regularly prepared and maintained by the respective firms, which are available at the request of
the Court. The hourly rates for attorneys and professional support staff included in these
schedules are the same as the regular current rates charged for their services in non-contingent
matters and/or which have been accepted in other securities or shareholder litigation. For
attorneys or professional support staff who are no longer employed by Plaintiffs’ Counsel, the
lodestar calculations are based upon the billing rates for such person in his or her final year of
employment.
190.

As summarized in Exhibit 10 hereto, Plaintiffs’ Counsel have expended 193,547

hours in the investigation, prosecution and resolution of the Action against Defendants, for a
collective lodestar value of $88,307,135 through January 31, 2013.22

Under the lodestar

approach, the requested fee yields a multiplier of approximately 1.8 on the lodestar. This
multiplier is within the range of multipliers awarded in actions where similar settlements have
been achieved. See Fee Memorandum at § III.B.

21

Attached as the first page to Exhibit 10 is a summary chart of the hours expended and lodestar
amounts for each firm comprising Plaintiffs’ Counsel, as well as a summary of each firm’s total
litigation expenses.
22

Co-Lead Counsel will continue to perform legal work on behalf of the Class should the Court
approve the proposed Settlement. Additional resources will be expended assisting Class
Members with their Proof of Claim Forms and related inquiries and working with the Claims
Administrator, GCG, to ensure the smooth progression of claims processing.
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C.

Lead Plaintiffs Support the Fee Application

191.

Each of the five Lead Plaintiffs – sophisticated institutional investors of the type

favored by Congress when passing the PSLRA – fully supports Co-Lead Counsel’s Fee
Application.
192.

The State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio (“STRS Ohio”) is a public

pension fund organized for the benefit of current and retired educators in Ohio and serves nearly
475,200 active, inactive and retired Ohio public educators.

With investment assets of

$64.3 billion (including short-term investments) as of June 30, 2012, STRS Ohio is one of the
larger public pension funds in the country.
193.

The Ohio Public Employees Retirement System (“Ohio PERS”) is a public

pension fund organized for the benefit of public employees throughout the State of Ohio who are
not covered by another state or local retirement system and serves more than one million
members. With assets of approximately $80.3 billion as of December 31, 2011, Ohio PERS is
the largest state pension fund in Ohio, as well as the 11th largest public retirement system and
15th largest retirement system in the country.
194.

The Teacher Retirement System of Texas (“Texas Teachers”) is a public pension

fund organized for the benefit of current and retired public education employees of the State of
Texas. Texas Teachers’ defined benefit plans served a total of 1,335,402 participants and had
approximately $111 billion in assets under management as of August 31, 2012.
195.

Stichting

Pensioenfonds

Zorg

en

Welzijn,

represented

by

PGGM

Vermogensbeheer B.V. (“PGGM”), is the public pension fund for the healthcare and welfare
sector in the Netherlands, and the second largest pension fund in Europe. The pension fund
serves approximately 2.5 million members.

PGGM currently manages approximately €129

billion in assets for Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn.
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Fjärde AP-Fonden (“AP-4”) is a public pension fund in Sweden and is a part of

the Swedish National Pension Fund System. With approximately $32 billion in assets under
management, AP-4 is one of the largest pension funds in Scandinavia.
197.

Lead Plaintiffs have evaluated Co-Lead Counsel’s Fee Application, as well as the

Expense Application discussed in Section VIII below, and believe it to be fair and reasonable
and warranting consideration and approval by the Court. As a result, Lead Plaintiffs collectively
endorse Co-Lead Counsel’s application for an award of attorneys’ fees constituting 6.56% of the
Settlement Fund net of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses, an amount consistent with or below the
amount set forth in each of Lead Plaintiffs’ respective retainer agreements. In addition to their
responsibilities as Court-appointed lead plaintiffs and certified class representatives, as public
pension funds, each of the Lead Plaintiffs has independent duties and obligations to their
respective constituents to ensure that they are acting in their best interests and that they are
appropriately reviewing Co-Lead Counsel’s Fee and Expense Application. Accordingly, Lead
Plaintiffs’ endorsement of Co-Lead Counsel’s Fee and Expense Application is significant.
D.

The Quality of Co-Lead Counsel’s Representation

198.

A number of considerations may be relevant to assessing the quality of class

counsel’s representation of a plaintiff class, including the Court’s own observations, class
counsel’s experience and standing at the bar, and the quality of opposing counsel. Ultimately,
however, the acid test for evaluating “quality of the representation” is the quality of the results
achieved for the class members whom they were appointed to represent.
1.
199.

The Excellent Results Obtained from Co-Lead Counsel’s Efforts

Here, for the reasons previously detailed above, Co-Lead Counsel respectfully

submit that the Settlement, consisting of $2.425 billion in cash í the fourth largest securities
class action settlement ever paid by a single corporate defendant í combined with the Corporate
70
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Governance Enhancements to be implemented or maintained by BoA, is an extraordinary result
for the Class. Indeed, the result achieved for the Class reflects the superior quality of Co-Lead
Counsel’s representation.
200.

Reached just weeks before trial, the Settlement is the result of Co-Lead Counsel’s

hard work, persistence and skill in a case that presented significant litigation risks. If approved,
the Settlement would represent the single largest securities class action settlement ever resolving
a Section 14(a) claim and the sixth largest settlement in securities class action history. It also
bears repeating that Co-Lead Counsel obtained this exceptional result where there was neither a
financial restatement involved nor a criminal conviction related to the alleged misconduct, and
the Settlement dwarfs all prior recoveries in class actions stemming from the subprime crisis.
2.
201.

The Court’s Observations as to the Quality of Co-Lead Counsel’s
Work

The Court may, of course, also take into account its own observations of the

quality of Co-Lead Counsel’s representation during the course of this litigation. Since the
inception of the Action in January 2009, Co-Lead Counsel have appeared on multiple occasions
before the Court, and the Court has reviewed myriad motions and briefing submitted by Co-Lead
Counsel, including, inter alia, two detailed amended complaints, briefing in opposition to
Defendants’ multiple motions to dismiss, a motion and briefing in support of class certification, a
motion for partial summary judgment, briefing in opposition to Defendants’ motions for
summary judgment, and the numerous papers in connection with both preliminary and final
approval of the Settlement. Although this work represents only a fraction of the total work
performed by Co-Lead Counsel throughout the pendency of the Action, Co-Lead Counsel
respectfully submit that the quality of that work is reflective of the quality, thoroughness and
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professionalism of the effort that Co-Lead Counsel have devoted to all aspects of this Action on
behalf of the Class.
3.
202.

The Standing and Expertise of Co-Lead Counsel

Co-Lead Counsel are highly experienced in prosecuting complex litigation,

particularly securities class actions, and worked diligently and efficiently in prosecuting this
Action. As demonstrated by the firm resumes attached to their respective declarations (see
Exhibits 10A, 10B and 10C hereto), Co-Lead Counsel – the law firms of BLB&G, Kaplan Fox
and KTMC – are among the most experienced and skilled firms in the securities litigation field,
and each firm has a long and successful track record in securities cases throughout the country.
4.
203.

Standing and Caliber of Defense Counsel

The quality of the work performed by Co-Lead Counsel in attaining the

Settlement should also be evaluated in light of the quality of the opposition. Here, Defendants
were represented by no less than eleven law firms, which included many of the nation’s most
elite firms. Defense counsel included Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP; Cleary
Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP; Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz; Shearman & Sterling LLP;
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP; Debevoise & Plimpton LLP; Baker Botts L.L.P.; Dechert LLP;
Cohen & Gresser LLP; and Robbins, Russell, Englert, Orseck, Untereiner & Sauber LLP. These
firms vigorously represented the interests of their respective clients.

In the face of this

experienced, formidable, and well-financed opposition who aggressively litigated the Action on
behalf of their clients until the “eve” of trial, Co-Lead Counsel were nonetheless able to persuade
Defendants to settle the case on terms highly favorable to the Class – a fact which makes CoLead Counsel’s success here all the more impressive.
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The Risks Undertaken By Co-Lead Counsel in Pursuing this Action

This Action presented exceedingly novel procedural and substantive legal

challenges from the outset. As discussed in Section III above, Co-Lead Counsel were required to
contend with, among others, unusual class certification issues and complex issues of loss
causation and damages, many of which were lacking precedent.

In particular, there were

substantial risks to establishing damages under Section 14(a) – the federal securities law
provision designed to protect investors against misstatements in connection with a proxy
solicitation, as Defendants argued that Class Members seeking recovery under Section 14(a),
who did not purchase or otherwise exchange any shares of their BoA common stock in
connection with the Merger, failed to adduce evidence of a direct, compensable injury under
Section 14(a).
205.

These novel risks are in addition to the more typical risks accompanying

litigation, such as the fact that this prosecution was undertaken by Co-Lead Counsel entirely on a
contingent-fee basis as discussed below.
2.
206.

The Risks of Contingent Litigation

As a general matter, it should be observed that there are numerous cases where

plaintiffs’ counsel in contingent-fee cases such as this have expended thousands of hours, only to
receive no compensation whatsoever. This prosecution was undertaken by Co-Lead Counsel on
a contingent-fee basis, and the risks assumed by Co-Lead Counsel (as described above), and the
time and expenses incurred without any payment (as described above), were substantial.
207.

From the outset, Co-Lead Counsel understood that they were embarking on a

complex, expensive and lengthy litigation with no guarantee of ever being compensated for the
substantial investment of time and money the case would require.
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responsibility, Co-Lead Counsel were obligated to ensure that sufficient resources were
dedicated to the prosecution of the Action, and that funds were available to compensate staff and
to cover the considerable costs that a case such as this requires. With an average lag time of
several years for cases of this type to conclude, the financial burden on contingent-fee counsel is
far greater than on a firm that is paid on an ongoing basis. Indeed, Plaintiffs’ Counsel have
received no compensation during the course of the Action and have advanced or incurred
$8,082,828.32 in expenses in prosecuting the Action for the benefit of the Class.
208.

Co-Lead Counsel also bore the risk that no recovery would be achieved. As

discussed herein, from the outset, this case presented multiple risks and uncertainties that could
have prevented any recovery whatsoever.
209.

Moreover, for decades the United States Supreme Court (and countless lower

courts) have repeatedly and consistently recognized that it is in the public interest to have
experienced and able counsel enforce the securities laws and regulations pertaining to the duties
of officers and directors of public companies. Indeed, as recognized by Congress through the
passage of the PSLRA, vigorous private enforcement of the federal securities laws can only
occur if private investors, particularly institutional investors, take an active role in protecting the
interests of shareholders. If this important public policy is to be carried out, courts should award
fees that adequately compensate plaintiffs’ counsel, taking into account the risks undertaken in
prosecuting a securities class action.
210.

The risks assumed by Co-Lead Counsel in connection with the Action, and the

time and expenses incurred without any payment, were extensive. Co-Lead Counsel’s persistent
efforts in the face of substantial risks and uncertainties have resulted in a significant and
immediate recovery for the benefit of the Class.
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consideration of Co-Lead Counsel’s hard work and the extraordinary result achieved, the
requested fee of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund net of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses and
reimbursement of $8,082,828.32 in expenses, as detailed below, is reasonable and should be
approved.
F.

Awards in Similar Cases

211.

Awards of attorneys’ fees that have been approved in other large securities class

action cases have been compiled and are discussed in the accompanying Fee Memorandum. See
Fee Memorandum at § III.A. For the reasons set forth therein, Co-Lead Counsel’s 6.56% fee
award request is well within the range of fee awards that have been approved in other large
litigations.
G.

The Reaction of the Class to the Fee Application

212.

In accordance with the Preliminary Approval Order, more than 3.2 million Notice

Packets have been mailed to potential Class Members and nominees advising them that Co-Lead
Counsel would seek an award of attorneys’ fees in the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund
and reimbursement of expenses paid or incurred in connection with the prosecution and
resolution of the Action in an amount not to exceed $17.5 million.

See Cirami Aff. ¶ 6.

Additionally, on January 3, 2013, the Court-approved Summary Notice was published in The
Wall Street Journal, The New York Times and the Financial Times, and was transmitted over the
Internet via PRNewswire. Id. at ¶ 7. All important documents related to the Action and the
Settlement, including the Stipulation, have also been posted on the website for this Action,
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, for review. Id. at ¶ 9. As noted above, the deadline set by the
Court for Class Members to object to the amount of attorneys’ fees and expenses set forth in the
Settlement Notice has not yet passed. To date, Co-Lead Counsel are aware of only one objection
by any Class Member to the amount of fees set forth in the Settlement Notice. See ¶ 175, fn. 18
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above. Co-Lead Counsel will address all objections received in their reply papers to be filed
with the Court on March 29, 2013.
VIII. REIMBURSEMENT OF THE REQUESTED LITIGATION EXPENSES IS FAIR
AND REASONABLE
213.

Co-Lead Counsel also seek reimbursement from the Settlement Fund in the total

aggregate amount of $8,082,828.32 for litigation expenses that were reasonably incurred by
Plaintiffs’ Counsel in connection with commencing, prosecuting and resolving the claims
asserted in the Action against Defendants, as well as $453,003.04 for the costs and expenses
incurred by Lead Plaintiffs directly related to their representation of the Class (the “Expense
Application”).
214.

From the beginning of the case, Co-Lead Counsel were aware that they might not

recover any of their expenses, and, at the very least, would not recover any of their out-of-pocket
expenses until the Action was successfully resolved. Thus, Co-Lead Counsel were motivated to,
and did, take significant steps to minimize expenses whenever practicable without jeopardizing
the vigorous and efficient prosecution of the case.
215.

As set forth in the Fee and Expense Schedules (attached to Exhibit 10 hereto),

Plaintiffs’ Counsel have incurred a total of $8,082,828.32 in unreimbursed litigation expenses in
connection with the prosecution of the Action for which they are seeking reimbursement.23 As
attested to, these expenses are reflected on the books and records maintained by respective
23

Indeed, in order to further control expenses, Co-Lead Counsel have agreed to only seek
reimbursement for certain expenditures as “capped” in accordance with certain retainer
agreements entered into at the outset of the litigation and to not request reimbursement for
certain other categories of expenses that are routinely approved by courts because the retainer
agreements categorized them as unreimbursable. For example, in-house copying was capped at
$0.15 per page, working meals in town are not being charged to the Class and no secretarial
overtime is being billed to the case. Furthermore, hotel stays and meals while traveling were
capped consistent with the retainer agreements. In addition, in accordance with our customary
practice, reimbursement for flights is sought only at a coach fare.
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Plaintiffs’ Counsel. These books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records
and other source materials, and are an accurate record of the expenses incurred. Plaintiffs’
Counsel’s expenses are set forth in detail in their firm’s respective declaration, each of which
identifies the specific category of expense, e.g., online legal and factual research, experts’ fees,
out-of-town travel costs, the costs of document management and litigation support,
photocopying, telephone, fax and postage expenses, and other costs actually incurred for which
Co-Lead Counsel seek reimbursement. These expense items are billed separately and such
charges are not duplicated in the respective firms’ billing rates, thus, no amount for general
overhead is included in the expense amounts. Additionally, with respect to reimbursement for
expenses incurred to outside vendors, the amounts requested reflect the actual amounts billed by
the providers. A summary chart of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses is attached hereto as Exhibit
11.
216.

Co-Lead Counsel maintained strict control over the litigation expenses. Indeed,

many of the litigation expenses were paid out of a litigation fund created by Co-Lead Counsel
and maintained by KTMC (the “Litigation Fund”). Co-Lead Counsel collectively contributed
$6,303,000 to the Litigation Fund. A description of the payments from the Litigation Fund by
category is set forth in the individual firm declaration submitted on behalf of KTMC (the
“Kessler Declaration”). Currently, a balance of $20,332,81 remains in the Litigation Fund. This
amount has been credited to KTMC and removed from its expense request so as to avoid any
double counting of expenditures. See Kessler Declaration at ¶ 10.
217.

Of the total amount of expenses, $4,462,782.80, or approximately 55%, was

expended on experts and consultants. As noted above in ¶¶ 109; 169-170, Co-Lead Counsel
retained a damages expert to assist in the prosecution of the Action as well as to assist in
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developing a fair and reasonable plan for allocating the net settlement proceeds to eligible Class
Members. Co-Lead Counsel also retained an accounting expert, various industry experts, and an
expert on remedies available under Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act. Co-Lead Counsel also
retained a trial consulting firm to prepare exhibits for trial, conduct jury focus groups and mock
trials and analyze the results of the deliberations of mock jurors. These experts and consultants
were essential to the overall prosecution of the Action. In total, Co-Lead Counsel retained seven
experts and consultants to analyze complex matters involved in this Action. In addition to
consulting with Co-Lead Counsel in developing the case, Lead Plaintiffs’ experts produced a
total of 12 expert reports and six of Lead Plaintiffs’ experts were deposed by Defendants.
218.

Another large component of the expenses, $1,115,997.76 or approximately 13.9%

of the total expense amount related to the document production. Co-Lead Counsel had to retain
the services of vendors to, among other things, (i) maintain the electronic database through
which the millions of pages of documents produced were reviewed; (ii) have documents
processed so that they would be in searchable format; and (iii) convert and upload hard
documents so that they would be electronically searchable.
219.

Additionally, Co-Lead Counsel paid $302,553.76 for mediation fees assessed by

the mediator in this matter, Judge Phillips.
220.

The other expenses for which Plaintiffs’ Counsel seek reimbursement are the

types of expenses that are necessarily incurred in litigation and routinely charged to clients billed
by the hour. These expenses include, among others, court fees, costs of out-of-town travel,
copying costs, long distance telephone and facsimile charges and postage and delivery expenses.
221.

All of the Litigation Expenses incurred by Plaintiffs’ Counsel, which total

$8,082,828.32, were necessary to the successful investigation, prosecution and resolution of the
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claims asserted in the Action against Defendants. Co-Lead Counsel’s Expense Application has
been approved by Lead Plaintiffs. See Exhibits 2 through 6 attached hereto.
222.

Additionally, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4), Lead Plaintiffs, STRS Ohio,

Ohio PERS, Texas Teachers, PGGM and AP-4 seek reimbursement of their reasonable costs and
expenses incurred directly in connection with their representation of the Class in the amounts of
$34,375.00, $19,263.66, $14,065.00, $259,610.98, and $125,688.40, respectively. The amount
of time and effort devoted to this Action by the Lead Plaintiffs is detailed in the accompanying
declarations of their respective representatives, annexed hereto as Exhibits 2 through 6. See
Declaration of William J. Neville, General Counsel of STRS Ohio at ¶ 15; Declaration of Julie E.
Becker, Esq., General Counsel of Ohio PERS at ¶ 15; Declaration of Timothy P. Wei, Assistant
General Counsel of Texas Teachers at ¶ 14; Declaration of Femke Van’t Groenewout-Hendriks,
Senior Advisor, Responsible Investment & Attorney at Law at PGGM at ¶ 12; and Declaration
of Agneta Wilhelmson Kåremar, Chief Operating Officer of AP-4 at ¶ 12.24 Co-Lead Counsel
respectfully submit that these requested amounts are fully consistent with Congress’s intent, as
expressed in the PSLRA, of encouraging institutional and other highly experienced plaintiffs to
take an active role in bringing and supervising actions of this type.
223.

As set forth in the Fee Memorandum and in the supporting declarations submitted

on behalf of the Lead Plaintiffs attached hereto, Lead Plaintiffs have been fully committed to
pursuing the Class’s claims against the Defendants for more than three years. These large
 The requested PSLRA awards for PGGM and AP-4 were determined by converting their

24

respective currencies, the euro and the Swedish krona, to US dollars. The United States DollarEuro exchange rate reported by the European Central Bank for the close of trading at 5 p.m.
eastern standard time on February 15, 2013 was $1.3325 per euro, while the United States
Dollar-Swedish Krona exchange rate reported by the Sveriges Riksbank (Swedish Central Bank)
was $0.1579 per krona.
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institutions have actively and effectively fulfilled their obligations as representatives of the
Class, complying with all of the many demands placed upon them during the litigation and
settlement of this Action, and providing valuable assistance to Co-Lead Counsel. The efforts
expended by the representatives for the Lead Plaintiffs during the course of this Action are
precisely the types of activities Courts have found to support reimbursement to class
representatives, and fully support Lead Plaintiffs’ requests for reimbursement of costs and
expenses. See Fee Memorandum at §VI.
224.

The Settlement Notice informed potential Class Members that Co-Lead Counsel

would be seeking reimbursement of expenses in an amount not to exceed $17.5 million and that
the costs and expenses of the Class Representatives could be sought as part of the request for
reimbursement of Litigation Expenses. The total amount sought by the Lead Plaintiffs (i.e.,
$453,003.04), when added to the request of Plaintiffs’ Counsel (i.e., $8,082,828.32), is still
significantly below the $17.5 million that Class Members were advised could be sought. To
date, no objection has been raised as to the maximum amount of Litigation Expenses set forth in
the Notice, including the amount sought to be reimbursed to the Lead Plaintiffs.
225.

In view of the complex nature of the Action, as well as the fact that this Action

was vigorously prosecuted until the “eve” of trial, the expenses incurred by Plaintiffs’ Counsel
were reasonable and necessary to pursue the interests of the Class and achieve the present
Settlement. Accordingly, Co-Lead Counsel respectfully submit that the expenses incurred by
Plaintiffs’ Counsel and Lead Plaintiffs are fair and reasonable and should be reimbursed in full
from the Settlement Fund.
IX.

CONCLUSION
226.

In view of the significant recovery to the Class and the very substantial risks of

this litigation, as described above and in the accompanying Settlement Memorandum, Co-Lead
80
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Securities Class Action Services

Securities Class Action Services
The SCAS 100 for 2H 2012

The SCAS “Top 100 Settlements Semi-Annual Report” identifies the largest securities class action
settlements filed after the passage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, ranked by the total value of
the settlement fund.
The Top 100 Settlements Semi-Annual Report provides a wealth of information, including the settlement date, filing
court, settlement fund, and identifies the key players for each settlement.
The report, which is updated and circulated semi-annually, is broken down into following categories:

SCAS Top 100 Settlements Semi-Annual Report

The Front Page provides the complete list of the Top 100 Securities Class Action Settlements, ranked according to the
Total Settlement Amount, and provides information on the filing court, settlement year and settlement fund. The SCAS
Top 100 does not include non-US cases and the SEC disgorgements. Cases with the same settlement amount are given
the same ranking.
For cases with multiple partial settlements, the amount indicated in the Total Settlement Amount is computed by
combining all partial settlements. The settlement year reflects the year the most recent settlement received final
approval from the Court.
Cases in the Top 100 settlements are limited to those that have been filed on or after January 1, 1996. Only final
settlements are included. Data on SEC settlements are not included, but rather compiled in a separate list—the Top 30
SEC Disgorgements.

Number of Settlements Added to SCAS 100 (1996-2012)

The Top 100 Settlements from 1996-2012 section provides a chart of the cases in the Top 100 Settlements Semi-Annual
Report, categorized by Settlement Year. The Settlement Year corresponds to the year the settlement, or the most
recent partial settlement, received final approval from the Court.

Institutional Lead Plaintiff Participation

The Institutional Lead Plaintiff section displays the number of cases in the Top 100 involving Institutional Lead Plaintiffs
and also identifies the institutional investors serving as Institutional Lead Plaintiff.

Lead Counsel Participation

The Lead Counsel Participation section lists the law firms that served as lead or co-lead counsel for each litigation in the
Top 100 settlements and identifies the most frequent lead or co-lead counsel appearing in the Top 100.
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Securities Class Action Services

Claims Administration Participation

The Claims Administration section lists the claims administrators who handled the Top 100 settlements and identifies
the most frequent claims administrators in the Top 100.

Restatements

The Restatements section identifies the cases in the Top 100 involving accounting restatements, and shows the no. of
restatement cases vis-à-vis non-restatement cases.

Top 30 SEC Disgorgements

The Top 30 SEC Disgorgements section provides a list of the largest SEC settlements, ranked according to the Total
Settlement Amount. The Total Settlement Amount reflects the sum of disgorgement and civil penalties in settlements
reached with the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Top 30 SEC Disgorgements includes only those where the
distribution plan has received final approval. Cases with the same settlement amount are given the same ranking.
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SCAS Top 100 Settlements Report as of December, 2012
RANK CASE NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
36
36
39
40

Enron Corp.
WorldCom, Inc.
Cendant Corp.
Tyco International, Ltd.
AOL Time Warner, Inc.
Nortel Networks Corp.
Royal Ahold, N.V.
Nortel Networks Corp.
McKesson HBOC Inc.
American International Group, Inc.
UnitedHealth Group, Inc.
HealthSouth Corp.
Xerox Corp.
Lucent Technologies, Inc.
Wachovia Preferred Securities and B
Countrywide Financial Corp.
Cardinal Health, Inc.
IPO Securities Litigation
Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc.
BankAmerica Corp.
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Dynegy Inc.
Adelphia Communications Corp.
Raytheon Company
Waste Management Inc.
Global Crossing, Ltd.
Qwest Communications Internationa
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corp.
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
Cendant Corp.
Refco, Inc.
Rite Aid Corp.
Merrill Lynch Mortgage Investors, Inc
Williams Companies, Inc.
General Motors Corp.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.
DaimlerChrysler AG
Oxford Health Plans Inc.
Bear Stearns Companies, Inc.
El Paso Corporation

SETTLEMENT YEAR

COURT

2010
2012
2000
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2008
2012
2009
2010
2009
2003
2011
2011
2007
2009
2012
2004
2009
2005
2011
2004
2003
2007
2006
2006
2009
2006
2011
2003
2012
2007
2009
2004
2003
2003
2012
2007

S.D. Tex.
S.D.N.Y.
D. N.J.
D. N.H.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
D. Md.
S.D.N.Y.
N.D. Cal.
S.D.N.Y.
D. Minn.
N.D. Ala.
D. Conn.
D. N.J.
S.D.N.Y.
C.D. Cal.
S.D. Ohio
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D. Mo.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D. Tex.
S.D.N.Y.
D. Mass.
S.D. Tex.
S.D.N.Y.
D. Colo.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
D. N.J.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D. Pa.
S.D.N.Y.
N.D. Okla.
E.D. Mich.
S.D.N.Y.
D. Del.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D. Tex.
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TOTAL SETTLEMENT
AMOUNT
$ 7,242,000,000.00
$ 6,194,100,713.69
$ 3,318,250,000.00
$ 3,200,000,000.00
$ 2,500,000,000.00
$ 1,142,775,308.00
$ 1,100,000,000.00
$ 1,074,265,298.00
$ 1,042,500,000.00
$
937,500,000.00
$
925,500,000.00
$
804,500,000.00
$
750,000,000.00
$
667,000,000.00
$
627,000,000.00
$
624,000,000.00
$
600,000,000.00
$
586,000,000.00
$
516,218,000.00
$
490,000,000.00
$
475,000,000.00
$
474,050,000.00
$
466,725,000.00
$
460,000,000.00
$
457,000,000.00
$
447,800,000.00
$
445,000,000.00
$
410,000,000.00
$
400,000,000.00
$
374,000,000.00
$
358,300,000.00
$
319,580,000.00
$
315,000,000.00
$
311,000,000.00
$
303,000,000.00
$
300,000,000.00
$
300,000,000.00
$
300,000,000.00
$
294,900,000.00
$
285,000,000.00
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
49
49
49
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
67
67
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
76
78
79
80
81
82
83
83
85
86

Tenet Healthcare Corp.
3Com Corp.
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
Comverse Technology, Inc.
Waste Management Inc.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Washington Mutual, Inc.
The Mills Corp.
CMS Energy Corp.
Motorola, Inc.
WellCare Health Plans, Inc.
Kinder Morgan, Inc.
Safety-Kleen Corp.
MicroStrategy Inc.
Motorola, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.
Maxim Integrated Products, Inc.
Juniper Networks, Inc.
National City Corp.
Schering-Plough Corp.
Digex, Inc.
Dollar General Corp.
Broadcom Corp.
Brocade Communications Systems, I
Bennett Funding Group, Inc.
Satyam Computer Services, Ltd.
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
AT&T Wireless Tracking Stock
Broadcom Corp.
TXU Corp.
Sumitomo
Charter Communications, Inc.
Apollo Group, Inc.
Sunbeam Corp.
Biovail Corp.
The Coca-Cola Company
Electronic Data Systems Corp.
Informix Corp.
Computer Associates International, I
Doral Financial Corp.
Delphi Corporation
Edward D. Jones & Co., L.P.
Wells Fargo Mortgage-Backed Secur
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.
New Century Financial Corp.
Mattel, Inc.

2008
2001
2011
2010
1999
2006
2011
2009
2007
2012
2011
2010
2006
2001
2007
2006
2010
2010
2012
2009
2001
2002
2010
2009
2003
2011
2009
2006
2005
2005
2001
2005
2012
2001
2008
2008
2006
1999
2003
2007
2009
2007
2011
2009
2010
2003

C.D. Cal.
N.D. Cal.
N.D. Cal.
E.D.N.Y.
N.D. Ill.
N.D. Ill.
W.D. Wash.
E.D. Va.
E.D. Mich.
N.D. Ill.
M.D. Fla.
Kansas District Court
D. S.C.
E.D. Va.
N.D. Ill.
D. N.J.
N.D. Cal.
N.D. Cal.
N.D. Ohio
D. N. J.
Delaware Chancery Court
M.D. Tenn.
C.D. Cal.
N.D. Cal.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
C.D. Cal.
N.D. Tex.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D. Mo.
D. Ariz.
S.D. Fla.
S.D.N.Y.
N.D. Ga.
E.D. Tex.
N.D. Cal.
E.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D. Mich.
E.D. Mo. / Mo. C.C.
N.D. Cal.
S.D.N.Y.
C.D. Cal.
C.D. Cal.
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

281,500,000.00
259,000,000.00
235,000,000.00
225,000,000.00
220,000,000.00
215,000,000.00
208,500,000.00
202,750,000.00
200,000,000.00
200,000,000.00
200,000,000.00
200,000,000.00
197,622,944.00
192,500,000.00
190,000,000.00
185,000,000.00
173,000,000.00
169,500,000.00
168,000,000.00
165,000,000.00
165,000,000.00
162,000,000.00
160,500,000.00
160,098,500.00
152,635,000.00
150,500,000.00
150,000,000.00
150,000,000.00
150,000,000.00
149,750,000.00
149,250,000.00
146,250,000.00
145,000,000.00
140,995,187.00
138,000,000.00
137,500,000.00
137,500,000.00
136,500,000.00
133,551,000.00
130,000,000.00
128,350,000.00
127,500,000.00
125,000,000.00
125,000,000.00
124,827,088.00
122,000,000.00
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87
88
88
88
91
92
93
94
95
96
96
96
99
100

Lernout & Hauspie Speech Products
Bank One Corp.
Deutsche Telekom AG
Conseco, Inc.
Chicago Board of Trade
Peregrine Systems, Inc.
Mercury Interactive Corp.
The Interpublic Group of Companies,
Ikon Office Solutions, Inc.
CVS Corp.
DPL Inc.
El Paso Corporation
Homestore.com, Inc.
Prison Realty Trust Inc.

2005
2005
2005
2002
2011
2009
2008
2004
2000
2005
2003
2012
2009
2001

D. Mass.
N.D. Ill.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D. Ind.
N.D. Ill.
S.D. Cal.
N.D. Cal.
S.D.N.Y.
E.D. Pa.
D. Mass.
S.D. Ohio
Delaware Chancery Court
C.D. Cal.
M.D. Tenn.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

120,520,000.00
120,000,000.00
120,000,000.00
120,000,000.00
118,750,000.00
117,567,922.00
117,500,000.00
115,000,000.00
111,000,000.00
110,000,000.00
110,000,000.00
110,000,000.00
107,421,215.64
104,129,480.00

*** "Settlement Year" for cases that include multiple settlements reflects the year the most recent settlement was approved by the
Court.
*** Settlements that have the same amount are given the same ranking.
*** To be eligible for the Top 100 Settlements, cases must have been filed after January 1, 1996, and the settlement must have
received final approval from the Court.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT IN COME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATlON

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securiti es Action

DECLARATlON OF WILLIAM J. NEVILLE, GENERAL COUNSEL OF STATE
TEACHERS RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF OIDO IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR FINALAPPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
(B) CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND
REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES; AND (C) LEAD PLAINTIFFS'
REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
1, William 1. Neville, hereby declare under penalty ofpetjury as follows:
1.

I am General Counsel of the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio ("STRS

Ohio"). I submit this declaration in support of (a) Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of
the proposed Settlement; (b) Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses; and (c) approval of the request for STRS Ohio to recover
the reasonable costs and expenses incurred in c01mection w ith its representation of the Class in
the prosecution of this litigation.
2.

I am aware of and understand the requirements and responsibilities of a lead

plaintiff in a securities class action as set forth in the Private Securities Litigation Refo nn Act of
1995.

r have personal knowledge or have an understanding based upon information and bel ief of

the matters set forth in this Declaration, as I have been directly involved in monitoring and
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overseeing the prosecution of the Action and have been informed about the negotiations leading
to the Settlement .
3.

STRS Ohio is a public pension fund organized for the benefit of current and

retired educators in Ohio and serves nearly 475,200 active, inactive and retired Ohio public
educators. With invesunent assets of $64.3 billion as of June 30, 2012, STRS Ohio is one of the
larger public pension funds in the country
4.

On behalf of STRS Ohio. I had regular communications with Kaplan Fox &

Kilsheimer LLP ("Kaplan Fox") and Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP ("·BLBG"),
Court-appointed Co-Lead COLmsel for the Class, tlu·oughout the litigation. STRS Ohio, tlu·ough
my active and continuous involvement, as well as others, closely supervised, carefully
monitored, and was actively involved in the prosecution of the Action. STRS Ohio received
monthly status reports from Kaplan Fox and BLBG on case developments, aud participated in
regular discussions with attomeys fl'om Kaplan Fox and BLBG concerning the prosecution of the
Action. the strengths of and risks to the claims and potential settlement.
5.

ln pmticular, throughout the course of this Action, I:

(a)

participated in discussions with Kapla11 Fox and BLBG concerning significant

developments in the litigation, including case strategy;
(b)

reviewed and conunented on all significant pleadings and briefs fil ed

111

the

Action and discussed Cow1 orders;
(c)

supervised the production of discovery by STRS Ohio, including document

productions and responses to written docmnent requests and interrogatories;
(d)

participated in the preparation of STR S Ohio witnesses for deposition m

connection with Lead Plaintiffs' class certification motion;
2
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(e)

consulted with Kaplan Fox and BLBG concerning the settlement nego6ations;

(f)

evaluated and recommended approval to the board of STRS Ohio of the proposed

and

settlement for $2.425 biJiion in cash and ce1tain corporate governance enhancements.
6.

STRS Ohio was informed of and updated on the lengthy negotiations in thi s

Action, which led to the settlement.

l was briefed on the mediation presided over by the

Honorable Layn R. Phillips. Prior to the mediation. I confened with Lead Counsel regarding the
parties' respective positions.
7.

Based on its involveme nt throughout the prosecution and resolution of the claims.

STRS Ohio endorses the Settlement and believes it provides an excell ent recovery for the Class.
particularly in light of the substantial ri sks of continuing to prosecute the claims in the Action.
8.

STRS Ohio endorses Co-Lead Counsel's request for an award of attorneys ' tees in

the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund and believes that it is fa ir and reasonable in light of
the work Co-Lead Counsel performed on behalf of the Class. STRS Ohio takes seriously its role
as lead plaintiff to ensure that the attorneys' fees are fair in light of the result achieved for the
Class and reasonably compensate plaintiffs' counsel for the work involved and the substantial
risks they Lmdertook in litigating the Action.
9.

STRS Ohio has been info rmed by the Ohio Attorney Generars Offices that the

litigation expenses being requested for reimbursement by Co-Lead Counsel are reasonable, and
represent costs and expenses necessary for the prosecution and resolution of the claims in the
Action. Based on the foregoing, and consistent with its obligation to the Class to obtain the best
result at the most efficien t cost, STRS Ohio supports Co-Lead Counsel 's motion for an award of
attorneys' fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses.
3
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STRS Ohio also supports approval of the proposed plan of allocation which is

based on the analysis completed by the damages expert retained in this Action. STRS Ohio has
been informed that the plan represents a fair and reasonable method for allocating the net
settlement Cund to Class Members whose claims are approved for payment.
11.

STRS Ohio understands that reimbursement of a lead plaintiff's reasonable costs

and expenses is authorized under Section 21D(a)(4) of the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). For this reason, in connection with Co-Lead Counsel's
request for reimbursement of litigation expenses, STRS Ohio seeks reimbursement for the costs
and expenses that it incurred directly relating to its representation of the Class in the Action.
12.

My primary responsibility at STRS Ohio involves oversight of all legal functions

of the retirement system. In working on this Action, I was assisted by employees of STRS Ohio's
Investment Department and IT Department.
13.

STRS Ohio personnel spent over 275 hours on the prosecution of this Action for

the benefit of the Class performing the following tasks: (i) consulting and strategizing with Lead
Counsel via telephone, electronic mail and in-person meetings; (ii) reviewing pleading, motion
papers, and other court documents filed on behalf of Lead Plaintiff (including drafts), and
documents filed on behalf of defendants; (iii) reviewing correspondence to the Court from Lead
Counsel and counsel for defendants ; (iv) reviewing and responding to defendants' discovery
requests; and (v) preparation for and attendance at deposition.
14.

The time that employees of STRS Ohio 's Investment DepaTtment and IT

Department, and I devoted to the representation of the Class in this Action was time that we
otherwise would have spent on other work for STRS Ohio and, thus, represented a cost to STRS
Ohio.
4
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STRS Ohio seeks reimbursement in the amount of $34,375.00 for: (a) the time

employees of STRS Ohio 's Investment Department and I devoted to supervising and
participating in this Action in the amount of $26,250.00 ( 150 hours at $175 per hour); and (b) the
time employees of STRS Ohio's IT Deprutment devoted to this Action in the amount of $8125.00
( 125 homs at $65 per hour).
16.

In conclusion, STRS Ohio was closely involved throughout the prosecution and

settlement of the claims in this Action, endorses the Settlement as fair. reasonable and adequate.
and believes that it represents a significant recovery for the Class. Accordingly. STRS Ohio
respectfully requests that the Cow1 approve Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of the
proposed Settlement, Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbmsement of litigation expenses, and STRS Ohio's request for reimbursement for its
reasonable costs and expenses incurred in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class, as set
forth above.
I declare w1der penalty of petj ury under the laws of the United States of America that that

the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief, and that 1
have authority to execute this Declaration on behalf of STRS Ohio.
Executed this /

~fray of February, 2013.

ILLE, ESQ.
GENERAL CO
SEL
STATE TEACHERS RETIREMENT
SYSTEM OF OHIO

5
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

TillS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action
DECLARATION OF JULIE E. BECKER, ESQ., GENERAL COUNSEL OF OHIO
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION (B) CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN
AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF
LITIGATION EXPENSES; AND (C) LEAD PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST
FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
I, Julie E. Becker, hereby declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1.

I am General Counsel of the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System ("Ohio

PERS"). I submit this declaration in support of (a) Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of
the proposed Settlement and approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation; (b) Co-Lead Counsel's
motion for an award of attorneys' fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses; and (c)
approval of the request for Ohio PERS to recover the reasonable costs and expenses incurred in
connection with its representation of the Class in the prosecution of this litigation.
2.

I am aware of and understand the requirements and responsibilities of a lead

plaintiff in a securities class action as set forth in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. I have personal knowledge of the matters set fmth in this Declaration, as I have been
directly involved in monitoring and overseeing the prosecution of the Action as well as the
negotiations leading to the Settlement, and I could and would testify competently thereto.
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Ohio PERS is a public pension fund organized for the benefit of public employees

throughout the State of Ohio who are not covered by another state or local retirement system and
serves more than one million members.

With assets of approximately $80.3 billion as of

December 31, 2012, Ohio PERS is the largest state pension fund in Ohio, as well as the lith
largest public retirement system and 15th largest retirement system in the country.
4.

On behalf of Ohio PERS, I had regular communications with Kaplan Fox &

Kilsheimer LLP ("Kaplan Fox") and Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP ("BLBG"),
Court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel for the Class, throughout the litigation. Ohio PERS, through
my active and continuous involvement, as well as others as detailed below, closely supervised,
carefully monitored, and was actively involved in all material aspects of the prosecution of the
Action. Ohio PERS received monthly status reports from Kaplan Fox and BLBG on case
developments, and participated in regular discussions with attorneys from Kaplan Fox and
BLBG concerning the prosecution of the Action, the strengths of and risks to the claims and
potential settlement.
5.

ln particular, throughout the course of this Action, I:

(a)

participated in discussions with Kaplan Fox and BLBG concerning significant

developments in the litigation, including case strategy;
(b)

reviewed and commented on all significant pleadings and briefs filed in the

Action and discussed all significant Court orders;
(c)

consulted with Kaplan Fox and BLBG regarding the retention of experts and

consultants;
(d)

supervised the production of discovery by Ohio PERS, including document

productions and responses to written document requests and interrogatories;

2
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prepared for and attended the Ohio PERS deposition in connection with Lead

Plaintiffs' class certification motion;
(f))

consulted with Kaplan Fox and BLBG concerning the settlement negotiations as

they progressed; and
(g)

evaluated, approved and recommended approval to the board of Ohio PERS ofthe

proposed settlement for $2.425 billion in cash and certain corporate governance enhancements.
6.

Ohio PERS was informed of and updated on the lengthy negotiations in this

Action, which led to the settlement. 1 was briefed in detail on the mediation presided over by the
Honorable Layn R. Phillips. Prior to the mediation, I conferred with Co-Lead Counsel at length
regarding the parties' respective positions.
7.

Based on its involvement throughout the prosecution and resolution of the claims,

Ohio PERS strongly endorses the Settlement and believes it provides an excellent recovery for
the Class, particularly in light of the substantial risks of continuing to prosecute the claims in the
Action.
8.

Ohio PERS has approved Co-Lead Counsel's request for an award of attorneys'

fees in the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund and believes that it is fair and reasonable in
Jight of the work Co-Lead Counsel perfmmed on behalf ofthe Class. Ohio PERS takes seriously
its role as lead plaintiff to ensure that the attorneys' fees are fair in light of the result achieved for
the Class and reasonably compensate plaintiffs' counsel for the work involved and the substantial
risks they tmdertook in litigating the Action. Ohio PERS has evaluated Co-Lead Counsel's fee
request by considering the work performed and the substantial recovery obtained for the Class.
9.

Ohio PERS further believes that the litigation expenses being requested for

reimbursement by Co-Lead Counsel are reasonable, and represent costs and expenses necessary

3
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for the prosecution and resolution of the claims in the Action. Based on the foregoing, and
consistent with .its obligation to the Class to obtain the best result at the most efficient cost, Ohio
PERS fully supports Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses.
10.

Ohio PERS also supports approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation which is

based on the analysis completed by the damages expert retained in this Action. Ohio PERS
believes that the plan represents a fair and reasonable method for allocating the net settlement
fund to Class Members whose claims are approved for payment.
1 1.

Ohio PERS understands that reimbursement of a lead plaintiff's reasonable costs

and eA-penses is authorized under Section 21D(a)(4) of the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). For this reason, in cotmection with Co-Lead Counsel 's
request for reimbursement of litigation expenses, Ohio PERS seeks reimbmsement for the costs
and expenses that it incurred directly relating to its representation of the Class in the Action.
12.

My primary responsibility at Ohio PERS involves managing the Legal Services

and Communications Departments. In addition, in working on this Action, I was assisted by Alan
Davidson, OPERS Fiduciary Compliance Investment Officer.
13.

Ohio PERS personnel spent a total of 251.5 hours on the prosecution of this

Action for the benefit of the Class performing the following tasks: (i) consulting and strategizing
with Lead Counsel via telephone, electronic mail and in-person meetings; (ii) reviewing
pleading, motion papers, and other court documents fiJed on behalf of Lead Plaintiff (including
drafts), and documents filed on behalf of defendants; (iii) reviewing correspondence to the Court
from Lead Counsel and counsel for defendants; (iv) reviewing and responding to defendants'
discovery requests; and (v) preparation for and attendance at deposition.

4
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The time that Alan Davidson and I devoted to the representation of the Class in

this Action was time that we otherwise would have spent on other work for Ohio PERS and,
thus, represented a cost to Ohio PERS.
15.

Ohio PERS seeks reimbursement in the amount of $19,263.66 for: (a) the time 1

devoted to supervising and participating in this Action in the amount of $17,062.50 (2 10 hours at
1

$81.25 per hour ); and (b) the time Alan Davidson devoted to this Action in the amount of
$2,201.16 (41.5 hours at $53.04 per hour).
16.

In conclusion, Ohio PERS was closely involved throughout the prosecution and

settlement of the claims in this Action, strongly endorses the Settlement as fair, reasonable and
adequate, and believes that it represents a significant recovery for the Class and also supports
approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation. Accordingly, Ohio PERS respectfully requests that
the Court approve Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval ofthe proposed Settlement, approval
of the Plan of Allocation, Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses, and Ohio PERS' request for reimbursement for its
reasonable costs and expenses incurred in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class, as set
forth above.

1

The hourly rates used for purposes of this request are based on annual salaries of the respective
personnel who worked on this Action.

5
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I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that that
the foregoing is true and correct, and that I have authority to execute this Declaration on behalf
of Ohio PERS.
~{m

Executed this _l J _ day ofFebruary, 2013,

IE E. BECKER, ESQ.
ENERAL COUNSEL
OHIO PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
RETIREMENT SYSTEM

~
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY P. WEI, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE
TEACHER RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF TEXAS, IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR FINAL APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT
AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION; (B) CO-LEAD COUNSEL’S MOTION FOR AN
AWARD OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF
LITIGATION EXPENSES; AND (C) LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ REQUEST
FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
I, Timothy P. Wei, hereby declare under penalty of perjury as follows:
1.

I am Assistant General Counsel at the Teacher Retirement System of Texas

(“Texas Teachers”). I submit this declaration in support of (a) Lead Plaintiffs’ motion for final
approval of the proposed Settlement and approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation; (b) CoLead Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses;
and (c) approval of the request for Texas Teachers to recover the reasonable costs and expenses
incurred in connection with its representation of the Class in the prosecution of this litigation.
2.

I am aware of and understand the requirements and responsibilities of a lead

plaintiff in a securities class action as set forth in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this Declaration, as I have been
directly involved in monitoring and overseeing the prosecution of the Action, as well as the
negotiations leading to the Settlement, and I could and would testify competently thereto.

..
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Texas Teachers is a governmental defined-benefit pension plan qualified under

Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code for the benefit of current and retired public
education employees of the State of Texas. Texas Teachers is responsible for the retirement
income of Texas public education employees, including all employees of the public schools,
colleges, and universities ofTexas. As of August 31,2012, Texas Teachers' defined benefit plans
served a total of 1,335,402 participants and had $111 billion in assets under management.
4.

On behalf of Texas Teachers, I had regular communications with Bernstein

Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP ("BLB&G"), one of the Court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel
for the Class, throughout the litigation.

Texas Teachers, through my active and continuous

involvement, as well as others as detailed below, closely supervised, carefully monitored, and
was actively involved in all material aspects of the prosecution of the Action. Throughout the
prosecution of this Action, I had regular communications with BLB&G concerning the
investigation, prosecution, mediation, and settlement of this case, including receiving written
monthly status reports from BLB&G. In addition, I generally spoke with counsel several times
each month, but often weekly and on numerous occasions more than once a day when important
decisions needed to be made. I briefed executives at Texas Teachers - including our Executive
Director, Deputy Director, and General Counsel - regarding the status of the Action. Further,
when appropriate, we updated the Board of Texas Teachers in executive session and through
written materials regarding the status of the Action.
5.

Prior to seeking appointment as Lead Plaintiff in this Action, Texas Teachers

communicated with attorneys from BLB&G to evaluate the potential claims arising out of Bank
of America's acquisition of Merrill Lynch. After we determined to move as Co-Lead Plaintiff,
Executive Director Ronnie Jung and I traveled to Washington, D.C. to meet in person with
representatives from the other proposed Co-Lead Plaintiffs and to collectively decide upon terms
of retention for Co-Lead Counsel.

Texas Teachers entered into a retainer agreement with

BLB&G that, among other things, contained a fee schedule to govern the fee request that may be

2
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submitted to the Court if the litigation produced a recovery as well as provisions governing
litigation costs for which reimbursement could be sought.
6.

Following the Court's appointment of Texas Teachers as a Co-Lead Plaintiff, I

supervised on behalf of Texas Teachers all significant aspects of the prosecution and resolution
of the Action:
a.

I participated in discussions with BLB&G concermng significant

developments in the litigation, including case strategy.
b.

I reviewed and commented on all significant pleadings and briefs filed in

the Action, including both the Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint and the
Consolidated Second Amended Class Action Complaint, Defendants' papers in support of their
motions to dismiss the complaints and the papers submitted in opposition to the motions.
c.

I consulted with BLB&G regarding the retention of experts, received

regular reports on their work and reviewed their reports.
d.

I actively supervised the work of Texas Teachers in connection with the

motion for class certification. Thus, in addition to reviewing and commenting on the papers filed
with respect to the motion, members of the Texas Teachers staff and I searched for, organized,
and delivered to BLB&G tens of thousands of pages of documents for production, in response to
the extensive discovery served by Defendants. Additionally, in connection with the motion, I
was deposed by Defendants.
e.

As with other matters, throughout the Action, BLB&G discussed with us

all noteworthy issues arising out of merits discovery, expert discovery, summary judgment, and
preparation for trial. I reviewed all major filings in connection with summary judgment, as well
as the significant pre-trial submissions.

BLB&G also updated me regularly regarding trial

strategy.
7.

Texas Teachers, along with the other Lead Plaintiffs, was heavily involved in

overseeing the formal mediation sessions and lengthy negotiations in this Action that led to the
Settlement. I participated in the mediation presided over by the Honorable Layn R. Phillips in
3

..
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New York. Prior to and during the mediation sessions (which occurred in October 2010 and
March 2011), I conferred with Lead Counsel at length regarding the parties' respective positions,
and reviewed the parties' respective submissions. Following the formal mediation sessions,
settlement discussions continued during the ongoing prosecution of the Action.
apprised of all settlement discussions as the Action progressed.

I was kept

Through my ongoing

involvement in the litigation, I gained a thorough knowledge of the parties' respective strengths
and weaknesses.
8.

Based on its involvement throughout the prosecution and resolution of the claims,

Texas Teachers strongly endorses the Settlement and believes it provides an excellent recovery
for the Class, particularly in light of the substantial risks of continuing to prosecute the claims in
the Action.
9.

Texas Teachers has approved Co-Lead Counsel's request for an award of

attorneys' fees in the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund and believes that it is fair and
reasonable in light of the work Co-Lead Counsel performed on behalf of the Class. Texas
Teachers takes seriously its role as lead plaintiff to ensure that the attorneys' fees are fair in light
of the result achieved for the Class and reasonably compensate plaintiffs' counsel for the work
involved and the substantial risks they undertook in litigating the Action. Texas Teachers has
evaluated Co-Lead Counsel's fee request by considering the work performed and the substantial
recovery obtained for the Class.
10.

Texas Teachers further believes that the litigation expenses being requested for

reimbursement by Co-Lead Counsel are reasonable, and represent costs and expenses necessary
for the prosecution and resolution of the claims in the Action. Based on the foregoing, and
consistent with its obligation to the Class to obtain the best result at the most efficient cost, Texas
Teachers fully supports Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses.
11.

Texas Teachers also supports approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation which is

based on the analysis completed by the damages expert retained in this Action. Texas Teachers
4
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believes that the plan represents a fair and reasonable method for allocating the net settlement
fund to Class Members whose claims are approved for payment.
12.

Texas Teachers understands that reimbursement of a lead plaintiff's reasonable

costs and expenses is authorized under Section 21 D( a)( 4) of the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). For this reason, in connection with Co-Lead
Counsel's request for reimbursement of litigation expenses, Texas Teachers seeks reimbursement
for the costs and expenses that it incurred directly relating to its representation of the Class in the
Action.
13.

My primary responsibility at Texas Teachers involves representing Texas Teachers

in negotiating investment agreements, including with private equity funds, hedge funds, real
estate funds, and external managers. I also provide legal advice on investment operations, serve
as Texas Teachers' ethics coordinator, and provide advice on open government issues. With
respect to the work performed by Texas Teachers in this Action, particularly in responding to
Defendants' discovery requests, I worked with multiple members of Texas Teachers' staff,
including information technology, legal, and investment staff.

These individuals included,

among other Texas Teachers employees, Carol Ellis, a member of the Texas Teachers' legal staff
who devoted extensive time to responding to Defendants' discovery requests.
14.

The time that Texas Teachers' staff and I devoted to the representation of the Class

in this Action was time that we otherwise would have spent on other work for Texas Teachers
and, thus, represented a cost to Texas Teachers. We have reviewed records and conservatively
estimated that Texas Teachers spent 219.5 hours on this Action on behalf of the Class for which it
requests reimbursement as follows: $14,065 for: (a) the time I devoted to supervising and
participating in this Action in the amount of $11,325 (149.5 hours at $75 per hour 1); and (b) the
time Carol Ellis devoted to this Action in the amount of $2,740 (68.5 hours at $40 per hour). In
1

The hourly rates used for purposes of this request are based on the annual salaries of the respective
personnel who worked on this Action.
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sum, Texas Teachers requests reimbursement in the amount of $14,065 for the 219.5 hours
devoted to the prosecution of this Action on behalf of the Class. 2
15.

In conclusion, Texas Teachers was closely involved throughout the prosecution

and settlement of the claims in this Action, strongly endorses the Settlement as fair, reasonable
and adequate, and believes that it represents a significant recovery for the Class and also supports
approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation. Accordingly, Texas Teachers respectfully requests
that the Court approve Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of the proposed Settlement,
approval of the Plan of Allocation, Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses, and Texas Teachers' request for reimbursement for its
reasonable costs and expenses incurred in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class, as set
forth above.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct, and that I have authority to execute this Declaration on behalf of
Texas Teachers.
Executed this 19th day of February, 2013 ,
\

Timothy P. Wei
Assistant General
unsel
The Teacher Retirement System of Texas

2

To the extent that we could not find support reflecting the time spent on work performed by Texas
Teachers on the Action, that time was not included in the request for reimbursement.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECFCASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF FEMKE V AN'T GROENEWOUT-HENDRIKS, SENIOR
ADVISOR, RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT & ATTORNEY AT LAW AT PGGM
VERMOGENSBEHEER B.V., ON BEHALF OF STICHTING PENSIOENFONDS ZORG
EN WELZIJN, IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR FINAL
APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION; (B)
CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN A WARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND
REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES; AND (C) LEAD PLAINTIFFS'
REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
I, FEMKE VAN'T GROENEWOUT-HENDRIKS, hereby declare under penalty of
perjury as follows:
1.

I am the Senior Advisor, Responsible Investment & Attorney at Law at PGGM

Vermogensbeheer B. V. ("PGGM"), acting for Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn
("PFZW''), the pension fund for approximately 2.5 million current and former employees in the
healthcare and welfare sector in the Netherlands and the second largest pension fund in Europe.
PGGM is a leading Dutch pension fund service provider offering pension management,
integrated asset management, management support and policy advice to its institutional clients
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and currently manages approximately €129 billion in assets for PFZW. PGGM, as representative
for PFZW, serves as one of the lead plaintiffs in this matter. 1
2.

I submit this Declaration in support of (a) Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final

approval of the proposed Settlement and approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation; (b) CoLead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses;
and (c) approval of the request for PGGM to recover the reasonable costs and expenses incurred
in connection with its representation of the Class in the prosecution ofthis litigation.
3.

In fulfillment of its responsibilities as a lead plaintiff, and on behalf of all Class

Members, PGGM performed its role as a lead plaintiff in pursuit of a favorable result in this
Action. I am aware of and understand the requirements and responsibilities of a lead plaintiff in
a securities class action as set forth in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. I
have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this Declaration, as I, on behalf of PGGM,
have been directly involved since March 2009, prior to the Court's appointment of Lead
Plaintiffs, in monitoring and overseeing the prosecution of the Action as well as the negotiations
leading to the Settlement, and I could and would testify competently thereto.
4.

By Order dated June 30, 2009, the Court appointed PFZW, represented by

PGGM, as a lead plaintiff in the Action. Prior to moving for appointment, I discussed with
Darren Check, Esq., Sean Handler, Esq. and Stuart Berman, Esq. of Kessler Topaz Meltzer &
Check, LLP ("KTMC"), one of the Court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel for the Class, the
responsibilities of serving as lead plaintiff: PGGM's commitment to fulfilling these
responsibilities, and the factual and legal bases for the claims that the Lead Plaintiffs eventually
1

All references to PGGM in this Declaration, unless otherwise noted, are references to PGGM on behalf
ofPFZW.
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Following PGGM's appointment as a lead

plaintiff, I had regular communications with attorneys from KTMC throughout the course of the
litigation.

5.

PGGM, through my active and continuous involvement, as well as through others

working under my supervision (as detailed in ,12 below), closely supervised, carefully
monitored, and was involved in all material aspects of the prosecution of the Action. PGGM
received periodic status reports and filings from KTMC related to important case developments,
and participated in regular discussions with attorneys from KTMC concerning the prosecution of
the Action, the strengths of and risks to the claims and potential settlement. In particular,
throughout the course of this Action, 1:
(a)

participated in telephonic and in-person discussions with KTMC concerning

significant developments in the litigation, including case strategy;
(b)

reviewed and commented on all significant pleadings and briefs filed in the

Action, such as the Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint, the Consolidated Second
Amended Class Action Complaint, the voluminous briefing in connection with Defendants'
multiple motions to dismiss, Lead Plaintiffs' motion for class certification, and Lead Plaintiffs'
motion for summary judgment;
(c)

consulted with KTMC regarding the retention of experts and consultants;

(d)

supervised the production of discovery by PGGM, including overseeing electronic

searches and searches of custodial files for no less than 12 different individuals in response to
requests for productions of documents and in response to written document requests,
interrogatories and requests for admission;

3
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was identified as PGGM's designee in connection with Defendants' 30(b)(6)

deposition in connection with Lead Plaintiffs' class certification motion, which required me to
interface with numerous PGGM professionals in the Investment Department, Strategy/Client
Department and in the Portfolio Administration Department in order to obtain sufficient
knowledge to adequately respond to questions related to the topics set forth in the deposition
notice;
(f)

prepared for and sat for the above referenced 30{b)(6) deposition which

commenced on September 13, 2011 and was continued on October 4, 2011, which included
travel to and from the Netherlands and the United States for my September 13, 2011 deposition
and a video·conference deposition in the Netherlands for the October 4, 20 II;
{g)

worked cooperatively with the other Court·appointed Lead Plaintiffs in

conference calls and several in person meetings;
{h)

participated in conference calls among Lead Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel;

{i)

consulted with KTMC concerning the settlement negotiations as they progressed;

G)

evaluated and recommended the approval of the proposed settlement for $2.425

and

billion in cash and certain corporate governance enhancements to PGGM and PFZW.
6.

PGGM was also heavily involved in overseeing the formal mediation and lengthy

negotiations in this Action, which led to the Settlement. In particular, I actively participated in
the mediations presided over by the Honorable Layn R. Phillips in New York, New York on
October 1, 2010 and March 1, 2011 and attended both mediations in person. Prior to and during
the mediations, I conferred with Co·Lead Counsel at length regarding the parties' respective
positions, and reviewed and provided comments on the parties' extensive mediation materials.

4
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Based on its involvement throughout the prosecution and resolution of the claims,

PGGM strongly endorses the Settlement and believes it provides an excellent recovery for the
Class, particularly in light of the substantial risks of continuing to prosecute the claims in the
Action.
8.

PGGM has approved Co-Lead Counsel's request for an award of attorneys' fees

in the amount of6.56% of the Settlement Fund and believes that it is fair and reasonable in light
of the work Co-Lead Counsel performed on behalf of the Class. PGGM takes seriously its role
as lead plaintiff to ensure that the attorneys' fees are fair in light of the result achieved for the
Class and reasonably compensate plaintiffs' counsel for the work involved and the substantial
risks they undertook in litigating the Action.

PGGM has evaluated Co-Lead Counsel's fee

request by considering the work performed and the substantial recovery obtained for the Class.
9.

PGGM further believes that the litigation expenses being requested for

reimbursement by Co-Lead Counsel are reasonable, and represent costs and expenses necessary
for the prosecution and resolution of the claims in the Action. Based on the foregoing, and
consistent with its obligation to the Class to obtain the best result at the most efficient cost,
PGGM fully supports Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses.
I 0.

PGGM also supports approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation which is based

on the analysis completed by the damages expert retained in this Action. PGGM believes that
the plan represents a fair and reasonable method for allocating the net settlement fund to Class
Members whose claims are approved for payment.
11.

PGGM understands that reimbursement of a lead plaintiff's reasonable costs and

expenses is authorized under Section 21D(a)(4) of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act

5
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of 1995, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). For this reason, in connection with Co-Lead Counsel's request
for reimbursement of litigation expenses, PGGM seeks reimbursement for the costs and expenses
that it incurred directly relating to its representation of the Class in the Action.
12.

My primary responsibility at PGGM involves overseeing shareholder litigation

matters and advising on corporate governance issues as a member of PGGM's Responsible
Investment Team.

I estimate that I personally spent 1,000 hours in connection with the

responsibilities and tasks outlined above for purposes of representing the Class in the
approximate four years since this litigation commenced. In addition, in working on this Action, I
was assisted by no less than 28 different employees of PGGM, including several individua1s
working in the following departments: CIO Department (30 hours); Responsible Investment
Department (105 hours); Tax, Legal & Compliance Department (40 hours); Investment
Department (210 hours); Strategy/Client Department (30 hours); Portfolio Administration
Department (70 hours); and PGGM's Technology Department (130 hours). Attached hereto as
Exhibit 1 is a listing of the names, positions, hours expended, rates per hour (in euros), as well as
a general description of the tasks perfonned by each individual at PGGM on this litigation. The
time that these colleagues and I devoted to the representation ofthe Class in this Action was time
that we otherwise would have spent on other work for PGGM and, thus, represented a cost to
PGGM.

PGGM's Controller, M.Y. Hogenhout, calculated hourly rates for the individuals

working on this matter by dividing their annual salary by the amount of hours such individuals
typically work in a year to obtain their hourly rate and then applied that hourly rate for each such
individual to the hours they provided in service of the Class.

In total, PGGM seeks

reimbursement in the amount of 194,830 euros for the time these employees devoted to this
Action. The United States Dollar-Euro exchange rate reported by the European Central Bank

6
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reference rate for the close of trading at 5 p.m. eastern standard time on February 15, 2013 was
1.3325. As a result, PGGM is requesting to be awarded $259,610.98.
13.

In sum, PGGM personnel, spent a total of 1,615 hours on the prosecution of this

Action for the benefit of the Class which included the following tasks: regular written and oral
communications with KTMC; review and approval of strategic decisions, including the
retention of experts; review, analyze and comment on pleadings throughout the course of the
litigation, including briefmg on two rounds of motions to dismiss, class certification,
interlocutory appeal and summary judgment; gathering and reviewing documents in response to
discovery requests, which included coordinating and implementing litigation holds with respect
to electronic discovery and assisting in conducting custodial file searches that ultimately led to
the production by PGGM of 330,000 pages of documents, conferring with PGGM personnel and
numerous outside investment managers, and discussion and explanation ofthousands of pages of
Dutch documents; preparation for and attendance at two depositions, one of which was held in
the United States; and preparation for mediation sessions, including attending in person the first
mediation held in October 2010, as well as the second in March of 2011. In addition, I was
extensively involved in the negotiations of the final settlement amount and the corporate
governance terms that were ultimately agreed to by the Parties.
14.

In conclusion, PGGM was closely involved throughout the prosecution and

settlement of the claims in this Action, strongly endorses the Settlement as fair, reasonable and
adequate, and believes that it represents a significant recovery for the Class and also supports
approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation. Accordingly, PGGM respectfully requests that the
Court approve Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of the proposed Settlement, approval of
the Plan of Allocation, Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and

7
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reimbursement of litigation expenses, and PGGM's request for reimbursement for its reasonable
costs and expenses incurred in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class, as set forth above.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct, and that I have authority to execute this Declaration on behalf of

A

PGGM.
Executed this

J[

day ofFebruary, 2013,

(v-(j_

'k"-'--~<>J

FEMKE VAN'T GROENEWOUT-HENDRIKS

Senior Advisor, Responsible Investment &
Attorney at Law at PGGM Vermogensbeheer B. V:
on behalfofStichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURTnES, DERJVATTVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURTIY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECFCASE

TillS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF AGNETA WILHELMSON KAREMAR,
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF FJARDE AP-FONDEN
IN SUPPORT OF (A) LEAD PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR FINAL
APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT AND
PLAN OF ALLOCATION; (B) CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN
AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF
UTIGATION EXPENSES; AND (C) LEAD PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST
FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS AND EXPENSES
I, AGNETA WILHELMSON l<.AR.EMAR, hereby declare under penalty of perjury as
follows:
I.

I am the Chief Operating Officer ("'COO") at Fjiirde AP-Fonden ("AP-4"). AP-4

is a public pension fund located in Stockholm, Sweden. AP-4 is part of the Swedish National
Pension Fund System and is one of five buffer funds in the income pension system. l11e income
pension system is a distribution system in which pension contributions paid in by the gainfully
employed during the year are used to pay out pensions to pensioners dte same year. The
surpluses and deficits that arise when contributions deYiate from disbursements are handled by
the five buffer funds. With approximately $32 billion in assets under management, AP-4 is one
of the largest pension funds in Scandina,·ia
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I submit this Declaration in support of (a) Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final

approval of the proposed Settlement and approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation; (b) CoLead Counsel's motion for an award ofattomeys' fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses;
and (c) approval of the request for AP-4 to recover the reasonable costs and expenses incurred in
connection with it~ representation of the Class in the prosecution of this litigation.
3.

In fulfillment of its responsibilities as a lead plaintiff, and on behalf of all Class

Members, AP-4 performed its role as a lead plaintiff in pursuit of a favorable result in this
At:tion. I am aww~ of ami

wul~•stwnlth~

•o::quit.:m.:uts

wnltt:Spousil.Jiliti~s

of a l.:atl plainliJTin

a securities class action as set forth in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. I
have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this Declaration, as I have been directly
involved since March 2009, prior to the Court's appointment of Lead Plaintiffs, in monitoring
and overseeing the prosecution of the Action as well as the negotiations leading to the
Settlement, and I could and would testify competently thereto.
4.

By Order dated June 30, 2009, the Court appointed AP-4 as a lead plaintiff in the

Action. Prior to moving for appointment, I, on behalf of AP-4, discussed

\\~th

Darren Check,

Esq., Sean Handler, Esq. and Stuart Berman, Esq. of Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP
("'KTMC"), one of the Court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel for the Class, the responsibilities of
serving as lead plaintiff, AP-4's commitment to fulfilling these responsibilities, and the factual
and legal bases for the claims that Lead Plaintiffs eventually asserted against the defendants in
this Action. Following AP-4's appointment as a lead plaintiff, I had regular communications
with attorneys from KTMC throughout the course of the litigation.
5.

AP-4, through my active and continuous involvement, as well as through others

working under my supervision (as detailed in 112 below), closely supervised, carefully

2
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monitored, and was involved in all material aspects of the prosecution of the Action. AP-4
received periodic status reports from KTMC on case developments, and participated in regular
discussions

\\~th

attorneys from KTMC concerning the prosecution of the Action, the strengths

of and risks to the claims and potential settlement. In particular, throughout the course of this
Action, I:
(a)

participated in telephonic and in-person discussions \vith KTMC concerning

significant developments in the litigation, including case strategy;
(b)

reviewed and cunummted un all significant pleadings and briefs filed in the

Action, such as the Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint, the Consolidated Second
Amended Class Action Complaint, the voluminous briefmg in connection with Defendants'
multiple motions to dismiss, Lead Plaintiffs' motion for class certification, and Lead Plaintiffs'
motion for summary judgment;
(c)

consulted with KTMC regarding the retention of experts and consultants;

(d)

supervised the production of discovery by AP-4, including overseeing electronic

searches and searches of custodial flies for several individuals i.n response to requests for
productions of documents and in response to written document requests, interrogatories and
requests for admission;
(e)

was identified as AP-4's designee in connection with Defendants' 30(b)(6)

deposition in connection with Lead Plaintiffs' class certification motion, which required me to
interface \vith numerous AP-4 professionals in order to obtain sufficient l.:nowledge to adequately
respond to questions related to the topics set forth in the deposition notice;

3
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prepared for and sat for a deposition on September 27, 2011 in connection

\\~th

Lead Plaintiffs' class certification motion, which included travel to and from Sweden and the
United States;
(g)

worked cooperatively \vith the other Court-appointed Lead Plaintiffs in

conference calls and se\•eral in person meetings;
(h)

participated in conference calls among Lead Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel;

(i)

consulted with KTMC conceming the settlement negotiations as they progressed;

G)

e\'aluated and recommended the approval of the proposed settlement for $2.425

and

billion in cash and certain corporate governance enhancements to AP-4's Chief Executive
Officer.
6.

AP-4 was also involved in overseeing the formal mediation and lengthy

negotiations in this Action, which led to the Settlement. In particular, I actively participated in
the mediations presided over by the Honorable Layn R. Phillips in New York, New York on
October I , 2010 and March I, 2011 and attended both mediations in person. Prior to and during
the mediations, I conferred v..ith Co-Lead Counsel at length regarding the parties' respective
positions, and reviewed and provided comments on the parties' extensh•e mediation materials.
7.

Based on its involvement throughout the prosecution and resolution of the claims,

AP-4 strongly endorses the Settlement and believes it provides an excellent recovery for the
Class, particularly in light of the substantial risks of continuing to prosecute the claims in the
Action.
8.

AP-4 has approved Co-Lead Counsel's request for an award of attorneys' fees in

the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund and believes that it is fair and reasonable in light of

4
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the work Co-Lead Counsel performed on behalf of the Class. AP-4 takes seriously its role as
lead plaintiff to ensure that the attorneys' fees are fair in light of the result achieved for the Class
and reasonably compensate plaintiffs' counsel for the work involved and the substantial risks
they undertook in litigating the Action. AP-4 has eYaluated Co-Lead Counsel's fee request by
considering the work performed and the substantial recovery obtained for the Class.
9.

AP-4 further believes that the litigation expenses being requested for

reimbursement by Co-Lead Counsel are reasonable, and represent costs and expenses necessary
for the prosecution and resolution of the claims in the Action. Based on the foregoing, and
consistent with its obligation to the Class to obtain the best result at the most efficient cost, AP-4
fully supports Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and reimbursement of
litigation expenses.
10.

AP-4 also supports approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation which is based on

the analysis completed by the damages expert retained in this Action. AP-4 believes that the plan
represents a fair and reasonable method for allocating the net settlement fund to Class Members
whose claims are approved for payment.
11.

AP-4 understands that reimbursement of a lead plaintiff's reasonable costs and

expenses is authorized under Section 21 D(a)(4) of the PriYate Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995, 15 U.S.C. § 78u-4(a)(4). For this reason, in connection with Co-Lead Counsel's request
for reimbursement of litigation expenses, AP-4 seeks reimbursement for the costs and expenses
that it incurred directly relating to its representation of the Class in the Action. I serve on the
Executive Management Committee at AP-4 and roy responsibilities include accounting, back
office operations, system administration, infonnation technology, human resources, and
accounting. I estimate that I personally spent 300 hours in connection with the responsibilities

5
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and tasks outlined above for purposes of representing the Class in the approximate four years
since this litigation commenced as set forth in the chart below. In addition, in work;ng on this
Action, I was assisted by five other employees of AP-4, including the following:
Mats Andersson, CEO

20 hours at 3,500 = 70,000 krona

Annika Andersson, Corp Governance

I 0 hours at 1,600 = 16,000 krona

Individuals working in IT Department

40 hours at 1,200 = 48,000 krona

Peter Edling, Back-Office

40 hours at 800 = 32,000 krona

Ulrika Malmberg Livijn, General Counsel

40 hours at 1,500 = 60,000 krona

AW Karemar, AP-4, COO

300 hours at 1,900 = 570,000 krona

Total

450 houn = 796,000 Jo·ona
12.

The time that these colleagues and I deYoted to the representation of the Class in

this Action was time that we otherwise would have spent on other work for AP-4 and, thus,
represented a cost to AP-4. I calculated hourly rates for the individuals working on this matter
by dividing their annual salary by the amount of hours such individuals typically work in a year
to obtain their hourly rate and then applied that hourly rate for each such individual to the hours
they provided in service of the Class. In total, AP-4 seeks reimbursement in the amount of
796,000 Swedish Krona for the time these employees deYoted to this Action. The United States
Dollar-Swedish Krona exchange rate reported by the Sveriges Riksbank (Swedish Central Bank)
for the close of trading at 5 p.m. eastern standard time on February 15, 2013 was 0.1579. As a
result, AP-4 is requesting to be awarded $125,688.40. In sum, AP-4 personnel, spent a total of
450 hours on the prosecution of this Action for the benefit of the Class which included the
following tasks: regular written and oral communications with KTMC ; review and approval of
strategic decisions, including the retention of experts; review, analysis and commenting on
pleadings throughout the course of the litigation, including briefmg on two rounds of motions to

6
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dismiss, class certification, interlocutory appeal and summary judgment; gathering and reviewing
documents in response to discovery requests, which included coordinating litigation holds with
electronic discovery and custodial file searches that ultimately led to the production of
approximately 3,000 pages of documents, conferring with AP-4 persormel; preparation for and
attendance at a 30(b)(6) deposition held in the United States; and preparation for mediation
sessions, including attending in person the first mediation held in October 2010, as well as the
second in March of 2011. In addition, I was involved in the negotiations of the final settlement
amount and the corporate governance terms that were ultimately agreed to by the Parties.
13.

In conclusion, AP-4 was closely involved throughout the prosecution and

settlement of the claims in this Action, strongly endorses the Settlement as fair, reasonable and
adequate, and believes that it represents a significant recovery for the Class and also supports
approval of the proposed Plan of Allocation. Accordingly, AP-4 respectfully requests that the
Court approve Lead Plaintiffs' motion for final approval of the proposed Settlement, approval of
the Plan of Allocation, Co-Lead Counsel's motion for an award of attorneys' fees and
reimbursement of litigation expenses, and AP-4's request for reimbursement for its reasonable
costs and expenses incurred in prosecuting the Action on behalf of the Class, as set forth above.
I declare under penalty of peJjUJ)' under the Jaws of the United States of America that that
the foregoing is true and correct, and tltat I have authority to execute this Declaration on behalf
ofAP-4.
Executed

this ~~

day of February, 2013,
AGNETA WILHELMSON
Chief Operating Officer of
Fjtirde AP-Fonden

7
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

In re BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MD 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

This Document Relates To:
Consolidated Securities Action

AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN J. CIRAMI REGARDING
(A) MAILING OF THE SETTLEMENT NOTICE AND
PROOF OF CLAIM FORM; (B) PUBLICATION OF SUMMARY
NOTICE; AND (C) REPORT ON OPT-INS RECEIVED TO DATE

STATE OF NEW YORK )
)
COUNTY OF NASSAU )

ss.:

STEPHEN J. CIRAMI, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

I am the Senior Vice President of Operations for The Garden City Group, Inc.

(“GCG”). Pursuant to the Court’s March 1, 2012 Order Approving Notice and Summary Notice
of Pendency of Class Action (ECF No. 531) (the “March 1, 2012 Order”), GCG was retained to
act as the Notice Administrator in the above-captioned Action. Thereafter, pursuant to the
Court’s December 4, 2012 Order Preliminarily Approving Proposed Settlement and Providing
for Notice (ECF No. 771) (the “Preliminary Approval Order”), GCG was authorized to act as the
Claims Administrator in connection with the settlement in the above-captioned Action.1 I have
personal knowledge of the facts stated herein.

1

All terms with initial capitalization not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in the Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement dated November 30, 2012.
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As more fully described in the Affidavit of Jason Zuena Regarding (A) Mailing of

the Notice and (B) Publication of the Summary Notice, filed with the Court on April 12, 2012
(ECF No. 539) and the Supplemental Affidavit of Jason Zuena, filed with the Court on May 29,
2012 (ECF No. 573), GCG, pursuant to the March 1, 2012 Order, conducted a mailing campaign
(the “March 2012 Mailing”) in which it mailed the Notice of Pendency of Class Action (the
“Class Notice”) to persons and entities identified as potential Class Members. To identify these
potential Class Members, GCG received from Co-Lead Counsel a series of files that were
provided by counsel for Bank of America containing the names and addresses of potential
members of the Class. GCG also mailed the Class Notice to brokerage firms, banks, institutions
and other potential nominees (the “Nominees”) listed in GCG’s proprietary Nominee Database.
In response, GCG received from the Nominees names and addresses of their clients who were
potential Class Members or requests for additional copies of the Class Notice for forwarding
directly to their clients. Accordingly, in connection with the March 2012 Mailing, GCG mailed a
total of approximately 3.1 million Class Notices.
MAILING OF THE NOTICE PACKET
3.

Pursuant to the Preliminary Approval Order, GCG has been responsible for

disseminating the Notice of (I) Proposed Settlement and Plan of Allocation; (II) Settlement
Fairness Hearing; and (III) Motion for An Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of
Litigation Expenses (the “Settlement Notice”) and the Proof of Claim and Release Form (the
“Proof of Claim Form”) (collectively, the “Notice Packet”). A copy of the Notice Packet is
attached hereto as Exhibit A.
4.

In December 2012, GCG created a mailing file consisting of 3,131,514 names and

addresses compiled as a result of the March 2012 Mailing. On December 24, 2012, Notice
Packets were disseminated to those 3,131,514 potential Class Members by first-class mail and on
2
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December 26, 2012, 52,550 Notice Packets were mailed to four Nominees who had made
requests for bulk forwarding to their clients in the March 2012 Mailing.

In addition, on

December 24, 2012, Notice Packets were mailed to 2,043 Nominees listed in GCG' s proprietary
Nominee Database. 2

These 2,043 Notice Packets included a letter explaining that if the

Nominees had previously submitted names and addresses in connection with the March 2012
Mailing, or had previously requested copies of the Class Notice in bulk, they did not need to
submit these names and addresses or bulk requests again. A copy of that letter is attached as
Exhibit B.
5.

Since December 24, 2012, GCG has received an additional 86,322 names and

addresses of potential Class Members from individuals or Nominees requesting Notice Packets
to be mailed. Also, GCG has received requests from brokers and other nominee holders for an
additional 26,561 Notice Packets to be forwarded by them to their customers. All such requests
have been complied with in a timely manner.
6.

As of February 14, 2013, 3,298,990 Notice Packets were disseminated to potential

Class Members or Nominees by first-class mail.

In addition, GCG re-mailed 8,365 Notice

Packets to persons whose original mailings were returned by the U.S. Postal Service and for
whom updated addresses were provided to GCG by the U.S. Postal Service.
PUBLICATION OF THE SUMMARY NOTICE
7.

Pursuant to the Preliminary Approval Order, GCG Communications, the media

division of GCG, caused the Summary Notice of (I) Proposed Settlement and Plan of Allocation;
(II) Settlement Fairness Hearing; and (III) Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees and
Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses (the "Summary Notice") to be published once each in the
2

While this Nominee Database was substantially the same as the database used for the March
2012 Mailing, GCG continuously updates its Nominee Database with new addresses when they
are received, and eliminates duplicate or obsolete addresses when identified (as brokers merge or
go out of business).
3
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Financial Times, The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal, and to be transmitted once
over the PR Newswire. Attached hereto as Exhibit Cis the affidavit of Tim Hart, Vice President
- Financial Advertising of FT Publications, Inc., Publisher of the Financial Times, attesting to
the publication of the Summary Notice in that paper on January 3, 2013. Attached hereto as
Exhibit D is the affidavit of Alice Weber, a Principal Clerk of the Publisher of The New York

Times, attesting to the publication of the Summary Notice in that paper on January 3, 2013.
Attached hereto as Exhibit E is the affidavit of Albert Fox, the Advertising Clerk ofthe Publisher
of The Wall Street Journal, attesting to the publication of the Summary Notice in that paper on
January 3, 2013. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a confirmation report for the PR Newswire ,
attesting to the issuance of the Summary Notice over that wire service on January 3, 2013.
TELEPHONE HELPLINE

8.

In March 2012, GCG established a toll-free telephone helpline (1-855-733-8308),

with an Interactive Voice Response ("IVR") system that provides callers with answers to
frequently asked questions and allows callers with additional questions the option of leaving a
message for GCG representatives to return.

On December 24, 2012, that IVR system was

updated with information concerning the Settlement. The helpline dedicated to the Action is
accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

All requests for a return phone call have been

responded to in a timely manner.
WEBSITE

9.

On December 24, 2012, GCG took control of and continues to maintain a website

(www.boasecuritieslitigation.com) dedicated to the Settlement to assist potential Class Members.
The website lists the objection and claim filing deadlines, as well as the date and time of the
Court' s Settlement Fairness Hearing. Also, copies of the Stipulation, the Preliminary Approval
Order and the Notice Packet were posted on the website and may be downloaded by potential
4
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Class Members. In addition, the website contains a link to a document that contains detailed
instructions for institutions submitting their claims electronically. The website is accessible 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
REPORT ON REQUESTS TO OPT -BACK INTO THE CLASS RECEIVED

10.

The Settlement Notice informed potential Class Members that if they had

previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Class Notice,
that they may elect to opt-back into the Class by submitting a written request, received by March
5, 2013, to In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The Garden City Group, Inc.,
P.O. Box 9876, Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776. GCG has been monitoring all mail delivered to that
Post Office Box. To date, GCG has received 6 Requests to Opt-Back Into the Class from
potential Class Members that had previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class.
REPORT ON ADDITIONAL REQUESTS FOR EXCLUSION RECEIVED

11.

As further described in the Supplemental Affidavit of Jason Zuena (ECF No.

573), the Class Notice informed potential members of the Class that written requests for
exclusion from the Class were to be submitted to GCG with a postmark date on or before May 7,
2012. Although the exclusion deadline has since passed, to date, GCG has received additional
requests for exclusion from or on behalf of 12 persons and entities.

Sworn to before me this
14111 day ofFebruary, 2013

VANF:SSA M. VIGILANTE
Notary i~"ublic, St.3te of New York
No. 01 Vl6143817
Qualified in Queens County
My Commiqsion Expires 1 -11 · .u. ,..{

5
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action
NOTICE OF (I) PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION; (II) SETTLEMENT FAIRNESS HEARING; AND
(III) MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES
TO: ALL PERSONS AND ENTITIES WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE CERTIFIED CLASS IN THIS ACTION.
(See definition of the Class set forth in paragraph 1 below).
A Federal Court authorized this Notice. This is not a solicitation from a lawyer.
NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT: Please be advised that the Court-appointed Lead Plaintiffs, the State Teachers Retirement System of
Ohio; the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System; the Teacher Retirement System of Texas; Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en
Welzijn, represented by PGGM Vermogensbeheer B.V.; and Fjärde AP-Fonden (collectively, “Lead Plaintiffs”), on behalf of themselves
and the Court-certified Class (as defined below), have reached a proposed settlement of the above-captioned securities class action
lawsuit (“Action”) for a total of $2,425,000,000.00 in cash and certain corporate governance enhancements to be implemented or
1
continued by Bank of America Corporation (“BoA”) that, if approved, will resolve all claims in the Action.
PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY. This Notice explains important rights you may have, including the possible
receipt of cash from the Settlement. If you are a Class Member, your legal rights will be affected whether or not you act.
If you have any questions about this Notice, the proposed Settlement, or your eligibility to participate in the Settlement,
please DO NOT contact Bank of America Corporation. All questions should be directed to Co-Lead Counsel or the Claims
Administrator (see ¶124 below).
1.
Description of the Action and Class: This Notice relates to a proposed Settlement of claims in a pending securities
2
class action lawsuit brought by investors alleging, among other things, that Defendants violated the federal securities laws by failing to
disclose or update prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote approving the issuance of additional shares of BoA stock in
connection with BoA’s acquisition of Merrill (the “Merger”), facts about (i) Merrill’s billions of dollars of losses during the fourth quarter of
2008 (including, but not limited to Merrill’s goodwill impairment); (ii) BoA’s agreement to allow Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in bonuses
to its employees before the Merger closed, notwithstanding those substantial losses; (iii) the circumstances surrounding the negotiation
of the Merger (including the inadequacy of due diligence and pressure from federal regulators); (iv) the purported benefits of the
Merger; and (v) BoA’s own deteriorating financial condition. The claims being settled here also alleged that Defendants made
materially false and misleading statements about these topics. The proposed Settlement, if approved by the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York (the “Court”), will settle claims of the Class of persons and entities that was certified by the
Court pursuant to a Memorandum and Order issued on February 6, 2012:
(i) As to claims under Sections 14(a) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”), all
persons and entities who held BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008, and were entitled to vote on the
merger between BoA and Merrill, and were damaged thereby; and (ii) as to claims under Sections 10(b) and
20(a) of the Exchange Act, all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock
during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive (the “Class Period”),
excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by exchanging stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the
merger between the two companies consummated on January 1, 2009, and were damaged thereby; and
(iii) as to claims under Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act, all persons and entities who purchased
or otherwise acquired January 2011 call options of BoA from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009,
inclusive, and were damaged thereby; and (iv) as to claims under Sections 11, 12(a)(2), and 15 of the
Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”), all persons and entities who purchased BoA common stock
issued under the Registration Statement and Prospectus for the BoA common stock offering that occurred
on or about October 7, 2008, and were damaged thereby (the “Class”).

1

All capitalized terms used in this Notice that are not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings provided in the Stipulation and
Agreement of Settlement dated November 30, 2012 (the “Stipulation”), which is available on the website for the Action at
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com.
2
Defendants are BoA, Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (“Merrill”), Banc of America Securities LLC, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated
and the individual defendants Kenneth D. Lewis, John A. Thain, Joe L. Price, Neil A. Cotty, William Barnet III, Frank P. Bramble, Sr., John T.
Collins, Gary L. Countryman, Tommy R. Franks, Charles K. Gifford, Monica C. Lozano, Walter E. Massey, Thomas J. May, Patricia E. Mitchell,
Thomas M. Ryan, O. Temple Sloan, Jr., Meredith R. Spangler, Robert L. Tillman, and Jackie M. Ward (collectively, the “Individual Defendants”).
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Excluded from the Class by definition are: Defendants, present or former executive officers of BoA and Merrill, present or former
members of Merrill’s and BoA’s Board of Directors and their immediate family members (as defined in 17 C.F.R. § 229.404,
Instructions, i.e., children, stepchildren, parents, stepparents, spouses, siblings, mothers-in-law, fathers-in-law, sons-in-law, daughtersin-law, brothers-in-law, and sisters-in-law). Also excluded from the Class are any Persons who submitted a request for exclusion in
connection with the previously mailed Notice of Pendency of Class Action (the “Class Notice”) as set forth on Appendix 1 to the
Stipulation who do not opt-back into the Class (see ¶109 below).
2.
Statement of Class’s Recovery: Subject to Court approval, and as described more fully below, Lead Plaintiffs, on
3
behalf of themselves and the Class, have agreed to settle all claims based on the purchase or other acquisition of BoA common stock
4
or BoA January 2011 call options during the Class Period that were or could have been asserted against Defendants in the Action or
any Section 14(a) or 20(a) claims arising out of the vote by record holders of BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008, in connection
with the Merger, in exchange for a settlement payment of $2,425,000,000 in cash (the “Settlement Amount”) to be deposited into an
interest-bearing escrow account. Also, as part of the Settlement, BoA has agreed to implement or continue corporate governance
changes that Lead Plaintiffs believe are significant, including amendments to its Corporate Governance Guidelines with respect to
majority voting for directors and minimum stock ownership by executive officers and directors, and amendments to its charter for the
Corporate Development Committee in order to provide for additional oversight of senior management (the “Corporate Governance
Enhancements”) (see ¶¶97-98 below). The Net Settlement Fund (i.e., the Settlement Amount plus any and all interest earned thereon
(the “Settlement Fund”) less (i) any Taxes, (ii) any Notice and Administration Costs, (iii) any Litigation Expenses awarded by the Court;
and (iv) any attorneys’ fees awarded by the Court) will be distributed in accordance with a plan of allocation that is approved by the
Court, which will determine how the Net Settlement Fund shall be allocated among members of the Class. The proposed plan of
allocation (the “Plan of Allocation”) is set forth on pages 10 – 15 below.
3.
Estimate of Average Amount of Recovery Per Share: Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert estimates that
approximately 2.076 billion shares of BoA common stock were purchased during the Class Period and held through a corrective
disclosure and therefore were damaged pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act. In addition, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert
estimates that approximately 3.795 billion shares of BoA common stock were held by shareholders of record as of October 10, 2008
(making them eligible to vote on the Merger) and were held until at least January 12, 2009 (the date of the first alleged corrective
disclosure) and therefore were damaged pursuant to Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act. Under the federal securities laws, however,
an investor is not entitled to multiple recoveries and thus, because there is overlap between the shares that were damaged pursuant to
Sections 10(b) and 14(a), Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert has eliminated the overlap in his calculations of the estimated recovery per
5
share. Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert estimates that, if valid claims for all damaged shares are submitted, the average recovery per
damaged share of BoA common stock will be approximately $0.43 per share before deduction of attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses
awarded by the Court and the costs of providing notice and administering the Settlement. Class Members should note, however,
that the foregoing average recovery per damaged share of BoA common stock is only an estimate. A Class Member’s actual
recovery will depend on several things, including: (1) the number of claims filed; (2) when Class Members purchased, acquired and/or
held their BoA common stock during the Class Period; and (3) whether Class Members sold their shares of BoA common stock and, if
so, when. Distributions to Class Members will be made based on the Plan of Allocation set forth herein (see pages 10 – 15 below) or
such other plan of allocation as may be ordered by the Court.
4.
Statement of Average Amount of Damages Per Share: The Parties do not agree on the average amount of
damages per share that would be recoverable if Lead Plaintiffs were to prevail in the Action. Among other things, Defendants deny that
any proxy solicitations contained materially false or misleading statements or omitted material information or that they had any duty to
update these solicitation materials during the pendency of the 2008 fourth quarter. Defendants also assert that they were prepared to
establish that the price of BoA common stock declined in value for reasons not related to the disclosure of any allegedly false or
misleading statements. The Parties also disagree on the appropriate methodology for determining damages, if liability were
established, particularly under Section 14(a), as Defendants have argued that Class Members seeking recovery under Section 14(a),
who did not purchase or otherwise exchange any shares of their BoA common stock in connection with the Merger, failed to adduce
evidence of a direct, compensable injury under Section 14(a). In sum, Defendants do not agree with the assertion that they engaged in
any actionable misconduct under the federal securities laws or that any damages were suffered by any members of the Class as a
result of their conduct.
5.
Statement of Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Sought: Court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel, Bernstein Litowitz
Berger & Grossmann LLP, Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP and Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP, which have been prosecuting the
Action on a wholly contingent basis since its inception in 2009, have not received any payment of attorneys’ fees for their representation
of the Class and have advanced millions of dollars in expenses necessarily incurred in order to prosecute the Action. As set forth in
greater detail below (see ¶¶14-47 below), Co-Lead Counsel have taken this case from inception to a trial that was scheduled to begin
only a few weeks after the Settlement was reached. Among other things, Co-Lead Counsel were responsible for: (i) conducting an
extensive investigation into the Class’s claims; (ii) drafting two detailed amended complaints; (iii) successfully moving for a partial
modification of the PSLRA discovery stay in order to obtain documents from Defendants; (iv) successfully opposing two rounds of
multiple dismissal motions; (v) successfully opposing Defendants’ motions seeking interlocutory appeal of multiple issues decided by
the Court in connection with Defendants’ first round of motions to dismiss; (vi) successfully briefing Lead Plaintiffs’ motion for class
certification and opposing Defendants’ petition for leave to appeal the Court’s order granting class certification; (vii) engaging in an
3

At all relevant times, shares of BoA common stock were actively traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “BAC.”
“BoA January 2011 Call Options” means January 22, 2011 call options referencing BoA common stock with the following strike prices: $2.50,
$5.00, $7.50, $10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $17.50, $20.00, $22.50, $25.00, $30.00, $35.00, $40.00, $45.00, $50.00, $55.00 and $60.00.
5
The overlap applies only to those shares of BoA common stock that were purchased during the Class Period, held as of October 10, 2008,
and were still held as of the close of trading on January 21, 2009.
4
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extensive discovery program, including participating in approximately 60 depositions and reviewing more than 4 million pages of
documents; (viii) briefing multiple motions for summary judgment, including Lead Plaintiffs’ own motion for partial summary judgment;
(ix) preparing for trial, including exchanging with Defendants Daubert motions, motions in limine, jury verdict forms, jury instructions,
6
voir dire and pre-trial order preparation; and (x) engaging in multiple in-person and telephonic meetings regarding a possible
settlement of the Action before reaching an agreement in principle to settle just weeks before the trial of this Action was scheduled to
begin on October 22, 2012.
At the outset of the Action, Co-Lead Counsel and Lead Plaintiffs entered into retainer agreements providing for attorneys’ fees
to be set by the Court and based upon the amount recovered and stage of the proceedings. Pursuant to those agreements, Co-Lead
Counsel will ask the Court to award attorneys’ fees in the amount of 6.56% of the Settlement Fund. Co-Lead Counsel also will apply for
the reimbursement of Litigation Expenses paid or incurred in connection with the prosecution and resolution of the Action, in an amount
not to exceed $17.5 million, which may include the reasonable costs and expenses of Class Representatives (as defined in ¶9 below)
directly related to their representation of the Class. If the Court approves Co-Lead Counsel’s fee and expense application, the average
cost per affected share of BoA common stock will be approximately $0.03 per share.
6.
Identification of Attorneys’ Representatives: Lead Plaintiffs and the Class are being represented by: Steven B.
Singer, Esq., Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019, (800) 380-8496,
th
blbg@blbglaw.com; Robert N. Kaplan, Esq. and Frederic S. Fox, Esq., Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP, 850 Third Avenue, 14 Floor,
New York, NY 10022, (800) 290-1952, mail@kaplanfox.com; and David Kessler, Esq., Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP, 280 King
of Prussia Road, Radnor, PA 19087, (610) 667-7706, info@ktmc.com.
7.
Reasons for the Settlement: Lead Plaintiffs’ principal reason for entering into the Settlement is the substantial cash
benefit for the Class combined with the significant Corporate Governance Enhancements to be implemented or continued by BoA as a
condition of the Settlement, without the risk or the delays inherent in further litigation. Moreover, the substantial cash benefit provided
under the Settlement must be considered against the significant risk that a smaller recovery – or, indeed, no recovery at all – might be
achieved after a trial of the Action and the likely appeals that would follow a trial, a process that could last many months, or even years,
into the future. Defendants, who deny all allegations of wrongdoing or liability whatsoever, are entering into the Settlement solely to
eliminate the uncertainty, burden and expense of further protracted litigation.
YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS AND OPTIONS IN THE SETTLEMENT:
SUBMIT A CLAIM FORM BY: APRIL
This is the only way to be eligible to receive a payment from the Settlement. If you are a
25, 2013.
Class Member, you will be bound by the Settlement as approved by the Court and you will
give up any Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims (as defined in ¶100 below) that you have
against Defendants and the other Defendants’ Releasees (as defined in ¶101 below), so it
is in your interest to submit a Claim Form.
OPT-BACK INTO THE CLASS BY
If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the
SUBMITTING A WRITTEN REQUEST
Class Notice and now want to be part of the Class which would make you eligible to
TO WITHDRAW YOUR PREVIOUSLY
receive a payment from the Settlement Fund if you submit a valid Claim Form by the claim
SUBMITTED REQUEST FOR
filing deadline, you must follow the steps for “Opting-Back Into the Class” as set forth in
EXCLUSION SO THAT IT IS RECEIVED ¶109 below. If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in
NO LATER THAN MARCH 5, 2013.
connection with the Class Notice and wish to remain excluded from the Class, no further
action is necessary.
OBJECT TO THE SETTLEMENT BY
If you do not like the proposed Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, or the request
SUBMITTING A WRITTEN OBJECTION for attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses, you may write to the Court
SO THAT IT IS RECEIVED NO LATER
and explain why you do not like them. You cannot object to the Settlement, the Plan of
THAN MARCH 5, 2013.
Allocation or the fee and expense request unless you are a Class Member and you did not
previously submit a request for exclusion in connection with the Class Notice.
GO TO THE HEARING ON APRIL 5,
Filing a written objection and notice of intention to appear by March 5, 2013 allows you to
2013 AT 2:00 P.M., AND FILE A
speak in Court at the discretion of the Court about the fairness of the proposed Settlement,
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPEAR
the Plan of Allocation, or the request for attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation
SO THAT IT IS RECEIVED NO LATER
Expenses. If you submit a written objection, you may (but do not have to) attend the
THAN MARCH 5, 2013.
hearing and, at the discretion of the Court, speak to the Court about your objection.
DO NOTHING.
If you are a member of the Class and you do not submit a Claim Form by April 25, 2013,
you will not be eligible to receive any payment from the Settlement Fund. You will,
however, remain a member of the Class, which means that you give up your right to sue
about the claims that are resolved by the Settlement and you will be bound by any
judgments or orders entered by the Court in the Action.

6

A motion in limine is a motion made prior to the commencement of a trial requesting an order or ruling from the Court limiting or preventing
certain evidence or information from being presented at trial. A Daubert motion is a specific type of motion in limine used to preclude or
exclude the testimony of an expert witness.
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WHAT THIS NOTICE CONTAINS
Why Did I Get This Notice? ............................................................................................................................................................... Page 4
What Is This Case About? ................................................................................................................................................................ Page 5
How Do I Know If I Am Affected By The Settlement? ........................................................................................................................ Page 8
What Are Lead Plaintiffs’ Reasons For The Settlement?................................................................................................................... Page 8
What Might Happen If There Were No Settlement? .......................................................................................................................... Page 9
How Much Will My Payment Be? ...................................................................................................................................................... Page 9
What Corporate Governance Enhancement Measures Will BoA Implement or Continue As A Result Of The Settlement?............ Page 15
How Are Class Members Affected By The Action And The Settlement? ......................................................................................... Page 16
What Payment Are The Attorneys For The Class Seeking? How Will The Lawyers Be Paid? ....................................................... Page 17
How Do I Participate In The Settlement? What Do I Need To Do? ................................................................................................ Page 17
Opting-Back Into The Class - What If I Previously Requested Exclusion from the Class And Now Want To
Be Eligible To Receive A Payment From The Settlement Fund? How Do I Opt-Back Into The Class? .......................... Page 17
When And Where Will The Court Decide Whether To Approve The Settlement?
Do I Have To Come To The Hearing? May I Speak At The Hearing If I
Don’t Like The Settlement? ............................................................................................................................................... Page 18
What If I Bought Shares On Someone Else’s Behalf?..................................................................................................................... Page 19
Can I See The Court File? Whom Should I Contact If I Have Questions? ...................................................................................... Page 20
WHY DID I GET THIS NOTICE?
8.
This Notice is being sent to you pursuant to an Order of the Court because you or someone in your family or an
investment account for which you serve as custodian may have purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock or BoA January
2011 call options during the Class Period (i.e., September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive) or held BoA common stock as
of October 10, 2008 and were therefore eligible to vote on the Merger. The Court has directed us to send you this Notice because, as a
potential Class Member, you have a right to know about your options before the Court rules on the proposed Settlement of this case.
Additionally, you have the right to understand how a class action lawsuit may generally affect your legal rights. If the Court approves
the Settlement, The Garden City Group, Inc. (“GCG”), the claims administrator selected by Lead Plaintiffs and approved by the Court,
will distribute payments pursuant to the Settlement after any objections and appeals are resolved.
9.
In a class action lawsuit, under a federal law governing lawsuits such as this one, the Court appoints one or more
investors, known as class representatives, to oversee litigation brought on behalf of all investors with similar claims, commonly known
as the class or the class members. In this Action, the Court has appointed the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio, the Ohio
Public Employees Retirement System, the Teacher Retirement System of Texas, Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn, represented
by PGGM Vermogensbeheer B.V., and Fjärde AP-Fonden to serve as “Lead Plaintiffs” and has appointed the law firms of Bernstein
Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP, and Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP as Co-Lead Counsel for
Lead Plaintiffs and the Class in the Action. Pursuant to the Court’s Memorandum and Order issued on February 6, 2012, Lead
Plaintiffs, together with additional named plaintiff Grant Mitchell (who represents Persons who purchased or otherwise acquired during
the Class Period January 2011 call options on BoA common stock), were certified as “Class Representatives” and Co-Lead Counsel
were certified as “Class Counsel.” A class action is a type of lawsuit in which the claims of a number of individuals are resolved
together, thus providing the class members with both consistency and efficiency. Here, the Court has already certified the Class.
Accordingly, the Settlement, if approved by the Court, will resolve all issues on behalf of the Class Members, except for any Persons
who previously submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the Class Notice who do not opt-back into the Class.
10.
The Court in charge of this case is the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, and the case
is known as In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) Litigation,
No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC) (S.D.N.Y.). The Judge presiding over this case is the Honorable P. Kevin Castel, United States District Judge.
The people who are suing are called plaintiffs, and those who are being sued are called defendants. In this case, several of the named
plaintiffs are referred to as the Lead Plaintiffs and they are suing on behalf of themselves and the Class, and the Defendants are BoA,
Merrill, Banc of America Securities LLC, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, and the Individual Defendants (see fn. 2
above). If the Settlement is approved, it will resolve all claims in the Action by Class Members against Defendants and will bring the
Action to an end.
11.
This Notice explains the lawsuit, the Settlement, your legal rights, what benefits are available, who is eligible for them,
and how to get them. The purpose of this Notice is to inform you that a settlement has been reached in this Action and how you might
be affected. It also is being sent to inform you of the terms of the proposed Settlement, and of a hearing to be held by the Court to
consider the fairness, reasonableness, and adequacy of the proposed Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, and the motion by
Co-Lead Counsel for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses (the “Settlement Fairness Hearing”).
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12.
The Settlement Fairness Hearing will be held on April 5, 2013 at 2:00 p.m., before the Honorable P. Kevin Castel, at
the Daniel Patrick Moynihan United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, New York, NY 10007, to determine:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

whether the proposed Settlement is fair, reasonable, and adequate and should be approved by the Court;
whether the Action should be dismissed with prejudice against the Defendants as set forth in the Stipulation;
whether the proposed Plan of Allocation is fair and reasonable and should be approved by the Court;
whether Co-Lead Counsel’s request for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses should
be approved by the Court; and
any other relief the Court deems necessary to effectuate the terms of the Settlement.

13.
This Notice does not express any opinion by the Court concerning the merits of any claim in the Action, and the Court
still has to decide whether to approve the Settlement. If the Court approves the Settlement, payments to Authorized Claimants will be
made after any appeals are resolved, and after the completion of all claims processing. As referenced above, there are several billion
shares of BoA common stock as to which claims may be submitted and, thus, the claims process could take substantial time to
complete fully and fairly. Please be patient.
WHAT IS THIS CASE ABOUT?
A.

Summary of Procedural History and Background on Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims

14.
On September 15, 2008, BoA agreed to acquire Merrill in a stock-for-stock transaction in which a share of Merrill
common stock would be exchanged for 0.8595 shares of BoA common stock. BoA and Merrill issued a Definitive Joint Proxy
Statement to shareholders on or about November 3, 2008 (the “November 3 Proxy”), and on December 5, 2008, BoA shareholders
voted in favor of the issuance of additional shares of BoA stock in connection with the Merger and Merrill shareholders voted to approve
the Merger. The Merger was consummated on January 1, 2009.
15.
On October 7, 2008, BoA sold 455,000,000 shares of BoA common stock at $22 per share for net proceeds of $9.9
billion (the “Secondary Offering”) pursuant to the Registration Statement and Prospectus (the “Registration Statement”).
16.
Beginning in January 2009, numerous putative securities fraud class actions were filed against BoA, Merrill, and
certain officers and directors of both companies related to the Merger.
17.
By Memorandum Opinion and Order dated June 30, 2009, the Court consolidated the federal securities actions and
appointed the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio; the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System; the Teacher Retirement
System of Texas; Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn, represented by PGGM Vermogensbeheer B.V.; and Fjärde AP-Fonden as
Lead Plaintiffs pursuant to the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (the “PSLRA”). In the same Order, the Court also
approved Lead Plaintiffs’ selection of Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP, and Kessler Topaz
Meltzer & Check, LLP (f/k/a Barroway Topaz Kessler Meltzer & Check, LLP) as lead counsel for the Class.
18.
On September 25, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs filed their Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint (“First Amended
Complaint”), which asserted that Defendants had violated federal securities laws and alleged claims on behalf of all persons who: (i)
purchased or acquired BoA shares between September 15, 2008 and January 21, 2009, inclusive; (ii) held BoA stock as of October 10,
2008 and were entitled to vote on the Merger; or (iii) purchased BoA common stock in the Secondary Offering, and were damaged
thereby.
19.
The First Amended Complaint alleged that Defendants violated the federal securities laws by failing to disclose or
update prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote approving the issuance of additional shares in connection with the Merger, facts
about (i) Merrill’s billions of dollars of losses during the fourth quarter of 2008 (including, but not limited to, Merrill’s goodwill
impairment); (ii) BoA’s agreement to allow Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in bonuses to its employees before the Merger closed,
notwithstanding those substantial losses; (iii) the circumstances surrounding the negotiation of the Merger (including the inadequacy of
due diligence and pressure from federal regulators); (iv) the purported benefits of the Merger; and (v) BoA’s own deteriorating financial
condition. The First Amended Complaint also alleged that Defendants made materially false and misleading statements about these
topics. The First Amended Complaint alleged that these actions deceived the investing public in violation of the federal securities laws,
artificially inflated the price of BoA stock, and caused putative Class Members to purchase BoA stock at artificially inflated prices.
20.
The First Amended Complaint alleged that BoA shareholders voted to issue additional shares while unaware of these
material facts. The First Amended Complaint further alleged that BoA continued to make some of these misstatements and omissions,
or failed to update them, following the shareholder vote.
21.
The First Amended Complaint further alleged that the Registration Statement contained untrue statements of material
facts and omitted material facts required to be stated in order to make the statements contained therein not misleading. The First
Amended Complaint further alleged that putative Class Members who purchased BoA common stock pursuant to the Secondary
Offering suffered substantial damages as a result of the untrue statements and omissions of material facts in the Registration
Statement, as they either sold these shares at prices below the Secondary Offering price or still held shares as of the date of the initial
complaint containing claims under the Securities Act when the price of BoA common stock was below the Secondary Offering price.
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22.
The First Amended Complaint alleged that, following the shareholder vote on December 5, 2008, but before the
Merger closed on January 1, 2009, (i) BoA decided that it had grounds to terminate the Merger because of the magnitude of Merrill’s
losses and BoA’s own deteriorating financial condition, and (ii) in order to consummate the Merger and absorb Merrill’s fourth quarter
losses, BoA obtained a $138 billion bailout from the Federal Government to prevent BoA’s own collapse. The First Amended Complaint
alleged that facts related to these events were not disclosed to investors before the Merger closed.
23.
The First Amended Complaint further alleged that the truth about Merrill’s financial condition was not revealed until
mid-January 2009, when several alleged corrective disclosures revealed, according to the First Amended Complaint, that Merrill had
suffered a pre-tax loss of more than $21 billion during the fourth quarter of 2008 and, as a result, BoA had sought and obtained
$138 billion of additional government assistance. The First Amended Complaint also alleged that on January 21, 2009, it was further
reported that, despite Merrill’s losses, BoA had allowed Merrill to pay $3 to $4 billion in bonuses before the Merger closed, and that, as
these facts became known, the price of BoA common stock declined causing damage to putative Class Members. Lead Plaintiffs
sought damages for all of their claims based solely on the amounts that the price of BoA’s securities allegedly dropped as a result of
alleged corrective disclosures during January 2009.
24.
Based on the facts set forth above, the First Amended Complaint alleged that Defendants violated Sections 14(a),
10(b), and 20(a) of the Exchange Act, and Sections 11, 12(a)(2) and 15 of the Securities Act. In addition to BoA and Merrill, the First
Amended Complaint named Kenneth D. Lewis, John A. Thain, Joe L. Price, Neil A. Cotty, Banc of America Securities LLC, Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, and the BoA Board as Defendants.
25.
On October 6, 2009, Lead Plaintiffs requested a partial modification of the PSLRA discovery stay in order to obtain
(1) documents that Defendants produced to various government agencies (including, but not limited to, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”), the United States Congress and the New York State Attorney General) in connection with those agencies’
investigations into the Merger, and (2) transcripts of any testimony given in connection with those investigations. On November 16,
2009, the Court issued an order granting Lead Plaintiffs’ request.
26.
All Defendants moved to dismiss the First Amended Complaint. The motions were fully briefed by January 26, 2010,
and on June 4, 2010, following a conference with the Court, the Parties submitted supplemental letter briefs to the Court concerning the
measure of recoverable damages for Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims.
27.
On August 27, 2010, the Court issued a Memorandum and Order that granted in part, and denied in part, Defendants’
motions to dismiss. Specifically, the Court sustained (1) Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claim regarding (i) Merrill’s ability to pay bonuses
to its employees for fiscal year 2008 prior to the Merger closing, and (ii) Merrill’s fourth quarter 2008 losses; (2) Lead Plaintiffs’
Section 10(b) claims regarding Merrill’s ability to pay bonuses to its employees for fiscal year 2008 prior to the Merger closing; (3) Lead
Plaintiffs’ Section 20(a) claims for control person liability; and (4) Lead Plaintiffs’ Securities Act claims. The Court dismissed Lead
Plaintiffs’ remaining claims, including Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims regarding Defendants’ failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth
quarter 2008 losses and held that allegations relating to events post-dating the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote cannot form the
basis of a Section 14(a) claim.
28.
On September 10, 2010, Defendants filed motions seeking certification for interlocutory appeal, or, in the alternative,
for reconsideration, of multiple issues decided by Judge Castel in his August 27, 2010 Memorandum and Order related to Defendants’
motions to dismiss. On October 8, 2010, after another full round of briefing, Judge Castel denied Defendants’ motions.
29.
On October 22, 2010, Lead Plaintiffs, along with additional named plaintiff Grant Mitchell, filed a Consolidated
Second Amended Class Action Complaint (the “Second Amended Complaint”), which contained additional allegations in support of
Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b) claims against Defendants Lewis, Price and BoA related to these Defendants’ alleged failure to disclose
Merrill’s fourth quarter losses and BoA’s receipt of the taxpayer bailout. The Second Amended Complaint contained additional
allegations bearing on the scienter of BoA, Lewis and Price, including, inter alia, allegations that BoA’s former General Counsel was not
advised of the full extent of Merrill’s losses prior to the December 5, 2008 shareholder vote.
30.
Defendants moved to dismiss the Second Amended Complaint. After full briefing on Defendants’ motions to dismiss
the Second Amended Complaint, by Memorandum and Order dated July 29, 2011, the Court sustained Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 10(b)
claims regarding Defendants’ failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth quarter losses, but granted Defendants’ motion to dismiss Lead
Plaintiffs’ claims related to Defendants’ failure to disclose the taxpayer bailout. Although the Court sustained Lead Plaintiffs’ Section
10(b) claims regarding BoA’s, Lewis’s and Price’s alleged failure to disclose Merrill’s fourth quarter losses, the Court rejected Lead
Plaintiffs’ theory that Lewis’s and Price’s scienter could be established by allegations that they were motivated to commit fraud in order
to obtain a favorable result in the shareholder vote or to ensure that the Merger closed.
31.
On August 31, 2011, Defendants answered the Second Amended Complaint. Defendants denied Lead Plaintiffs’
claims and asserted a number of defenses to liability.
32.
On October 17, 2011, Lead Plaintiffs filed their Motion for Class Certification and Appointment of Class
Representatives and Class Counsel. After class certification discovery and a full round of briefing, on February 6, 2012, the Court
issued a Memorandum and Order granting Lead Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class Certification and Appointment of Class Representatives and
Class Counsel. Among other things, the Court ruled that while Lead Plaintiffs had to prove that the alleged omissions were material,
they were not obligated to prove that the Class relied on the alleged omissions in making their investment decisions. The Court further
ruled that no individualized inquiry was required to determine whether the November 3 Proxy violated the Class Members’ right to vote
on the Merger under Section 14(a).
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33.
On February 21, 2012, Defendants filed with the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit a Petition
Pursuant To Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(f) For Leave To Appeal From The District Court’s Order Granting Class Certification. After full briefing,
on July 23, 2012 the Court of Appeals issued an order denying Defendants’ petition.
34.
On February 29, 2012, the Court approved the Class Notice, which was sent to putative Class Members beginning on
March 21, 2012. Pursuant to the Court’s February 29, 2012 Order, the Class Notice provided these putative Class Members with the
opportunity to request exclusion from the Class. The Class Notice explained Class Members’ right to request exclusion and set forth
the procedure for doing so.
35.
The Parties and their counsel have vigorously pursued discovery in this case. Fact discovery concluded on May 18,
2012. During the course of the litigation, the Parties conducted approximately 60 depositions and produced, reviewed and/or analyzed
almost 4.75 million pages of documents. Additionally, in a forty-five day period between March 16, 2012 and April 30, 2012, the Parties
exchanged 17 opening and rebuttal reports from 11 different experts accompanied by thousands of pages of exhibits.
36.
On June 3, 2012, Lead Plaintiffs and Defendants filed cross-motions for summary judgment, each of which included
briefing, statements of undisputed facts, supporting exhibits and expert reports. On June 29, 2012, the Parties filed opposition briefs,
counterstatements of facts, responses to statements of undisputed facts and accompanying exhibits. Briefing on the Parties’ summary
judgment motions was completed on July 17, 2012, when reply briefs were filed, along with accompanying exhibits. The Parties
prepared and submitted well over 700 pages of briefing, statements of undisputed facts, and counterstatements of facts, in addition to
approximately 500 exhibits in connection with summary judgment. These summary judgment motions were pending at the time the
settlement in principle was reached.
37.
Lead Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment sought partial summary judgment as to the alleged falsity and
materiality of statements related to the projected accretive/dilutive impact of the Merger. The motion focused on statements that Lewis
made at BoA’s December 5, 2008 shareholder meeting relating to BoA’s accretion/dilution forecast, as well as statements that
Defendants made about this forecast on September 15, 2008 and in the November 3 Proxy. In responding to this motion, Defendants
argued that the statements at issue were not false, that there was no duty to update them, that they were immaterial as a matter of law,
that the individuals who made the alleged statements lacked scienter, that plaintiffs failed to meet the burden necessary to obtain
summary judgment on these claims, and that Lead Plaintiffs could not obtain summary judgment on purported misstatements that had
not previously been pleaded in the Second Amended Complaint.
38.
Defendants sought summary judgment as to Lead Plaintiffs’ Section 14(a) claims on the ground that Lead Plaintiffs
failed to adduce evidence that members of the Section 14(a) class sustained any compensable injury or actual damages. Lead
Plaintiffs’ opposition to this motion articulated Lead Plaintiffs’ theory of direct harm to the Class through stock-drop damages as
opposed to any injury to BoA itself. In addition, Defendants sought summary judgment as to Lead Plaintiffs’ claims under the Exchange
Act related to Merrill’s bonus payments, as well as to Lead Plaintiffs’ claims related to the alleged January 12, 2009 and January 13,
2009 corrective disclosures related to Merrill’s fourth quarter losses, on the ground that Lead Plaintiffs failed to establish loss causation
for these claims. Defendants also sought summary judgment as to Lead Plaintiffs’ bonus-related claims under the Securities Act
asserting that they had met their burden of negating causation with respect to these claims.
39.
In addition, Defendants Lewis, Price, Thain, Cotty, and the BoA Board each sought summary judgment on the
Securities Act and/or the Exchange Act claims for reasons specific to their individual circumstances.
40.

Lead Plaintiffs opposed all of Defendants’ summary judgment motions.

41.
From August 17, 2012 through September 7, 2012, in preparation for trial, the Parties exchanged preliminary witness
lists, exhibit lists, preliminary statements of claims and defenses, and deposition designations and counter-designations for those
witnesses that would be unavailable at trial, a joint pretrial report, jury verdict form, stipulated statement of facts, jury instructions, voir
dire questions, initial jury remarks, 8 Daubert motions and 32 separate motions in limine.
42.

The trial in this Action was scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.m. on October 22, 2012.

B.

The Parties’ Settlement Negotiations

43.
At the suggestion of the Court, commencing in August 2010, the Parties first began discussing a potential resolution
of the Action in a private mediation. The mediation was conducted by the Honorable Layn R. Phillips, a former federal district court
judge in the United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. Although the Parties met several times in person over
the course of the next several years, a resolution was not achieved.
44.
The Parties’ mediation efforts included several rounds of in-person and telephonic mediation while discovery was
ongoing, but the Parties remained no closer to a resolution as fact and expert discovery wound down in the spring of 2012.
45.
With the October 22, 2012 trial date set, the Parties made a final push to bridge the substantial gap between them.
With the assistance of Judge Phillips, on September 20, 2012, counsel for BoA and Co-Lead Counsel, on behalf of Lead Plaintiffs,
executed a term sheet providing for the settlement and release of all claims asserted against the Defendants for $2,425,000,000 in
cash, plus certain Corporate Governance Enhancements to be adopted or continued by BoA, to be subsequently negotiated and
agreed upon by the Parties, subject to certain terms and conditions and the execution of a customary “long form” stipulation and
agreement of settlement and related papers.
7
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46.
On September 27, 2012, BoA and Lead Plaintiffs completed their negotiations on Corporate Governance
Enhancements to be implemented or continued by BoA and executed a supplemental term sheet concerning those terms.
47.
On September 28, 2012, in light of the proposed Settlement, the Parties orally requested the adjournment of the trial
date, all pre-trial submissions, the final pre-trial conference and the rendering of the Court’s decision on summary judgment, which
adjournments were granted by the Court.
48.
Based upon their investigation, prosecution and mediation of the case, Co-Lead Counsel have concluded that the
terms and conditions of the Stipulation are fair, reasonable and adequate to the Lead Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class, and
in their best interests. Based on Lead Plaintiffs’ direct oversight of the prosecution of this matter and with the advice of Co-Lead
Counsel, each of the Lead Plaintiffs has agreed to settle the claims raised in the Action pursuant to the terms and provisions of the
Stipulation, after considering (a) the very substantial financial benefit that Lead Plaintiffs and the other members of the Class will
receive under the proposed Settlement, (b) the significant Corporate Governance Enhancements that BoA will implement or continue
as a result of the proposed Settlement, (c) the significant risks of continued litigation and trial, and (d) the desirability of permitting the
Settlement to be consummated as provided by the terms of the Stipulation. The fact that Lead Plaintiffs have agreed to settle the
Action shall in no event be construed or deemed to be evidence of or an admission or concession on the part of any Lead Plaintiff of
any infirmity in any of the claims asserted in the Action, or an admission or concession that any of Defendants’ affirmative defenses to
liability have any merit.
49.
Defendants are entering into the Stipulation solely to eliminate the uncertainty, burden and expense of further
protracted litigation. Each of the Defendants denies any wrongdoing, and the Stipulation shall in no event be construed or deemed to
be evidence of or an admission or concession on the part of any of the Defendants, or any of the Defendants’ Releasees (defined in
¶101 below), with respect to any claim or allegation of any fault or liability or wrongdoing or damage whatsoever, or any infirmity in the
defenses that Defendants have, or could have asserted. The Defendants expressly deny that Lead Plaintiffs have asserted any valid
claims as to any of them, and expressly deny any and all allegations of fault, liability, wrongdoing or damages whatsoever.
50.
On December 4, 2012, the Court preliminarily approved the Settlement, authorized this Notice to be disseminated to
potential Class Members, and scheduled the Settlement Fairness Hearing to consider whether to grant final approval to the Settlement.
HOW DO I KNOW IF I AM AFFECTED BY THE SETTLEMENT?
51.
If you are a member of the Class, you are subject to the Settlement unless you are excluded from the Class as set
forth below. The Class consists of:
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.

all persons and entities who held BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008, and were entitled to vote on the Merger
between BoA and Merrill that was consummated on January 1, 2009, and were damaged thereby; and
all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock during the period from
September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive, excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by
exchanging stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the Merger between the two companies consummated on
January 1, 2009, and were damaged thereby; and
all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011 call options of BoA from September 18,
2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive, and were damaged thereby; and
all persons and entities who purchased BoA common stock issued under the Registration Statement in the
Secondary Offering that occurred on or about October 7, 2008, and were damaged thereby.

Excluded from the Class are: Defendants, present or former executive officers of BoA and Merrill, present or former members of
Merrill’s and BoA’s Board of Directors and their immediate family members (as defined in 17 C.F.R. § 229.404, Instructions, i.e.,
children, stepchildren, parents, stepparents, spouses, siblings, mothers-in-law, fathers-in-law, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, brothersin-law, and sisters-in-law). Also excluded from the Class are any Persons who submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the
Class Notice as set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation who do not opt-back into the Class in accordance with the instructions set
forth herein (see ¶109 below).
PLEASE NOTE: RECEIPT OF THIS NOTICE DOES NOT MEAN THAT YOU ARE A CLASS MEMBER OR THAT YOU WILL BE
ENTITLED TO RECEIVE PROCEEDS FROM THE SETTLEMENT. IF YOU ARE A CLASS MEMBER AND YOU WISH TO BE
ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS FROM THE SETTLEMENT, YOU ARE REQUIRED TO
SUBMIT THE CLAIM FORM THAT IS BEING DISTRIBUTED WITH THIS NOTICE AND THE REQUIRED SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTATION AS SET FORTH THEREIN POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN APRIL 25, 2013.
WHAT ARE LEAD PLAINTIFFS’ REASONS FOR THE SETTLEMENT?
52.
The principal reason for Lead Plaintiffs’ consent to the Settlement is that it provides an immediate and substantial
benefit to the Class, in the form of both a substantial monetary recovery as well as the Corporate Governance Enhancements to be
implemented or continued by BoA (see ¶¶97-98 below). The benefit of the present Settlement must be compared to the risk that no
recovery might be achieved after a contested trial and likely appeals, possibly many months, or even years, into the future.
53.
But for the Settlement achieved on September 20, 2012, this Action would have proceeded to trial, which was
scheduled to begin on October 22, 2012. The claims advanced by the Class in this Action involve numerous complex legal and factual
issues. If the Action were to proceed to trial, Lead Plaintiffs would have to overcome significant defenses asserted by multiple
defendants. Among other things, the Parties disagree about (i) whether Lead Plaintiffs or the Class have suffered any damages,
8
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(ii) whether the price of BoA common stock was artificially inflated by reason of the alleged misrepresentations, omissions, or otherwise,
and (iii) whether Lead Plaintiffs or the Class were harmed by the conduct alleged in the Second Amended Complaint. The Parties also
disagree on the appropriate methodology for determining damages, if liability were established, particularly under Section 14(a), as
Defendants have argued that Class Members seeking recovery under Section 14(a), who did not purchase or otherwise exchange any
shares of their BoA common stock in connection with the Merger, failed to adduce evidence of a direct, compensable injury under
Section 14(a). Even after an extensive investigation and substantial discovery, questions remain regarding the extent of Defendants’
liability and the extent to which a jury might find them liable, if at all. In addition, due to the novel issues surrounding damages under
Section 14(a), Lead Plaintiffs are confident that even if a jury were to award damages in connection with a successful trial, Defendants
would surely appeal such verdict and this could lead to further delays at best, and at worst, no recovery under Section 14(a). This
Settlement enables the Class to recover without incurring any additional risk or costs.
54.
Defendants have expressly denied and continue to deny all assertions of wrongdoing or liability against them arising
out of any of the conduct, statements, acts, or omissions alleged, or that could have been alleged, in the Action. Defendants also
continue to believe that the claims asserted against them in the Action are without merit. Defendants have agreed to enter into the
Settlement, as embodied in the Stipulation, solely to avoid the uncertainty, burden and expense of further protracted litigation.
55.
In light of the risks associated with a trial of this Action, the monetary amount of the Settlement and the immediacy of
this recovery to the Class combined with the Corporate Governance Enhancements to be implemented or continued by BoA, Lead
Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel believe that the proposed Settlement is fair, reasonable and adequate, and in the best interests of the
Class. Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel believe that the Settlement provides a substantial benefit to the Class, namely
$2.425 billion in cash (less the various deductions described in this Notice) and the Corporate Governance Enhancements (described
below at ¶¶97-98), as compared to the risk that the claims in the Action would produce a smaller, or no, recovery after trial and appeals.
WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN IF THERE WERE NO SETTLEMENT?
56.
If there were no Settlement and Lead Plaintiffs failed to establish any essential legal or factual element of their claims,
neither Lead Plaintiffs nor the other members of the Class would recover anything from Defendants. Also, if Defendants were
successful in proving any of their defenses, either at summary judgment, at trial or on appeal, the Class likely would recover
substantially less than the amount provided in the Settlement, or nothing at all.
HOW MUCH WILL MY PAYMENT BE?
57.
At this time, it is not possible to make any determination as to how much any individual Class Member may receive
from the Settlement.
58.
Pursuant to the Settlement, BoA, on behalf of all Defendants, has agreed to pay two billion four hundred and twenty
five million dollars ($2,425,000,000) in cash. The Settlement Amount will be deposited into an interest-bearing escrow account. The
Settlement Amount plus all interest earned thereon is referred to as the “Settlement Fund.” If the Settlement is approved by the Court
and the Effective Date occurs, the “Net Settlement Fund” (that is, the Settlement Fund less (a) all federal, state and local taxes on any
income earned by the Settlement Fund and the reasonable costs incurred in connection with determining the amount of and paying
taxes owed by the Settlement Fund (including reasonable expenses of tax attorneys and accountants); (b) the costs and expenses
incurred in connection with providing notice to Class Members and administering the Settlement on behalf of Class Members; and
(c) any attorneys’ fees and Litigation Expenses awarded by the Court) will be distributed to Class Members who submit valid Claim
Forms, in accordance with the proposed Plan of Allocation or such other plan of allocation as the Court may approve.
59.
The Net Settlement Fund will not be distributed until the Court has approved a plan of allocation and the Settlement,
and the time for any petition for rehearing, appeal or review, whether by certiorari or otherwise, has expired.
60.
Neither Defendants nor any other person or entity that paid any portion of the Settlement Amount on their behalf are
entitled to get back any portion of the Settlement Fund once the Court’s order or judgment approving the Settlement becomes Final.
Defendants shall not have any liability, obligation or responsibility for the administration of the Settlement, the disbursement of the Net
Settlement Fund or the plan of allocation.
61.
Approval of the Settlement is independent from approval of a plan of allocation. Any determination with respect to a
plan of allocation will not affect the Settlement, if approved.
62.
Only Class Members, i.e., persons and entities who or which (i) held BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008, and
were entitled to vote on the Merger between BoA and Merrill that was consummated on January 1, 2009, (ii) purchased or otherwise
acquired BoA common stock during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive, excluding shares of BoA
common stock acquired by exchanging stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the Merger between the two companies consummated on
January 1, 2009, (iii) purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011 call options of BoA from September 18, 2008 through January 21,
2009, inclusive, and/or (iv) purchased BoA common stock issued under the Registration Statement in the Secondary Offering that
occurred on or about October 7, 2008, and were damaged as a result of such holdings, purchases or acquisitions and who or which are
not excluded from the Class, will be eligible to share in the distribution of the Net Settlement Fund.
63.
Each Class Member wishing to participate in the distribution must timely submit a valid Claim Form establishing
membership in the Class, including all required documentation, postmarked on or before April 25, 2013 to the address set forth in the
Claim Form that accompanies this Notice.
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64.
Unless the Court otherwise orders, any Class Member who fails to submit a Claim Form postmarked on or before
April 25, 2013 shall be fully and forever barred from receiving payments pursuant to the Settlement but will in all other respects remain
a Class Member and be subject to the provisions of the Stipulation, including the terms of any Judgment entered and the releases
given. This means that each Class Member releases the Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims (as defined in ¶100 below) against the
Defendants’ Releasees (as defined in ¶101 below) and will be enjoined and prohibited from filing, prosecuting, or pursuing any of the
Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims against any of the Defendants’ Releasees whether or not such Class Member submits a Claim Form.
65.
Information Required on the Claim Form: Among other things, each Claim Form must state and provide sufficient
documentation for the Claimant’s position in BoA common stock and/or January 2011 call options as of the beginning of the Class
Period, all transactions in BoA common stock and/or January 2011 call options during the Class Period, and the Claimant’s closing
position in BoA common stock and/or January 2011 call options on the date specified in the Claim Form. The Claim Form must also
state and provide sufficient documentation to demonstrate the Claimant’s holding in BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008.
66.
Participants and beneficiaries in a retirement plan covered by Section 3(3) of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. § 1002(3), including
the Bank of America 401(k) Plan, the Bank of America 401(k) Plan for Legacy Companies, the Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 401(k) Savings
& Investment Plan, and the Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Retirement Accumulation Plan (collectively the “ERISA Plans”), should NOT
include any information relating to their transactions in BoA common stock held through the ERISA Plans in any Claim Form that they
may submit in this Action. They should include ONLY those shares that they purchased or acquired outside of the ERISA Plans.
Claims based on any ERISA Plan[s]’ purchases of eligible BoA securities during the Class Period may be made by the Plan[s]’ trustees.
To the extent any of the Defendants or any of the other persons or entities excluded from the Class are participants in the ERISA
Plan[s], such persons or entities shall not receive, either directly or indirectly, any portion of the recovery that may be obtained from the
Settlement by any ERISA Plan[s].
67.

The Court has reserved jurisdiction to allow, disallow, or adjust on equitable grounds the Claim of any Class Member.

68.

Each Claimant shall be deemed to have submitted to the jurisdiction of the Court with respect to his, her or its Claim

Form.
69.
Persons and entities that either are excluded from the Class by definition or whose names appear on Appendix 1 to
the Stipulation because they previously submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the Class Notice who do not elect to optback into the Class, will not be eligible to receive a distribution from the Net Settlement Fund and should not submit Claim Forms.
PROPOSED PLAN OF ALLOCATION
70.
The objective of the Plan of Allocation is to equitably distribute the settlement proceeds to those Class Members who
suffered economic losses as a proximate result of the alleged wrongdoing. The Plan of Allocation generally measures the amount of
loss that a Class Member can claim for purposes of making pro rata allocations of the Net Settlement Fund to Authorized Claimants.
The Plan of Allocation is not a formal damage analysis. The calculations made pursuant to the Plan of Allocation are not intended to be
estimates of, nor indicative of, the amounts that Class Members might have been able to recover after a trial. Nor are the calculations
pursuant to the Plan of Allocation intended to be estimates of the amounts that will be paid to Authorized Claimants pursuant to the
Settlement. The computations under the Plan of Allocation are only a method to weigh the claims of Authorized Claimants against one
another for the purposes of making pro rata allocations of the Net Settlement Fund.
71.
In developing the Plan of Allocation, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert calculated the amount of estimated alleged
artificial inflation in the per share closing prices of BoA common stock as well as January 2011 call options which purportedly was
proximately caused by Defendants’ alleged misrepresentations and material omissions. In calculating the estimated alleged artificial
inflation allegedly caused by Defendants’ alleged misrepresentations and material omissions, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert
considered price changes in BoA common stock and January 2011 call options in reaction to certain public announcements regarding
BoA in which such misrepresentations and material omissions were alleged to have been finally revealed to the market (which are
termed “corrective disclosures”), adjusting for price changes that were attributable to market or industry forces, the allegations in the
Complaint and the evidence developed in support thereof, as advised by Co-Lead Counsel.
72.
The alleged corrective disclosures that removed artificial inflation from the prices of BoA common stock and January
7
8
9
2011 call options are the January 12, 2009 , January 13, 2009, January 15, 2009 , January 16, 2009 and January 22, 2009
disclosures.
73.
Recognized Loss Amounts under Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act are based primarily on the change in the level of
alleged artificial inflation in the prices of BoA common stock and January 2011 call options at the time of purchase or acquisition and at
the time of sale. Accordingly, in order to have a Recognized Loss Amount under Section 10(b), a Class Member who purchased his,
her or its shares of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options prior to January 12, 2009 must have held his, her or its shares of
BoA common stock or January 2011 call options through at least the opening of trading on January 12, 2009. With respect to shares of
7
This disclosure occurred on Sunday, January 11, 2009, thereby impacting the market on January 12, 2009. For ease of reference, this
disclosure is referred to as the January 12, 2009 disclosure.
8
This disclosure occurred after the close of trading on January 14, 2009, thereby impacting the market on January 15, 2009. For ease of
reference, this disclosure is referred to as the January 15, 2009 disclosure.
9
This disclosure occurred after the close of trading on January 21, 2009, thereby impacting the market on January 22, 2009. For ease of
reference, this disclosure is referred to as the January 22, 2009 disclosure.
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BoA common stock or January 2011 call options purchased on January 12, 2009 through the close of trading on January 21, 2009,
those securities must have been held through at least one of the subsequent alleged corrective disclosures.
74.
In developing the Plan of Allocation for claims under Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages
expert measured the decline in the price of BoA common stock proximately caused by the revelation of information that Lead Plaintiffs
alleged was concealed from BoA’s shareholders voting on the Merger, adjusting for price changes that were attributable to market or
industry forces, the allegations in the Complaint and the evidence developed in support thereof, as advised by Co-Lead Counsel. In
order to have recoverable damages under Section 14(a), disclosure of the alleged misrepresentations and omissions must be the
cause of the decline in the price of the stock. Recognized Loss Amounts under Section 14(a) are based primarily on these observed
price declines in BoA common stock on dates when such alleged corrective disclosures occurred. As with Section 10(b), these
disclosures occurred on January 12, 2009, January 13, 2009, January 15, 2009, January 16, 2009 and January 22, 2009. In order to
have a Recognized Loss Amount under Section 14(a), a Class Member must have been a record holder of BoA common stock on
October 10, 2008, the record date for the shareholder vote on the Merger, and have held those shares through at least the opening of
trading on January 12, 2009, the first alleged corrective disclosure.
75.
As set forth above, in this Action claims were asserted under both Sections 10(b) and 14(a) of the Exchange Act.
BoA investors, however, can only receive a recovery under one of these sections of the Exchange Act with respect to the same share
for the same violation, not both. With respect to Class Members who purchased or otherwise acquired BoA shares of common stock on
or after September 18, 2008 through and including October 10, 2008 as to which a claim can be stated with respect to both Sections
10(b) and 14(a), the Recognized Loss Amount calculated pursuant to the Section 14(a) calculations set forth below will be used for
purposes of determining a Claimant’s overall Recognized Claim as that amount will always be greater than the Recognized Loss
10
Amount calculated pursuant to the Section 10(b) calculations set forth below.
CALCULATION OF RECOGNIZED LOSS OR GAIN AMOUNTS
76.
For purposes of determining whether a Claimant has a Recognized Claim, purchases, acquisitions and sales of like
securities will first be matched on a First In/First Out Basis as set forth in ¶84 below.
SECTION 10(b) CLAIMS
77.
With respect to shares of BoA common stock and January 2011 call options purchased or acquired during the Class
Period, a “Recognized Loss Amount” or a “Recognized Gain Amount” will be calculated as set forth below for each purchase or other
acquisition of BoA common stock or January 2011 call option from September 18, 2008 through and including January 21, 2009 that is
11
To the extent that a calculation of a Recognized Loss
listed in the Claim Form and for which adequate documentation is provided.
Amount or a Recognized Gain Amount results in a negative number, that number shall be set to zero.
COMMON STOCK CALCULATIONS
78.
For each share of BoA common stock purchased or otherwise acquired from September 18, 2008 through and
including January 21, 2009 and:
A.

sold before the opening of trading on January 12, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be zero; and
ii.
the Recognized Gain Amount for each such share shall be the dollar inflation applicable to each such share
on the date of sale as set forth in Table 1 below minus the dollar inflation applicable to each such share on
the date of purchase as set forth in Table 1 below.

B.

sold after the opening of trading on January 12, 2009 and before the close of trading on January 21, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be the dollar inflation applicable to each such share
on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 1 below minus the dollar inflation applicable to each such share
on the date of sale as set forth in Table 1 below; and
ii.
the Recognized Gain Amount for each such share shall be the dollar inflation applicable to each such share
on the date of sale as set forth in Table 1 below minus the dollar inflation applicable to each such share on
the date of purchase as set forth in Table 1 below.

10

If the Section 10(b) calculation results in a Recognized Gain Amount, that amount will be used to offset other Section 10(b) losses but it will
not reduce the Section 14(a) Recognized Loss Amount.
Claimants who purchased BoA common stock in the secondary offering on October 8, 2008, were shareholders of record as of October 10,
2008 and therefore, were eligible to vote on the Merger. As a result, such Claimants would also be entitled to have their Recognized Loss
Amounts calculated under the Section 14(a) provisions of this Plan of Allocation. Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert has submitted a report in this
litigation which limits Section 11 damages to a maximum of $0.49 per share and the Claimant would have had to have held those shares
through the entire Class Period to receive any damages award under Section 11. If the Claimant held through the entirety of the Class Period,
however, the Recognized Loss Amount calculation would always result in a greater amount under the Section 14(a) provisions of the Plan of
Allocation ($4.74 per share). Thus, there is no independent reason to provide for Recognized Loss Amounts calculated under Section 11.
11
As set forth above, shares of BoA common stock that were acquired from the exchange of Merrill shares in connection with the Merger, are
not covered by the definition of the Class and, thus, those shares shall not be included in the calculation of a Claimant’s Recognized Loss or
Gain Amounts. Please note, however, that those shares must be included in the Claim Form. Those shares will be used for purposes of
matching sales to acquisitions (see ¶84 below) and they are needed in order for the Claims Administrator to be able to balance the Claim.
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C.

sold after the opening of trading on January 22, 2009 and before the close of trading on April 21, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be the lesser of:
a) the dollar inflation applicable to each such share on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 1 below;
or
b) the actual purchase price of each such share (excluding all fees, taxes and commissions) minus the
average closing price for the days following the last alleged corrective disclosure on January 22, 2009,
ending on the date of sale as set forth in Table 2 below.

D.

held as of the close of trading on April 21, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be the lesser of:
a) the dollar inflation applicable to each such share on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 1 below;
or
b) the actual purchase price of each such share (excluding all fees, taxes and commissions) minus
12
$6.31.

JANUARY 2011 CALL OPTIONS CALCULATIONS
79.
For each January 2011 call option
including January 21, 2009 and:

13

purchased or otherwise acquired from September 18, 2008 through and

A.

sold or exercised before the opening of trading on January 12, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such call option shall be zero; and
ii.
the Recognized Gain Amount for each such call option shall be the dollar inflation applicable to each such
call option on the date of sale or exercise as set forth in Table 3 below minus the dollar inflation applicable to
each such call option on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 3 below.

B.

sold or exercised after the opening of trading on January 12, 2009 and before the close of trading on January 21,
2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such call option shall be the lesser of:
a) the dollar inflation applicable to each such call option on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 3
below minus the dollar inflation applicable to each such call option on the date of sale or exercise as set
forth in Table 3 below; or
b) the sum of inflation revealed on each of the following dates through which such call option was held as
set forth in Table 4 below: January 12, 2009, January 13, 2009, January 15, 2009, and January 16,
2009; and
ii.
the Recognized Gain Amount for each such call option shall be the dollar inflation applicable to each such
call option on the date of sale or exercise as set forth in Table 3 below minus the dollar inflation applicable to
each such call option on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 3 below.

C.

sold or exercised after the opening of trading on January 22, 2009 and before close of trading on April 21, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such call option shall be the least of:
a) the dollar inflation applicable to each such call option on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 3
below; or
b) the sum of inflation revealed on each of the following dates through which such call option was held as
set forth in Table 4 below: January 12, 2009, January 13, 2009, January 15, 2009, January 16, 2009,
and January 22, 2009; or
c) the actual purchase price per each such call option (excluding all fees, taxes and commissions) minus
the average closing price for the days following the last alleged corrective disclosure on January 22,
2009, ending on the date of sale or exercise as set forth in Table 5 below.

D.

which was still held as of the close of trading on April 21, 2009,
i.
the Recognized Loss Amount for each such call option shall be the least of:
a) the dollar inflation applicable to each such call option on the date of purchase as set forth in Table 3
below; or
b) the sum of inflation revealed on each of the following dates through which such call option was held as
set forth in Table 4 below: January 12, 2009, January 13, 2009, January 15, 2009, January 16, 2009,
and January 22, 2009; or
c) the actual purchase price per each such call option (excluding all fees, taxes and commissions) minus
the average closing price between the final alleged corrective disclosure on January 22, 2009 and April
21, 2009 as set forth in the last line of Table 5 below.

12

Pursuant to Section 21(D)(e)(1) of the PSLRA, “in any private action arising under this title in which the plaintiff seeks to establish damages
by reference to the market price of a security, the award of damages to the plaintiff shall not exceed the difference between the purchase or
sale price paid or received, as appropriate, by the plaintiff for the subject security and the mean trading price of that security during the 90-day
period beginning on the date on which the information correcting the misstatement or omission that is the basis for the action is disseminated to
the market.” Consistent with the requirements of the PSLRA, Recognized Loss Amounts are reduced to an appropriate extent by taking into
account the closing prices of BoA common stock during the 90-day look-back period. The mean (average) closing price for BoA common stock
during this 90-day look-back period was $6.31.

13

For purposes of these calculations, a call option refers to 1/100 of an option contract.
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80.
Shares of BoA common stock acquired during the Class Period through the exercise of January 2011 call options
shall be treated as a purchase of common stock on the date of exercise at a price per share equal to the exercise price of the call
option, and any Recognized Loss or Gain Amount arising from such transaction shall be computed as provided for other purchases of
BoA common stock as set forth herein.
81.
No Recognized Loss or Gain Amount shall be calculated based upon the sale or writing of any January 2011 call
option that was subsequently repurchased.
SECTION 14(a) CLAIMS – COMMON STOCK CALCULATIONS
82.
For each share of BoA common stock that was held as of October 10, 2008, the record date for the shareholder vote
14
on the Merger, that was still held as of the opening of trading on January 12, 2009, and:
a)

b)

83.

sold after the opening of trading on January 12, 2009, and before the close of trading on January 21, 2009, the
15
Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be $4.74 per share minus the dollar inflation applicable to each
share on the date of sale as set forth in Table 1 below;
still held as of the opening of trading on January 22, 2009, the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be
$4.74 per share.
A Claimant’s Section 14(a) Claim shall be the total of the Recognized Loss Amounts calculated pursuant to ¶82.

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
84.
FIFO Matching: If a Class Member has more than one purchase/acquisition or sale of BoA common stock or
16
January 2011 call options on BoA common stock during the Class Period, all purchases/acquisitions and sales of the like security
shall be matched on a First In, First Out (“FIFO”) basis. Class Period sales will be matched first against any holdings at the beginning
of the Class Period, and then against purchases/acquisitions in chronological order, beginning with the earliest purchase/acquisition
made during the Class Period.
85.
“Purchase/Sale” Dates: Purchases or acquisitions and sales of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options
shall be deemed to have occurred on the “contract” or “trade” date as opposed to the “settlement” or “payment” date. The receipt or
grant by gift, inheritance or operation of law of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options during the Class Period shall not be
deemed a purchase, acquisition or sale of these shares of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options for the calculation of a
Claimant’s Recognized Loss Amounts pursuant to the Section 10(b) calculations set forth above and such receipt or grant shall not be
deemed an assignment of any claim relating to the purchase/acquisition of such shares of BoA common stock or January 2011 call
options, unless (i) the donor or decedent purchased or otherwise acquired such shares of BoA common stock or January 2011 call
options during the Class Period; (ii) the instrument of gift or assignment specifically provides that it is intended to transfer such rights;
and (iii) no Claim Form was submitted by or on behalf of the donor, on behalf of the decedent, or by anyone else with respect to such
shares of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options. For purposes of calculating a Claimant’s Recognized Loss Amounts
pursuant to the Section 14(a) calculations set forth above, the receipt or grant by gift, inheritance or operation of law of BoA common
stock shall not be deemed an assignment of any claim relating to such shares of BoA common stock, unless (i) the instrument of gift or
assignment specifically provides that it is intended to transfer such rights; and (ii) no Claim Form was submitted by or on behalf of the
donor, on behalf of the decedent, or by anyone else with respect to such shares of BoA common stock.
86.
Short Sales: With respect to BoA common stock, the date of covering a “short sale” is deemed to be the date of
purchase or acquisition of the stock. The date of a “short sale” is deemed to be the date of sale of BoA common stock. In accordance
with the Plan of Allocation, however, the Recognized Loss Amount on "short sales" is zero. In the event that a Claimant has an
opening short position in BoA common stock, the earliest Class Period purchases or acquisitions shall be matched against such
opening short position, and not be entitled to a recovery, until that short position is fully covered. If a Class Member has “written”
January 2011 call options, thereby having a short position in the options, the date of covering such a written position is deemed to be
the date of purchase or acquisition of January 2011 call options. The date on which the January 2011 call option was written is deemed
to be the date of sale of the January 2011 call option. In accordance with the Plan of Allocation, however, the Recognized Loss Amount
on “written” January 2011 call options is zero. In the event that a Claimant has an opening written position in January 2011 call options,
the earliest Class Period purchases or acquisitions of like January 2011 call options shall be matched against such opening written
position, and not be entitled to a recovery, until that written position is fully covered.
87.
Eligible Securities: BoA common stock and January 2011 call options are the only securities eligible for recovery
under the Plan of Allocation. Options other than January 2011 call options on BoA common stock are not securities eligible to
participate in the Settlement. With respect to BoA common stock purchased or sold through the exercise of an option, the
purchase/sale date of the BoA common stock is the exercise date of the option and the purchase/sale price is the exercise price of the
option.
14

For shares that were sold before the opening of trading on January 12, 2009, the Recognized Loss Amount for each such share shall be
zero.

15

$4.74 represents the total amount of decline in the price of BoA common stock calculated by Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert as being
related to the disclosure of the alleged misrepresentations and omissions.

16

With respect to the January 2011 call options, the “like security” shall be options with the same strike price.

13
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88.
Netting Gains and Losses: Gains and losses in stock and options trades will be netted for purposes of calculating
whether a Claimant had an overall Section 10(b) gain or loss in his, her or its transactions. The netting will occur both with respect to
the Section 10(b) calculated Recognized Gain and Loss Amounts as set forth in ¶¶77-81 above as well as with respect to the
Claimant’s gains or losses based on his, her or its market transactions.
a)

b)

Netting of Calculated Section 10(b) Gains and Losses: With respect to the calculations made pursuant to Section
10(b) Claim Calculations, the Claimant’s Section 10(b) Recognized Stock and Options Losses will be totaled (the
“Total Section 10(b) Loss”) and the Claimant’s Section 10(b) Recognized Stock and Options Gains will be totaled (the
“Total Section 10(b) Gain”). If the Total Section 10(b) Loss minus the Total Section 10(b) Gain is a positive number,
that will be the Claimant’s Section 10(b) Recognized Loss Amount; if the number is a negative number, that will be
the Claimant’s Section 10(b) Recognized Gain Amount.
Netting of Market Gains and Losses: With respect to all shares of BoA common stock purchased or acquired
during the Class Period (other than shares obtained in exchange for Merrill shares in the Merger) and all January
2011 call options purchased or acquired during the Class Period, the Claims Administrator will also determine if the
Claimant had a Market Gain or a Market Loss with respect to his, her or its overall transactions during the Class
Period in those shares and options. For purposes of making this calculation, the Claims Administrator shall
17
18
determine the difference between (i) the Total Purchase Amount and (ii) the sum of the Sales Proceeds and the
19
Holding Value. This difference will be deemed a Claimant’s Market Gain or Market Loss with respect to his, her or
its overall Section 10(b) transactions in BoA common stock and January 2011 call options.

89.
If a Claimant has a Section 10(b) Recognized Gain Amount or a Market Gain, the value of that Claimant’s Section
10(b) Claim will be zero. If the Claimant has a Section 10(b) Recognized Loss Amount and a Market Loss, the value of the Claimant’s
Section 10(b) Claim will be the lesser of the two.
90.
Determination of Recognized Claim: For purposes of calculating a Claimant’s Recognized Claim, the Claimant’s
Section 10(b) Claim shall be added to his, her or its Section 14(a) Claim.
91.
If the sum total of Recognized Claims of all Authorized Claimants who are entitled to receive payment out of the Net
Settlement Fund is greater than the Net Settlement Fund, each Authorized Claimant shall receive his, her, or its pro rata share of the
Net Settlement Fund. The pro rata share shall be the Authorized Claimant’s Recognized Claim divided by the total Recognized Claims
of all Authorized Claimants, multiplied by the total amount in the Net Settlement Fund.
92.
If the Net Settlement Fund exceeds the sum total amount of the Recognized Claims of all Authorized Claimants
entitled to receive payment out of the Net Settlement Fund, the excess amount in the Net Settlement Fund shall be distributed pro rata
to all Authorized Claimants entitled to receive payment.
93.
The Net Settlement Fund will be allocated among all Authorized Claimants whose prorated payment is $20.00 or
greater. If the prorated payment to any Authorized Claimant calculates to less than $20.00, it will not be included in the calculation (i.e.,
the Recognized Claim will be deemed to be zero) and no distribution will be made to that Authorized Claimant.
94.
To the extent that any monies remain in the Net Settlement Fund after GCG has caused distributions to be made to
all Authorized Claimants, whether by reason of un-cashed distributions or otherwise, then, after GCG has made reasonable and diligent
efforts to have Authorized Claimants cash their distributions, any balance remaining in the Net Settlement Fund one (1) year after the
initial distribution of such funds shall be re-distributed to Authorized Claimants who have cashed their initial distributions and who would
receive at least $20.00 from such re-distribution, after payment of any unpaid costs or fees incurred in administering the Net Settlement
Fund for such re-distribution. Additional re-distributions to Authorized Claimants who have cashed their prior distribution checks and
who would receive at least $20.00 on such additional re-distributions may occur thereafter if Co-Lead Counsel, in consultation with
GCG, determine that additional re-distributions, after the deduction of any additional fees and expenses that would be incurred with
respect to such re-distributions, would be cost-effective. At such time as it is determined that the re-distribution of funds remaining in
the Net Settlement Fund is not cost-effective, the remaining balance in the Net Settlement Fund shall be contributed to non-sectarian,
not-for-profit 501(c)(3) organization(s), to be recommended by Co-Lead Counsel and approved by the Court.

17

The “Total Purchase Amount” is the total amount the Claimant paid (excluding all fees, taxes and commissions) for all BoA common stock
(other than shares obtained in exchange for Merrill shares in the Merger) and for all January 2011 call options purchased or acquired during the
Class Period.
18
The Claims Administrator shall match any sales of BoA common stock or January 2011 call options during the Class Period, first against the
Claimant’s opening position in the like security (the proceeds of those sales will not be considered for purposes of calculating market gains or
losses). The total amount received for sales of the remaining BoA common stock, other than those shares of BoA common stock acquired in
exchange for shares of Merrill in the Merger, and January 2011 call options sold during the Class Period is the “Sales Proceeds.”
19

The Claims Administrator shall ascribe a “Holding Value” to each share of BoA common stock and each January 2011 call option purchased
or acquired during the Class Period that was still held as of the close of trading on January 21, 2009. With respect to shares of BoA common
stock, the Holding Value will be $5.71 per share other than for those shares of BoA common stock acquired in exchange for shares of Merrill in
the Merger. As noted above, those shares are not included in the calculations and, to the extent that any of them are included in the shares still
held at the close of the Class Period, a value of zero will be ascribed to them. With respect to January 2011 call options, the Holding Values for
options still held at the close of the Class Period are set forth in Table 6 below. With respect to January 2011 call options that were exercised
during the Class Period, a value of zero will be ascribed to them.

14
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95.
Payment pursuant to the Plan of Allocation, or such other plan as may be approved by the Court, shall be conclusive
against all Authorized Claimants. No person shall have any claim against Lead Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs’ Counsel, Defendants, Defendants’
Counsel or any of the other Releasees, or the claims administrator, GCG, or other agent designated by Co-Lead Counsel arising from
distributions made substantially in accordance with the Stipulation, the plan of allocation approved by the Court, or further orders of the
Court. Lead Plaintiffs, Defendants, Defendants’ Counsel, Lead Plaintiffs’ damages expert, and all other Releasees shall have no
responsibility or liability whatsoever for the investment or distribution of the Settlement Fund, the Net Settlement Fund, the Plan of
Allocation, or the determination, administration, calculation, or payment of any Claim or any actions taken (or not taken) by the claims
administrator, GCG, the payment or withholding of taxes owed by the Settlement Fund, or any losses incurred in connection therewith.
96.
The Plan of Allocation set forth herein is the plan that is being proposed by Lead Plaintiffs and Co-Lead Counsel to
the Court for approval. The Court may approve this plan as proposed or it may modify the Plan of Allocation without further notice to
the Class. Any orders regarding a modification of the Plan of Allocation will be posted to the website for this Action,
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com.
WHAT CORPORATE GOVERNANCE ENHANCEMENT MEASURES WILL BOA IMPLEMENT OR
CONTINUE AS A RESULT OF THE SETTLEMENT?
97.
BoA will, within forty-five (45) days following the Court’s entry of the Judgment, or Alternative Judgment if applicable,
implement the following Corporate Governance Enhancements, and will maintain such Corporate Governance Enhancements through
the later of January 1, 2015 or eighteen (18) months following the Court’s entry of the Judgment, or Alternative Judgment if applicable:
A.

BoA will amend Section 3 of its Corporate Governance Guidelines to read, in relevant part, as follows:
“Majority Voting for Directors. In an uncontested election, a director who fails to receive the required number of
votes for re-election in accordance with the Bylaws shall offer to resign. In addition, a director whose resignation is
under consideration shall abstain from participating in any recommendation or decision regarding that resignation.
The Corporate Governance Committee shall make a recommendation to the Board as to whether to accept or reject
the tendered resignation, or whether other action should be taken. The Corporate Governance Committee and the
Board, in making their decisions, may consider any factor or other information that they deem relevant. The Board
shall act on the tendered resignation, taking into account the Corporate Governance Committee’s recommendation,
and shall publicly disclose its decision regarding the resignation and the basis for the decision within ninety (90) days
after the results of the election are certified. If the resignation is not accepted, the director will continue to serve until
the next annual meeting of stockholders and until the director’s successor is elected and qualified. The Board shall
not permit the director to stand for election at the next annual meeting.”

B.

BoA will amend Section 8 of its Corporate Governance Guidelines to read, in relevant part, as follows:
“Minimum Stock Ownership by Executive Officers and Directors. In order to align the interests of the
Company’s executive officers and directors with those of the Company’s stockholders, the Board has adopted the
following minimum stock ownership requirements: (a) the Chief Executive Officer shall hold at least 500,000 shares of
the Company’s common stock and retain at least 50% of the net after-tax shares from future equity awards until
retirement; (b) other executive officers shall hold at least 300,000 shares of the Company’s common stock and retain
at least 50% of the net after-tax shares from future equity awards until the ownership guideline is achieved; and
(c) non-management directors are required to hold and cannot sell the restricted stock they receive as compensation
(except as necessary to pay taxes upon vesting) until termination of their service. The Company shall disclose in its
annual proxy statement any failure of any director to comply with the stock ownership guidelines. All full value shares
and units beneficially owned by executive officers and directors are included in the calculation; performance
contingent shares and units are included in the calculation when earned; and stock options are not included. Newly
appointed executive officers will have up to five years to achieve compliance.”

C.

In connection with the establishment of the Corporate Development Committee BoA will amend the charter for the
Corporate Development Committee to read, in relevant part, as follows:
“Committee Authority and Responsibilities. In carrying out its oversight responsibilities as set forth above, the
Committee shall oversee senior management’s establishment of policies and guidelines, to be adopted by the Board,
establishing appropriate systems (including policies, procedures and/or management committees) to ensure that
Applicable Transactions are vetted carefully and that adequate due diligence is performed prior to Board approval of
any Applicable Transaction. Among other things, the Committee shall ensure that the Chief Executive Officer and the
Board are informed with respect to any bonus or incentive compensation agreements with an actual or estimated
aggregate value exceeding 5% of the acquisition price at the time the Applicable Transaction is announced, which
agreements have been negotiated in connection with an Applicable Transaction and are based on or otherwise
related to such Applicable Transaction. In connection with any Applicable Transaction to be submitted to the Board
for approval, the Committee shall meet at least once, telephonically or in person, with members of senior
management to review management’s compliance with applicable policies and procedures related to the Company’s
consideration of the Applicable Transaction, prior to its presentation to the Board for approval.”

15
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98.
BoA will maintain the following corporate governance reforms (agreed to previously with the SEC) through
January 1, 2015:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

that all compensation committee members be super-independent;
that BoA publish on its website the incentive compensation principles and the requirement that it adhere to them;
that BoA have its Chief Executive and Chief Financial Officers certify that they have reviewed all annual and merger
proxy statements;
that BoA maintain a consultant to the Compensation Committee who would report solely to the Compensation
Committee and would be “independent” under all applicable NYSE rules and guidelines concerning compensation
consultants; and
that BoA provide shareholders with an annual non-binding “say on pay” with respect to executive compensation.
HOW ARE CLASS MEMBERS AFFECTED BY THE ACTION AND THE SETTLEMENT?

99.
If you are a Class Member, you will be bound by any orders issued by the Court. If the Settlement is approved, the
Court will enter a judgment (the “Judgment”). The Judgment will dismiss with prejudice the claims against Defendants and will provide
that, upon the Effective Date of the Settlement, Lead Plaintiffs and all other Class Members, on behalf of themselves, their heirs,
executors, administrators, predecessors, successors, affiliates and assigns, will fully and finally release, to the fullest extent that the law
permits their release in this Action, as against Defendants and the other Defendants’ Releasees (as defined in ¶101 below), all
Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims (as defined in ¶100 below).
100.
“Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims” means any and all claims and causes of action of every nature and description,
including both known claims and Unknown Claims, whether based on federal, state, local or foreign statutory law or common law, rule
or regulation, whether fixed or contingent, foreseen or unforeseen, matured or unmatured, accrued or unaccrued, liquidated or
unliquidated, whether direct, representative, class or individual in nature, to the fullest extent permitted by law that Lead Plaintiffs or any
other member of the Class (a) asserted in the Action, or (b) could have asserted against any of the Defendants’ Releasees in any forum
that (i) arise out of, are based upon or are related to the allegations, transactions, facts, matters or occurrences, representations or
omissions involved, set forth, or referred to in the First Amended Complaint or Second Amended Complaint; and (ii) that either arise out
of or are based upon (a) the purchase or other acquisition of BoA common stock or BoA January 2011 call options during the Class
Period, or (b) the holding of BoA common stock that gives rise to a Section 14(a) or 20(a) claim arising out of the vote by record holders
of BoA common stock in connection with the Merger. Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims do not include, release, bar, or waive: (1) the
derivative claims that are being prosecuted on behalf of BoA in the actions that have been coordinated for pretrial purposes with this
Action under the caption In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
Litigation, No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC) (S.D.N.Y.), (the “Consolidated Derivative Action”), including Pinsly v. Holliday, 12-CV-4778
(S.D.N.Y.) and Waber v. Lewis, 12-CV-4568 (S.D.N.Y.); (2) the derivative claims that are being prosecuted on behalf of BoA in the
action styled In re Bank of Am. Corp. Stockholder Deriv. Litig., C.A. No. 4307-CS (Del. Ch. Ct.); (3) the derivative claims that are being
prosecuted on behalf of BoA in the action styled Cunniff v. Lewis, et al., No. 09 CVS 3978 (N.C. Sup. Ct.); (4) any claims (other than
claims for relief predicated on an alleged misrepresentation or omission after September 14, 2008 or claims released pursuant to the
Order and Final Judgment in the action captioned, County of York Employees Retirement Plan v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. et al., C.A.
No. 4066-VCN (Del. Ch. Aug. 31, 2009)) against any current or former director, officer or employee of Merrill based on any alleged
breach prior to January 2, 2009 of any alleged duty to Merrill or its stockholders that have been asserted in (i) the Verified Third
Amended Shareholder Derivative and Class Action Complaint filed on July 27, 2009 in the action captioned, In re Merrill Lynch & Co.,
Inc. Securities, Derivative and ERISA Litigation, No. 07 Civ. 9696 (S.D.N.Y.), which was dismissed and is on appeal before the United
States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit under the caption, Sollins v. O’Neal et al., No. 11-1589, or (ii) the Amended Complaint
filed on September 14, 2009 in the action captioned, Lambrecht v. O’Neal et al., No 09 Civ. 8259 (S.D.N.Y.), which was dismissed and
is on appeal before the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit under the caption, Lambrecht v. O’Neal et al., No. 111285; (5) any claims in the action under the caption State of New Jersey, Department of Treasury, Division of Investment, on behalf of
Common Pension Fund A v. Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. and Bank of America Corporation, No. HUD-L-3855-09 (N.J. Sup. Ct.); (6) any
claims of any person or entity that submitted a request for exclusion as set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation and who does not opt
back into the Class; or (7) if and only if the Court permits a second opportunity to request exclusion from the Class, any claims of any
person or entity that submits a request for exclusion in connection with the Settlement Notice who does not withdraw his, her or its
20
For the sake of clarity, no
request for exclusion and whose request is accepted by the Court (collectively, the “Excluded Claims”).
claims are being released with respect to securities not covered by the Court-certified Class definition. Additionally, Released Lead
Plaintiffs’ Claims do not include claims relating to the enforcement of the Settlement.
101.
“Defendants’ Releasees” means the Defendants and their respective present and former parents, subsidiaries,
divisions and affiliates and the respective present and former employees, members, partners, principals, officers, directors, attorneys,
advisors, accountants, auditors, and insurers of each of them; and the predecessors, successors, estates, heirs, executors, trusts,
trustees, administrators, agents, representatives and assigns of each of them, in their capacity as such.
102.
“Unknown Claims” means any Released Claims which Lead Plaintiffs or any other Class Member, each of the
Defendants or any of the other Releasees, does not know or suspect to exist in his, her or its favor at the time of the release of each or
any of the other Releasees, which, if known by him, her or it, might have affected his, her or its decision(s) with respect to the
Settlement. With respect to any and all Released Claims, the Parties stipulate and agree that, upon the Effective Date of the
Settlement, Lead Plaintiffs and each of the Defendants shall expressly waive, and each of the other Class Members and each of the
20

Pursuant to its Order Preliminarily Approving Proposed Settlement and Providing for Notice dated December 4, 2012, the Court is not
permitting Class Members a second opportunity to exclude themselves from the Class.
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other Releasees shall be deemed to have waived, and by operation of the Judgment shall have expressly waived, any and all
provisions, rights, and benefits conferred by any law of any state or territory of the United States, or principle of common law or foreign
law, which is similar, comparable, or equivalent to California Civil Code §1542, which provides:
A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at
the time of executing the release, which if known by him or her must have materially affected his or her settlement
with the debtor.
Lead Plaintiffs and each of the Defendants acknowledge, and each of the other Class Members and each of the other Releasees shall
be deemed by operation of law to have acknowledged, that the foregoing waiver was separately bargained for and is a key element of
the Settlement.
WHAT PAYMENT ARE THE ATTORNEYS FOR THE CLASS SEEKING?
HOW WILL THE LAWYERS BE PAID?
103.
Co-Lead Counsel have not received any payment for their services in pursuing claims against the Defendants on
behalf of the Class, nor have Co-Lead Counsel been reimbursed for their out-of-pocket expenses. Before final approval of the
Settlement, Co-Lead Counsel will apply to the Court for an award of attorneys’ fees from the Settlement Fund in the amount of 6.56% of
the Settlement Fund. At the same time, Co-Lead Counsel also intend to apply for the reimbursement of Litigation Expenses not to
exceed $17.5 million, which may include an application for reimbursement of the reasonable costs and expenses incurred by Class
Representatives directly related to their representation of the Class. The Court will determine the amount of any award of attorneys’
fees or reimbursement of Litigation Expenses. Such sums as may be approved by the Court will be paid from the Settlement Fund.
Class Members are not personally liable for any such fees or expenses.
HOW DO I PARTICIPATE IN THE SETTLEMENT? WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
104.
To be eligible for a payment from the proceeds of the Settlement, you must be a member of the Class and you must
timely complete and return the Claim Form with adequate supporting documentation postmarked no later than April 25, 2013. A
Claim Form is included with this Notice, or you may obtain one from the website for this Action, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, or you
may request that a Claim Form be mailed to you by calling the claims administrator, GCG, toll free at (855) 733-8308. Please retain all
records of your ownership of and transactions in BoA securities, as they may be needed to document your Claim. If you are excluded
from the Class by definition or you previously submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the Class Notice and do not opt-back
into the Class in accordance with the instructions set forth in ¶109 below, or if you do not submit a timely and valid Claim Form, you will
not be eligible to share in the Net Settlement Fund.
105.
As a Class Member, you are represented by the Class Representatives and Co-Lead Counsel, unless you enter an
appearance through counsel of your own choice at your own expense. You are not required to retain your own counsel, but if you
choose to do so, such counsel must file a notice of appearance on your behalf and must serve copies of his or her notice of appearance
on the attorneys listed in the section entitled, “When and Where Will the Court Decide Whether to Approve the Settlement?,” below.
106.
If you are a Class Member who has not previously submitted a request for exclusion in connection with the Class
Notice and you wish to object to the Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, or Co-Lead Counsel’s application for attorneys’ fees
and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses, you may present your objections by following the instructions in the section entitled, “When
and Where Will the Court Decide Whether to Approve the Settlement?,” below.
OPTING-BACK INTO THE CLASS - WHAT IF I PREVIOUSLY REQUESTED EXCLUSION FROM THE CLASS AND NOW WANT
TO BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A PAYMENT FROM THE SETTLEMENT FUND? HOW DO I OPT-BACK INTO THE CLASS?
107.
If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Class Notice (see Appendix
1 to the Stipulation), you may elect to opt-back into the Class and be eligible to receive a payment from the Settlement.
108.
If you believe that you previously submitted a request for exclusion but your name does not appear on Appendix 1 to
the Stipulation, you can contact the claims administrator, GCG, at (855) 733-8308 for assistance.
109.
In order to opt-back into the Class, you, individually or through counsel, must submit a written Request to Opt-Back
Into the Class to GCG, addressed as follows: In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The Garden City Group, Inc., P.O.
Box 9876, Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776. This request must be received no later than March 5, 2013. Your Request to Opt-Back Into the
Class must (a) state the name, address and telephone number of the person or entity requesting to opt-back into the Class; (b) state
that such person or entity “requests to opt-back into the Class in the In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, Master File
No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)”; and (c) be signed by the person or entity requesting to opt-back into the Class or an authorized
representative.
110.
You may not opt-back into the Class for the purpose of objecting to any aspect of the Settlement, Plan of Allocation,
or Co-Lead Counsel’s request for attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses.
111.
PLEASE NOTE: OPTING-BACK INTO THE CLASS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS SET FORTH
ABOVE DOES NOT MEAN THAT YOU WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTITLED TO RECEIVE PROCEEDS FROM THE
SETTLEMENT. IF YOU OPT-BACK INTO THE CLASS AND YOU WISH TO BE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS FROM THE SETTLEMENT, YOU ARE ALSO REQUIRED TO SUBMIT THE CLAIM FORM THAT IS
17
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BEING DISTRIBUTED WITH THIS NOTICE AND THE REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION AS SET FORTH THEREIN
POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN APRIL 25, 2013.
WHEN AND WHERE WILL THE COURT DECIDE WHETHER TO APPROVE THE SETTLEMENT?
DO I HAVE TO COME TO THE HEARING? MAY I SPEAK AT THE HEARING IF I DON’T LIKE THE SETTLEMENT?
112.
Class Members do not need to attend the Settlement Fairness Hearing. The Court will consider any submission
made in accordance with the provisions below even if a Class Member does not attend the hearing. You can participate in the
Settlement without attending the Settlement Fairness Hearing.
113.
The Settlement Fairness Hearing will be held on April 5, 2013 at 2:00 p.m. before the Honorable P. Kevin Castel, at
the Daniel Patrick Moynihan United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, Courtroom 12C, New York, NY 10007. The Court reserves
the right to approve the Settlement, the Plan of Allocation, Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees and
reimbursement of Litigation Expenses and/or any other matter related to the Settlement at or after the Settlement Fairness Hearing
without further notice to the members of the Class.
114.
Any Class Member who did not submit a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Class Notice
may object to the proposed Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, or Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees
and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses. Objections must be in writing. You must file any written objection, together with copies of
all other papers and briefs supporting the objection, with the Clerk’s Office of the Court at the address set forth below on or before
March 5, 2013. You must also serve the papers on Co-Lead Counsel for the Class and Representative Defendants’ Counsel at the
addresses set forth below so that the papers are received on or before March 5, 2013.
Clerk’s Office

Co-Lead Counsel for the Class

Representative Defendants’ Counsel

United States District Court
Southern District of New York
Clerk of the Court
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
United States Courthouse
500 Pearl Street
New York, NY 10007-1312

Bernstein Litowitz Berger &
Grossmann LLP
Max W. Berger, Esq.
Steven B. Singer, Esq.
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton &
Garrison LLP
Brad Karp, Esq.
Daniel J. Kramer, Esq.
Audra J. Soloway, Esq.
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019-6064

Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP
Robert N. Kaplan, Esq.
Frederic S. Fox, Esq.
th
850 Third Avenue, 14 Floor
New York, NY 10022
Kessler Topaz Meltzer &
Check, LLP
David Kessler, Esq.
Gregory M. Castaldo, Esq.
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, PA 19087
115.
Any objection to the Settlement (a) must state the name, address and telephone number of the person or entity
objecting and must be signed by the objector; (b) must contain a statement of the Class Member’s objection or objections, and the
specific reasons for each objection, including any legal and evidentiary support the Class Member wishes to bring to the Court’s
attention; and (c) must include documents sufficient to prove the objector’s membership in the Class such as the number of shares of
BoA common stock and the number of January 2011 call options on BoA common stock that the objecting Class Member purchased,
otherwise acquired, held and/or sold during the relevant periods as well as the dates and prices of each such purchase, acquisition
and/or sale, or the objector’s holding in BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008. You may not object to the Settlement, the Plan of
Allocation or Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses if you previously submitted a
request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Class Notice or if you are not a member of the Class.
116.
You may file a written objection without having to appear at the Settlement Fairness Hearing. You may not, however,
appear at the Settlement Fairness Hearing to present your objection unless you first filed and served a written objection in accordance
with the procedures described above, unless the Court orders otherwise.
117.
If you wish to be heard orally at the hearing in opposition to the approval of the Settlement, the Plan of Allocation, or
Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of Litigation Expenses, and if you file and serve a timely
written objection as described above, you must also file a notice of appearance with the Clerk’s Office and serve it on Co-Lead Counsel
and Representative Defendants’ Counsel at the addresses set forth above so that it is received on or before March 5, 2013. Persons
who intend to object and desire to present evidence at the Settlement Fairness Hearing must include in their written objection or notice
of appearance the identity of any witnesses they may call to testify and exhibits they intend to introduce into evidence at the hearing.
Such persons may be heard orally at the discretion of the Court.
118.
You are not required to hire an attorney to represent you in making written objections or in appearing at the
Settlement Fairness Hearing. However, if you decide to hire an attorney, it will be at your own expense, and that attorney must file a
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notice of appearance with the Court and serve it on Co-Lead Counsel and Representative Defendants’ Counsel at the addresses set
forth above so that the notice is received on or before March 5, 2013.
119.
The Settlement Fairness Hearing may be adjourned by the Court without further written notice to the Class. If you
intend to attend the Settlement Fairness Hearing, you should confirm the date and time with Co-Lead Counsel.
120.
Unless the Court orders otherwise, any Class Member who does not object in the manner described above
will be deemed to have waived any objection and shall be forever foreclosed from making any objection to the proposed
Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, or Co-Lead Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement
of Litigation Expenses. Class Members do not need to appear at the hearing or take any other action to indicate their
approval.
WHAT IF I BOUGHT SHARES ON SOMEONE ELSE’S BEHALF?
121.
In the Class Notice you were advised that, if, for the beneficial interest of any person or entity other than yourself, you
(1) held BoA common stock as of October 10, 2008, for a person or entity that was entitled to vote on the merger between BoA and
Merrill; (2) purchased or otherwise acquired the common stock of BoA during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21,
2009, inclusive, excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by exchanging Merrill common stock for BoA common stock through
the merger between the two companies that was consummated on January 1, 2009; (3) purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011
call options on BoA common stock from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive; or (4) purchased BoA common stock
issued under the Registration Statement for the Secondary Offering that occurred on or about October 7, 2008, you must either:
(a) within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the Class Notice, request from GCG sufficient copies of the Class Notice to forward to all
such beneficial owners and within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the copies of the Class Notice forward them to all such
beneficial owners; or (b) within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the Class Notice, provide a list of the names and addresses of all
such beneficial owners to In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The Garden City Group, Inc., P.O. Box 9876, Dublin,
Ohio 43017-5776.
122.
If you chose the first option, i.e., you elected to mail the Class Notice directly to beneficial owners, you were advised
that you must retain the mailing records for use in connection with any further notices that may be provided in the Action. If you elected
that option, GCG will forward the same number of this Notice and Claim Form (together, the “Notice Packet”) to you to send to the
beneficial owners. If you require more copies than you previously requested, please contact GCG toll-free at (855) 733-8308 and let
them know how many additional Notice Packets you require. You must mail the Notice Packets to the beneficial owners within seven
(7) calendar days of your receipt of the packets. Upon mailing of the Notice Packets, you may seek reimbursement of your reasonable
expenses actually incurred, by providing GCG with proper documentation supporting the expenses for which reimbursement is sought.
123.
If you chose the second option, GCG will send a copy of the Notice and the Claim Form to the beneficial owners
whose names and addresses you previously supplied. Unless you believe that you purchased, acquired or held any of the relevant
securities for beneficial owners whose names you did not previously provide to GCG, you need do nothing further at this time. If you
believe that you did purchase, acquire or hold any of the relevant securities for beneficial owners whose names you did not previously
provide to GCG, you must within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of this Notice, provide a list of the names and addresses of all such
beneficial owners to In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The Garden City Group, Inc., P.O. Box 9876, Dublin, Ohio
43017-5776. Upon full compliance with these directions, you may seek reimbursement of your reasonable expenses actually incurred,
by providing GCG with proper documentation supporting the expenses for which reimbursement is sought. Copies of this Notice and
the Claim Form may also be obtained from the website for this Action, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, or by calling the claims
administrator, GCG, toll-free at (855) 733-8308.
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CAN I SEE THE COURT FILE? WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
124.
This Notice contains only a summary of the terms of the proposed Settlement. For more detailed information about
the matters involved in this Action, you are referred to the papers on file in the Action, including the Stipulation, which may be inspected
during regular office hours at the Office of the Clerk, United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, Daniel Patrick
Moynihan United States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, New York, NY 10007. Additionally, copies of the Stipulation and any related
orders entered by the Court will be posted on the website for this Action, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com. All inquiries concerning this
Notice or the Claim Form should be directed to GCG or Co-Lead Counsel at:
In re Bank of America Corp.
Securities Litigation
c/o The Garden City Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 9876
Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776
(855) 733-8308
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
and/or
Bernstein Litowitz Berger &
Grossmann LLP
Max W. Berger, Esq.
Steven B. Singer, Esq.
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
(800) 380-8496
blbg@blbglaw.com

Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP
Robert N. Kaplan, Esq.
Frederic S. Fox, Esq.
th
850 Third Avenue, 14 Floor
New York, NY 10022
(800) 290-1952
mail@kaplanfox.com

Kessler Topaz Meltzer &
Check, LLP
David Kessler, Esq.
Gregory M. Castaldo, Esq.
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, PA 19087
(610) 667-7706
info@ktmc.com

DO NOT CALL OR WRITE THE COURT OR THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF COURT REGARDING THIS NOTICE.
DO NOT CALL OR WRITE BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION REGARDING THIS NOTICE.

Dated: December 24, 2012

By Order of the Clerk of Court
United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York
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Table 1. Common Stock Daily Inflation
Date

Daily Inflation

Date

Daily Inflation

9/18/2008
9/19/2008
9/22/2008
9/23/2008
9/24/2008
9/25/2008
9/26/2008
9/29/2008
9/30/2008
10/1/2008
10/2/2008
10/3/2008
10/6/2008
10/7/2008
10/8/2008
10/9/2008
10/10/2008
10/13/2008
10/14/2008
10/15/2008
10/16/2008
10/17/2008
10/20/2008
10/21/2008
10/22/2008
10/23/2008
10/24/2008
10/27/2008
10/28/2008
10/29/2008
10/30/2008
10/31/2008
11/3/2008
11/4/2008
11/5/2008
11/6/2008
11/7/2008
11/10/2008
11/11/2008
11/12/2008
11/13/2008
11/14/2008
11/17/2008
11/18/2008

$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$1.37
$1.92
$2.03
$2.07
$2.08
$2.26
$2.26
$2.26
$2.25
$2.25
$2.25
$2.25

11/19/2008
11/20/2008
11/21/2008
11/24/2008
11/25/2008
11/26/2008
11/28/2008
12/1/2008
12/2/2008
12/3/2008
12/4/2008
12/5/2008
12/8/2008
12/9/2008
12/10/2008
12/11/2008
12/12/2008
12/15/2008
12/16/2008
12/17/2008
12/18/2008
12/19/2008
12/22/2008
12/23/2008
12/24/2008
12/26/2008
12/29/2008
12/30/2008
12/31/2008
1/2/2009
1/5/2009
1/6/2009
1/7/2009
1/8/2009
1/9/2009
1/12/2009
1/13/2009
1/14/2009
1/15/2009
1/16/2009
1/20/2009
1/21/2009
1/22/2009

$2.27
$2.71
$2.45
$2.45
$2.45
$2.60
$2.93
$2.69
$2.95
$3.70
$3.69
$3.69
$4.10
$4.10
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.50
$4.66
$4.55
$4.55
$4.55
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.64
$4.68
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.74
$4.06
$3.32
$3.32
$1.59
$0.49
$0.49
$0.49
$0.00
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Table 2. Average 90-Day Look-Back Closing Prices
Date

Average Price

Date

Average Price

1/22/2009
1/23/2009
1/26/2009
1/27/2009
1/28/2009
1/29/2009
1/30/2009
2/2/2009
2/3/2009
2/4/2009
2/5/2009
2/6/2009
2/9/2009
2/10/2009
2/11/2009
2/12/2009
2/13/2009
2/17/2009
2/18/2009
2/19/2009
2/20/2009
2/23/2009
2/24/2009
2/25/2009
2/26/2009
2/27/2009
3/2/2009
3/3/2009
3/4/2009
3/5/2009
3/6/2009
3/9/2009
3/10/2009
3/11/2009
3/12/2009
3/13/2009
3/16/2009
3/17/2009
3/18/2009
3/19/2009
3/20/2009
3/23/2009
3/24/2009
3/25/2009

$5.71
$5.98
$5.98
$6.11
$6.37
$6.44
$6.46
$6.40
$6.28
$6.12
$6.00
$6.01
$6.08
$6.04
$6.05
$6.04
$6.01
$5.95
$5.87
$5.78
$5.68
$5.60
$5.56
$5.55
$5.54
$5.48
$5.41
$5.35
$5.28
$5.21
$5.15
$5.10
$5.09
$5.09
$5.11
$5.13
$5.16
$5.19
$5.25
$5.29
$5.31
$5.37
$5.42
$5.47

3/26/2009
3/27/2009
3/30/2009
3/31/2009
4/1/2009
4/2/2009
4/3/2009
4/6/2009
4/7/2009
4/8/2009
4/9/2009
4/13/2009
4/14/2009
4/15/2009
4/16/2009
4/17/2009
4/20/2009
4/21/2009

$5.52
$5.56
$5.57
$5.59
$5.62
$5.65
$5.69
$5.73
$5.76
$5.78
$5.85
$5.94
$6.01
$6.09
$6.16
$6.24
$6.27
$6.31
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Date
9/18/2008
9/19/2008
9/22/2008
9/23/2008
9/24/2008
9/25/2008
9/26/2008
9/29/2008
9/30/2008
10/1/2008
10/2/2008
10/3/2008
10/6/2008
10/7/2008
10/8/2008
10/9/2008
10/10/2008
10/13/2008
10/14/2008
10/15/2008
10/16/2008
10/17/2008
10/20/2008
10/21/2008
10/22/2008
10/23/2008
10/24/2008
10/27/2008
10/28/2008
10/29/2008
10/30/2008
10/31/2008
11/3/2008
11/4/2008
11/5/2008
11/6/2008
11/7/2008
11/10/2008
11/11/2008
11/12/2008
11/13/2008
11/14/2008
11/17/2008
11/18/2008

$2.50
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2.18
$2.17
$2.17

$5.00
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$2.06
$2.03
$2.03

$7.50
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1.93
$1.88
$1.89

$10
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1.79
$1.74
$1.74

$12.50
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1.66
$1.60
$1.60
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Table 3. Inflation Per Option (Organized by Strike Price)
Strike Price
$15
$17.50
$20
$22.50
$25
$30
$35
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.39
$$0.35
$$0.32
$0.27
$0.24
$0.41
$$0.37
$$0.33
$0.29
$0.25
$0.40
$$0.35
$$0.31
$0.27
$0.23
$0.40
$$0.36
$$0.31
$0.26
$0.22
$0.39
$$0.35
$$0.30
$0.25
$0.21
$0.40
$$0.35
$$0.31
$0.26
$0.21
$0.40
$$0.35
$$0.30
$0.25
$0.20
$0.39
$$0.34
$$0.29
$0.24
$0.20
$0.39
$$0.34
$$0.29
$0.24
$0.20
$0.38
$$0.33
$$0.28
$0.23
$0.19
$0.37
$$0.32
$$0.27
$0.22
$0.18
$0.39
$$0.34
$$0.29
$0.24
$0.19
$0.38
$$0.33
$$0.28
$0.24
$0.19
$0.39
$$0.34
$$0.28
$0.23
$0.19
$0.40
$$0.35
$$0.29
$0.24
$0.20
$1.08
$$0.94
$$0.80
$0.66
$0.53
$1.53
$$1.34
$$1.13
$0.92
$0.73
$1.54
$$1.30
$$1.07
$0.86
$0.68
$1.52
$$1.29
$$1.07
$0.85
$0.67
$1.54
$$1.31
$$1.09
$0.87
$0.70
$1.64
$$1.39
$$1.15
$0.93
$0.73
$1.61
$$1.36
$$1.11
$0.89
$0.70
$1.54
$$1.28
$$1.06
$0.83
$0.65
$1.56
$$1.30
$$1.07
$0.86
$0.68
$1.52
$1.39
$1.26
$1.15
$1.03
$0.81
$0.64
$1.46
$1.32
$1.19
$1.07
$0.95
$0.74
$0.57
$1.46
$1.32
$1.18
$1.06
$0.94
$0.71
$0.54
$40
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.20
$0.21
$0.19
$0.18
$0.17
$0.17
$0.16
$0.16
$0.15
$0.15
$0.14
$0.15
$0.15
$0.14
$0.15
$0.41
$0.55
$0.50
$0.51
$0.52
$0.57
$0.54
$0.50
$0.53
$0.49
$0.42
$0.39

$45
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.12
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.31
$0.41
$0.35
$0.38
$0.39
$0.42
$0.42
$0.39
$0.41
$0.38
$0.31
$0.30

$50
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.28
$0.23
$0.20

$55
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.21
$0.17
$0.14

$60
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$0.16
$0.12
$0.11
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Date
11/19/2008
11/20/2008
11/21/2008
11/24/2008
11/25/2008
11/26/2008
11/28/2008
12/1/2008
12/2/2008
12/3/2008
12/4/2008
12/5/2008
12/8/2008
12/9/2008
12/10/2008
12/11/2008
12/12/2008
12/15/2008
12/16/2008
12/17/2008
12/18/2008
12/19/2008
12/22/2008
12/23/2008
12/24/2008
12/26/2008
12/29/2008
12/30/2008
12/31/2008
1/2/2009
1/5/2009
1/6/2009
1/7/2009
1/8/2009
1/9/2009
1/12/2009
1/13/2009
1/14/2009
1/15/2009
1/16/2009
1/20/2009
1/21/2009

$2.50
$2.16
$2.51
$2.28
$2.34
$2.35
$2.50
$2.82
$2.55
$2.81
$3.54
$3.52
$3.53
$3.98
$3.95
$4.34
$4.29
$4.29
$4.26
$4.45
$4.33
$4.31
$4.30
$4.56
$4.53
$4.56
$4.51
$4.35
$4.40
$4.49
$4.49
$4.49
$4.51
$4.47
$4.47
$4.44
$3.76
$3.06
$3.06
$1.51
$0.47
$0.48
$0.47

$5.00
$1.99
$2.35
$2.11
$2.19
$2.20
$2.35
$2.67
$2.38
$2.62
$3.33
$3.29
$3.33
$3.77
$3.76
$4.09
$4.03
$4.02
$3.98
$4.16
$4.07
$4.01
$3.99
$4.20
$4.17
$4.17
$4.16
$4.00
$4.02
$4.14
$4.16
$4.14
$4.15
$4.11
$4.09
$4.04
$3.43
$2.79
$2.78
$1.39
$0.44
$0.45
$0.44

$7.50
$1.84
$2.10
$1.93
$2.04
$2.05
$2.20
$2.50
$2.18
$2.44
$3.11
$3.05
$3.11
$3.55
$3.54
$3.83
$3.74
$3.74
$3.68
$3.86
$3.76
$3.68
$3.66
$3.83
$3.77
$3.82
$3.77
$3.62
$3.66
$3.77
$3.80
$3.77
$3.79
$3.73
$3.70
$3.64
$3.05
$2.47
$2.46
$1.25
$0.41
$0.41
$0.41

$10
$1.68
$1.92
$1.74
$1.88
$1.90
$2.04
$2.32
$1.99
$2.23
$2.86
$2.81
$2.86
$3.32
$3.27
$3.56
$3.44
$3.42
$3.35
$3.53
$3.40
$3.34
$3.31
$3.45
$3.32
$3.42
$3.37
$3.22
$3.24
$3.38
$3.41
$3.36
$3.41
$3.34
$3.30
$3.22
$2.66
$2.15
$2.17
$1.11
$0.37
$0.38
$0.37

$12.50
$1.53
$1.72
$1.57
$1.72
$1.74
$1.87
$2.14
$1.79
$2.03
$2.63
$2.56
$2.61
$3.07
$3.02
$3.26
$3.11
$3.10
$3.03
$3.18
$3.07
$2.97
$2.93
$3.06
$2.91
$2.98
$2.96
$2.84
$2.86
$2.99
$3.05
$2.97
$3.02
$2.92
$2.89
$2.80
$2.29
$1.87
$1.86
$0.98
$0.34
$0.34
$0.34
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Table 3. Inflation Per Option (Organized by Strike Price)
Strike Price
$15
$17.50
$20
$22.50
$25
$30
$35
$1.38
$1.25
$1.12
$0.98
$0.86
$0.66
$0.50
$1.56
$1.37
$1.24
$1.08
$0.94
$0.74
$0.58
$1.41
$1.26
$1.07
$0.95
$0.84
$0.60
$0.44
$1.57
$1.40
$1.25
$1.10
$0.97
$0.72
$0.53
$1.57
$1.42
$1.27
$1.10
$0.98
$0.73
$0.55
$1.69
$1.52
$1.35
$1.18
$1.04
$0.77
$0.53
$1.95
$1.73
$1.54
$1.30
$1.19
$0.87
$0.58
$1.59
$1.40
$1.22
$1.04
$0.90
$0.64
$0.47
$1.83
$1.63
$1.41
$1.23
$1.05
$0.76
$0.53
$2.37
$2.10
$1.87
$1.65
$1.40
$1.01
$0.71
$2.30
$2.04
$1.79
$1.57
$1.34
$0.96
$0.66
$2.36
$2.09
$1.85
$1.60
$1.38
$0.97
$0.66
$2.81
$2.55
$2.28
$2.01
$1.76
$1.30
$0.90
$2.74
$2.48
$2.23
$1.95
$1.71
$1.26
$0.88
$2.97
$2.66
$2.39
$2.08
$1.80
$1.31
$0.91
$2.80
$2.48
$2.17
$1.89
$1.62
$1.15
$0.80
$2.79
$2.47
$2.16
$1.89
$1.62
$1.17
$0.81
$2.68
$2.38
$2.09
$1.80
$1.53
$1.10
$0.77
$2.86
$2.55
$2.20
$1.90
$1.63
$1.15
$0.80
$2.74
$2.41
$2.08
$1.82
$1.49
$1.01
$0.67
$2.62
$2.28
$1.98
$1.68
$1.39
$0.94
$0.62
$2.58
$2.24
$1.90
$1.60
$1.31
$0.87
$0.56
$2.66
$2.30
$1.96
$1.66
$1.38
$0.93
$0.62
$2.52
$2.17
$1.82
$1.51
$1.25
$0.83
$0.57
$2.63
$2.27
$1.92
$1.61
$1.33
$0.88
$0.60
$2.56
$2.19
$1.86
$1.55
$1.27
$0.82
$0.52
$2.45
$2.09
$1.75
$1.45
$1.19
$0.77
$0.49
$2.49
$2.11
$1.76
$1.47
$1.21
$0.78
$0.51
$2.61
$2.23
$1.88
$1.57
$1.28
$0.82
$0.52
$2.65
$2.27
$1.93
$1.59
$1.29
$0.85
$0.53
$2.58
$2.24
$1.89
$1.55
$1.27
$0.83
$0.54
$2.63
$2.28
$1.93
$1.62
$1.35
$0.89
$0.58
$2.54
$2.17
$1.84
$1.55
$1.27
$0.84
$0.54
$2.49
$2.12
$1.78
$1.46
$1.20
$0.77
$0.49
$2.40
$2.01
$1.68
$1.36
$1.11
$0.71
$0.44
$1.97
$1.66
$1.36
$1.12
$0.91
$0.58
$0.39
$1.59
$1.34
$1.11
$0.89
$0.74
$0.47
$0.31
$1.59
$1.34
$1.12
$0.92
$0.76
$0.49
$0.33
$0.85
$0.73
$0.62
$0.51
$0.43
$0.30
$0.21
$0.30
$0.26
$0.24
$0.21
$0.18
$0.13
$0.10
$0.31
$0.28
$0.25
$0.23
$0.20
$0.16
$0.13
$0.30
$0.27
$0.24
$0.21
$0.19
$0.14
$0.11
$40
$0.37
$0.43
$0.33
$0.40
$0.37
$0.38
$0.40
$0.33
$0.36
$0.47
$0.45
$0.46
$0.59
$0.59
$0.62
$0.53
$0.55
$0.53
$0.52
$0.43
$0.40
$0.35
$0.40
$0.33
$0.38
$0.34
$0.32
$0.31
$0.30
$0.33
$0.33
$0.37
$0.35
$0.30
$0.27
$0.25
$0.20
$0.21
$0.14
$0.07
$0.11
$0.09

$45
$0.28
$0.34
$0.25
$0.29
$0.29
$0.28
$0.30
$0.23
$0.27
$0.30
$0.31
$0.31
$0.39
$0.41
$0.41
$0.34
$0.38
$0.36
$0.36
$0.27
$0.26
$0.23
$0.26
$0.23
$0.26
$0.22
$0.19
$0.22
$0.21
$0.21
$0.22
$0.24
$0.23
$0.20
$0.18
$0.17
$0.14
$0.14
$0.10
$0.06
$0.09
$0.07

$50
$0.18
$0.22
$0.18
$0.22
$0.20
$0.19
$0.20
$0.16
$0.18
$0.19
$0.21
$0.20
$0.26
$0.27
$0.27
$0.23
$0.25
$0.25
$0.23
$0.17
$0.17
$0.16
$0.18
$0.15
$0.16
$0.16
$0.14
$0.15
$0.14
$0.13
$0.15
$0.17
$0.16
$0.14
$0.13
$0.12
$0.11
$0.12
$0.07
$0.04
$0.08
$0.06

$55
$0.13
$0.16
$0.13
$0.15
$0.14
$0.14
$0.13
$0.11
$0.11
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.17
$0.17
$0.18
$0.15
$0.16
$0.16
$0.15
$0.11
$0.10
$0.10
$0.12
$0.11
$0.12
$0.11
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.11
$0.11
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.08
$0.08
$0.06
$0.04
$0.07
$0.05

$60
$0.10
$0.11
$0.11
$0.12
$0.12
$0.11
$0.12
$0.09
$0.09
$0.10
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.13
$0.14
$0.10
$0.11
$0.13
$0.11
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.10
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.00
$0.08
$0.00
$0.07
$0.06
$0.08
$0.05
$0.03
$0.06
$0.04
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Table 4. Inflation Per Option Revealed on Corrective Disclosure Events
Strike
1/12/2009
1/13/2009
1/15/2009
1/16/2009
1/22/2009
$2.50
$0.625
$0.752
$1.150
$1.038
$0.418
$5.00
$0.472
$0.635
$0.897
$1.014
$0.355
$7.50
$0.450
$0.588
$0.690
$0.893
$0.322
$10.00
$0.406
$0.517
$0.552
$0.849
$0.243
$12.50
$0.351
$0.376
$0.405
$0.767
$0.205
$15.00
$0.274
$0.371
$0.336
$0.671
$0.172
$17.50
$0.208
$0.306
$0.221
$0.627
$0.129
$20.00
$0.187
$0.230
$0.202
$0.473
$0.099
$22.50
$0.132
$0.207
$0.175
$0.376
$0.081
$25.00
$0.108
$0.160
$0.138
$0.333
$0.056
$30.00
$0.070
$0.094
$0.060
$0.246
$0.015
$35.00
$0.026
$0.071
$0.014
$0.164
$0.000
$40.00
$0.009
$0.038
$0.009
$0.106
$0.000
$45.00
$0.007
$0.028
$0.000
$0.068
$0.000
$50.00
$0.004
$0.005
$0.028
$0.043
$0.000
$55.00
$0.004
$0.005
$0.000
$0.048
$0.000
$60.00
$0.004
$0.005
$0.037
$0.010
$0.000
Note: "Total" column reflects differences in rounding.
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Total
$3.984
$3.372
$2.942
$2.568
$2.105
$1.825
$1.492
$1.191
$0.971
$0.794
$0.485
$0.275
$0.162
$0.102
$0.080
$0.057
$0.056

Date
1/22/2009
1/23/2009
1/26/2009
1/27/2009
1/28/2009
1/29/2009
1/30/2009
2/2/2009
2/3/2009
2/4/2009
2/5/2009
2/6/2009
2/9/2009
2/10/2009
2/11/2009
2/12/2009
2/13/2009
2/17/2009
2/18/2009
2/19/2009
2/20/2009
2/23/2009
2/24/2009
2/25/2009
2/26/2009
2/27/2009
3/2/2009
3/3/2009
3/4/2009
3/5/2009
3/6/2009
3/9/2009
3/10/2009
3/11/2009
3/12/2009
3/13/2009
3/16/2009
3/17/2009
3/18/2009
3/19/2009
3/20/2009
3/23/2009
3/24/2009
3/25/2009
3/26/2009

$2.50
$4.30
$4.46
$4.52
$4.63
$4.86
$4.93
$4.94
$4.89
$4.78
$4.64
$4.55
$4.55
$4.60
$4.55
$4.55
$4.53
$4.50
$4.44
$4.38
$4.29
$4.21
$4.14
$4.10
$4.09
$4.07
$4.02
$3.96
$3.91
$3.86
$3.80
$3.74
$3.70
$3.69
$3.69
$3.70
$3.72
$3.74
$3.76
$3.81
$3.84
$3.86
$3.91
$3.94
$3.99
$4.03

$5.00
$3.38
$3.55
$3.58
$3.66
$3.85
$3.91
$3.93
$3.87
$3.76
$3.63
$3.55
$3.55
$3.59
$3.55
$3.54
$3.52
$3.49
$3.44
$3.39
$3.31
$3.25
$3.19
$3.16
$3.15
$3.14
$3.10
$3.05
$3.01
$2.96
$2.91
$2.87
$2.84
$2.83
$2.83
$2.84
$2.86
$2.87
$2.89
$2.93
$2.96
$2.98
$3.02
$3.05
$3.09
$3.13

$7.50
$2.67
$2.79
$2.81
$2.88
$3.05
$3.09
$3.11
$3.06
$2.96
$2.85
$2.79
$2.78
$2.82
$2.78
$2.76
$2.75
$2.72
$2.68
$2.63
$2.56
$2.52
$2.47
$2.45
$2.44
$2.43
$2.40
$2.36
$2.33
$2.29
$2.25
$2.22
$2.19
$2.19
$2.19
$2.20
$2.21
$2.23
$2.24
$2.28
$2.31
$2.32
$2.36
$2.39
$2.43
$2.46

$10
$2.11
$2.22
$2.23
$2.27
$2.43
$2.47
$2.48
$2.44
$2.35
$2.26
$2.21
$2.20
$2.22
$2.19
$2.17
$2.15
$2.13
$2.09
$2.05
$2.00
$1.97
$1.93
$1.91
$1.91
$1.90
$1.88
$1.85
$1.82
$1.79
$1.76
$1.73
$1.71
$1.71
$1.71
$1.72
$1.73
$1.74
$1.76
$1.79
$1.81
$1.83
$1.86
$1.89
$1.92
$1.95
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Table 5. Average 90-Day Lookback Price Per Option (Organized by Strike Price)
Strike Price
$12.50
$15
$17.50
$20
$22.50
$25
$30
$35
$40
$1.67
$1.35
$1.08
$0.86
$0.69
$0.57
$0.38
$0.29
$0.19
$1.76
$1.38
$1.11
$0.86
$0.69
$0.58
$0.37
$0.28
$0.19
$1.77
$1.40
$1.12
$0.88
$0.70
$0.58
$0.37
$0.27
$0.19
$1.80
$1.41
$1.13
$0.88
$0.70
$0.57
$0.37
$0.26
$0.18
$1.94
$1.52
$1.22
$0.95
$0.77
$0.62
$0.40
$0.28
$0.20
$1.97
$1.55
$1.24
$0.97
$0.79
$0.63
$0.40
$0.28
$0.20
$1.97
$1.55
$1.24
$0.97
$0.79
$0.63
$0.40
$0.28
$0.19
$1.93
$1.52
$1.21
$0.95
$0.77
$0.61
$0.39
$0.28
$0.19
$1.86
$1.45
$1.16
$0.91
$0.73
$0.58
$0.37
$0.26
$0.18
$1.78
$1.39
$1.10
$0.86
$0.69
$0.55
$0.35
$0.25
$0.17
$1.74
$1.36
$1.08
$0.85
$0.68
$0.54
$0.34
$0.24
$0.17
$1.73
$1.35
$1.07
$0.84
$0.67
$0.53
$0.33
$0.24
$0.16
$1.76
$1.36
$1.09
$0.84
$0.68
$0.54
$0.34
$0.24
$0.17
$1.73
$1.34
$1.06
$0.83
$0.66
$0.53
$0.33
$0.24
$0.17
$1.71
$1.32
$1.05
$0.81
$0.65
$0.52
$0.33
$0.24
$0.16
$1.70
$1.31
$1.04
$0.80
$0.64
$0.51
$0.32
$0.23
$0.16
$1.67
$1.29
$1.02
$0.79
$0.63
$0.50
$0.32
$0.23
$0.16
$1.64
$1.27
$1.00
$0.77
$0.62
$0.49
$0.31
$0.22
$0.16
$1.61
$1.24
$0.98
$0.76
$0.61
$0.48
$0.30
$0.22
$0.15
$1.57
$1.20
$0.95
$0.73
$0.59
$0.47
$0.30
$0.22
$0.15
$1.54
$1.18
$0.94
$0.72
$0.58
$0.46
$0.30
$0.22
$0.15
$1.51
$1.16
$0.92
$0.71
$0.58
$0.46
$0.29
$0.22
$0.15
$1.50
$1.15
$0.92
$0.71
$0.57
$0.46
$0.29
$0.22
$0.15
$1.49
$1.15
$0.91
$0.71
$0.57
$0.46
$0.29
$0.22
$0.15
$1.49
$1.15
$0.92
$0.71
$0.58
$0.46
$0.29
$0.22
$0.16
$1.47
$1.14
$0.91
$0.70
$0.57
$0.45
$0.29
$0.22
$0.15
$1.45
$1.12
$0.89
$0.69
$0.56
$0.45
$0.29
$0.22
$0.15
$1.43
$1.10
$0.88
$0.68
$0.56
$0.44
$0.29
$0.21
$0.15
$1.41
$1.08
$0.87
$0.67
$0.55
$0.44
$0.28
$0.21
$0.15
$1.38
$1.06
$0.85
$0.66
$0.54
$0.43
$0.28
$0.21
$0.15
$1.36
$1.05
$0.84
$0.65
$0.53
$0.42
$0.28
$0.21
$0.15
$1.35
$1.04
$0.83
$0.64
$0.53
$0.42
$0.27
$0.21
$0.15
$1.35
$1.04
$0.83
$0.65
$0.53
$0.43
$0.28
$0.21
$0.15
$1.34
$1.04
$0.83
$0.65
$0.53
$0.43
$0.28
$0.21
$0.15
$1.36
$1.05
$0.84
$0.66
$0.54
$0.44
$0.29
$0.22
$0.16
$1.37
$1.06
$0.85
$0.66
$0.55
$0.44
$0.29
$0.22
$0.16
$1.38
$1.07
$0.86
$0.67
$0.55
$0.45
$0.29
$0.22
$0.16
$1.39
$1.08
$0.87
$0.67
$0.56
$0.45
$0.30
$0.23
$0.16
$1.42
$1.10
$0.89
$0.69
$0.58
$0.47
$0.31
$0.23
$0.17
$1.44
$1.12
$0.91
$0.71
$0.59
$0.48
$0.32
$0.24
$0.17
$1.45
$1.13
$0.92
$0.72
$0.60
$0.48
$0.32
$0.24
$0.18
$1.48
$1.15
$0.94
$0.73
$0.61
$0.49
$0.33
$0.25
$0.18
$1.50
$1.17
$0.95
$0.75
$0.62
$0.51
$0.34
$0.26
$0.19
$1.53
$1.20
$0.97
$0.77
$0.64
$0.52
$0.35
$0.26
$0.19
$1.56
$1.22
$0.99
$0.78
$0.65
$0.53
$0.35
$0.27
$0.19
$45
$0.14
$0.15
$0.14
$0.14
$0.15
$0.15
$0.14
$0.14
$0.14
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.14
$0.14
$0.14
$0.15
$0.15
$0.15
$0.15

$50
$0.13
$0.12
$0.12
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.09
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12

$55
$0.12
$0.12
$0.11
$0.10
$0.11
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10

$60
$0.08
$0.07
$0.08
$0.07
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.06
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.07
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
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Date
3/27/2009
3/30/2009
3/31/2009
4/1/2009
4/2/2009
4/3/2009
4/6/2009
4/7/2009
4/8/2009
4/9/2009
4/13/2009
4/14/2009
4/15/2009
4/16/2009
4/17/2009
4/20/2009
4/21/2009

$2.50
$4.06
$4.07
$4.10
$4.12
$4.15
$4.18
$4.20
$4.23
$4.25
$4.31
$4.38
$4.45
$4.51
$4.57
$4.63
$4.66
$4.69

$5.00
$3.16
$3.17
$3.19
$3.21
$3.24
$3.27
$3.29
$3.32
$3.33
$3.38
$3.45
$3.51
$3.56
$3.61
$3.67
$3.69
$3.72

$7.50
$2.49
$2.50
$2.52
$2.54
$2.57
$2.59
$2.62
$2.64
$2.65
$2.70
$2.76
$2.81
$2.86
$2.90
$2.95
$2.97
$2.99

$10
$1.97
$1.98
$2.00
$2.02
$2.04
$2.07
$2.09
$2.11
$2.12
$2.16
$2.22
$2.26
$2.30
$2.34
$2.39
$2.40
$2.42
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Table 5. Average 90-Day Lookback Price Per Option (Organized by Strike Price)
Strike Price
$12.50
$15
$17.50
$20
$22.50
$25
$30
$35
$40
$1.58
$1.24
$1.01
$0.80
$0.66
$0.54
$0.36
$0.27
$0.20
$1.59
$1.25
$1.02
$0.80
$0.67
$0.54
$0.36
$0.27
$0.20
$1.61
$1.26
$1.03
$0.82
$0.68
$0.55
$0.37
$0.28
$0.20
$1.62
$1.28
$1.04
$0.83
$0.69
$0.56
$0.38
$0.28
$0.20
$1.64
$1.30
$1.06
$0.84
$0.70
$0.57
$0.38
$0.29
$0.21
$1.66
$1.32
$1.07
$0.86
$0.71
$0.58
$0.39
$0.29
$0.21
$1.68
$1.33
$1.09
$0.87
$0.72
$0.59
$0.40
$0.30
$0.22
$1.70
$1.35
$1.10
$0.88
$0.73
$0.60
$0.40
$0.30
$0.22
$1.71
$1.36
$1.11
$0.88
$0.74
$0.60
$0.41
$0.30
$0.22
$1.75
$1.39
$1.14
$0.91
$0.76
$0.62
$0.42
$0.31
$0.23
$1.79
$1.43
$1.17
$0.94
$0.79
$0.65
$0.44
$0.33
$0.24
$1.83
$1.46
$1.20
$0.97
$0.81
$0.66
$0.45
$0.33
$0.24
$1.87
$1.50
$1.23
$0.99
$0.83
$0.68
$0.46
$0.34
$0.25
$1.91
$1.53
$1.26
$1.01
$0.84
$0.69
$0.47
$0.35
$0.25
$1.94
$1.56
$1.28
$1.03
$0.86
$0.71
$0.48
$0.35
$0.25
$1.95
$1.57
$1.29
$1.04
$0.87
$0.71
$0.48
$0.35
$0.25
$1.97
$1.58
$1.30
$1.05
$0.87
$0.72
$0.49
$0.36
$0.26
$45
$0.16
$0.16
$0.16
$0.16
$0.16
$0.17
$0.17
$0.17
$0.17
$0.18
$0.18
$0.19
$0.19
$0.19
$0.20
$0.20
$0.20

$50
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.13
$0.14
$0.14
$0.15
$0.15
$0.15
$0.15
$0.15

$55
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.10
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.11
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12
$0.12

$60
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.08
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
$0.09
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Table 6. Holding Value Per Option
Strike
Holding Value
$2.50
$4.30
$5.00
$3.38
$7.50
$2.67
$10.00
$2.11
$12.50
$1.67
$15.00
$1.35
$17.50
$1.08
$20.00
$0.86
$22.50
$0.69
$25.00
$0.57
$30.00
$0.38
$35.00
$0.29
$40.00
$0.19
$45.00
$0.14
$50.00
$0.13
$55.00
$0.12
$60.00
$0.08
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c/o The Garden City Group, Inc.
PO Box 9876
Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776
1-855-733-8308
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
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Claim Number:
Control Number:

PROOF OF CLAIM AND RELEASE FORM
TO BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A SHARE OF THE NET SETTLEMENT FUND IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SETTLEMENT OF THIS ACTION, YOU MUST COMPLETE AND SIGN THIS PROOF OF CLAIM AND RELEASE
FORM (“CLAIM FORM”) AND MAIL IT BY PREPAID, FIRST-CLASS MAIL TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS, POSTMARKED
NO LATER THAN APRIL 25, 2013.
FAILURE TO SUBMIT YOUR CLAIM FORM BY THE DATE SPECIFIED WILL SUBJECT YOUR CLAIM TO
REJECTION AND MAY PRECLUDE YOU FROM BEING ELIGIBLE TO RECOVER ANY MONEY IN CONNECTION
WITH THE SETTLEMENT.
DO NOT MAIL OR DELIVER YOUR CLAIM FORM TO THE COURT, THE PARTIES TO THIS ACTION, OR THEIR
COUNSEL. SUBMIT YOUR CLAIM FORM ONLY TO THE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR AT THE ADDRESS SET
FORTH ABOVE.
TABLE OF CONTENTS

PAGE #

PART I - CLAIMANT INFORMATION ........................................................................................................ 2
PART II - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ....................................................................................................3-4
PART III - SCHEDULES OF TRANSACTIONS IN ELIGIBLE BANK OF AMERICA SECURITIES
A. BoA COMMON STOCK.....................................................................................................5-6
B. BoA JANUARY 2011 CALL OPTIONS ........................................................................... 7-11
PART IV - RELEASE OF CLAIMS AND SIGNATURE ............................................................................. 12

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding
the Settlement or this Claim Form.
Important - This form should be completed IN CAPITAL LETTERS using BLACK or DARK BLUE ballpoint/fountain pen. Characters and marks used
should be similar in the style to the following:

A B C D E F G H I J K L MNO P QR ST UVWX Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
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PART I - CLAIMANT INFORMATION
LAST NAME (CLAIMANT)

FIRST NAME (CLAIMANT)

Last Name (Beneficial Owner if Different From Claimant)

First Name (Beneficial Owner)

Last Four Digits of the Beneficial Owner’s Employer Identification Number or Social Security Number1
Last Name (Co-Beneficial Owner)

First Name (Co-Beneficial Owner)

Company/Trust/Other Entity (If Claimant Is Not an Individual)

Contact Person (If Claimant is Not an Individual)

Trustee/Nominee/Other

Account Number (If Claimant Is Not an Individual)

Trust/Other Date (If Applicable)

Address Line 1

Address Line 2 (If Applicable)

City

State

Zip Code

Foreign Province

Foreign Country

Foreign Zip Code

Telephone Number (Day)

Telephone Number (Night)

Email Address

-

-

-

(Email address is not required, but if you provide it you authorize the Claims Administrator to use it in providing you with information relevant to this claim.)

IDENTITY OF CLAIMANT (check only one box):
Individual

Joint Owners

Private Pension Fund

Estate

Corporation

Trust

Partnership

Legal Representative

IRA, Keogh, or other type of individual retirement plan (indicate type of plan, mailing address, and name of current custodian)
Other (specify, describe on separate sheet)
NOTICE REGARDING ELECTRONIC FILES: Certain claimants with large numbers of transactions may request, or may be requested, to
submit information regarding their transactions in electronic files. To obtain the mandatory electronic filing requirements and file layout, you
may visit the website for this Action, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, or you may email the Claims Administrator’s electronic filing department
at eclaim@gcginc.com. Any file not in accordance with the required electronic filing format will be subject to rejection. No electronic files will be
considered to have been properly submitted unless the Claims Administrator issues an email after processing your file with your claim numbers
and respective account information. Do not assume that your file has been received or processed until you receive this email. If you do not
receive such an email within 10 days of your submission, you should contact the electronic filling department at eclaim@gcginc.com to inquire
about your file and confirm it was received and acceptable.
1

The last four digits of the taxpayer identification number (TIN), consisting of a valid Social Security Number (SSN) for individuals or Employer Identification
Number (EIN) for business entities, trusts, estates, etc., and telephone number of the beneficial owner(s) may be used in verifying this claim.

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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PART II - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1.
It is important that you completely read and understand the Notice of (I) Proposed Settlement and Plan of Allocation; (II)
Settlement Fairness Hearing; and (III) Motion for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses (the “Settlement
Notice”) that accompanies this Claim Form, including the Plan of Allocation of the Net Settlement Fund set forth in the Settlement Notice. The
Settlement Notice describes the proposed Settlement, how Class Members are affected by the Settlement, and the manner in which the Net
Settlement Fund will be distributed if the Settlement and Plan of Allocation are approved by the Court. The Settlement Notice also contains
the definitions of many of the defined terms (which are indicated by initial capital letters) used in this Claim Form. By signing and submitting
this Claim Form, you will be certifying that you have read and that you understand the Settlement Notice, including the terms of the releases
described therein and provided for herein.
2.
This Claim Form is directed to the following persons and entities: (i) all persons and entities who held BoA common stock as
of October 10, 2008, and were entitled to vote on the merger between BoA and Merrill, and were damaged thereby; (ii) all persons and entities
who purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive,
excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by exchanging stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the merger between the two companies
consummated on January 1, 2009, and were damaged thereby; (iii) all persons and entities who purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011
call options of BoA from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive, and were damaged thereby; and (iv) all persons and entities
who purchased BoA common stock issued under the Registration Statement and Prospectus for the BoA common stock offering that occurred
on or about October 7, 2008, and were damaged thereby (the “Class”).
3.
Excluded from the Class by definition are: Defendants, present or former executive officers of BoA and Merrill, present or
former members of Merrill’s and BoA’s Board of Directors and their immediate family members (as defined in 17 C.F.R. § 229.404, Instructions,
i.e., children, stepchildren, parents, stepparents, spouses, siblings, mothers-in-law, fathers-in-law, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, brothersin-law, and sisters-in-law). Also excluded from the Class are Persons that previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in
connection with the previously disseminated Notice of Pendency of Class Action (“Class Notice”), as set forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation
and Agreement of Settlement dated November 30, 2012 (the “Stipulation”) (Appendix 1 to the Stipulation can be viewed at and downloaded from
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com), who do not opt-back into the Class in accordance with the provisions set forth in the Settlement Notice. If you
believe that you previously submitted a request for exclusion but your name does not appear on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation, you can contact
the Claims Administrator at (855) 733-8308 for assistance.
4.
IF YOU ARE NOT A CLASS MEMBER, OR IF YOU, OR SOMEONE ACTING ON YOUR BEHALF, PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED
A REQUEST FOR EXCLUSION FROM THE CLASS IN CONNECTION WITH THE CLASS NOTICE AND YOU DO NOT OPT-BACK INTO THE
CLASS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THE SETTLEMENT NOTICE, DO NOT SUBMIT A CLAIM FORM. YOU
MAY NOT, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, PARTICIPATE IN THE SETTLEMENT IF YOU ARE NOT A CLASS MEMBER. THUS, IF YOU ARE
EXCLUDED FROM THE CLASS (AS SET FORTH IN PARAGRAPH 3 ABOVE), ANY CLAIM FORM THAT YOU SUBMIT, OR THAT MAY BE
SUBMITTED ON YOUR BEHALF, WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
5.
If you are a Class Member, you will be bound by the terms of any judgments or orders entered in the Action WHETHER OR
NOT YOU SUBMIT A CLAIM FORM, unless you previously submitted a request for exclusion in accordance with the Class Notice and your
name appears on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation and you do not opt-back into the Class. As described in the Settlement Notice, the Judgment will
release and enjoin the filing or continued prosecution of the Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claims against the Defendants’ Releasees.
6.
You are eligible to participate in the distribution of the Net Settlement Fund only if you are a member of the Class and if you
complete and return this form as specified below. If you fail to submit a timely, properly addressed, and completed Claim Form, your claim may
be rejected and you may be precluded from receiving any distribution from the Net Settlement Fund.
7.
Submission of this Claim Form does not guarantee that you will share in the proceeds of the Settlement. The
distribution of the Net Settlement Fund will be governed by the Plan of Allocation set forth in the Settlement Notice, if it is approved
by the Court, or by such other plan of allocation as the Court approves.
8.
Use Part III of this Claim Form entitled “SCHEDULES OF TRANSACTIONS IN ELIGIBLE BANK OF AMERICA SECURITIES”
to supply all required details of your transaction(s) (including free transfers) in and holdings of the BoA securities eligible to participate in the
Settlement. On these schedules, please provide all of the requested information with respect to your holdings, purchases, acquisitions and sales
of BoA common stock and January 2011 call options, whether such transactions resulted in a profit or a loss. Failure to report all transaction
and holding information during the requested time periods may result in the rejection of your claim.
9.
Please note: Only BoA common stock held as of October 10, 2008 (the record date for the shareholder vote on the merger
between BoA and Merrill) and BoA common stock and January 2011 call options purchased/acquired during the Class Period (i.e., September
18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive) are eligible under the Settlement. However, under the “90-day lookback period” (described in
the Plan of Allocation set forth in the Settlement Notice), your sales of BoA common stock and January 2011 call options during the period
January 22, 2009 through April 21, 2009, inclusive, will be used for purposes of calculating your Section 10(b) Claim under the Plan of Allocation.
Therefore, in order for the Claims Administrator to be able to balance your claim, the requested purchase information during the 90-day lookback
period must also be provided. Additionally, while shares of BoA common stock acquired from the exchange of Merrill shares in connection with
BoA’s acquisition of Merrill on January 1, 2009 (the “Merger”) are not covered by the definition of the Class and Section 10(b) losses will not be
calculated with respect to the acquisition of those shares, those shares will be used for purposes of matching sales to acquisitions and must be
included in this Claim Form.

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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PART II - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (CONT’D)
10.
You are required to submit genuine and sufficient documentation for all of your transactions in and holdings of the BoA common
stock and January 2011 call options set forth in the Schedules of Transactions in Part III of this form. Documentation may consist of copies of
brokerage confirmations or monthly statements. The Parties and the Claims Administrator do not independently have information about your
investments in BoA common stock or January 2011 call options. IF SUCH DOCUMENTS ARE NOT IN YOUR POSSESSION, PLEASE OBTAIN
COPIES OR EQUIVALENT CONTEMPORANEOUS DOCUMENTS FROM YOUR BROKER. FAILURE TO SUPPLY THIS DOCUMENTATION
MAY RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF YOUR CLAIM. DO NOT SEND ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS. Please keep a copy of all documents that
you send to the Claims Administrator. Also, please do not highlight any portion of the Claim Form or any supporting documents.
11.
If you are a participant in a retirement plan covered by Section 3(3) of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. §1002(3), including the Bank of
America 401(k) Plan, the Bank of America 401(k) Plan for Legacy Companies, the Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 401(k) Savings & Investment Plan,
and the Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Retirement Accumulation Plan, (the “ERISA Plan(s)”) you should not include BoA shares held through the ERISA
Plan(s) on your Claim Form. Instead, you should include on your Claim Form ONLY those shares of BoA common stock that you purchased or
acquired outside of the ERISA Plan(s) (see Settlement Notice at ¶66). To the extent any of the Defendants or any of the other persons or entities
excluded from the Class are participants in the ERISA Plan(s), such persons or entities shall not receive, either directly or indirectly, any portion
of the recovery that may be obtained from the Settlement by any ERISA Plan(s).
12.
Separate Claim Forms should be submitted for each separate legal entity (e.g., a claim from joint owners should not include
separate transactions of just one of the joint owners, and an individual should not combine his or her IRA transactions with transactions made
solely in the individual’s name). Conversely, a single Claim Form should be submitted on behalf of one legal entity including all transactions
made by that entity on one Claim Form, no matter how many separate accounts that entity has (e.g., a corporation with multiple brokerage
accounts should include all transactions made in all accounts on one Claim Form).
13.
All joint beneficial owners must each sign this Claim Form. If you held, purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock
or January 2011 call options during the relevant time periods and held the securities in your name, you are the beneficial owner as well as the
record owner and you must sign this Claim Form to participate in the Settlement. If, however, you held, purchased or otherwise acquired BoA
common stock or January 2011 call options during the relevant time periods and the securities were registered in the name of a third party, such
as a nominee or brokerage firm, you are the beneficial owner of these securities, but the third party is the record owner. The beneficial owner,
not the record owner, must sign this Claim Form to be eligible to participate in the Settlement.
14.
Agents, executors, administrators, guardians, and trustees must complete and sign the Claim Form on behalf of persons
represented by them, and they must:

15.

(a)

expressly state the capacity in which they are acting;

(b)

identify the name, account number, Social Security Number (or taxpayer identification number), address and
telephone number of the beneficial owner of (or other person or entity on whose behalf they are acting with respect
to) the BoA common stock and/or 2011 January call options; and

(c)

furnish herewith evidence of their authority to bind to the Claim Form the person or entity on whose behalf they are
acting. (Authority to complete and sign a Claim Form cannot be established by stockbrokers demonstrating only that
they have discretionary authority to trade stock in another person’s accounts.)

By submitting a signed Claim Form, you will be swearing that you:
(a)

own(ed) the BoA common stock and/or January 2011 call options you have listed in the Claim Form; or

(b)

are expressly authorized to act on behalf of the owner thereof.

16.
By submitting a signed Claim Form, you will be swearing to the truth of the statements contained therein and the genuineness
of the documents attached thereto, subject to penalties of perjury under the laws of the United States of America. The making of false statements,
or the submission of forged or fraudulent documentation, will result in the rejection of your claim and may subject you to civil liability or criminal
prosecution.
17.
If the Court approves the Settlement, payments to eligible Authorized Claimants pursuant to the Plan of Allocation (or such
other plan of allocation as the Court approves) will be made after any appeals are resolved, and after the completion of all claims processing.
As referenced in the Settlement Notice, there are several billion shares of BoA common stock as to which claims may be submitted and, thus,
the claims process could take substantial time to complete fully and fairly. Please be patient.
18.
PLEASE NOTE: As set forth in the Plan of Allocation, each Authorized Claimant shall receive his/her/its pro rata share of the
Net Settlement Fund. If the prorated payment to any Authorized Claimant calculates to less than $20.00, it will not be included in the calculation
and no distribution will be made to that Authorized Claimant.
19.
If you have questions concerning the Claim Form, or need additional copies of the Claim Form or the Settlement Notice, you
may contact the Claims Administrator, The Garden City Group, Inc., at the above address or by toll-free phone at 1-855-733-8308, or you may
download the documents from www.boasecuritieslitigation.com.

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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3.

2.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Number of Shares
Purchased/Acquired

If none, check here

Shares

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
Shares

Proof of
Purchase/Acquisition
Enclosed

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Proof of Holdings
Enclosed

IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE TO LIST YOUR TRANSACTIONS YOU MUST PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND CHECK
THIS BOX
. IF YOU DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX THESE ADDITIONAL PAGES WILL NOT BE REVIEWED.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*If shares were acquired from the exchange of
*If shares were acquired from the exchange of
Merrill stock for BoA stock pursuant to the Merger Merrill stock for BoA stock pursuant to the Merger,
write “Merger Shares” in the space below
write “Merger Shares” in the space below

Total Purchase/Acquisition Price
(excluding taxes, commissions and fees)*

PURCHASES/ACQUISITIONS DURING THE 90-DAY LOOKBACK PERIOD: State the total number
of shares of BoA common stock purchased/acquired from after the opening of trading on January
22, 2009 through and including the close of trading on April 21, 2009. If none, write “0” or “Zero.”

/

/

Date of Purchase/Acquisition
(List Chronologically)
(Month/Day/Year)

Purchase/Acquisition Price Per Share*

PURCHASES/ACQUISITIONS DURING THE CLASS PERIOD: Separately list each and every
purchase/acquisition of BoA common stock from after the opening of trading on September 18, 2008
through and including the close of trading on January 21, 2009. For BoA common stock purchased
through the exercise of a call option, the purchase date is the date that the option was exercised and
the purchase price per share is the exercise price of the option. (Must be documented.)

A. BoA Common Stock: Do not include information regarding securities other than BoA common stock.
1.
BEGINNING HOLDINGS: State the total number of shares of BoA common stock held as of the
opening of trading on September 18, 2008. If none, write “0” or “Zero.” (Must be documented.)
Y

*P-BKA-POC/5*
Failure to provide proof of all holdings, purchases, acquisitions, and sales information requested below will impede proper processing of your claim and may
result in the rejection of your claim. Please include proper documentation with your Claim Form as described in detail in Part II – General Instructions,
Paragraph 10, above.

PART III - SCHEDULES OF TRANSACTIONS IN ELIGIBLE BANK OF AMERICA SECURITIES
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5.

4.

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Number of Shares Sold

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sale Price Per Share

If none, check here
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Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
Shares

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Proof of Holdings
Enclosed

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Proof of
Sale
Enclosed
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IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE TO LIST YOUR TRANSACTIONS YOU MUST PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND CHECK
THIS BOX
. IF YOU DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX THESE ADDITIONAL PAGES WILL NOT BE REVIEWED.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total Sale Price
(excluding taxes,
commissions and fees)

ENDING HOLDINGS: State the total number of shares of BoA common stock held as of the close of
trading on April 21, 2009. If none, write “0” or “Zero.” (Must be documented.)

/

/

Date of Sale
(List Chronologically)
(Month/Day/Year)

SALES DURING THE CLASS PERIOD AND DURING THE 90-DAY LOOKBACK PERIOD:
Separately list each and every sale/disposition of BoA common stock from after the opening of
trading on September 18, 2008 through and including the close of trading on April 21, 2009.
(Must be documented.)
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

$5.00

$7.50

$10.00

$12.50

$15.00

$17.50

$20.00

$22.50

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Proof of Holdings
Enclosed

$2.50

Number of Call Option
Contracts Held

$60.00

$55.00

$50.00

$45.00

$40.00

$35.00

$30.00

$25.00

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

Number of Call Option
Contracts Held

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Proof of Holdings
Enclosed

BEGINNING HOLDINGS: For each of the following, state the total number of BoA January 2011 call option contracts held as of the opening of
trading on September 18, 2008. If none, write “0” or “Zero.” If you wrote any January 2011 call options, thereby having a short position in the options,
please state the total short position(s) as a negative number. (Must be documented.)

1.

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

BoA January 2011 Call Options:

B.

The “BoA January 2011 Call Options” consist of the January 22, 2011 call options on BoA common stock with the following strike prices: $2.50, $5.00, $7.50,
$10.00, $12.50, $15.00, $17.50, $20.00, $22.50, $25.00, $30.00, $35.00, $40.00, $45.00, $50.00, $55.00 and $60.00. Do not include information regarding
securities other than BoA January 11 Call Options.
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.

.

.
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.

.

Number of
Call Option
Contracts
Purchased/Acquired

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Purchase/Acquisition
Price Per
Call Option Contract

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total Purchase/Acquisition Insert an “E”
Price (excluding taxes,
if Exercised
commissions and fees)

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Proof of
Purchase/
Acquisition
Enclosed

IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE TO LIST YOUR TRANSACTIONS YOU MUST PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND CHECK
THIS BOX
. IF YOU DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX THESE ADDITIONAL PAGES WILL NOT BE REVIEWED.

/

/

Strike Price of BoA
January 2011
Call Option

Exercise Date
(Month/Day/Year)

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

*P-BKA-POC/8*
PURCHASES/ACQUISITIONS DURING THE CLASS PERIOD: Separately list each and every purchase/acquisition of BoA
January 2011 call option contracts from after the opening of trading on September 18, 2008 through and including the close of
trading on January 21, 2009. (Must be documented.)
If none, check here

Date of Purchase/Acquisition
(List Chronologically)
(Month/Day/Year)

2.
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$35.00
$40.00
$45.00
$50.00
$55.00
$60.00

$7.50
$10.00
$12.50
$15.00
$17.50
$20.00
$22.50

$30.00

$5.00

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

$25.00

Number of Call Option
Contracts
Purchased/Acquired

$2.50

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

Number of Call Option
Contracts
Purchased/Acquired

PURCHASES/ACQUISITIONS DURING THE 90-DAY LOOKBACK PERIOD: For each of the following, state the total number of BoA
January 2011 call option contracts purchased/acquired from after the opening of trading on January 22, 2009 through and including the close of trading
on April 21, 2009. If none, write “0” or “Zero.”
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Date of Sale
(List Chronologically)
(Month/Day/Year)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Strike Price of BoA
January 2011
Call Option

Number of
Call Option
Contracts Sold

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sale Price Per
Call Option
Contract

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total Sale Price
(excluding taxes,
commissions and fees)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Proof of
Sale
Enclosed

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

*P-BKA-POC/10*
SALES DURING THE CLASS PERIOD AND DURING THE 90-DAY LOOKBACK PERIOD: Separately list each and every sale of
BoA January 2011 call option contracts from after the opening of trading on September 18, 2008 through and including the close
of trading on April 21, 2009. (Must be documented.)
If none, check here

10

IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SPACE TO LIST YOUR TRANSACTIONS YOU MUST PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE AND CHECK
THIS BOX
. IF YOU DO NOT CHECK THIS BOX THESE ADDITIONAL PAGES WILL NOT BE REVIEWED.
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Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

$5.00

$7.50

$10.00

$12.50

$15.00

$17.50

$20.00

$22.50

Proof of
Holdings
Enclosed

Y

Number of Call Option
Contracts
Held

$2.50

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

$60.00

$55.00

$50.00

$45.00

$40.00

$35.00

$30.00

$25.00

Strike Price of BoA January
2011 Call Option

Number of Call Option
Contracts
Held

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Proof of
Holdings
Enclosed

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

ENDING HOLDINGS: For each of the following, state the total number of BoA January 2011 call option contracts held as of the close of trading on
April 21, 2009. If none, write “0” or “Zero.” If you wrote any January 2011 call options, thereby having a short position in the options, please state the
total short position(s) as a negative number. (Must be documented.)
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Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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*P-BKA-POC/12*

PART IV - RELEASE OF CLAIMS AND SIGNATURE
YOU MUST ALSO READ THE RELEASE AND CERTIFICATION BELOW AND SIGN BELOW.
I (we) hereby acknowledge that as of the Effective Date of the Settlement, pursuant to the terms set forth in the Stipulation, I (we), on behalf of
myself (ourselves) and my (our) heirs, executors, administrators, predecessors, successors, affiliates, and assigns, shall be deemed to have,
and by operation of law and of the Judgment shall have, fully, finally and forever compromised, settled, released, resolved, relinquished, waived,
discharged and dismissed each and every Released Lead Plaintiffs’ Claim (as defined in the Stipulation) against the Defendants and the other
Defendants’ Releasees (as defined in the Stipulation), and shall forever be enjoined from prosecuting any or all of the Released Lead Plaintiffs’
Claims against any of the Defendants’ Releasees.
CERTIFICATION
By signing and submitting this Claim Form, the claimant(s) or the person(s) who represent(s) the claimant(s) certifies (certify), as follows:
1.
that I (we) have read and understand the contents of the Settlement Notice and this Claim Form, including the releases
provided for in the Settlement and the terms of the Plan of Allocation;
2.
that the claimant(s) is a (are) Class Member(s), as defined in the Settlement Notice and in paragraph 2 on page 3 of this Claim
Form, and is (are) not excluded by definition from the Class as set forth in the Settlement Notice and in paragraph 3 on page 3 of this Claim Form;
3.
that the claimant did not previously submit a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Class Notice as set
forth on Appendix 1 to the Stipulation;
4.
that I (we) own(ed) the BoA securities identified in the Claim Form and have not assigned the claim against the Defendants’
Releasees to another, or that, in signing and submitting this Claim Form, I (we) have the authority to act on behalf of the owner(s) thereof;
5.
that the claimant(s) has (have) not submitted any other claim covering the same purchases/acquisitions, sales, or holdings of
BoA securities and knows of no other person having done so on the claimant’s (claimants’) behalf;
6.
that the claimant(s) submit(s) to the jurisdiction of the Court with respect to claimant’s (claimants’) claim and for purposes of
enforcing the releases set forth herein;
7.
that I (we) agree to furnish such additional information with respect to this Claim Form as Co-Lead Counsel, the Claims
Administrator or the Court may require;
8.
that the claimant(s) waive(s) the right to trial by jury, to the extent it exists, and agree(s) to the Court’s summary disposition of
the determination of the validity or amount of the claim made by this Claim Form;
9.
that I (we) acknowledge that the claimant(s) will be bound by and subject to the terms of any judgment(s) that may be entered
in the Action; and
10.
that the claimant(s) is (are) NOT subject to backup withholding under the provisions of Section 3406(a)(1)(C) of the Internal
Revenue Code because (a) the claimant(s) is (are) exempt from backup withholding or (b) the claimant(s) has (have) not been notified by
the IRS that he/she/it is subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends or (c) the IRS has notified the
claimant(s) that he/she/it is no longer subject to backup withholding. If the IRS has notified the claimant(s) that he/she/it is subject to backup
withholding, please strike out the language in the preceding sentence indicating that the claim is not subject to backup withholding in
the certification above.
UNDER THE PENALTIES OF PERJURY, I (WE) CERTIFY THAT ALL OF THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ME (US) ON THIS CLAIM FORM
IS TRUE, CORRECT, AND COMPLETE, AND THAT THE DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED HEREWITH ARE TRUE AND CORRECT COPIES OF
WHAT THEY PURPORT TO BE.
Executed this _____ day of _________________________ in _______________________________________________________________.
(Month) (Year)
(City, State, Country)
__________________________________________________
Signature of Claimant

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Print your name here
__________________________________________________
Signature of joint claimant, if any

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Print your name here
If the claimant is other than an individual, or is not the person completing this form, the following also must be provided:
__________________________________________________
Signature of person signing on behalf of claimant

________________________________
Date

__________________________________________________
Print your name here
__________________________________________________
Capacity of person signing on behalf of claimant, if other than
an individual, e.g., executor, president, trustee, custodian, etc.
(Must provide evidence of authority to act on behalf of
claimant – see paragraph 14 on page 4 of this Claim Form.)

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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REMINDER CHECKLIST
1.

Please sign the above release and certification. If this Claim Form is being made on
behalf of joint claimants, then both must sign.

2.

Remember to attach only copies of acceptable supporting documentation as these
documents will not be returned to you.

3.

Please do not highlight any portion of the Claim Form or any supporting documents.

4.

Do not send original stock certificates or documentation. These items cannot be
returned to you by the Claims Administrator.

5.

Keep copies of the completed Claim Form and documentation for your own records.

6.

The Claims Administrator will acknowledge receipt of your Claim Form by mail, within
60 days. Your claim is not deemed filed until you receive an acknowledgement
postcard. If you do not receive an acknowledgement postcard within 60 days, please call
the Claims Administrator toll free at 1-855-733-8308.

7.

If your address changes in the future, or if this Claim Form was sent to an old or
incorrect address, please send the Claims Administrator written notification of your
new address. If you change your name, please inform the Claims Administrator.

8.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding your claim, please contact the Claims
Administrator at the above address or toll-free at 1-855-733-8308, or visit
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com. Please DO NOT call Bank of America Corporation
with questions regarding your claim.

THIS CLAIM FORM MUST BE MAILED TO THE CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR BY PREPAID,
FIRST-CLASS MAIL, POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN APRIL 25, 2013,
ADDRESSED AS FOLLOWS:

In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation
c/o The Garden City Group, Inc.
Claims Administrator
P.O. Box 9876
Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776
A Claim Form received by the Claims Administrator shall be deemed to have been submitted when posted, if
mailed by April 25, 2013 and if a postmark is indicated on the envelope and it is mailed First Class, and addressed in
accordance with the above instructions. In all other cases, a Claim Form shall be deemed to have been submitted when
actually received by the Claims Administrator.
You should be aware that it will take a significant amount of time to fully process all of the Claim Forms. Please
be patient and notify the Claims Administrator of any change of address.

Questions? Call 1-855-733-8308 or visit www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
Do Not Call Bank of America Corporation with questions regarding the Settlement or this Claim Form.
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TIME SENSITIVE COURT-ORDERED REQUIRED ACTION
ON YOUR PART
Dear Brokerage Firm, Bank or Nominee:
In March 2012 you were notified of the Court’s certification of the action titled In re Bank of
America Corp. Securities Litigation, Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC) to proceed as a class
action and the Court’s order that notice be sent to all potential Class Members (the “Class
Notice”). A proposed settlement of this action has been reached and the Court has now ordered
that notice of the proposed settlement be provided to members of the Class.1
If you previously submitted the names and addresses of all potential Class Members for whom
you act as a broker or nominee (the “Beneficial Owners”) in response to the Class Notice, you do
NOT need to submit those names and addresses again. GCG will mail the enclosed Notice
Packet to such Beneficial Owners. If you have names and addresses of Beneficial Owners that
were not previously submitted to GCG in response to the Class Notice, you must provide these
names and addresses to GCG at In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The
Garden City Group, Inc., P.O. Box 9876, Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776 with seven (7) calendar days.
If you previously requested copies of the Class Notice to forward directly to the Beneficial
Owners, GCG will forward the same number of Notice Packets to you to send to the Beneficial
Owners. Pursuant to the Class Notice, you should have retained your mailing records for use in
connection with this mailing and any further notices provided in this action. If you require more
copies than you previously requested, please contact GCG toll-free at (855) 733-8308. You must
mail the Notice Packets to the Beneficial Owners within seven (7) calendar days of your receipt
of the packets.
If you neither submitted names and addresses of Beneficial Owners nor requested copies to send
to Beneficial Owners in response to the Class Notice, you must now either submit their names
and addresses to GCG or request from GCG sufficient copies of the Notice Packet to forward to
all such Beneficial Owners within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of this letter.
For further details, please refer to Paragraphs 121-123 of the enclosed Settlement Notice.
Sincerely,
GCG
Claims Administrator
The Class is defined in paragraph 1 of the enclosed Settlement Notice. The Class includes all persons
and entities who (i) held Bank of America Corporation (“BoA”) common stock as of October 10, 2008,
and were entitled to vote on the merger between BoA and Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (“Merrill”);
(ii) purchased or otherwise acquired BoA common stock during the period from September 18, 2008
through January 21, 2009, inclusive, excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by exchanging
stock of Merrill for BoA stock through the merger between the two companies consummated on
January 1, 2009; (iii) purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011 call options of BoA from
September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclusive; or (iv) purchased BoA common stock issued
under the Registration Statement and Prospectus for the BoA common stock offering that occurred on or
about October 7, 2008.
1
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AFFIDAVITS
IN THE MATTER
OF: BANK OF AMERICA
STATE OF NEW YORK:

ss:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK:

I, Tim Hart, being duly sworn, hereby certify that (a) I am the Vice President- Financial
Advertising of FT Publications, Inc., Publisher of the FINANCIAL TIMES, a daily newspaper
published and of general circulation in the City and County of New York, and (b) that the Notice of
which the annexed is a copy was published in ALL EDITI~NS OF THE FINANCIAL TIMES ON

THE3"DAYOF~~Y20~3
TIM HART

f

l~

j\.

VICE-PRESIDJ~:O:~~:SING

-FINA CIAL ADVERTISING:

SWORN TO BEFORE ME THIS:
HOPE KAYE

Hope Kaye

Notary Public, State of New York

NOTARY PUBLIC

in Ne"':' York
CommiSSIOn Expires

No. 01 KA4944197

Qual~e~

Coun~~ t?-~LIP
,

~,__}!:£.<.-{'"--

,/;
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UBS faces Herculean cleanup job

Action urged on Citi

Winding down the non-core

BANKS

News analysis
The task of shrinking the
investment bank is a big
one – and it is not without
its costs and risks,
writes Daniel Schäfer
The record $1.5bn fine paid by UBS
over Libor manipulation and other
regulatory breaches was yet another
public relations disaster for Switzerland’s biggest bank. But for Sergio
Ermotti, chief executive, it marked a
leap forward in his attempt to clean
up the lender’s many legacy issues.
The hefty fine ended a year in
which the Swiss bank has seen one of
its former traders go to jail, paid a
penalty for the largest trading loss in
British history and experienced a
SFr349m ($382m) loss on the botched
Facebook initial public offering.
Together with the Libor issue, it all
added impetus to a decision by UBS to
drop its longstanding ambition to
become a global full-service investment banking powerhouse.
However, the shrinking of the
investment bank by winding down
most of its fixed income business
might continue to cause management
headaches for several more years.
So far, the strategy to cut the
investment bank in half by at least
partially exiting areas such as bond,
structured products and sovereign
debt trading has sent the bank’s share
price about a fifth higher since late
October.
Mr Ermotti hopes the move will
turn the investment bank into a nimble and less risky unit that can
achieve a pre-tax return on equity of
more than 15 per cent.
However, investors and rival bankers are starting to assess the costs and
risks of winding down a SFr560bn balance sheet filled with derivatives,
securities and other trading assets.
And some are quite sceptical.
“Decommissioning an investment
bank is like decommissioning Chernobyl,” the head of a rival investment
bank says.
One analyst recently likened the
move to Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow, saying this was certainly a good
idea but “one still did not want to be
part of his Grand Armée at the time”
when only 5 per cent of the force
made it home.
But what exactly is Switzerland’s
largest bank by assets doing in its
“Corporate Center” – as the non-core
unit is called – how is it doing this
and what are the risks?
Analysts and banking industry
insiders point out one main difference
to most other banks’ non-core units,
including the division that UBS has
set up in conjunction with the Swiss
National Bank.
At UBS, the portfolio has been built
up since 2010, long after the crisis
started, and has been filled with
healthy, not “toxic” assets.
More than half of the portfolio is
made up of derivative assets and it
has no significant market risk as positions are fully hedged and the contracts mostly do not conform to
incoming tougher capital rules, called
Basel III.
That will spawn the interest of
investors that do not have to adhere
to those rules: hedge funds, asset
managers and emerging market banks
on the hunt for a bargain.
They might be disappointed, however. “We will exit these businesses
over an extended period of time to
minimise [the] impact on results,”
UBS said in a recent investor presentation.
Richard Barnes, analyst at Standard
& Poor’s, says UBS does not need to
dispose of the assets at fire sale
prices: “The big question is: are the
market conditions supportive enough
to allow them to do this in the timeframe they are planning? But their
regulatory capital position means

Balance sheet reduction plan
Risk-weighted assets (SFr bn)

Investment bank

Legacy portfolio

Positions to be exited

Pre-tax profit/loss by business

Risk-weighted assets (SFr bn)

Jan-Sep 2012 (SFr bn)

250

50

200

40

Cash (expected exit schedule)
OTC (natural decay)

Wealth management
Americas

Targets
150

30
Transfer to
Corporate
Center

100

Investment bank
Global asset
management

20

50

Retail & Corporate

10

Corporate Center*

*

0
Q3-2012
as reported

Q3-2012
pro-forma

0
Q4-2013

Q4-2015

Q4-2017

Source: company

‘They are
not forced
sellers so
they can
take their
time’
Richard Barnes
S&P analyst

they are not forced sellers so they can
take their time if necessary.”
The bank is using a lot of resources
to minimise losses. Carsten Kengeter,
a seasoned fixed income banker and
former head of UBS’s investment
bank, is heading the non-core unit,
which will have about 200 traders and
several hundred back office bankers
to support them.
In a painstaking process, they will
check each product and decide
whether to sell it individually or to
bundle it with other assets that can
then be sold off as a chunk.
When doing that, they cannot look
at maximising their own profits alone.
The portfolio’s size is so huge that
they also have to take into account
the impact on what regulators call

Q32012

Q42013

Q42014

Q42015

“market integrity”. Mr Kengeter
recently told colleagues that the bank
would be careful to avoid skewing the
market by just throwing huge positions at it.
Another problem is that as the bank
is exiting these businesses, revenues
immediately fall by the wayside while
costs – such as information technology and staff – remain.
The bank has already warned of a
potential loss in the fourth quarter.
Some analysts reckon that UBS will
lose almost SFr3bn in annual revenues in its fixed income unit. “It will
be a drag on earnings in this quarter
and the next few quarters but it will
not be material,” Mr Barnes says.
The non-core unit is also no longer
a market maker and will thus, in a

0
Q42016

0
Q42017

Royal Bank of Scotland nears end of noncore rundown
The rundown of Royal Bank of
Scotland’s “noncore” business is
among the most dramatic
shrinkages of any bank in the
world, writes Patrick Jenkins.
A quid pro quo for the UK
government’s 2008 bailout of what
was then Britain’s biggest bank was
the creation of a £258bn noncore
business that would be sold off
and/or closed down.
The project – implemented
alongside other measures such as
a retrenchment from investment
banking – is a very different plan
from UBS’s noncore strategy,
which will wind down fixedincome
investment banking businesses. But
it is no less complicated.
Four years into the fiveyear
mission, Rory Cullinan, the man
with the task of running RBS’s non
core unit, is getting close to the
end, with the portfolio shrunk to
£65bn by the end of September.
After cutting assets at a pace of
about £50bn a year, there will only
be about £20bn to shed this year.

“Our approach in 2013 will be
more akin to mining thin rich
seams rather than the large
opencast mining of assets,” Mr
Cullinan says. “My greatest fear is
complacency: we’ve made excellent
progress to date but we cannot
afford to reduce the pace of our
execution.”
Average deal sizes next year are
set to be about £100m, compared
with a dominance of £1bnplus
transactions up to now. Of the
remaining assets, the biggest
subset remains corporate loans –
£29bn now, compared with £112bn
at inception. Another category,
commercial property, has been
trickier to cut – still £25bn today,
compared with £63bn at the start
of the project.
The biggest single asset sale was
of the Grosvenor House Hotel on
London’s Park Lane, for £470m, to
Sahara India Pariwar, the Indian
conglomerate. But portfolio sales
have been the main route to
shrinkage. Among the largest have

Brian Moynihan
Bank of America CEO

The company is
experiencing a
gradual return to
normality, writes
Tom Braithwaite
Brian Moynihan, the
famously hangdog chief
executive of Bank of
America, is unusually
exercised and upbeat.
“We always knew we
had the capital, we always
knew that the optimisation
was coming, we always
knew we were dealing with
it, but now everybody
does,” he says. “We
literally have the largest
amount of tier one capital
out of anyone in the world
and we’re not the largest
balance sheet.”
A year ago, if you were
looking for a US bank
chief executive to be fired
in 2012, he might have
seemed the best bet.
The stock was below $6,
back at the levels of the
financial crisis. The

Federal Reserve quashed a
plan to return capital to
shareholders. BofA mooted
a monthly fee for debit
cards, then reversed it
amid customer and
political outrage. Investors
were bruised by a
seemingly unending bill for
the mortgage crisis.
However Mr Moynihan,
53, who is now three years
into the job he inherited
from Ken Lewis, has lived
to fight on. Last year could
prove the turning point for
his battle-weary North
Carolina-based bank.
The stock more than
doubled in 2012 and BofA
appears to have put capital
concerns to rest. It became
the first large US bank to
surpass the new target for
capital ratios handed down
by international regulators,
with 8.97 per cent of tier
one common equity against
risk-weighted assets last
quarter.
The gradual return to a
state of normality after the
upheaval and shrinking of
the last few years should
see earnings stream in
from multiple sources, Mr
Moynihan says. For
example, the bank has a
large operation in

Calabasas, California,
dealing with troubled
mortgages. As the loans
recover or homeowners
default, the more than
40,000 staff will be cut,
some of them to be
redeployed into writing
new loans. “Legacy asset
servicing is unique to us,”
says Mr Moynihan. “That
adds earnings leverage to
us that I don’t think other
people have. It’s a good
thing going forward; it’s a
tough thing looking
backwards.”
He is looking forward to
a legacy loan book of
$70bn running off. “If we
replace that with a good
loan book that is plenty of
room to grow the company
over the next couple of
years,” he says. Despite
the new emphasis on
growth opportunities Mr

been the $7.3bn sale of RBS’s
aviation finance business to Japan’s
Sumitomo Mitsui Financial Group;
the divestment of a project finance
business to another Japanese bank,
Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi; and the
split of the Sempra commodities
business between JPMorgan, Noble
Securities and Société Générale.
By this time next year, RBS’s
noncore division should be left
with about £40bn of business that
it knew from the outset would
probably be kept. That portfolio,
comprising loans that are either
about to mature anyway, are
extremely longterm or are simply
unsaleable, will be reintegrated into
the core bank and run off over
their natural lifetime.
As for the noncore staff –
already down to 2,400 from a peak
of 16,000 – the tally will be
whittled down to 200 by the end of
2013. Like Mr Cullinan himself, the
tailenders will have to find other
roles within the bank, or else deem
themselves “noncore”.

Brian Moynihan: the bank
chief has lived to fight on

Moynihan is not
embarrassed about his feat
of shrinking the bank,
pointing to the smaller
credit card business as a
job well done. “Sure the
revenue shrank because we
got rid of $50bn-100bn of
credit card balance over
the last five years,” he
says, adding drily: “There
was a lot of revenue; there
was no profit attached.”
Cost-cutting has been the
defining strategy of Mr
Moynihan’s leadership,
sometimes attracting
criticism, mixed with
delight among rivals, that
the company has
retrenched too much,
losing ground on
mortgages and failing to
take advantage of the
boom in refinancing.
Mr Moynihan says there
is method behind each
example of pruning. He
promises the mortgage
business is on track for
growth with good-quality
homegrown loans.
In trading, “the
opportunity in Asia that
was going up to the sky
has come back down, so
we’ve brought down the
cost. That doesn’t mean we
don’t have the opportunity

to take advantage in Asia
if Asia opens back up
again.”
“In this cost structure,
that’s the one thing that I
always get a little bit
energised about: our people
have been winning in the
market every day, we just
had to get rid of the stuff
we didn’t want,” he says.
Does BofA want Mr
Moynihan? A recurrent
rumour would see Tom
Montag, the former
Goldman Sachs executive
who runs BofA’s wholesale
division, promoted to
replace him. But if there
are ructions, they are well
hidden. Mr Moynihan
praises Mr Montag more
than once; outside
interlocutors of Mr Montag
say he professes the same
respect for Mr Moynihan.
BofA has shown a
capacity for self-inflicted
wounds before and another
serious blow could yet see
its chief executive depart.
But at least at the start of
the new year, Mr
Moynihan is looking more
comfortable in his skin and
his seat than he has
before.
See Lex
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* Includes SFr91m loss from Legacy portfolio

similar way to an asset manager, face
higher transactions costs on its sales,
such as having to pay a bid-offer
spread.
It can nevertheless be highly economical for UBS to dispose of the
portfolio at a speedy pace.
“Selling at a loss can be a perfectly
rational thing to do if it is more than
offset by the capital benefit you get
from it,” Mr Barnes says.
But as the decision to curtail the
investment bank was partly driven by
its many mishaps and compliance failures, the key concern for Mr Ermotti
will be to turn this side of operations
into a “neutral force” that no longer
threatens to damage the reputation
of UBS’s core wealth management
business.

Battleweary Moynihan finds comfort at last
Interview

Wealth management

ON FT.COM
For more on the
Libor scandal,
visit our indepth
page at
www.ft.com/libor

It will be four years this month since
Citigroup hived off its noncore
assets into a separate arm called Citi
Holdings, writes Tom Braithwaite.
At the time it looked to be the last
throw of the dice to stave off
nationalisation after the bank
reported a loss of $18.7bn for 2008.
Now analysts are agitating for a
speedier dissolution of the division,
even if it means realising further
losses.
Citi executives say the strategy
worked, allowing investors to
understand the core business better.
An additional benefit: staff were not
left looking over their shoulder,
worried about which businesses were
being prepared for sale – it was out
in the open.
Into Citi Holdings went a range of
assets, including CitiFinancial, a
consumer finance group with 3,000
branches catering for US customers
but these were distinct from the
urban, international customers that
the bank sees as its base.
Privatelabel credit cards went into
the “bad bank” too, but this business
was later given a reprieve – the only
example so far of Citi’s bringing a
business back into the fold of its
core operations.
Citi’s stake in Smith Barney, the
retail brokerage, also went into
Holdings and this year the bank had
to acknowledge that it was not worth
its book value after agreeing to sell
the remainder of the business to
Morgan Stanley.
That issue causes some concern
about the valuation of the rest of the
Holdings business, which still
contains about $100bn in mortgage
assets.
But, nonetheless, Mike Mayo,
analyst at CLSA, would like to see a
faster disposal. “The big question at
this point is to what degree do you
accelerate the downsizing if it
involves additional marks for bulk
sale discounts,” he says.
Citi argues that the difficulty is not
so much valuation but funding for
buyers. With cheap deposits banks
are in a good position to fund assets
themselves: it is harder, despite ultra
low interest rates, for nonbank
acquirers to have the same source of
steady and cheap liquidity.
Citi has been selling. The assets
have fallen from more than $600bn
in 2008 to $171m last quarter, or 9
per cent of the overall bank.
Mike Corbat, Citi’s new chief
executive, used to run the Holdings
arm, giving some cause for optimism
that he could pursue a faster wind
down. But Mr Corbat has warned
that there is no magic solution.
Mr Mayo says: “We’ll soon be five
years after the financial crisis. Let’s
get on with it. If there’s one message
that comes out loud and clear from
the Japan experience it comes down
to three words – ‘take the pain’.”
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UNITED STATES DlSTRICT COURT
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-,~REBA.;'iK OF Af:.tERJC.~ CORP SECLiR!Tl-E--s:-- ------~ Ma~ter File :-.ro 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
DE RJV.AT!VE, A.'/D E,'-'lPLOYE.E RETIR. E.\tENT INCOME
ECF CASE
_SECL'RlT'!:._~c:I_lE~ISA) _l:_!Tlc;JATIQ_~ _ _ _ - - - - -

CERTIFICATION OF PUBLICATION
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n-IS DOCUMENT RELATES ro·
Cu!l',uliJJt~U So:..:unt1e~ Acuon
-----

------------

SUMMARY N(YflCE Of (I) PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION;
llll SETTLEMENT FAIRNESS HEARING; AND (III) MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATIORl'I'EYS' FEES
lliD REIMBI;-RSEMENI OF liTIGATION~
A!! per.'tUm ami enrilies who (1) held Bank o( America Corporation ('"'BoA'") common stock as or Ck:tober 10, 2008, and
""ere entitled to vote on the merger bdw~n BoA and Menill Lynch & Co., Inc. ("Merrill") that was conswnmoted on
Januur)' t, 2009; (2) purcha~ed or otherwise acquin!d the common stock of BoA during the period from September 18, 2008lhrough
JanuaQ 21, 2()()9, indu~ive, excluding ~hare:s or BoA common stock acquired by uchangiog Merrill common stock for &A
common ~tock through the merger between the two compan.i~; (3) pun:hased or otherwise acquired January 2011 caU options
on BoA common ~tock during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009, inclwive; or (4) purchased &A
comnwn ~tock issued onder the Registration Sll!tement and Prospectus Cor the BoA common stock offering that pccurred on or
about October 7, 2008, and who v•e~ damaged the~ by (the "Class").'

To:

l'LEASE READ THIS ~OTICE C..\REFULLY; YOUR RIGHTS WILL BE AFFECTED BY THE SETfLKMENT OF A CLASS
ACTION LAWSUIT PENDING IN THIS COL'RT.
PLEASE DO NaT CONTACf THE COURT OR THE CLERK'S OFFICE REGARDL"'G THIS NanCE.
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACf BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION REGARDING THIS NanCE.

I,~l

JAN 0 4 ?Oil
('

c /11--Lb-i')-----

20 _ _

, m my capacity as a Principal Clerk

of the Publisher of [~r ~r\u Uork [imrs a daily newspaper of general
circulation printed and published in the City, County and State of New
York, hereby certify that the advertisement annexed hereto
in the editions of

~~dirwMork~imu

'MIS

published

on the following date or dates,

to wit on

--\1 l QLESTIONS A. HOLT THIS NGTICE. THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT, OR YOUR ELIGffiiLITY TO PARTIC[PATE IN THE

SETTLEMENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CO-LEAD COUNSEL OR THE CLAIMS ADMI1';1STRATOR, WHOSE CONTACT
li'rFORMATION IS PROVIDED BELOW. RATHER THAN TO BOA OR THE COURT.
YOU ARt. HEREBY NO riFlED. pursuJJ1t to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and an Order oft.he United Smtes Disttict
Cout1 for the Southern D1~tnct of New York. that Coun·appomted Lead Plamtiffs, the Smte Teachers Retirement System of Ohto; the Ohlo
Pub IC Employees Rettrement Sy,tem, the Teacher Reuremenl System of Texas, Slichting Pensioc:nfunds Zorg en Wel.t.ijn, represented by PGGM
VenluJgen>beheer B.V .•md J-ja1de AP-Fonden. on ~half of thenlSI.!lves and the Court-certified Class, in the above-captioned secwiti.:.s class
<~~'!!<Ill (the "'Actwn'') h..!\C reached a propo~ed ~tdernent of the Action with defendants BoA, Memll, Kenneth D. Lewis, John A. Thain., Joe:
L Pnu~. Nell A
Bane uf Amefl(.a Secunt1e~ LLC. Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner & Smtth Incorporated, Wtlliam Barnet IU, Frank P.
Hralllhk
John r
Gary L Counrrvmotfl, Tommy R Franb, Charles K. Gifford, Monica C. Lozano, Walter E. Massey, Thoma5 1
MaJ.
:V1ttchdl, Thorn.~.~ :VI R)an. O."Templc Sloan. Jr .. Mt!redith R. Spangler, Robert L Tillman, OUldJackie M. Ward (co!lecuvely, the
"De endJnt~'") for $2.41'i.OOO.l)(X) (XJ and cerL.un corporate governance enhancements to be implemented or conttnued by BoA, that, tf approved,
wd[ resnhe all cla1m~ tn the ActiOn

be held un Aprd 5. 1013 at 2.00 p m. before The Honorable P. f<t:vtn Castel, in the Umted States Dismct Coun for the
D..tmd PatrlLK Mo>mhan Umted States Courthouse. 500 Pearl Strcet. Courtroom 12C. New York, NY 10007, to
prupo~ed Settlement ~hould be appro~ed as fa1r, rea\Onabk, and adequate; (!i) whether the Action should be dismi~sed
Defendant~. and the relea~c\ ~po::uficd and described in the Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement dated November
granted; (til) whether the proposed Plan of A!\ocanon should be approved as fair and reasonable; and (iv) whether Co--Lead
..!pphcntlon for anorn9~· fee\ ,wd reimbursement of e;o;po::n ...es ~hould be approved
whether the

Cou

t~el\

member of the CIJ~s. yoJJr rigJ-.L, wtl! be allt:.eted by the pendmg Action and the Senlement, and you may be entitled to share
Fund. If you have not yet received the full printed NotJce of([) Propo~ed Settlement and Plan of Allocatwn; (II) Settlement
Heanng: and ([IJ) ,\lu!ion tor Jn Award of Attorney~· Fees and RcJmbllf"5ement of Litigation Expenses (the "Settlement Notice") and
the !'root of Clatm Form. you rnay obtam coptcs of these documents by contactmg the Claims Admzntstrator at /11 re Bank of Amenca Corp
Si:'C!iWI<:S Litil;ation. cloThe GJrden City Group, Inc, ClaimsAdministr.ltof, P.O. Box 9876, Dublin. Ohio 430!7-5776, (855) 733-8308. Copies
of th:: Senkment \iotKe and Prnor· of ClaJm Form can abo be downloaded from the website for the Action, www boasecuriqesl~, or
trmn Co-L-ead Coun~cl'o; re~pect1ve web\11.<:~
m the

F.JiniC~s

C!J~S Member. 1n urder to be ciJgtble ro rece1ve a payment JJnder the propo~ed Settlement, you must submit a ProofofClatm
no l.tter than Apnl 25, 20! 3 If yoJJ are a Class Member and do not suhnut a proper Proof of Claim Form, you wt!l nul be
to \hare m the dt>tnhuttun ot the net proceeds of the Settlement but you will neverthele~s be bound by any jJJdgments or orders entered
Ill theAct10n

If you .1re a

o;ubmitteU a request for nclu~ion from ·me Cl~s 1n connectwn wtth the Notice of Pendency of Cla.~s Actwn ("Cias~
) ou
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w1th th.; C\.i...., Nouce Jnd you want ttr-opt-back mto the Class and be ehgible to receJve a payment from the Settlement Fund, you mu.~t
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rorth in the Settlement No~J,;e If ynu prevmu~!y submitted a request for exclUSion from Lhe Class in ~onnectmn with the Cla.~s Notice and do not
1rno the C!..t~:rdn accor<Jance w1th the m~tructmns set forth rn Lhe Settlement Nonce, you w1tl not be bound by any Judgmems or orde!""i
the Courf 1n the Act10n Jnd >Ou ,.,til not be eltgible to share tn the net proceeds of the Settlement.

conn~c11~1n

-\ny ohJeCttons to the propmed Settlement, Lhc prupo~ed Plan of Allocation, or Co-Lead Counsel's applicauon for attomeys' fees and
reunhu1.,entent ot e'p.:n'>e~. rnu~t b<!: hied wilh the Court and delivered to Co--Lead Counsel and repre~entaU•e counsel for'DefendaiJts such that
they 1re rnerw•d no lJter th,m ,\larch 5. :!013. m accordance "'lth the tn~truC!!Qn~ set fonh tn the Settlement Nonce
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Kaplan Fo;o; & Kitshetmer LLP
& <Jrm.,mann LLP
Robert N Kaplan. Esq.
MJX W Sager. bq
frt'de"lC S. Fo,:;, Esq
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!!50 Th1rd Avenue. I..Jth F-loor
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i'-iew York. NY 10021
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Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP
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Radnor, PA 19087
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The Dow Minute by Minute

STOCKS & BONDS

Big Gains on Wall Street After the Fiscal Deal

Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals
yesterday.

13,400

By NATHANIEL POPPER

Wall Street cheered an agreement that ended the fiscal impasse in Washington, sending the
Standard & Poor’s 500 to its biggest gains in more than a year on
Wednesday.
After being restrained for
much of the last three months by
the political squabbling over an
array of tax increases and spending cuts known as the fiscal cliff,
investors demonstrated their
new willingness to take risks in a
broad array of financial markets
around the world.
Shares in more speculative investments rose much faster than
blue chips, sending the Russell
2000 index of smaller companies
up 2.8 percent to 873.42, its highest level ever. The benchmark
S.& P. 500-stock index rose 2.5
percent, or 36.23 points, to
1,462.42. One more day of the
same magnitude will bring the index to its highest level since the
2008 financial crisis.
“You’ve just removed a huge
worry from the market,” said
Jonathan Lewis, the chief investment officer at Samson Capital
Advisors. “We’ve been in a never-never land where markets
have not been able to take their
attention off Washington.”
Congress signed off on the deal
late Tuesday night, and it immediately sent stocks soaring first
in Asia and then in Europe. Leading indexes rose 2.6 percent in
France, 2.2 percent in Germany
and 2.9 percent in Hong Kong.
Markets in Japan and mainland
China were closed for holidays.
The Dow Jones industrial average rose 2.4 percent, or 308.41
points, to 13,412.55. The Nasdaq
composite index increased by 3.1
percent, or 92.75 points, to
3,112.26.
Only 31 stocks in the S.& P. 500
dropped on Wednesday. Technology and financial stocks did particularly well, as did stocks that
offer generous dividends. The
agreement on Tuesday raised the

13,300

13,200
Previous close
13,104.14

13,100
10 a.m.
Source: Bloomberg
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The New York Stock Exchange on Wednesday morning. The Dow finished up 2.4 percent.
tax rate on dividends to 20 percent from 15 percent, less than
President Obama had proposed.
In the United States, share
prices gained most in the first 30
minutes of the day and then plateaued before a brief spike just
before trading closed.
Many market strategists were
worried that Wednesday’s rally
would not last long because of the
questions that were not addressed by the fiscal accord.
While the deal provides a longterm settlement on tax rates, it
delayed for only two months $110
billion of spending cuts that were
supposed to start on Jan. 1. Congress also put off a decision about
limits on government borrowing,
known as the debt ceiling.
The Treasury Department has
said that the government hit the
ceiling at the end of 2012 and it
will be able to finance the budget
only by using extraordinary
measures until March. Republican leaders in the House of Rep-

resentatives have said they will
raise the borrowing limit only if
Democrats agree to more spending cuts.
That debate may well be more
fractious than what has taken
place in recent weeks, analysts
said.
Leon LeBrecque, the founder
of the asset management firm
LJPR, said that Wednesday’s rally would not last long as investors turned their attention to the
unanswered questions.
“We’re in a three-act play, but
we’re only through with Act 1,”
said Mr. LeBrecque. “Everyone
is happy about the first act. The
real question is what happens
next.”
The last time the government
reached its borrowing limit, in
2011, Congress approved an increase at the last minute. This led
Standard & Poor’s ratings services to strip the United States of
its triple-A credit rating. There is
widespread concern that one of

the other two major credit ratings agencies will lower their rating of American government
debt in the coming months.
On Wednesday, Moody’s Investors Service said that the fiscal pact did not help the nation’s
debt and deficit problems and
“will likely be a constraint on
growth in coming quarters.” It
said the looming negotiations
over spending cuts and lifting the
debt ceiling add “uncertainty to
the outcome of negotiations.”
“The debt trajectory resulting
from this process is likely to determine whether the Aaa rating
is returned to a stable outlook or
downgraded” by one notch to
Aa1, the Moody’s report said.
But there is hope in some quarters of Wall Street that with each
new crisis, and each last-minute
fix, the risks to the markets grow
less severe as investors become
convinced that politicians eventually find solutions to their disagreements. Michael Purves, the

U.S. Manufacturing Increased Slightly in December
WASHINGTON (AP) — American manufacturing grew slightly
last month and factory hiring increased. The modest gains suggested that the economy entered
the new year with some momentum.
The Institute for Supply Management, a trade group for purchasing managers, said on
Wednesday that its index of manufacturing activity rose in December to 50.7. That is up from a
reading of 49.5 in November,
which was the lowest reading
since July 2009, one month after
the recession ended.
A reading above 50 indicates
growth, while a reading below
signals contraction.
A measure of employment increased last month to 52.7. That is
up from 48.4 in November, which
was the first time the employment gauge fell below 50 in three
years.
Factories have cut jobs in three
of the four months through No-

vember, according to government data. The increase in employment in the I.S.M. survey
suggests manufacturers may
have stepped up hiring last
month.
The Labor Department is
scheduled to report on December
employment on Friday.
A gauge of new orders was unchanged and production grew
more slowly, the survey found.
Manufacturers also cut back on
stockpiles, a sign of concern
about future demand.
The closely watched manufacturing survey was completed before Congress reached a deal to
avoid the impending expiration
of Bush era tax cuts.
The last-minute deal passed
Tuesday averts widespread tax
increases and delays deep spending cuts that had threatened to
push the country back into recession. But most Americans will
see some increase in taxes this
year, which will most likely slow

consumer spending.
A gauge of export orders rose
above 50 for the first time in six
months, according to the I.S.M.
survey. That is a hopeful sign that
overseas economies are improving, raising demand for American
goods.
A survey in China on Monday
found manufacturing activity in
that country expanded for the
third consecutive month. That
adds to evidence that its economy is improving after a slowdown last year.
Growth in the American economy is being driven by other sectors, like housing. The Commerce
Department reported Wednesday that construction companies
spent more on home building in
November, rising 0.4 percent for
its eighth monthly increase.
Overall construction spending,
however, slipped 0.3 percent because of a 5.5 percent drop in
spending on federal government
projects. Spending on commer-

Energy Drink’s ‘No Crash’ Claim Is Disputed
From First Business Page
Energy, Red Bull, Monster Energy and Rockstar Energy all say
their products contain proprietary blends of ingredients that
provide a range of mental and
physical benefits. But the companies have conducted few studies
to show that the costly products
provide anything more than a
blast of caffeine, a stimulant
found in beverages like coffee,
tea or cola-flavored sodas.
The dispute over 5-Hour Energy’s claim also comes as regulatory review of the high-caffeine
drinks is increasing. The Food
and Drug Administration recently disclosed that it had received
reports over the last four years
citing the possible role of 5-Hour
Energy in 13 deaths. The mention
of a product in an F.D.A. report
does not mean it caused a death
or injury. Living Essentials says
it knows of no problems related
to its products.
The issue surrounding the
company’s “no crash” claim
dates to 2007, when National Advertising Division began reviewing all of 5-Hour Energy’s marketing claims. That same year,
the company conducted a clinical
trial of the energy shot that compared it to Red Bull and Monster
Energy.
At the time, Living Essentials
was already using the “No crash
later” claim. An article on
Wednesday in The New York
Times reported that the study
had shown that 24 percent of
those who used 5-Hour Energy
suffered a “moderately severe”
crash hours after consuming it.
The study reported higher crash
rates for Red Bull and Monster
Energy.
When asked how those find-

Noon
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5-Hour Energy says users will
not experience letdowns later.
ings squared with the company’s
“no crash” claim, Elaine Lutz, a
spokeswoman for Living Essentials, said the company had
amended the claim after the 2007
review by the National Advertising Division. In doing so, it added
an asterisklike mark after the
claim on product labels and in
promotions. The mark referred to
additional labeling language stating that “no crash means no sugar crash.” Unlike Red Bull and
Monster Energy, 5-Hour Energy
does not contain sugar.
Ms. Lutz said that based on the
modification, the advertising accuracy group “found all of our
claims to be substantiated.”

However, Ms. Levine, the advertising group’s director, took
sharp exception to that assertion,
saying it mischaracterized the
group’s decision. And a review of
the reports suggested that Living
Essentials had simply added language of its choosing to its label
rather than doing what the group
had recommended — drop the
“no crash” claim altogether.
That review concluded that the
company’s 2007 study had shown
there was evidence to support a
“qualified claim that 5-Hour Energy results in less of a crash
than Red Bull and Monster” Energy. But it added the study,
which showed that 5-Hour Energy users experienced caffeinerelated crashes, was inadequate
to support a “no crash” claim.
Ms. Levine said Living Essentials had apparently decided to
use the parts of the group’s report that it liked and ignore others.
Companies “are not permitted
to mischaracterize our decisions
or misuse them for commercial
purposes,” she said.
She said the group planned to
notify Living Essentials that it
was reopening its review of the
“no crash later” claim. If the
company fails to respond or provides an inadequate response,
the National Advertising Division
will probably refer the matter to
the F.T.C., she said.
A Democratic lawmaker, Representative Edward Markey of
Massachusetts, has asked that
the agency review energy drink
marketing claims.
Asked about the position of the
National Advertising Division,
Ms. Lutz, the 5-Hour Energy
spokeswoman, stated in an
e-mail that the “no sugar crash”
language had been added to address the group’s concern.

cial buildings, like office buildings and shopping malls, also fell.
This was the first decline in overall construction spending since
March and followed a 0.7 percent
increase in October, which was
revised lower.
There have been some positive
signs for factory production. In
November, companies substantially increased their orders for a
category of large equipment that
reflects their investment plans.
That followed a big increase in
the same category in October.

chief global strategist for Weeden
& Company, compared the debates in Washington to horror
movies: “Once you see the first
movie, the sequels are never as
scary.”
He said that at least for the
near term, the resolution in
Washington should allow investors to focus on the growing signs
of improvements in the American
economy.
The Institute for Supply Management said on Wednesday that
manufacturing in the United
States expanded slightly in December. Its manufacturing activity index rose to 50.7 points in December, up from 49.5 in November. Even more important data
will come on Friday, when the
monthly jobs report is released.
In the bond market, investors
sold off the longer-dated Treasuries that have been used as safe

2 p.m.

4 p.m.
THE NEW YORK TIMES

havens in recent years. The price
of the Treasury’s 10-year note fell
22/32, to 984/32, while its yield rose
to 1.84 percent, from 1.76 percent
late Monday.
Following are the results of
Wednesday’s Treasury auction of
four-week, three-month and sixmonth bills:
(000 omitted in dollar figures)
Price................................................................
99.994
High Rate ......................................................
0.075
Coupon Yield ................................................
0.076
Low Rate .......................................................
0.050
Median Rate.................................................
0.065
Total applied for..........................................$176,111,834
Accepted........................................................ $40,000,114
Noncompetitive...........................................
$248,361
The four-week bills mature on Jan. 31, 2013.
(000 omitted in dollar figures)
3-Mo. Bills 6-Mo. Bills
Price
99.981
99.939
High Rate
0.075
0.120
Investment Rate
0.076
0.122
Low Rate
0.000
0.095
Median Rate
0.070
0.115
Total applied for
$145,246925 $139,489,911
Accepted
$32,000,025 $28,000,697
Noncompetitive
$506,739
$460,564
Both issues are dated Jan. 3, 2013. The threemonth bills mature on April 4, 2013, and the sixmonth bills mature on July 5, 2013.
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AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF TEXAS
CITY AND COUNTY OF DALLAS)
I, Albert Fox, being duly sworn, depose and say that I am the Advertising Clerk of the Publisher
of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, a daily national newspaper of general circulation throughout
the United States, and that the notice attached to this Affidavit has been regularly
published in THE WALL STREET JOURNAL for National distribution for
insertion(s) on the following date(s):
JAN-03-2013;
ADVERTISER: Bank of America Corp. Securities;
and that the foregoing statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Sworn to before me this
3
day of January
2013

Notary Public
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:'<~''''~~·~,,. . ,,.
~~~~-~
DONNA HESTER
~ \..~) § Notary Public, State of Texas
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BIGGEST 1,000 STOCKS
WSJ.com/stocks

v-Trading halted on primary market.
vj-In bankruptcy or receivership or
being reorganized under the
Bankruptcy Code, or securities
assumed by such companies.

Wall Street Journal stock tables reflect composite regular trading as of 4 p.m. and
changes in the closing prices from 4 p.m. the previous day.

Wednesday, January 2, 2013

NYSE

CBS/A 39.21
CBS 39.30
CF 207.24
GIB 23.36
CIT 39.04
CMS 24.81
CNA 28.96
CNH 43.01
CEO 226.60
CPL 21.66
CRH 20.93
CSX 20.17
CVI 49.63
CVS 49.68
CVC 15.21
COG 49.23
CPN 18.15
CPT 68.58
CCJ 20.22
CAM 58.17
CPB 35.92
CM 81.29
CNI 92.27
CNQ 29.66
CP 105.60
CAJ 40.14
COF 61.23
CAH 41.69
CFN 29.28
CSL 60.48
KMX 37.72
CCL 37.50
CUK 39.36
CAT 93.50
46.50
CE
CX 10.34
CNCO 16.77
CVE 34.17
CNP 19.62
EBR 3.24
CTL 40.18
CCU 31.77
CGV 30.98
CHK 16.60
CVX 110.39
CBI 47.27
CEA 20.60
LFC 52.62
CHL 59.53
SNP 118.26
ZNH 26.07
CHA 57.97
CHU 16.62
CMG 301.06
CB 76.90
CHT 32.32
CHD 54.56
55.16
CI
XEC 58.25
41.25
C
CLF 38.81
CLX 74.09
COH 55.13
CIE 25.33

1.23
1.25
4.08
0.23
0.40
0.43
0.95
2.72
6.60
0.70
0.59
0.44
0.84
1.33
0.27
-0.51
0.02
0.37
0.50
1.71
1.03
0.68
1.26
0.79
3.98
0.93
3.30
0.51
0.70
1.72
0.18
0.73
0.61
3.89
1.97
0.47
0.44
0.63
0.37
0.12
1.06
0.14
0.46
-0.02
2.25
0.92
0.50
2.93
0.81
3.34
0.22
1.12
0.33
3.60
1.58
-0.02
0.99
1.70
0.52
1.69
0.24
0.87
-0.38
0.77
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áHess

HewlettPk
s HollyFrontier
HomeDpt
HondaMtr ADS
s Honeywell
s HormelFood
áDR Horton
Hospira
HostHtlRsrt
s HuanengPwr
HubbellA
HubbellB
Humana
Huntsman
HyattHotels
s ICICI Bk ADS
IHS A
ING Grp ADS
s Invesco
ITC Hldgs
IamGold
s IDEX
IL Tool
Indosat
Inergy
s InfosysADS
IngRnd A
s Ingredion
IntegrysEngy
s InCntHtl ADS
IntercntlExch
IBM
s IntFlavor
IntGameTch
s IntPaper
Interpublic
IronMtn
ItauUnibanco ADS
JPMorgChas
JabilCircuit
JacobEngrg
JamesHardieADS
Jarden
JefferiesGp
JohnsJohns
JohnsCtrl
JonsLngLaSal
JoyGlbl
JunprNtwk
KBFinc ADS
KBR
KT Crp ADS
s KSCitySo
áKellogg
KeyCp
KimbClark
áKimcoRealty
KindrMrgEgy
KinderMorgan
s KindrMrgMg
KinrossGld
t Kohl's
s KoreaElecPwr
KosmosEnergy
Kroger
s Kubota ADS
Kyocera
LATAMAirlinesADS
LG DisplayADS
s L 3Comm
LabCpAm
LasVegasSands
Lazard
LearCorp
s LegPlatt
s Lennar A
Lennar B
LeucdaNat
Level3Comm
LbtyProp

Net
Sym Close Chg
HES 53.71
HPQ 15.02
HFC 46.61
HD 63.48
HMC 38.36
HON 64.75
HRL 32.01
DHI 20.39
HSP 31.78
HST 16.14
HNP 38.43
HUB/A 80.25
HUB/B 86.66
HUM 68.44
HUN 16.25
39.42
H
IBN 45.50
IHS 98.05
ING 9.59
IVZ 26.96
ITC 78.64
IAG 11.78
IEX 47.93
ITW 61.98
IIT 33.50
NRGY 19.14
INFY 42.83
49.47
IR
INGR 67.00
TEG 53.59
IHG 28.54
ICE 124.92
IBM 196.35
IFF 68.35
IGT 14.60
40.49
IP
IPG 11.63
IRM 32.08
ITUB 16.88
JPM 44.66
JBL 19.60
JEC 43.75
JHX 49.20
JAH 53.00
JEF 18.96
JNJ 70.84
JCI 31.49
JLL 86.10
JOY 66.00
JNPR 20.55
KB 36.83
KBR 30.65
KT 16.79
KSU 86.14
56.91
K
KEY 8.78
KMB 86.38
KIM 19.53
KMP 83.58
KMI 36.53
KMR 78.58
KGC 9.86
KSS 42.21
KEP 14.74
KOS 12.64
KR 26.37
KUB 59.50
KYO 93.40
LFL 23.44
LPL 14.93
LLL 77.55
LH 87.58
LVS 48.75
LAZ 31.27
LEA 47.45
LEG 27.75
LEN 39.88
LEN/B 31.58
LUK 24.22
LVLT 23.95
LRY 36.04

0.75
0.77
0.06
1.63
1.42
1.28
0.80
0.61
0.54
0.47
1.28
2.58
2.03
-0.19
0.35
0.85
1.89
2.05
0.10
0.87
1.73
0.31
1.40
1.17
0.43
0.95
0.56
1.51
2.57
1.37
0.72
1.11
4.80
1.81
0.43
0.65
0.61
1.03
0.43
0.99
0.31
1.18
0.47
1.30
0.39
0.74
0.82
2.16
2.22
0.88
0.93
0.73
0.05
2.66
1.06
0.36
1.95
0.21
3.79
1.20
3.12
0.14
-0.77
0.77
0.29
0.35
1.88
2.05
-0.12
0.45
0.93
0.96
2.59
1.43
0.61
0.53
1.21
1.04
0.43
0.84
0.25

Stock
EliLilly
LimitedBrnds
áLnclnNtl
LinkedInA
s LloydsGp ADS
LockhdMartin
Loews
Lorillard
Lowe's
s LuxottGp
s LyondellBasell
M&T Bnk
MDU Res
MGMResortsIntl
MSCI
MSC IndDir A
Macerich
Macys
áMagelnPtnrs
s MagnaInt
Manulife
MarathnOil
s MarathonPetroleum
áMarkel
MarkWstEngy
MarriottInt A
MarshMcL
s MrtnMarMat
s Masco
s MasterCard
McCrmkCo
McCrmkCo Vtg
McDonalds
McGrawH
McKesson
MeadJohnNutr
s áMeadWVaco
Mechel OAO
s Mednax
Medtronic
Merck
MetLife
MetroPCS Comm
s MetlrToledo
MichaelKorsHldgs
MindrayMed ADS
s MitsuUFJ ADS
s MizuhoFnl ADS
MobileTelsys
MohawkInd
MolsonCoors A
MolsonCoors B
s Monsanto
s Moodys
MorgStan
Mosaic
s MotorolaSolutions
áMurphyOil
s NCR
NRG Engy
NTTDoCoMoADS
NVEnergy
NVR
NYSE Euronext
NaborInd
NtlFuelGas
NtlGrid ADS
NtlOilwellVarco
s NetSuite
NY CmntyBcp
s Newell
NewfldExpl
NewmtMin
s Nexen
NextEraEngy
Nidec ADS
NielsenHoldings
Nike B
Nippon ADS
NiSource
Noble
NobleEngy

Net
Sym Close Chg
LLY 49.51
LTD 47.40
LNC 27.41
LNKD112.65
LYG 3.28
LMT 93.27
41.53
L
LO 120.73
LOW 36.19
LUX 42.46
LYB 59.17
MTB 101.03
MDU 21.72
MGM 12.27
MSCI 32.13
MSM 77.00
MAC 58.80
38.31
M
MMP 45.11
MGA 51.29
MFC 13.87
MRO 31.65
MPC 64.01
MKL 439.02
MWE 52.67
MAR 38.79
MMC 35.52
MLM 96.99
MAS 17.07
MA 510.27
MKC 65.23
MKC/V 65.00
MCD 90.12
MHP 55.72
MCK 97.60
MJN 68.81
MWV 32.52
MTL 7.33
MD 84.09
MDT 41.88
MRK 41.34
MET 35.15
PCS 9.70
MTD 197.88
KORS 51.51
MR 30.17
MTU 5.56
MFG 3.80
MBT 18.77
MHK 93.17
TAP/A 43.34
TAP 43.54
MON 96.15
MCO 51.77
MS 19.62
MOS 57.51
MSI 56.20
MUR 60.58
NCR 26.20
NRG 22.90
DCM 14.54
NVE 18.58
NVR 930.13
NYX 31.87
NBR 14.80
NFG 50.92
NGG 57.71
NOV 70.04
69.00
N
NYCB 13.41
NWL 22.61
NFX 27.26
NEM 46.90
NXY 26.95
NEE 70.52
NJ 14.81
NLSN 30.99
NKE 51.84
NTT 21.37
25.25
NI
NE 36.15
NBL 103.25

0.19
0.34
1.51
-2.17
0.08
0.98
0.78
4.06
0.67
1.11
2.08
2.56
0.48
0.63
1.14
1.62
0.50
-0.71
1.92
1.27
0.28
0.99
1.01
5.60
1.66
1.52
1.05
2.71
0.48
18.99
1.70
1.78
1.91
1.05
0.64
2.92
0.65
0.40
4.57
0.86
0.40
2.21
-0.24
4.58
0.48
-2.53
0.14
0.14
0.12
2.70
0.69
0.75
1.88
1.45
0.50
0.88
0.52
1.03
0.72
-0.09
0.13
0.44
10.13
0.33
0.35
0.23
0.27
1.69
1.70
0.31
0.34
0.48
0.46
0.01
1.33
0.24
0.40
0.24
0.34
0.36
1.33
1.51

Net
Sym Close Chg

Stock
Nokia

s NmuraHldg

Nordstm
NorflkSo

áNE Util

NorthrpGrum
Novartis ADS
NovoNordisk
Nucor
NuSTAR Engy
OGE Engy
áONEOK
áONEOK Ptnrs
OcciPete
OceanrgInt
Och-ZiffCapMgmt
OcwenFnl
OilStatesInt
s Omnicare
Omnicom
s Orix ADS
s OwensCorng
PG&E
PNC FnlSvcs
s PPG Ind
PPL
PVH Corp.
s PackCpAm
Pall
PaloAltoNetworks
Panasonic ADS
ParkerHan
PartnerRe
PeabdyEngy
Pearson ADS
PennWestPetroleum
PenneyJC
s Pentair
PepcoHldg
PepsiCo
s áPerkinElmer
PtroChna ADS
PetrlBra ADS
PtrlBras ADS A
Pfizer
PhilipMrrsIntl
PhlpLngDst
s PhlpsEl
s Phillips66
PinaclWCap
PionrNtrlRes
PlnsAmPipe
s PlainsExplr
s PlumCrk
PolarisInd
PrtglTlcom ADS
Posco
PotashCp
Praxair
s PrecisnCast
PrncpFinGp
áProctGamb
ProgrsvCp
Prologis
PrudentialFnl
s PrudentialPLC
PubSvcEnt
PubStrg
s PulteGp
QEPRes
s QuantaSvcs
QuestDiag
s RPM
s RackspaceHstng
s RalcpHldg
RalphLaurenA
RangeRes
RayJamFnl
s Rayonier
Raytheon
s RealogyHoldings
RltyIncoCp

NOK 4.11
NMR 6.12
JWN 53.63
NSC 63.29
NU 39.82
NOC 68.17
NVS 63.83
NVO 165.88
NUE 44.78
NS 44.27
OGE 57.46
OKE 44.11
OKS 55.76
OXY 78.16
OII 55.89
OZM 9.85
OCN 35.75
OIS 72.64
OCR 36.50
OMC 51.46
58.67
IX
OC 38.35
PCG 40.84
PNC 59.54
PPG 138.55
PPL 29.09
PVH 111.80
PKG 39.00
PLL 62.19
PANW 51.23
6.27
PC
PH 87.66
PRE 81.45
BTU 25.84
PSO 19.68
PWE 10.99
JCP 20.84
PNR 50.61
POM 20.25
PEP 69.33
PKI 32.09
PTR 145.79
PBR 19.60
PBR/A 19.43
PFE 25.91
PM 86.74
PHI 62.96
PHG 27.20
PSX 55.26
PNW 52.40
PXD 109.75
PAA 46.99
PXP 47.50
PCL 45.40
PII 86.22
5.01
PT
PKX 85.26
POT 41.31
PX 112.58
PCP 192.98
PFG 29.09
PG 69.39
PGR 21.69
PLD 37.35
PRU 56.02
PUK 29.60
PEG 30.93
PSA 146.09
PHM 18.60
QEP 30.62
PWR 27.91
DGX 58.66
RPM 30.21
RAX 77.06
RAH 89.72
RL 152.10
RRC 62.05
RJF 39.98
RYN 52.63
RTN 58.62
RLGY 41.38
41.11
O

RedHat

RHT 54.60 1.64

s ReedElsvr NV ENL 30.11 0.53
s ReedElsvr ADS RUK 42.56 0.52

RegencyCtrs REG 47.53 0.41
RegencyEngy RGP 22.54 0.86
RegionsFin RF
7.31 0.18
ReinsGA
RGA 55.25 1.73
s RelianceStl RS
64.57 2.47
RensHldg
RNR 80.97 -0.29
RepSvcs
RSG 29.53 0.20
ResMed
RMD 42.48 0.91
ReynoldsAmer RAI 42.88 1.45
RioTinto ADS RIO 59.92 1.83
s RobHalfIntl RHI 32.56 0.74
RockTenn A RKT 71.34 1.43
s Rockwell
ROK 86.09 2.10
RckwllCol
COL 59.30 1.13
RckwdHldgs ROC 50.43 0.97
s RogerComm B RCI 46.28 0.76
s RoperInd
ROP 114.48 3.00
RowanCos
RDC 32.21 0.94
s RoylBkCan
RY 61.39 1.09
s RylBkScotADS RBS 11.00 0.21
RylCaribn
RCL 35.39 1.39
RylDutchShl A RDS/A 69.23 0.28
RylDutchShl B RDS/B 71.05 0.16
SAIC
SAI 11.46 0.14
s SAP ADS
SAP 82.40 2.02
SK Tele ADS SKM 15.76 -0.07
SL GrnRlty
SLG 78.43 1.78
Safeway
SWY 18.35 0.26
StJudeMed STJ 36.61 0.47
s Salesforce.com CRM 171.17 3.07
SallyBeauty SBH 24.73 1.16
s áSanofiADS
SNY 47.92 0.54
Sasol
SSL 43.66 0.37
SCANA
SCG 46.81 1.17
Schlumbgr
SLB 71.40 2.10
SchwabC
SCHW 15.08 0.72
ScrippsNetA SNI 59.41 1.49
SeaDrill
SDRL 38.13 1.33
SmpraEngy SRE 72.18 1.24
SrHsngTr
SNH 23.99 0.35
ServiceNow NOW 30.20 0.17
s áShawCom B SJR 23.05 0.07
áSherwinWil SHW 156.68 2.86
ShinhanFnlGp SHG 38.30 1.66
s Siemens ADS SI 110.95 1.48
SignetJeweler SIG 53.84 0.44
áSilverWheaton SLW 37.02 0.94
SimonProp SPG 159.80 1.71
SinShngPet ADS SHI 36.05 -0.26
SmthNphw ADS SNN 55.73 0.33
s Smucker
SJM 89.66 3.42
s SnapOn
SNA 80.86 1.87
ScQuim ADS SQM 58.49 0.85
SolarWinds SWI 54.52 2.07
s SoleraHldg SLH 54.69 1.22
SonyADS
SNE 11.51 0.31
Southern
SO 43.78 0.97
SoCopper
SCCO 39.18 1.32
SowestAir
LUV 10.47 0.23
áSowestEngy SWN 33.35 -0.06
SpectraEnergy SE 28.06 0.68
áSpectraEngyPtnr SEP 31.96 0.73
SprintNextel S
5.79 0.12
StanleyBlDck SWK 75.44 1.47
áStrwdHtlRsrt HOT 59.35 1.99
s StateSt
STT 48.32 1.31
Statoil ADS STO 25.60 0.56
SterltInd
9.00 0.39
SLT
STMicroelec STM 7.42 0.18
Stryker
SYK 55.88 1.06
s SumitomoMitsADS SMFG 7.59 0.25
SunLfFnl
SLF 27.15 0.62
SuncorEngy SU 33.90 0.92
s SunocoLgst SXL 52.10 2.37
SunTrustBk STI 29.26 0.91
Syngnta ADS SYT 81.48 0.68
Sysco
SYY 31.90 0.52
Continued on page C9
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NEW YORK, Jan. 3, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- The following statement is being issued by Kaplan Fox &
Kilsheimer LLP, Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check LLP
regarding the Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation.
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP. SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
INCOME SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION
THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO: Consolidated Securities Action, Master File No. 09 MDL 2058
(PKC), ECF CASE
SUMMARY NOTICE OF (I) PROPOSED SETTLEMENT AND PLAN OF ALLOCATION; (II)
SETTLEMENT FAIRNESS HEARING; AND (III) MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES
To: All persons and entities who (1) held Bank of America Corporation ("BoA") common stock
as of October 10, 2008, and were entitled to vote on the merger between BoA and Merrill
Lynch & Co., Inc. ("Merrill") that was consummated on January 1, 2009; (2) purchased or
otherwise acquired the common stock of BoA during the period from September 18, 2008
through January 21, 2009, inclusive, excluding shares of BoA common stock acquired by
exchanging Merrill common stock for BoA common stock through the merger between the
two companies; (3) purchased or otherwise acquired January 2011 call options on BoA
common stock during the period from September 18, 2008 through January 21, 2009,
inclusive; or (4) purchased BoA common stock issued under the Registration Statement and
Prospectus for the BoA common stock offering that occurred on or about October 7, 2008,
and who were damaged thereby (the "Class").(fn 1)
PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE CAREFULLY; YOUR RIGHTS WILL BE AFFECTED BY THE
SETTLEMENT OF A CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT PENDING IN THIS COURT.
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THE COURT OR THE CLERK'S OFFICE REGARDING THIS NOTICE.
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION REGARDING THIS NOTICE.
ALL QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS NOTICE, THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT, OR YOUR ELIGIBILITY
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SETTLEMENT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO CO-LEAD COUNSEL OR THE
CLAIMS ADMINISTRATOR, WHOSE CONTACT INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BELOW, RATHER
THAN TO BOA OR THE COURT.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and an
Order of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, that Court-appointed
Lead Plaintiffs, the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio; the Ohio Public Employees
Retirement System; the Teacher Retirement System of Texas; Stichting Pensioenfonds Zorg en
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Welzijn, represented by PGGM Vermogensbeheer B.V.; and Fjarde AP-Fonden, on behalf of
themselves and the Court-certified Class, in the above-captioned securities class action (the
"Action") have reached a proposed settlement of the Action with defendants BoA, Merrill, Kenneth D.
Lewis , John A. Thain , Joe L. Price , Neil A. Cotty , Banc of America Securities LLC, Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, William Barnet III , Frank P. Bramble, Sr. , John T. Collins ,
Gary L. Countryman , Tommy R. Franks , Charles K. Gifford , Monica C. Lozano , Walter E. Massey ,
Thomas J. May , Patricia E. Mitchell , Thomas M. Ryan , O. Temple Sloan, Jr. , Meredith R. Spangler
, Robert L. Tillman , and Jackie M. Ward (collectively, the "Defendants") for $2,425,000,000.00 and
certain corporate governance enhancements to be implemented or continued by BoA, that, if
approved, will resolve all claims in the Action.
A hearing will be held on April 5, 2013 at 2:00 p.m. before The Honorable P. Kevin Castel, in the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, Daniel Patrick Moynihan United
States Courthouse, 500 Pearl Street, Courtroom 12C, New York, NY 10007, to determine (i) whether
the proposed Settlement should be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate; (ii) whether the
Action should be dismissed with prejudice against Defendants, and the releases specified and
described in the Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement dated November 30, 2012 should be
granted; (iii) whether the proposed Plan of Allocation should be approved as fair and reasonable;
and (iv) whether Co-Lead Counsel's application for attorneys' fees and reimbursement of expenses
should be approved.
If you are a member of the Class, your rights will be affected by the pending Action and the
Settlement, and you may be entitled to share in the Settlement Fund. If you have not yet received
the full printed Notice of (I) Proposed Settlement and Plan of Allocation; (II) Settlement Fairness
Hearing; and (III) Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses
(the "Settlement Notice") and the Proof of Claim Form, you may obtain copies of these documents
by contacting the Claims Administrator at In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation, c/o The
Garden City Group, Inc., Claims Administrator, P.O. Box 9876, Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776, (855)
733-8308. Copies of the Settlement Notice and Proof of Claim Form can also be downloaded from
the website for the Action, www.boasecuritieslitigation.com, or from Co-Lead Counsel's respective
websites.
If you are a Class Member, in order to be eligible to receive a payment under the proposed
Settlement, you must submit a Proof of Claim Form postmarked no later than April 25, 2013. If you
are a Class Member and do not submit a proper Proof of Claim Form, you will not be eligible to
share in the distribution of the net proceeds of the Settlement but you will nevertheless be bound by
any judgments or orders entered by the Court in the Action.
If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the Notice of
Pendency of Class Action ("Class Notice") and you wish to remain excluded, no further action is
required. If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the
Class Notice and you want to opt-back into the Class and be eligible to receive a payment from the
Settlement Fund, you must submit a request to opt-back into the Class in writing such that it is
received no later than March 5, 2013, in accordance with the instructions set forth in the Settlement
Notice. If you previously submitted a request for exclusion from the Class in connection with the
Class Notice and do not opt-back into the Class in accordance with the instructions set forth in the
Settlement Notice, you will not be bound by any judgments or orders entered by the Court in the
Action and you will not be eligible to share in the net proceeds of the Settlement.
Any objections to the proposed Settlement, the proposed Plan of Allocation, or Co-Lead Counsel's
application for attorneys' fees and reimbursement of expenses, must be filed with the Court and
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delivered to Co-Lead Counsel and representative counsel for Defendants such that they are received
no later than March 5, 2013, in accordance with the instructions set forth in the Settlement Notice.
Inquiries, other than requests for the Settlement Notice, may be made to:
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP
Max W. Berger, Esq.
Steven B. Singer, Esq.
1285 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019
Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP
Robert N. Kaplan, Esq.
Frederic S. Fox, Esq.
850 Third Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP
David Kessler, Esq.
Gregory M. Castaldo, Esq.
280 King of Prussia Road
Radnor, PA 19087
Requests for the Settlement Notice should be made to:
In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation
c/o The Garden City Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 9876
Dublin, Ohio 43017-5776
(855) 733-8308
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com
By Order of the Court
(fn 1) Certain persons and entities are excluded from the Class by definition and others are excluded
pursuant to request. A complete description of who is excluded from the Class is set forth in the full
Settlement Notice referred to in this notice and available at www.boasecuritieslitigation.com.
Source:
KAPLAN FOX & KILSHEIMER LLP, BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & GROSSMANN LLP,
KESSLER TOPAZ MELTZER & CHECK LLP
SOURCE Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP; Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP; Kessler Topaz
Meltzer & Check, LLP

Find this article at:
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/class-counsel-announce-proposed-settlement-in-the-bank-of-america-corp-securities-litigation185531942.html
Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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January 15, 2013

Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP

850 Third Ave, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022
RE Bank of America settlement

Dear Mr. Kaplan
I am a shareholder with 1102 shares of the common stock. Such holding was received with the merger
of First Fidelity into Bank of America. I maintained the shares during the class period and still have the
shares in street name. I object to the settlement because the shareholders had to approve a sale of
Merrill lynch without material information being presented and could affect the results of the merger.
The settlement should require the management of Bank of America to represent the merger agreement
of Merrill lynch to the shareholders. The management, from my reading, seems to regard the
information not presented as not material. The shareholders should have all the information presented
to them. If the vote decouples the merger, the management should reverse the integration. Since the
merger was forced on Bank of America by the government, they should be forced to purchase Merrill
lynch for the purchase price plus operating losses.
Please send correspondence to:
Dennis Breuel

1161 Ridgefield Ave.
Point Pleasant, NJ 08742

Sincerely,

d;llfJW/
Dennis Breuel
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scott ""B.oC!twng lttt
24 Pheasant Drive
Asheville, NC 28803
828/651-9082

January 22,2013

The Honorable P. Kevin Castel
Daniel Patrick Moynihan United States Courthouse
500 Pearl Street
New York, NY 10007
Re:

In Re Bank rifAmerica Corp. Securities, Derivative, and ERISA Litigation, Master File No.
09 MDL 2058 (PKC)

Dear Judge Castel:
I am a member of the plaintiff class in the captioned case, and I object to the application of
Co-Lead Counsel for an award of more than $159,000,000 in fees for their services in pursuing
claims against the Defendants in this case.
My knowledge of the litigation is limited to press reports and the Notice of Proposed
Settlement and Plan of Allocation. I recognize that Co-Lead Counsel have succeeded in obtaining a
significant monetary settlement and certain corporate governance changes from Bank of America.
However, the Notice states only that Bank of America will deposit the $2,450,000,000 Settlement
Amount; there is no suggestion that any insurer, or any other responsible party, including the
Individual Defendants, will participate in paying $2.45 billion to the Lead and Class Plaintiffs. If the
Settlement Amount is funded solely by the Bank, then for plaintiffs such as myself, who continue to
own the exact same holdings of Bank of America stock they owned from September 18, 2008
through January 21, 2009, the financial "recovery" obtained by Co-Lead Counsel is actually a loss:
The company we own will be worth $2,450,000,000 less as soon as it deposits the Settlement
Amount. If the Court grants the requested attorneys' fees and Litigation Expenses, all plaintiffs will
receive back something less than $2,273,500,000. It would be irrational for me to support an
application for attorneys' fees for work done on my behalf that will result in a financial loss to me
personally.
Apart from that, one hundred fifty-nine million dollars is not reasonable compensation for
the work of Co-Lead Counsel in this case. The Notice of Proposed Settlement does not contain any
information about the time expended by counsel, and I was unable to find any such information at
www.boasecuritieslitigation.com. As a result, I have no idea how many attorneys from each of the
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firms making up Co-Lead Counsel worked on the case, how much time those attorneys spent, and
what work was actually done by those attorneys on behalf of the Class Plaintiffs. I request that the
Court require detailed billing records from Co-Lead Counsel be posted at the referenced website
well in advance of the Settlement Fairness Hearing, so that I and other Class Plaintiffs have the
opportunity to weigh the legal work performed on our behalf against the request for over
$159,000,000 in fees.
In the absence of any detail regarding the work done by Co-Lead Counsel, I find it
impossible to square requested fees in excess of $159,000,000 with compensation attorneys might
reasonably expect for their work. If prevailing New York billing rates are $700 per hour for each
partner, and $450 per hour for each associate/ and if associates were responsible for two-thirds of
the billable hours on this case, then Co-Lead Counsel are seeking compensation for over 149 years
of attorney time, calculated at 2,000 billable hours each year. Put another way, at a blended rate of
$533 per hour for partner and associate time, Co-Lead Counsel are asking for compensation equal to
298,275 hours. The Notice states that the first putative class actions were filed in January 2009, or
well under four years before the parties reached a settlement on September 20, 2012. Absent any
evidence, I find it extremely difficult to believe that 300,000 hours of attorney time were expended
on one side of this case.
I ask the Court to award Co-Lead Counsel fees in an amount commensurate with their
actual work on this case, with some recognition for the risk entailed by taking on litigation of this
magnitude with no certainty of payment. Co-Lead Counsel should submit detailed billing records
for all work on the case. For all reasonably necessary work, the Court might award fees equal to 1.5
times the prevailing New York rate for equivalent work. If my calculations for a blended rate were
accurate, this formula would result in Co-Lead Counsel being compensated $800 per hour for work
on the case. I am quite sure that, if my fellow class members could be polled on whether $800 per
hour is at least reasonable compensation for the work Co-Lead Counsel have done on our behalf,
there would be overwhelming agreement on that point.
I take issue with two points in the Notice of Proposed Settlement regarding how Co-Lead
Counsel will be paid. First, paragraph 5 of the Notice states that Co-Lead Counsel and the Lead
Plaintiffs "entered into retainer agreements providing for attorneys' fees to be set by the Court and
based upon the amount recovered and stage of the proceedings." Class plaintiffs vastly outnumber
the Lead Plaintiffs in this case. A class of plaintiffs numbering at least in the tens of thousands
should not be bound by fee agreements made by five Lead Plaintiffs.
Second, the Notice of Proposed Settlement at least twice refers to the amount sought by CoLead Counsel as 6.56% of the Settlement Fund, but nowhere does the Notice state that the
attorneys will seek over $159,000,000 in fees. If its aim was to inform the Class Plaintiffs as fully as
possible on the proposed settlement, the Notice should definitely have stated the actual figure
sought. The Notice's failure to do so suggests to me that Co-Lead Counsel are aware that their
request for over $159,000,000 in fees would be shocking to a large portion of the Class, as it is to
me.

1

Source: http://amlawdaily.typepad.com/am1awdaily/2012/04/report-rates-keep-rising.html
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I appreciate the Court's consideration of my position. I request not to be contacted by
phone, except by the Court.

~~
Scott Boatwright

End. (Stock holding records)
cc (w/encQ:

Max W. Berger, Esq.
Steven B. Singer, Esq.
Robert N. Kaplan, Esq.
Fredric S. Fox, Esq.
David Kessler, Esq.

Gregory M. Castaldo, Esq.
Brad Karp, Esq.
Daniel J. Kramer, Esq.
Audra]. Soloway, Esq.
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Brokerage

FINANCIAL NETWORK INVESTMENT CORPORATION
Corpcr.ce Ollie. • 200 N. Sepulvcdo a~>d. Suit< 1300 El Sq1111do. ('A 90~45-5672

Account StaJiemenJI
Account Number:
Statement Period: 10/01/2008- 10/31/2008

Valuation at a Glance
This Period

Beginning Account Value

ROBERT SCOTT BOATWRIGHT
24 PHEASANT DRIVE
ASHEVILLE NC 28803- 3370

Dividends/Interest

Change in Account Value
Ending Account Value

I.. I,II .. I,J .. I,IJ,m,JI ... IImll.l ... lll ..... l,l.l.,lllml

Estimated Annual Income

Your Financial Consultant:
B. KELLY GRAVES
(704) 553-8006

Value
last Period

Asset Allocation

Value
This Period

Pen:ent
Allocation
Asset Allocation percentages are
rounded to the nearest whole
percentage.
Pie Chart allocation excludes all
asset classes which net to a llablllly.

Cash, Money Funds, and FDIC Deposits
Equities
Mutual Funds
Account Total (Pie Chart)

lof7

/"J:., .,., DALBAR RATED
~.. ....-)

".

~ ~

fOR mMMUHICATIOH

AODl 057 )CSf'300~8

PAR·02·ROLL

Clearing Through Pershing LLC, a subsidiary ofThe Bank. of New York Mellon Corporation
Member FINRA, NYSE. SIPC
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Customer Service Information
Your Financial Consultant: B74
B. KELLY GRAVES
FNIC
4201 CONGRESS ST #210
CHARLOTTE,
NC 28209-4600

Contact Information
Telephone Number: (704) 553-8006
Fax Number: (704) 553-9610

Portfolio Holdings
Ouan

Descri lion

Opening

Closing

Accrued

Balance

Balance

Income

Markel
Price

Markel

Income
This Year

30-day
Yield

Cash, Money Funds, and FDIC Deposits 1.00% of Portfolio
Cash Balance
Money Market
--~ERA TED

MUNICIPAL TRUST

Total Money Market

Total Cash, Money Funds, and FDIC Deposits

Descrl lion

Value ·

Estimated Estimated
Annuallncome
Yield

33.00% of Portfolio
Common Stocks

••n ... t.VI"J

519.853

IU'-'1111111..1.

ru..v

BANK OF AMERICA COM
Dividend Option: Cash
Security ldent/Rer:BAC

24.1700

12,564.85

665.41

5.29%
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In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
SUMMARY OF PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S
LODESTAR AND EXPENSES

TAB
A

FIRM
Bernstein Litowitz Berger
& Grossmann LLP

HOURS
71,564.00

LODESTAR
$33,081,375.00

EXPENSES
$2,915,537.19

B

Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer, LLP

58,969.75

26,536,088.75

2,706,218.25

C

Kessler Topaz Meltzer
& Check, LLP

55,437.20

25,272,387.50

2,448,229.60

D

Flanagan, Lieberman,
Hoffman and Swaim

7,576.25

3,417,283.75

12,843.28

193,547.20

$88,307,135.00

$8,082,828.32

TOTAL:

#706209
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF STEVEN B. SINGER
IN SUPPORT OF CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES FILED
ON BEHALF OF BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & GROSSMANN LLP

Steven B. Singer, declares as follows:
1.

I am a pminer in the law firm of Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP. I

submit this declaration in support of Co-Lead Counsel's application for an award of attorneys'
fees in connection with services rendered in the above-captioned action (the Action"), as well as
for reimbursement of expenses incurred by my firm in connection with the Action.
2.

My firm, which served as one of the Co-Lead Counsel in this Action, was

involved in all aspects of the litigation and its settlement as set forth in the Joint Declaration of
Steven B. Singer, Frederic S. Fox, and David Kessler in Support of (A) Lead Plaintiffs' Motion
for Final Approval of Class Action Settlement and Plan of Allocation and (B) Co-Lead
Counsel's Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses.
3.

The schedule attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a detailed summary indicating the

amount of time spent by each attorney and professional support staff employee of my firm who
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was involved in this Action, and the lodestar calculation based on my firm's current billing rates.
For personnel who are no longer employed by my firm, the lodestar calculation is based upon the
billing rates for such personnel in his or her final year of employment by my firm. The schedule
was prepared from contemporaneous daily time records regularly prepared and maintained by
my firm, which are available at the request of the Court. Time expended in preparing this
application for fees and reimbursement of expenses has not been included in this request.
4.

The hourly rates for the attorneys and professional support staff in my firm

included in Exhibit 1 are the same as the regular current rates charged for their services in noncontingent matters and/or which have been accepted in other securities or shareholder litigation.
5.

The total number of hours expended on this Action by my firm from its inception

through and including January 31, 2013, is 71,564. The total lodestar for my firm for that period
is $33,081,375.00, consisting of $30,971,361.25 for attorneys' time and $2,110,013.75 for
professional support staff time.
6.

My firm's lodestar figures are based upon the firm's billing rates, which rates do

not include charges for expense items. Expense items are billed separately and such charges are
not duplicated in my firm's billing rates.
7.

As detailed in Exhibit 2, my firm has incurred a total of $2,915,537.19 in

unreimbursed expenses in connection with the prosecution of this Action from its inception
through and including January 31,2013.
8.

The expenses incurred in this Action are reflected on the books and records of my

firm. These books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records and other
source materials and are an accurate record of the expenses incurred. No expenses for "general
overhead," as defined in ABA Formal Opinion 93-379, are included in the expenses for which
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reimbursement is sought. Expenses incuned as a result of disbursements by the firm to an
outside service provider reflect the actual amount billed by the service provider and do not
include any surcharge over that amount.
9.

In addition, certain expenses have been "capped" in accordance with certain

retainer agreements entered into at the outset of the litigation. For example, in-house copying
was capped at $0.15 per page, working meals in town are not included in the application, and no
secretarial overtime is being billed to the case.

Furthermore, hotel stays and meals while

traveling were capped consistent with the retainer agreements. In addition, in accordance with
our customary practice, reimbursement for flights is sought only at coach fare rates.
10.

With respect to the standing of my firm, attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a brief

biography of my firm and attorneys in my firm who were principally involved in this Action.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing facts are true and conect. Executed
on February

2013.
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EXHIBIT 1
In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & GROSSMANN LLP
TIME REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013

NAME
Partners
Max Berger
Beata Farber
Salvatore Graziano
Avi Josefson
Mark Lebovitch
Blair Nicholas
Hannah Ross
Gerald Silk
Steven Singer
Senior Counsel
Rochelle Hansen
Of Counsel
Elliott Weiss
Associates
Michael Blatchley
Geoffrey Brounell
David Duncan
Ann Lipton
Noam Mandel
Katherine McCracken
John Mills
John Rizio-Hamilton
Stefanie Sundel
Catherine Tierney
Jonathan U slaner
Boaz Weinstein

HOURS

HOURLY
RATE

LODESTAR

1,453.25
22.50
31.00
376.75
1,330.00
38.50
3,953.75
222.00
3,578.00

975.00
700.00
800.00
650.00
700.00
800.00
700.00
800.00
800.00

1,416,918.75
15,750.00
24,800.00
244,887.50
931,000.00
30,800.00
2,767,625.00
177,600.00
2,862,400.00

357.50

675.00

241,312.50

57.25

740.00

42,365.00

188.50
16.00
202.50

440.00
380.00
425.00
490.00
465.00
450.00
550.00
500.00
500.00
425.00
475.00
550.00

82,940.00
6,080.00
86,062.50
193,550.00
134,385.00
1,955,250.00
25,850.00
2,989,500.00
994,750.00
849,043.75
1,257,087.50
1,364,412.50

289.00
4,345.00
47.00
5,979.00
1,989.50
1,997.75
2,646.50
2,480.75
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NAME
Staff Attorneys
Jinny Ahn
Scott Aurnou
Christine Barrett
Hashim Bello
Jennifer Berry
Andrew Boruch
Beverly Campbell
Ryan Candee
Midwin Charles
Brian Chau
Elizabeth Cohen
Sanjeev Dave
Erica Dewey
Lloyd Danders
George Doumas
Kirs Druhm
Laura Dwyer
Riva Eitanal
Nancy Exume
Ashley Few
Erika Flierl
Addison F. Golladay
Mark van der Harst
Annie Hu
George Hwang
Julie Hwang
Ann Marie James
Diana Jarvis
Thomas Keevins
Tyra Kelly
Rosanna Kendrick
Jessica Klein
Jed Koslow
Adele Lee
Arthur Lee
Cindy Levine
Marguerite Middaugh
Colin Manis
Matt Mulligan
Thomas F. Owens

HOURS
49.50
60.25
88.50
12.25
90.00
28.75
70.00
49.00
132.75
5,396.00
132.50
64.00
129.50
729.25
46.75
98.50
33.75
42.75
582.25
60.75
3,961.25
26.75
83.00
888.75
110.50
27.25
101.50
5,353.00
64.75
69.00
470.00
52.50
60.50
388.00
13.50
93.50
56.00
50.50
136.00
527.75
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HOURLY
RATE
375.00
395.00
340.00
375.00
340.00
340.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
375.00
375.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
370.00
395.00
340.00
395.00
375.00
375.00
340.00
375.00
340.00
375.00
395.00
395.00
340.00
340.00
340.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
340.00
340.00
375.00
395.00

LODESTAR
18,562.50
23,798.75
30,090.00
4,593.75
30,600.00
9,775.00
27,650.00
19,355.00
52,436.25
2,023,500.00
49,687.50
25,280.00
51,152.50
288,053.75
18,466.25
38,907.50
13,331.25
15,817.50
229,988.75
20,655.00
1,564,693.75
10,031.25
31,125.00
302,175.00
41,437.50
9,265.00
38,062.50
2,114,435.00
25,576.25
23,460.00
159,800.00
17,850.00
22,687.50
145,500.00
5,062.50
35,062.50
19,040.00
17,170.00
51,000.00
208,461.25
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NAME
Chris Papajohn
Nadine Payne
Jeff Powell
Anjula Prasad
Jessica Purcell
Yasmin Roman
LatTy Rubenstein
Mehtab Sandhu
Robyn Schneider
Noreen Rhosean Scott
David Serna
Robert Setterbo
Ron Sirois
Ashley Smith
Alexis Stierman
Andrew Tolan
Stacey Toussaint
Alina Tsirkin
Andrea H. Williams
Joanne Williams
Jordan Wolff
Chris Wong
Brandon Zapf
Megan Zellmer
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HOURLY
RATE
395.00
395.00
395.00
395.00
375.00
375.00
395.00
340.00
395.00
395.00
340.00
340.00
395.00
375.00
340.00
395.00
395.00
375.00
395.00
395.00
375.00
340.00
340.00
340.00

HOURS
24.00
1,454.25
225.50
109.00
20.25
1,480.75
22.25
291.75
15.00
445.50
53.25
66.50
16.00
76.50
51.00
6,538.75
45.50
59.75
49.50
118.50
25.00
140.75
43.25
59.00

Financial Analysts
Nick DeFilippis
Adam W einschel
Amanda Beth Hollis
Rochelle Moses
Sharon Safran
RyanS. Ting

25.00
279.75
149.00
114.50
89.50
46.50

Investigators
Amy Bitkower
Lisa C. Burr
Jaclyn Chall
Joelle (Sfeir) Landino

205.5u
118.00
102.75
80.00

Litigation Support
Jesse Baidoe

200.25

1

LODESTAR
9,480.00
574,428.75
89,072.50
43,055.00
7,593.75
555,281.25
8,788.75
99,195.00
5,925.00
175,972.50
18,105.00
22,610.00
6,320.00
28,687.50
17,340.00
2,582,806.25
17,972.50
22,406.25
19,552.50
46,807.50
9,375.00
47,855.00
14,705.00
20,060.00

465.00
375.00
295.00
295.00
295.00
235.00

11,625.00
104,906.25
43,955.00
33,777.50
26,402.50
10,927.50

465.00
265.00
265.00
265.00

95,557.50
31,270.00
27,228.75
21,200.00

260.00

52,065.00
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NAME
Sheron P. Brathwaite
Michael Hartling
Riki Smyth
Andrea R. Webster

HOURS
29.75
246.75
12.75
262.00
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HOURLY
RATE
250.00
225.00
260.00
290.00

LODESTAR
7,437.50
55,518.75
3,315.00
75,980.00

Communications
Seema Desai
Dalia El-Newehy

16.00
13.25

190.00
205.00

3,040.00
2,716.25

Managing Clerk
Errol Hall

64.00

390.00

24,960.00

Document Clerk
Michael Andres

11.25

190.00

2,137.50

175.50
18.25
2,316.50
85.00
1,554.50
32.50
14.25
1,250.50
15.50

290.00
290.00
290.00
290.00
225.00
265.00
245.00
265.00
245.00

50,895.00
5,292.50
671,785.00
24,650.00
349,762.50
8,612.50
3,491.25
331,382.50
3,797.50

175.50

150.00

26,325.00

Paralegals
Yvette Badillo
Maureen Duncan
Larry Silvestro
Norbert Sygdziak
Erik Andrieux
Lisa Cox
Sam Jones
Matthew Mahady
Aaron McNaughton
Interns
Ella Zander

TOTAL LODESTAR

71,564.00

$33,081,375.00
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EXHIBIT 2
In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER & GROSSMANN LLP
EXPENSE REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013
CATEGORY
Court Fees
Service of Process
On-Line Legal Research
On-Line Factual Research
Telephones/Faxes
Postage & Express Mail
Hand Delivery Charges
Local Transportation
Internal Copying
Outside Copying
Out ofTown Travel
Court Reporters and Transcripts
Out of Town Deposition Expenses
Temporary Litigation Suppmi
Contributions to Plaintiffs' Litigation Fund
SUBTOTAL:
Outstanding Invoices:
Court Reporters
Document Management
SUBTOTAL:
TOTAL EXPENSES:

# 705340

$

AMOUNT
200.00
3,561.48
322,038.77
33,920.71
1,995.72
13,575.89
2,331.95
34,906.64
96,458.10
23,631.47
87,196.65
757.44
26,361.49
61,728.01
2,101,000.00
$2,809,664.32

5,995.35
99,877.52
$105,872.87

$2,915,537.19
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BERNSTEIN LITOWITZ BERGER &

GROSSMANN LLP

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
NEW YORK • CALIFORNIA • LOUISIANA " ILLINOIS

FIRM RESUME
Visit our web site at www.blbglaw.com for the most up-to-date information on _the finn, its lawyers and practice groups.

Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, a national law finn with offices located in New York, California and
Louisiana, prosecutes class and private actions on behalf of individual and institutional clients. The firm's litigation
practice areas include secmities class and direct actions in federal and state comts; corporate govemance and
shareholder rights litigation, including claims for breach of fiduciary duty and proxy violations; mergers and
acquisitions and transactional litigation; intellectual prope1ty; altemative dispute resolution; distressed debt and
bankruptcy; civil rights and employment discrimination; consumer class actions and antitrust. We also handle, on
behalf of major institutional clients and lenders, more general complex commercial litigation involving allegations
ofbreach of contract, accountants' liability, breach offiducimy duty, fi-aud, and negligence.
We are the nation's leading firm in representing institutional investors in securities fraud class action litigation. The
firm's institutional client base includes the New York State Common Retirement Fund, the California Public
Employees Retirement System (CalPERS), and the Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board, the largest public
pension funds in North America, collectively managing nearly $500 billion in assets; the Los Angeles County
Employees' Retirement Association (LACERA); the Chicago Municipal, Police and Labor Retirement Systems; the
State of Wisconsin Investment Board; the Retirement Systems of Alabama; the Connecticut Retirement Plans and
Trust Funds; the City of Detroit Pension Systems; the Houston Firefighters' and Municipal Employees' Pension
Funds; the Louisiana School, State, Teachers and Municipal Police Retirement Systems; the Public School
Teachers' Pension and Retirement Fund of Chicago; the New Jersey Division ofinvestment of the Department of
the Treasury; TIAA-CREF and other private institutions; as well as numerous other public and Taft-Hartley pension
entities.
Since its founding in 1983, Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP has litigated some of the most complex
cases in hist01y and has obtained nearly $25 billion on behalf of investors. Unique among its peers, the firm has
negotiated the largest settlements ever agreed to by public companies related to securities fraud, and obtained four of
the ten largest securities recoveries in history.
As Co-Lead Counsel for the Class representing Lead Plaintiff the New York State Common Retirement Fund in In
re WorldCom, Inc. Securities Litigation, arising from the financial fraud and subsequent bankruptcy at WorldCom,
Inc., we obtained unprecedented settlements totaling more than $6 billion from the investment bank defendants who
underwrote WorldCom bonds, the second largest securities recove1y in history. Additionally, the fanner WorldCom
Director Defendants agreed to pay over $60 million to settle the claims against them. An unprecedented first for
outside directors, $24.75 million of that amount is coming out of the pockets of the individuals- 20% of their
collective net wo1th. Also, after four weeks of trial, Arthur Andersen, WorldCom's former auditor, settled for $65
million. In July 2005, settlements were reached with the former executives ofWorldCom, bringing the total
obtained for the Class to over $6.15 billion.
BLB&G was Co-Lead Counsel representing the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio, the Ohio Public
Employees Retirement System, and the Teacher Retirement System of Texas in the landmark In re Bank ofAmerica
Corp. Securities, Derivative, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) Litigation, a securities class
action on behalf of shareholders of Bank of America Corporation arising from materially misleading statements and
omissions concerning BAC's 2009 acquisition of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. We obtained an unprecedented $2.425
billion cash recovery, as well as significant corporate governance reforms, for BAC shareholders in what is by far
the largest shareholder recovery related to the subprime meltdown and credit crisis.
The firm was also Co-Lead Counsel in In re Cendant Corporation Securities Litigation, which settled for more than
$3 billion in cash. This settlement, the largest sums ever recovered from a public company and a public accounting
finn, includes some of the most significant corporate governance changes ever achieved through secmities class
1285 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
• NEW YORK
• NY 10019-6028
TELEPHONE: 212-554-1400 • www.blbglaw.com • FACSIMILE: 212-554-1444
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action litigation. The firm represented Lead Plaintiffs CalPERS, the New York State Common Retirement Fund,
and the New York City Pension Funds on behalf of all purchasers of Cendant securities during the Class Period.
The firm also recovered over $1.3 billion for investors in Nortel Networks, and the settlements in In re McKesson
HBOC Inc. Securities Litigation totaled over $1 billion in monies recovered for investors. Additionally, the firm was
lead counsel in the celebrated In re Washington Public Power Supply System Litigation, which, after seven years of
litigation and three months of jury trial, resulted in what was then the largest securities fraud recovery ever – over
$750 million.
A leader in representing institutional shareholders in litigation arising from the widespread stock options backdating
scandals of recent years, the firm recovered nearly $920 million in ill-gotten compensation directly from former
officers and directors in the UnitedHealth Group, Inc. Shareholder Derivative Litigation. The largest derivative
recovery in history, the settlement is notable for holding individual wrongdoers accountable for their role in illegally
backdating stock options, as well as for the company’s agreement to far-reaching reforms to curb future executive
compensation abuses. (Court approval of the recovery is pending.)
The firm’s prosecution of Arthur Andersen LLP, for Andersen’s role in the 1999 collapse of the Baptist Foundation
of Arizona (“BFA”), received intense national and international media attention. As lead trial counsel for the
defrauded BFA investors, the firm obtained a cash settlement of $217 million from Andersen in May 2002, after six
days of what was scheduled to be a three month trial. The case was covered in great detail by The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, The Washington Post, “60 Minutes II,” National Public Radio, and the BBC, as well
as various other international news outlets.
The firm is also a recognized leader in representing the interests of shareholders in M&A litigation arising from
transactions that are structured to unfairly benefit the company’s management or directors at the shareholder’s
expense. For example, in the high-profile Caremark Takeover Litigation, the firm obtained a landmark ruling from
the Delaware Court of Chancery ordering Caremark’s board to disclose previously withheld information, enjoin a
shareholder vote on CVS’ merger offer, and grant statutory appraisal rights to Caremark shareholders. CVS was
ultimately forced to raise its offer by $7.50 per share, equal to more than $3 billion in additional consideration to
Caremark shareholders.
Equally important, Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP has successfully advanced novel and socially
beneficial principles by developing important new law in the areas in which we litigate.
The firm served as co-lead counsel on behalf of Texaco’s African-American employees in Roberts v. Texaco Inc.,
which similarly resulted in a recovery of $176 million, the largest settlement ever in a race discrimination case. The
creation of a Task Force to oversee Texaco’s human resources activities for five years was unprecedented and
served as a model for public companies going forward.
More recently, BLB&G prosecuted the In re Pfizer, Inc. Derivative Litigation, which resulted in a historic $75
million dedicated fund to be used solely to support the activities of an unprecedented Regulatory and Compliance
Committee created in the settlement, which not only materially enhances the Pfizer board's oversight but may set a
new benchmark of good corporate governance for all highly regulated companies. The action arose from Pfizer’s
illegal marketing of prescription drugs which resulted in one of the largest health care frauds in history.
In addition, on behalf of twelve public pension funds, including the New York State Common Retirement Fund,
CalPERS, LACERA, and other institutional investors, the firm successfully prosecuted McCall v. Scott, a derivative
suit filed against the directors and officers of Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation, the subject of the largest
health care fraud investigation in history. This settlement included a landmark corporate governance plan which
went well beyond all recently enacted regulatory reforms, greatly enhancing the corporate governance structure in
place at HCA.
The firm also represents intellectual property holders who are victims of infringement in litigation against some of
the largest companies in the world. Our areas of specialty practice include patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade
dress, and trade-secret litigation, and our attorneys are recognized by industry observers for their excellence.
2
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In the consumer field, the firm has gained a nationwide reputation for vigorously protecting the rights of individuals
and for achieving exceptional settlements. In several instances, the firm has obtained recoveries for consumer
classes that represented the entirety of the class’ losses – an extraordinary result in consumer class cases.
Our firm is dedicated to litigating with the highest level of professional competence, striving to secure the maximum
possible recovery for our clients in the most efficient and professionally responsible manner. In those cases where
we have served as either lead counsel or as a member of plaintiffs’ executive committee, the firm has recovered
billions of dollars for our clients.

3
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THE FIRM’S PRACTICE AREAS

Securities Fraud Litigation
Securities fraud litigation is the cornerstone of the firm’s litigation practice. Since its founding, the firm has tried
and settled many high profile securities fraud class actions and continues to play a leading role in major securities
litigation pending in federal and state courts. Moreover, since passage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995, which sought to encourage institutional investors to become more pro-active in securities fraud class
action litigation, the firm has become the nation’s leader in representing institutional investors in securities fraud and
derivative litigation. The firm has the distinction of having prosecuted many of the most complex and high-profile
cases in securities law history, recovering billions of dollars and obtaining unprecedented corporate governance
reforms on behalf of our clients.
The firm also pursues direct actions in securities fraud cases when appropriate. By selectively opting-out of certain
securities class actions we seek to resolve our clients’ claims efficiently and for substantial multiples of what they
might otherwise recover from related class action settlements.
The attorneys in the securities fraud litigation practice group have extensive experience in the laws that regulate the
securities markets and in the disclosure requirements of corporations that issue publicly traded securities. Many of
the attorneys in this practice group also have accounting backgrounds. The group has access to state-of-the-art,
online financial wire services and databases, which enables it to instantaneously investigate any potential securities
fraud action involving a public company’s debt and equity securities.

Corporate Governance and Shareholders’ Rights
The corporate governance and shareholders’ rights practice group prosecutes derivative actions, claims for breach of
fiduciary duty and proxy violations on behalf of individual and institutional investors in state and federal courts
throughout the country. The group has prosecuted actions challenging numerous highly publicized corporate
transactions which violated fair process and fair price, and the applicability of the business judgment rule. The
group has also addressed issues of corporate waste, shareholder voting rights claims, and executive compensation.
As a result of the firm’s high profile and widely recognized capabilities, the corporate governance practice group is
increasingly in demand by institutional investors who are exercising a more assertive voice with corporate boards
regarding corporate governance issues and the board’s accountability to shareholders.
The firm is actively involved in litigating numerous cases in this area of law, an area that has become increasingly
important in light of efforts by various market participants to buy companies from their public shareholders “on the
cheap.”

Employment Discrimination and Civil Rights
The employment discrimination and civil rights practice group prosecutes class and multi-plaintiff actions, and other
high impact litigation against employers and other societal institutions that violate federal or state employment, antidiscrimination, and civil rights laws. The practice group represents diverse clients on a wide range of issues
including Title VII actions, race, gender, sexual orientation and age discrimination suits, sexual harassment and
“glass ceiling” cases in which otherwise qualified employees are passed over for promotions to managerial or
executive positions.
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP is committed to effecting positive social change in the workplace and
in society. The practice group has the necessary financial and human resources to ensure that the class action
approach to discrimination and civil rights issues is successful. This litigation method serves to empower employees
and other civil rights victims, who are usually discouraged from pursuing litigation because of personal financial
4
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limitations, and offers the potential for effecting the greatest positive change for the greatest number of people
affected by discriminatory practice in the workplace.

Intellectual Property
BLB&G’s Intellectual Property Litigation practice group is dedicated to protecting the creativity and innovation of
individuals and firms. Patent cases exemplify the type of complex, high-stakes litigation in which we specialize. Our
areas of concentration include patent, trademark, false advertising, copyright, and trade-secret litigation. We have
successfully prosecuted these actions against infringers in both federal and state courts across the country, in foreign
courts and before administrative bodies. The firm is currently prosecuting patent cases on behalf of inventors in a
variety of industries including electronics, liquid crystal display (“LCD”) panels, and computer technology.

General Commercial Litigation and Alternative Dispute Resolution
The General Commercial Litigation practice group provides contingency fee representation in complex business
litigation and has obtained substantial recoveries on behalf of investors, corporations, bankruptcy trustees, creditor
committees and other business entities. We have faced down powerful and well-funded law firms and defendants —
and consistently prevailed.
However, not every dispute is best resolved through the courts. In such cases, BLB&G Alternative Dispute
practitioners offer clients an accomplished team and a creative venue in which to resolve conflicts outside of the
litigation process. BLB&G has extensive experience — and a marked record of successes — in ADR practice. For
example, in the wake of the credit crisis, we successfully represented numerous former executives of a major
financial institution in arbitrations relating to claims for compensation. Our attorneys have led complex business-tobusiness arbitrations and mediations domestically and abroad representing clients before all the major arbitration
tribunals, including the American Arbitration Association (AAA), FINRA, JAMS, International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) and the London Court of International Arbitration.

Distressed Debt and Bankruptcy Creditor Negotiation
BLB&G Distressed Debt and Bankruptcy Creditor Negotiation group has obtained billions of dollars through
litigation on behalf of bondholders and creditors of distressed and bankrupt companies, as well as through third
party litigation brought by bankruptcy trustees and creditor’s committees against auditors, appraisers, lawyers,
officers and directors, and others defendant who may have contributed to a clients’ losses. As counsel, we advise
institutions and individuals nationwide in developing strategies and tactics to recover assets presumed lost as a result
of bankruptcy. Our record in this practice area is characterized by extensive trial experience in addition to
completion of successful settlements.

Consumer Advocacy
The consumer advocacy practice group at Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP prosecutes cases across the
entire spectrum of consumer rights, consumer fraud, and consumer protection issues. The firm represents victimized
consumers in state and federal courts nationwide in individual and class action lawsuits that seek to provide
consumers and purchasers of defective products with a means to recover their damages. The attorneys in this group
are well versed in the vast array of laws and regulations that govern consumer interests and are aggressive, effective,
court-tested litigators. The consumer practice advocacy group has recovered hundreds of millions of dollars for
millions of consumers throughout the country. Most notably, in a number of cases, the firm has obtained recoveries
for the class that were the entirety of the potential damages suffered by the consumer. For example, in actions
against MCI and Empire Blue Cross, the firm recovered all of the damages suffered by the class. The group
achieved its successes by advancing innovative claims and theories of liabilities, such as obtaining decisions in
Pennsylvania and Illinois appellate courts that adopted a new theory of consumer damages in mass marketing cases.
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP is, thus, able to lead the way in protecting the rights of consumers.

5
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THE COURTS SPEAK
Throughout the firm’s history, many courts have recognized the professional competence and diligence of the firm
and its members. A few examples are set forth below.

Judge Denise Cote (United States District Court for the Southern District of New York) has noted, several times on
the record, the quality of BLB&G’s representation of the Class in In re WorldCom, Inc. Securities Litigation. Judge
Cote on December 16, 2003:
“I have the utmost confidence in plaintiffs’ counsel . . . they have been doing a superb
job. . . . The Class is extraordinarily well represented in this litigation.”
In granting final approval of the $2.575 billion settlement obtained from the Citigroup Defendants, Judge Cote again
praised BLB&G’s efforts:
“The magnitude of this settlement is attributable in significant part to Lead Counsel’s
advocacy and energy....The quality of the representation given by Lead Counsel...has
been superb...and is unsurpassed in this Court’s experience with plaintiffs’ counsel in
securities litigation. Lead Counsel has been energetic and creative…. Its negotiations
with the Citigroup Defendants have resulted in a settlement of historic proportions.”
*

*

*

In February 2005, at the conclusion of trial of In re Clarent Corporation Securities Litigation, The Honorable
Charles R. Breyer of the United States District Court for the Northern District of California praised the efforts of
counsel: “It was the best tried case I’ve witnessed in my years on the bench….[A]n extraordinarily civilized way of
presenting the issues to you [the jury]….We’ve all been treated to great civility and the highest professional ethics in
the presentation of the case…. The evidence was carefully presented to you….They got dry subject matter and made
it interesting… [brought] the material alive… good trial lawyers can do that…. I’ve had fascinating criminal trials
that were far less interesting than this case. [I]t’s a great thing to be able to see another aspect of life… It keeps you
young…vibrant… [and] involved in things… These trial lawyers are some of the best I’ve ever seen.”
*

*

*

“I do want to make a comment again about the excellent efforts…[these] firms put into this case and achieved.
Earlier this year, I wrote a decision in Revlon where I actually replaced plaintiff’s counsel because they hadn’t
seemed to do the work, or do a good job…In doing so, what I said and what I meant was that I think class and
derivative litigation is important; that I am not at all critical of class and derivative litigation, and that I think it has
significant benefits in terms of what it achieves for stockholders, or it can. It doesn’t have to act as a general tax for
the sale of indulgences for deals. This case, I think, shows precisely the type of benefits that you can achieve for
stockholders and how representative litigation can be a very important part of our corporate governance system. So,
if you had book ends, you would put the Revlon situation on one book end and you’d put this case on the other book
end. You’d hold up the one as an example of what not to do, and you hold up this case as an example of what to do.”
Vice Chancellor J. Travis Laster, Delaware Court of Chancery praising the firm’s work in the Landry’s Restaurants,
Inc. Shareholder Litigation on October 6, 2010
*

*

*

In granting the Court’s approval of the resolution and prosecution of McCall v. Scott, a shareholder derivative
lawsuit against certain former senior executives of HCA Healthcare (formerly Columbia/HCA), Senior Judge
Thomas A. Higgins (United States District Court, Middle District of Tennessee) said that the settlement “confers an
6
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exceptional benefit upon the company and the shareholders by way of the corporate governance plan. . . . Counsel’s
excellent qualifications and reputations are well documented in the record, and they have litigated this complex case
adeptly and tenaciously throughout the six years it has been pending. They assumed an enormous risk and have
shown great patience by taking this case on a contingent basis, and despite an early setback they have persevered
and brought about not only a large cash settlement but sweeping corporate reforms that may be invaluable to the
beneficiaries.”
*

*

*

Judge Walls (District of New Jersey), in approving the $3.2 billion Cendant settlement, said that the recovery from
all defendants, which represents a 37% recovery to the Class, “far exceeds recovery rates of any case cited by the
parties.” The Court also held that the $335 million separate recovery from E&Y is “large” when “[v]iewed in light
of recoveries against accounting firms for securities damages.” In granting Lead Counsel’s fee request, the Court
determined that “there is no other catalyst for the present settlement than the work of Lead Counsel. . . . This Court,
and no other judicial officer, has maintained direct supervision over the parties from the outset of litigation to the
present time. In addition to necessary motion practice, the parties regularly met with and reported to the Court every
five or six weeks during this period about the status of negotiations between them. . . . [T]he Court has no reason to
attribute a portion of the Cendant settlement to others’ efforts; Lead Counsel were the only relevant material factors
for the settlement they directly negotiated.” The Court found that “[t]he quality of result, measured by the size of
settlement, is very high. . . . The Cendant settlement amount alone is over three times larger than the next largest
recovery achieved to date in a class action case for violations of the securities laws, and approximately ten times
greater than any recovery in a class action case involving fraudulent financial statements. . . The E&Y settlement is
the largest amount ever paid by an accounting firm in a securities class action.” The Court went on to observe that
“the standing, experience and expertise of the counsel, the skill and professionalism with which counsel prosecuted
the case and the performance and quality of opposing counsel were high in this action. Lead Counsel are
experienced securities litigators who ably prosecuted the action.” The Court concluded that this Action resulted in
“excellent settlements of uncommon amount engineered by highly skilled counsel with reasonable cost to the class.”
*

*

*

After approving the settlement in Alexander v. Pennzoil Company, the Honorable Vanessa D. Gilmore of the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Texas ended the settlement hearing by praising our firm for the
quality of the settlement and our commitment to effectuating change in the workplace. “... the lawyers for the
plaintiffs ... did a tremendous, tremendous job. ... not only in the monetary result obtained, but the substantial and
very innovative programmatic relief that the plaintiffs have obtained in this case ... treating people fairly and with
respect can only inure to the benefit of everybody concerned. I think all these lawyers did an outstanding job trying
to make sure that that’s the kind of thing that this case left behind.”
*

*

*

On February 23, 2001, the United States District Court for the Northern District of California granted final approval
of the $259 million cash settlement in In re 3Com Securities Litigation, the largest settlement of a securities class
action in the Ninth Circuit since the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act was passed in 1995, and the fourth
largest recovery ever obtained in a securities class action. The district court, in an Order entered on March 9, 2001,
specifically commented on the quality of counsel’s efforts and the settlement, holding that “counsel’s representation
[of the class] was excellent, and ... the results they achieved were substantial and extraordinary.” The Court
described our firm as “among the most experienced and well qualified in this country in [securities fraud] litigation.”
*

*

*

United States District Judge Todd J. Campbell of the Middle District of Tennessee heard arguments on Plaintiffs’
Motion for Preliminary Injunction in Cason v. Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation Litigation, the highly
publicized discriminatory lending class action, on September 5, 2001. He exhibited his own brand of candor in
commenting on the excellent work of counsel in this matter: “In fact, the lawyering in this case... is as good as I’ve
seen in any case. So y’all are to be commended for that.”
7
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*

In approving the $30 million settlement in the Assisted Living Concepts, Inc. Securities Litigation, the Honorable
Ann L. Aiken of the Federal District Court in Oregon, praised the recovery and the work of counsel. She stated that,
“...without a doubt...this is a...tremendous result as a result of very fine work...by the...attorneys in this case.”
*

*

*

The Honorable Judge Edward A. Infante of the United States District Court for the Northern District of California
expressed high praise for the settlement and the expertise of plaintiffs’ counsel when he approved the final
settlement in the Wright v. MCI Communications Corporation consumer class action. “The settlement. . . . is a very
favorable settlement to the class. . . . to get an 85% result was extraordinary, and plaintiffs’ counsel should be
complimented for it on this record. . . . The recommendations of experienced counsel weigh heavily on the court.
The lawyers before me are specialists in class action litigation. They’re well known to me, particularly Mr. Berger,
and I have confidence that if Mr. Berger and the other plaintiffs’ counsel think this is a good, well-negotiated
settlement, I find it is.” The case was settled for $14.5 million.
*

*

*

At the In re Computron Software, Inc. Securities Litigation settlement hearing, Judge Alfred J. Lechner, Jr. of the
United States District Court for the District of New Jersey approved the final settlement and commended Bernstein
Litowitz Berger & Grossmann’s efforts on behalf of the Class. “I think the job that was done here was simply
outstanding. I think all of you just did a superlative job and I’m appreciat[ive] not only for myself, but the court
system and the plaintiffs themselves. The class should be very, very pleased with the way this turned out, how
expeditiously it’s been moved.”
*

*

*

The In re Louisiana-Pacific Corporation Securities Litigation, filed in the United States District Court, District of
Oregon, was a securities class action alleging fraud and misrepresentations in connection with the sale of defective
building materials. Our firm, together with co-lead counsel, negotiated a settlement of $65.1 million, the largest
securities fraud settlement in Oregon history, which was approved by Judge Robert Jones on February 12, 1997.
The Court there recognized that “. . . the work that is involved in this case could only be accomplished through the
unique talents of plaintiffs’ lawyers . . . which involved a talent that is not just simply available in the mainstream of
litigators.”
* * *
Judge Kimba M. Wood of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, who presided over
the six-week securities fraud class action jury trial in In re ICN/Viratek Securities Litigation, also recently praised
our firm for the quality of the representation afforded to the class and the skill and expertise demonstrated
throughout the litigation and trial especially. The Court commented that “. . . plaintiffs’ counsel did a superb job
here on behalf of the class. . . This was a very hard fought case. You had very able, superb opponents, and they put
you to your task. . . The trial work was beautifully done and I believe very efficiently done. . .”
*

*

*

Similarly, the Court in the In re Prudential-Bache Energy Income Partnership Securities Litigation, United States
District Court, Eastern District of Louisiana, recognized Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP’s “. . .
professional standing among its peers.” In this case, which was settled for $120 million, our firm served as Chair of
the Plaintiffs’ Executive Committee.
*

*
8
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In the landmark securities fraud case, In re Washington Public Power Supply System Litigation (United States
District Court, District of Arizona), the district court called the quality of representation “exceptional,” noting that
“[t]his was a case of overwhelmingly unique proportions. . . a rare and exceptional case involving extraordinary
services on behalf of Class plaintiffs.” The Court also observed that “[a] number of attorneys dedicated significant
portions of their professional careers to this litigation, . . . champion[ing] the cause of Class members in the face of
commanding and vastly outnumbering opposition. . . [and] in the face of uncertain victory. . . . [T]hey succeeded
admirably.”
*

*

*

Likewise, in In re Electro-Catheter Securities Litigation, where our firm served as co-lead counsel, Judge Nicholas
Politan of the United States District Court for New Jersey said, “Counsel in this case are highly competent, very
skilled in this very specialized area and were at all times during the course of the litigation...always well prepared,
well spoken, and knew their stuff and they were a credit to their profession. They are the top of the line.”
*

*

*

In our ongoing prosecution of the In re Bennett Funding Group Securities Litigation, the largest “Ponzi scheme”
fraud in history, partial settlements totaling over $140 million have been negotiated for the class. While the action
continues to be prosecuted against other defendants, the United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York has already found our firm to have been “extremely competent” and of “great skill” in representing the
class.
*

*

*

Judge Sarokin of the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, after approving the $30 million
settlement in In re First Fidelity Bancorporation Securities Litigation, a case in which were lead counsel, praised the
“. . . outstanding competence and performance” of the plaintiffs’ counsel and expressed “admiration” for our work
in the case.

9
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RECENT ACTIONS & SIGNIFICANT RECOVERIES
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP is counsel in many diverse nationwide class and individual actions
and has obtained many of the largest and most significant recoveries in history. Some examples from our practice
groups include:

Securities Class Actions
In re WorldCom, Inc. Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court for the Southern District of New York)
The largest securities fraud class action in history. The court appointed BLB&G client the New York State
Common Retirement Fund as Lead Plaintiff and the firm as Lead Counsel for the class in this securities fraud
action arising from the financial fraud and subsequent bankruptcy at WorldCom, Inc. The complaints in this
litigation alleged that WorldCom and others disseminated false and misleading statements to the investing public
regarding its earnings and financial condition in violation of the federal securities and other laws. As a result,
investors suffered tens of billions of dollars in losses. The Complaint further alleged a nefarious relationship
between Citigroup subsidiary Salomon Smith Barney and WorldCom, carried out primarily by Salomon employees
involved in providing investment banking services to WorldCom (most notably, Jack Grubman, Salomon’s star
telecommunications analyst), and by WorldCom’s former CEO and CFO, Bernard J. Ebbers and Scott Sullivan,
respectively. On November 5, 2004, the Court granted final approval of the $2.575 billion cash settlement to settle
all claims against the Citigroup defendants. In mid-March 2005, on the eve of trial, the 13 remaining “underwriter
defendants,” including J.P. Morgan Chase, Deutsche Bank and Bank of America, agreed to pay settlements totaling
nearly $3.5 billion to resolve all claims against them, bringing the total over $6 billion. Additionally, by March 21,
2005, the day before trial was scheduled to begin, all of the former WorldCom Director Defendants had agreed to
pay over $60 million to settle the claims against them. An unprecedented first for outside directors, $24.75 million
of that amount came out of the pockets of the individuals – 20% of their collective net worth. The case generated
headlines across the country – and across the globe. In the words of Lynn Turner, a former SEC chief accountant,
the settlement sent a message to directors “that their own personal wealth is at risk if they’re not diligent in their
jobs.” After four weeks of trial, Arthur Andersen, WorldCom’s former auditor, settled for $65 million. In July 2005,
settlements were reached with the former executives of WorldCom, bringing the total obtained for the Class to over
$6.15 billion.
In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
Litigation -- (United States District Court, Southern District of New York) Securities class action on behalf of
shareholders of Bank of America Corporation ("BAC") arising from materially misleading statements and omissions
concerning BAC's 2009 acquisition of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. After nearly four years of intense litigation,
BLB&G unveiled an unprecedented settlement in which BAC has agreed to pay $2.425 billion in cash and to
implement significant corporate governance reforms to resolve all claims. This is the largest shareholder recovery
related to the subprime meltdown and credit crisis and the single largest securities class action settlement ever
resolving a Section 14(a) claim – the federal securities provision designed to protect investors against misstatements
in connection with a proxy solicitation. In addition, the settlement amount is one of the largest ever funded by a
single corporate defendant for violations of the federal securities laws, the single largest settlement of a securities
class action in which there was neither a financial restatement involved nor a criminal conviction related to the
alleged misconduct, and one of the 10 largest securities class action recoveries in history. The action alleges that
BAC, Merrill Lynch, and certain of the companies' current and former officers and directors violated the federal
securities laws by making a series of materially false statements and omissions in connection with BAC's acquisition
of Merrill Lynch. These violations included the alleged failure to disclose information regarding billions of dollars
of losses which Merrill had suffered before the BAC shareholder vote on the proposed acquisition, as well as an
undisclosed agreement allowing Merrill to pay up to $5.8 billion in bonuses before the acquisition closed despite
these losses. Not privy to these material facts, BAC shareholders voted on December 5, 2008 to approve the
acquisition. The firm represented Co-Lead Plaintiffs the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio, the Ohio
Public Employees Retirement System, and the Teacher Retirement System of Texas in this action.
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In re Cendant Corporation Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court, District of New Jersey) Securities
class action filed against Cendant Corporation, its officers and directors and Ernst & Young (E&Y), its auditors.
Cendant settled the action for $2.8 billion and E&Y settled for $335 million. The settlements are the third largest in
history in a securities fraud action. Plaintiffs alleged that the company disseminated materially false and misleading
financial statements concerning CUC’s revenues, earnings and expenses for its 1997 fiscal year. As a result of
company-wide accounting irregularities, Cendant restated its financial results for its 1995, 1996 and 1997 fiscal
years and all fiscal quarters therein. A major component of the settlement was Cendant’s agreement to adopt some
of the most extensive corporate governance changes in history. The firm represented Lead Plaintiffs CalPERS – the
California Public Employees Retirement System, the New York State Common Retirement Fund and the New
York City Pension Funds, the three largest public pension funds in America, in this action.
Baptist Foundation of Arizona v. Arthur Andersen, LLP -- (Superior Court of the State of Arizona in and for the
County of Maricopa) Firm client, the Baptist Foundation of Arizona Liquidation Trust (“BFA”) filed a lawsuit
charging its former auditors, the “Big Five” accounting firm of Arthur Andersen LLP, with negligence in conducting
its annual audits of BFA’s financial statements for a 15-year period beginning in 1984, and culminating in BFA’s
bankruptcy in late 1999. Investors lost hundreds of millions of dollars as a result of BFA’s demise. The lawsuit
alleges that Andersen ignored evidence of corruption and mismanagement by BFA’s former senior management
team and failed to investigate suspicious transactions related to the mismanagement. These oversights of accounting
work, which were improper under generally accepted accounting principles, allowed BFA’s undisclosed losses to
escalate to hundreds of millions of dollars, and ultimately resulted in its demise. On May 6, 2002, after one week of
trial, Andersen agreed to pay $217 million to settle the litigation.
In re Nortel Networks Corporation Securities Litigation -- (“Nortel II”) (United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York) Securities fraud class action on behalf of persons and entities who purchased or
acquired the common stock of Nortel Networks Corporation. The action charged Nortel, and certain of its officers
and directors, with violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, alleging that the defendants knowingly or, at a
minimum, recklessly made false and misleading statements with respect to Nortel’s financial results during the
relevant period. BLB&G clients the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board and the Treasury of the State of
New Jersey and its Division of Investment were appointed as Co-Lead Plaintiffs for the Class, and BLB&G was
appointed Lead Counsel for the Class by the court in July 2004. On February 8, 2006, BLB&G and Lead Plaintiffs
announced that they and another plaintiff had reached an historic agreement in principle with Nortel to settle
litigation pending against the Company for approximately $2.4 billion in cash and Nortel common stock (all figures
in US dollars). The Nortel II portion of the settlement totaled approximately $1.2 billion. Nortel later announced
that its insurers had agreed to pay $228.5 million toward the settlement, bringing the total amount of the global
settlement to approximately $2.7 billion, and the total amount of the Nortel II settlement to over $1.3 billion.
In re McKesson HBOC, Inc. Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court, Northern District of California)
Securities fraud litigation filed on behalf of purchasers of HBOC, McKesson and McKesson HBOC securities. On
April 28, 1999, the Company issued the first of several press releases which announced that, due to its improper
recognition of revenue from contingent software sales, it would have to restate its previously reported financial
results. Immediately thereafter, McKesson HBOC common stock lost $9 billion in market value. On July 14, 1999,
the Company announced that it was restating $327.8 million of revenue improperly recognized in the HBOC
segment of its business during the fiscal years ending March 31, 1997, 1998 and 1999. The complaint alleged that,
during the Class Period, Defendants issued materially false and misleading statements to the investing public
concerning HBOC’s and McKesson HBOC’s financial results, which had the effect of artificially inflating the prices
of HBOC’s and the Company’s securities. On September 28, 2005, the court granted preliminary approval of a
$960 million settlement which BLB&G and its client, Lead Plaintiff the New York State Common Retirement
Fund, obtained from the company. On December 19, 2006, defendant Arthur Andersen agreed to pay $72.5 million
in cash to settle all claims asserted against it. On the eve of trial in September 2007 against remaining defendant
Bear Stearns & Co. Inc., Bear Stearns, McKesson and Lead Plaintiff entered into a three-way settlement agreement
that resolved the remaining claim against Bear Stearns for a payment to the class of $10 million, bringing the total
recovery to more than $1.04 billion for the Class.
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HealthSouth Corporation Bondholder Litigation -- (United States District Court for the Northern District of
Alabama {Southern Division}) On March 19, 2003, the investment community was stunned by the charges filed by
the Securities and Exchange Commission against Birmingham, Alabama based HealthSouth Corporation and its
former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Richard M. Scrushy, alleging a “massive accounting fraud.” Stephen
M. Cutler, the SEC’s Director of Enforcement, said “HealthSouth’s fraud represents an appalling betrayal of
investors.” According to the SEC, HealthSouth overstated its earnings by at least $1.4 billion since 1999 at the
direction of Mr. Scrushy. Subsequent revelations disclosed that the overstatement actually exceeded over $2.4
billion, virtually wiping out all of HealthSouth’s reported profits for the prior five years. A number of executives at
HealthSouth, including its most senior accounting officers – including every chief financial officer in HealthSouth’s
history – pled guilty to criminal fraud charges. In the wake of these disclosures, numerous securities class action
lawsuits were filed against HealthSouth and certain individual defendants. On June 24, 2003, the Honorable Karon
O. Bowdre of the District Court appointed the Retirement Systems of Alabama to serve as Lead Plaintiff on behalf
of a class of all purchasers of HealthSouth bonds who suffered a loss as a result of the fraud. Judge Bowdre
appointed BLB&G to serve as Co-Lead Counsel for the bondholder class. On February 22, 2006, the RSA and
BLB&G announced that it and several other institutional plaintiffs leading investor lawsuits arising from the scandal
had reached a class action settlement with HealthSouth, certain of the company’s former directors and officers, and
certain of the company’s insurance carriers. The total consideration in that settlement was approximately $445
million for shareholders and bondholders. On April 23, 2010, RSA and BLB&G announced that it had reached
separate class action settlements with UBS AG, UBS Warburg LLC, Benjamin D. Lorello, William C. McGahan
and Howard Capek (collectively, UBS) and with Ernst & Young LLP (E&Y). The total consideration to be paid in
the UBS settlement is $100 million in cash and E&Y agreed to pay $33.5 million in cash. Bond purchasers will also
receive approximately 5% of the recovery achieved in Alabama state court in a separate action brought on behalf of
HealthSouth against UBS and Richard Scrushy. The total settlement for injured HealthSouth bond purchasers will
be in excess of $230 million, which should recoup over a third of bond purchaser damages.
Ohio Public Employees Retirement System, et al. v. Freddie Mac, et al. -- (United States District Court for the
Southern District of Ohio {Eastern Division}) Securities fraud class action filed on behalf of the Ohio Public
Employees Retirement System and the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio against the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”) and certain of its current and former officers. The Class included all
purchasers of Freddie Mac common stock during the period July 15, 1999 through June 6, 2003. The Complaint
alleged that Freddie Mac and certain current or former officers of the Company issued false and misleading
statements in connection with Company’s previously reported financial results. Specifically, the complaint alleged
that the defendants misrepresented the Company’s operations and financial results by having engaged in numerous
improper transactions and accounting machinations that violated fundamental GAAP precepts in order to artificially
smooth the Company’s earnings and to hide earnings volatility. On November 21, 2003, Freddie Mac restated its
previously reported earnings in connection with these improprieties, ultimately restating more than $5.0 billion in
earnings. In October 2005, with document review nearly complete, Lead Plaintiffs began deposition discovery. On
April 25, 2006, the parties reported to the Court that they had reached an agreement in principle to settle the case for
$410 million. On October 26, 2006, the Court granted final approval of the settlement.
In re Washington Public Power Supply System Litigation -- (United States District Court, District of Arizona)
Commenced in 1983, the firm was appointed Chair of the Executive Committee responsible for litigating the action
on behalf of the class. The action involved an estimated 200 million pages of documents produced in discovery; the
depositions of 285 fact witnesses and 34 expert witnesses; more than 25,000 introduced exhibits; six published
district court opinions; seven appeals or attempted appeals to the Ninth Circuit; and a three-month jury trial, which
resulted in a settlement of over $750 million – then the largest securities fraud settlement ever achieved.
In re Wachovia Preferred Securities and Bond/Notes Litigation -- (United States District Court, Southern District
of New York) Securities class action, filed on behalf of certain Wachovia bonds or preferred securities purchasers,
against Wachovia Corp., certain former officers and directors, various underwriters, and its auditor, KPMG LLP.
The case alleges that Wachovia provided offering materials that misrepresented and omitted material facts
concerning the nature and quality of Wachovia’s multi-billion dollar option-ARM (adjustable rate mortgage) “PickA-Pay” mortgage loan portfolio, and that Wachovia violated Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (“GAAP”)
by publicly disclosing loan loss reserves that were materially inadequate at all relevant times. According to the
Complaint, these undisclosed problems threatened the viability of the financial institution, requiring it to be “bailed
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out” during the financial crisis before it was acquired by Wells Fargo & Company in 2008. Wachovia and its
affiliated entities settled the action for $590 million, while KPMG agreed to pay $37 million. The combined $627
million recovery is among the 15 largest securities class action recoveries in history and the largest to date obtained
in an action arising from the subprime mortgage crisis. It also is believed to be the largest settlement ever in a class
action case asserting only claims under the Securities Act of 1933. The case also represents one of a handful of
largest securities class action recoveries ever obtained where there were no parallel civil or criminal securities fraud
actions brought by government authorities. The settlement is pending subject to final Court approval. The firm
represented Co-Lead Plaintiffs Orange County Employees’ Retirement System and Louisiana Sheriffs’ Pension
and Relief Fund in this action.
In re Lucent Technologies, Inc. Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court for the District of New Jersey)
A securities fraud class action filed on behalf of purchasers of the common stock of Lucent Technologies, Inc. from
October 26, 1999 through December 20, 2000. In the action, BLB&G served as Co-Lead Counsel for the
shareholders and Lead Plaintiffs, the Parnassus Fund and Teamsters Locals 175 & 505 D&P Pension Trust, and
also represented the Anchorage Police and Fire Retirement System and the Louisiana School Employees’
Retirement System. Lead Plaintiffs’ complaint charged Lucent with making false and misleading statements to the
investing public concerning its publicly reported financial results and failing to disclose the serious problems in its
optical networking business. When the truth was disclosed, Lucent admitted that it had improperly recognized
revenue of nearly $679 million in fiscal 2000. On September 23, 2003, the Court granted preliminary approval of the
agreement to settle this litigation, a package valued at approximately $600 million composed of cash, stock and
warrants. The appointment of BLB&G as Co-Lead Counsel is especially noteworthy as it marked the first time
since the 1995 passage of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act that a court reopened the lead plaintiff or lead
counsel selection process to account for changed circumstances, new issues and possible conflicts between new and
old allegations.
In re Refco, Inc. Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court of the Southern District of New York)
Securities fraud class action on behalf of persons and entities who purchased or acquired the securities of Refco, Inc.
(“Refco” or the “Company”) during the period from July 1, 2004 through October 17, 2005. The lawsuit arises from
the revelation that Refco, a once prominent brokerage, had for years secreted hundreds of millions of dollars of
uncollectible receivables with a related entity controlled by Phillip Bennett, the Company’s Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer. This revelation caused the stunning collapse of the Company a mere two months after its August
10, 2005 initial public offering of common stock, As a result, Refco filed one of the largest bankruptcies in U.S.
history as a result. Settlements have been obtained from multiple company and individual defendants, and the total
recovery for the Class is expected to be in excess of $407 million.
In re Williams Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court for the Northern District of Oklahoma)
Securities fraud class action filed on behalf of a class of all persons or entities that purchased or otherwise acquired
certain securities of The Williams Companies. The action alleged securities claims pursuant to Section 10(b) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Section 11 of the Securities Act of 1933. After a massive discovery and
intensive litigation effort, which included taking more than 150 depositions and reviewing in excess of 18 million
pages of documents, BLB&G and its clients, the Arkansas Teacher Retirement System and the Ontario Teachers’
Pension Plan Board, announced an agreement to settle the litigation against all defendants for $311 million in cash
on June 13, 2006. The recovery is among the largest ever in a securities class action in which the corporate
defendant did not restate its financial results.
In re DaimlerChrysler Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court for the District of Delaware) A
securities class action filed against defendants DaimlerChrysler AG, Daimler-Benz AG and two of
DaimlerChrysler’s top executives, charging that Defendants acted in bad faith and misrepresented the nature of the
1998 merger between Daimler-Benz AG and the Chrysler Corporation. According to plaintiffs, defendants framed
the transaction as a “merger of equals,” rather than an acquisition, in order to avoid paying an “acquisition
premium.” Plaintiffs’ Complaint alleges that Defendants made this representation to Chrysler shareholders in the
August 6, 1998 Registration Statement, Prospectus, and Proxy, leading 97% of Chrysler shareholders to approve the
merger. BLB&G is court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel for Co-Lead Plaintiffs the Chicago Municipal Employees
Annuity and Benefit Fund and the Chicago Policemen’s Annuity and Benefit Fund. BLB&G and the Chicago
funds filed the action on behalf of investors who exchanged their Chrysler Corporation shares for DaimlerChrysler
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shares in connection with the November 1998 merger, and on behalf of investors who purchased DaimlerChrysler
shares in the open market from November 13, 1998 through November 17, 2000. The action settled for $300
million.
In re The Mills Corporation Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court, Eastern District of Virginia) On
July 27, 2007, BLB&G and Mississippi Public Employees’ Retirement System (“Mississippi”) filed a
Consolidated Complaint against The Mills Corporation (“Mills” or the “Company”), a former real estate investment
trust, certain of its current and former senior officers and directors, its independent auditor, Ernst & Young LLP, and
its primary joint venture partner, the KanAm Group. This action alleged that, during the Class Period, Mills issued
financial statements that materially overstated the Company’s actual financial results and engaged in accounting
improprieties that enabled it to report results that met or exceeded the market’s expectations and resulted in the
announcement of a restatement. Mills conducted an internal investigation into its accounting practices, which
resulted in the retirement, resignation and termination of 17 Company officers and concluded, among other things,
that: (a) there had been a series of accounting violations that were used to “meet external and internal financial
expectations;” (b) there were a set of accounting errors that were not “reasonable and reached in good faith” and
showed “possible misconduct;” and (c) the Company “did not have in place fully adequate accounting information
systems, personnel, formal policies and procedures, supervision, and internal controls.” On December 24, 2009, the
Court granted final approval of settlements with the Mills Defendants ($165 million), Mills’ auditor Ernst & Young
($29.75 million), and the Kan Am Defendants ($8 million), bringing total recoveries obtained for the class to
$202.75 million plus interest. This settlement represents the largest recovery ever achieved in a securities class
action in Virginia, and the second largest ever achieved in the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.
In re Washington Mutual, Inc., Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court, Western District of
Washington) Securities class action filed against Washington Mutual, Inc., certain of its officers and executive
officers, and its auditor, Deloitte & Touche LLP. In one of the largest settlements achieved in a case related to the
fallout of the financial crisis, Washington Mutual’s directors and officers agreed to pay $105 million, the
Underwriter Defendants (consisting of several large Wall Street banks) agreed to pay $85 million, and Deloitte
agreed to pay $18.5 million to settle all claims, for a total settlement of $208.5 million. Plaintiffs allege that
Washington Mutual, aided by the Underwriter Defendants and Deloitte, misled investors into investing in
Washington Mutual securities by making false statements about the nature of the company’s lending business,
which had been marketed as low-risk and subject to strict lending standards. The action alleges that when
Washington Mutual experienced a severe drop in the value of its assets and net worth during the financial crisis, it
became evident that the losses were related to its increasing focus on high-risk and experimental mortgages, and
their gradual abandonment of proper standards of managing, conducting and accounting for its business. The firm
represented the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board in this case. The settlement is pending subject to final
Court approval.
Wells Fargo Mortgage Pass-Through Litigation -- (United States District Court, Northern District of California)
Securities class action filed against Wells Fargo, N.A. and certain related defendants. After extensive litigation and
discovery, Wells Fargo agreed to pay $125 million to resolve all claims against all defendants. This is the first
settlement of a class action asserting Securities Act claims related to the issuance of mortgage-backed securities.
Plaintiffs allege that the Offering Documents related to the issuance of mortgage pass-through certificates contained
untrue statements and omissions related to the quality of the underlying mortgage loans and that Wells Fargo had
disregarded or abandoned its loan underwriting and loan origination standards. The firm represented Alameda
County Employees’ Retirement Association, the Government of Guam Retirement Fund, the Louisiana
Sheriffs’ Pension and Relief Fund and the New Orleans Employees’ Retirement System in this action. The
settlement is pending subject to final Court approval.
In re New Century Securities Litigation -- (United States District Court, Central District of California) Securities
class action against New Century Financial Corp., certain of its officers and directors, its auditor, KPMG LLP, and
certain underwriters. This action arises from the sudden collapse of New Century, a now bankrupt mortgage finance
company focused on the subprime market, and alleges that throughout the Class Period, the defendants artificially
inflated the price of the Company’s securities through false and misleading statements concerning the significant
risks associated with its mortgage lending business. In particular, the Company and the Individual Defendants failed
to disclose that New Century maintained grossly inadequate reserves against losses associated with loan defaults and
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delinquencies. These understated reserves, which detract directly from earnings, caused the Company to
significantly overstate its publicly reported earnings. The defendants also falsely represented internal controls
relating to loan origination, loan underwriting and financial reporting existed at all or were effective. Following
extensive negotiations, the parties settled the litigation for a total of approximately $125 million, a feat characterized
by numerous industry observers as “enormously difficult given the number of parties, the number of proceedings,
the number of insurers, and the amount of money at stake” (The D&O Diary). The firm represented Lead Plaintiff
the New York State Teachers’ Retirement System in this action.

Corporate Governance and Shareholders’ Rights
UnitedHealth Group, Inc. Shareholder Derivative Litigation -- (United States District Court, District of
Minnesota) Shareholder derivative action filed on behalf of Plaintiffs the St. Paul Teachers’ Retirement Fund
Association, the Public Employees’ Retirement System of Mississippi, the Jacksonville Police & Fire Pension Fund,
the Louisiana Sheriffs’ Pension & Relief Fund, the Louisiana Municipal Police Employees’ Retirement System and
Fire & Police Pension Association of Colorado (“Public Pension Funds”). The action was brought in the name and
for the benefit of UnitedHealth Group, Inc. (“UnitedHealth” or the “Corporation”) against certain current and former
executive officers and members of the Board of Directors of UnitedHealth. It alleged that defendants obtained,
approved and/or acquiesced in the issuance of stock options to senior executives that were unlawfully backdated to
provide the recipients with windfall compensation at the direct expense of UnitedHealth and its shareholders. The
firm recovered nearly $920 million in ill-gotten compensation directly from the former officer defendants – the
largest derivative recovery in history. The settlement is notable for holding these individual wrongdoers
accountable for their role in illegally backdating stock options, as well as for the fact that the company agreed to farreaching reforms to curb future executive compensation abuses. As feature coverage in The New York Times
indicated, “investors everywhere should applaud [the UnitedHealth settlement]….[T]he recovery sets a standard of
behavior for other companies and boards when performance pay is later shown to have been based on ephemeral
earnings.”
Caremark Merger Litigation -- (Delaware Court of Chancery - New Castle County) Shareholder class action
against the directors of Caremark RX, Inc. (“Caremark”) for violations of their fiduciary duties arising from their
approval and continued endorsement of a proposed merger with CVS Corporation (“CVS”) and their refusal to
consider fairly an alternative transaction proposed by Express Scripts, Inc. (“Express Scripts”). On December 21,
2006, BLB&G commenced this action on behalf of the Louisiana Municipal Police Employees’ Retirement
System and other Caremark shareholders in order to force the Caremark directors to comply with their fiduciary
duties and otherwise obtain the best value for shareholders. In a landmark decision issued on February 23, 2007, the
Delaware Court of Chancery ordered the defendants to disclose additional material information that had previously
been withheld, enjoined the shareholder vote on the CVS transaction until the additional disclosures occurred, and
granted statutory appraisal rights to Caremark’s shareholders. The Court also heavily criticized the conduct of the
Caremark board of directors and, although declining to enjoin the shareholder vote on procedural grounds, noted
that subsequent proceedings will retain the power to make shareholders whole through the availability of money
damages. The lawsuit forced CVS to increase the consideration offered to Caremark shareholders by a total of
$7.50 per share in cash (over $3 billion in total), caused Caremark to issue a series of additional material disclosures,
and twice postponed the shareholder vote to allow shareholders sufficient time to consider the new information. On
March 16, 2007, Caremark shareholders voted to approve the revised offer by CVS.
In re Pfizer Inc. Shareholder Derivative Litigation -- (United States District Court, Southern District of New York)
Shareholder derivative action brought by Court-appointed Lead Plaintiffs Louisiana Sheriffs’ Pension and Relief
Fund (“LSPRF”) and Skandia Life Insurance Company, Ltd. (“Skandia”) and fellow shareholders, in the name
and for the benefit of Pfizer Inc. (“Pfizer” or the “Company”), against members of the Board of Directors and senior
executives of the Company. On September 2, 2009, the U.S. Department of Justice announced that Pfizer agreed to
pay $2.3 billion as part of a settlement to resolve civil and criminal charges regarding the illegal marketing of at
least 13 of the Company’s most important drugs – including the largest criminal fine ever imposed for any matter
and the largest civil health care fraud settlement in history. The Complaint alleged that Pfizer’s senior management
and Board breached their fiduciary duties to Pfizer by, among other things, allowing unlawful promotion of drugs to
continue after receiving numerous “red flags” that Pfizer’s improper drug marketing was systemic and widespread.
The Parties engaged in extensive discovery between March 31, 2010 and November 12, 2010, including discovery15
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related evidentiary hearings before the Court, the production by Defendants and various third parties of millions of
pages of documents. On December 14, 2010, the Court granted preliminary approval of a proposed settlement.
Under the terms of the proposed settlement, Defendants agree to create a new Regulatory and Compliance
Committee of the Pfizer Board of Directors (the “Regulatory Committee”) that will exist for a term of at least five
years. The Committee will have a broad mandate to oversee and monitor Pfizer’s compliance and drug marketing
practices and, together with Pfizer’s Compensation Committee, to review the compensation policies for Pfizer’s
drug sales related employees. The new Regulatory Committee’s activities will be supported by a dedicated fund of
$75 million, minus any amounts awarded by the Court to Plaintiffs’ Counsel as attorneys’ fees and expenses. The
proposed settlement also provides for the establishment of an Ombudsman Program as an alternative channel to
address employee concerns about legal or regulatory issues.
In re ACS Shareholder Litigation (Xerox) -- (Delaware Court of Chancery) Shareholder class action filed on
behalf of the New Orleans Employees’ Retirement System (“NOERS”) and similarly situated shareholders of
Affiliated Computer Service, Inc. (“ACS” or the “Company”), against members of the Board of Directors of ACS
(“the Board”), Xerox Corporation (“Xerox”), and Boulder Acquisition Corp. (“Boulder”), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Xerox. The action alleged that the members of the ACS Board breached their fiduciary duties by
approving a merger with Xerox which would allow Darwin Deason, ACS’s founder and Chairman and largest
stockholder, to extract hundreds of millions of dollars of value that rightfully belongs to ACS’s public shareholders
for himself. Per the agreement, Deason’s consideration amounted to over a 50% premium when compared to the
consideration paid to ACS’s public stockholders. The ACS Board further breached its fiduciary duties by agreeing to
certain deal protections in the merger agreement, including an approximately 3.5% termination fee and a nosolicitation provision. These deal protections, along with the voting agreement that Deason signed with Xerox
(which required him under certain circumstances to pledge half of his voting interest in ACS to Xerox) essentially
locked-up the transaction between ACS and Xerox. Plaintiffs, therefore, sought a preliminary injunction to enjoin
the deal. After intense discovery and litigation, the parties also agreed to a trial in May 2010 to resolve all
outstanding claims. On May 19, 2010, Plaintiffs reached a global settlement with defendants for $69 million. In
exchange for the release of all claims, Deason agreed to pay the settlement class $12.8 million while ACS agreed to
pay the remaining $56.1 million. The Court granted final approval to the settlement on August 24, 2010.
In re Dollar General Corporation Shareholder Litigation -- (Sixth Circuit Court for Davidson County, Tennessee;
Twentieth Judicial District, Nashville) Class action filed against Dollar General Corporation (“Dollar General” or
the “Company”) for breaches of fiduciary duty related to its proposed acquisition by the private equity firm
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. (“KKR”), and against KKR for aiding and abetting those breaches. A Nashville,
Tennessee corporation that operates retail stores selling discounted household goods, in early March 2007, Dollar
General announced that its board of directors had approved the acquisition of the Company by KKR. On March 13,
2007, BLB&G filed a class action complaint alleging that the “going private” offer was approved as a result of
breaches of fiduciary duty by the board and that the price offered by KKR did not reflect the fair value of Dollar
General’s publicly-held shares. The Court appointed BLB&G Co-Lead Counsel and City of Miami General
Employees’ & Sanitation Employees’ Retirement Trust as Co-Lead Plaintiff. On the eve of the summary
judgment hearing, KKR agreed to pay a $40 million settlement in favor of the shareholders, with a potential for $17
million more for the Class.
Landry’s Restaurants, Inc. Shareholder Litigation -- (Delaware Court of Chancery) A derivative and shareholder
class action arising from the conduct of Landry’s Restaurants, Inc.’s (“Landry’s” or “the Company”) chairman, CEO
and largest shareholder, Tilman J. Fertitta (“Fertitta”). Fertitta and Landry’s board of directors (the “Board”)
breached their fiduciary duties by stripping Landry’s public shareholders of their controlling interest in the Company
for no premium and severely devalued Landry’s remaining public shares. In June 2008 Fertitta agreed to pay $21 per
share to Landry’s public shareholders to acquire the approximately 61% of the Company’s shares that he did not
already own (the “Buyout”). Fertitta planned to finance the Buyout by obtaining funds from a number of lending
banks. In September 2008 before the Buyout closed, Hurricane Ike struck Texas and damaged certain of the
Company’s restaurants and properties. Fertitta used this natural disaster, and the general state of the national
economy, to leverage renegotiation of the Buyout. By threatening the Board that the lending banks might invoke the
material adverse effect clause of the Buyout’s debt commitment letter – even though no such right existed – Fertitta
drastically reduced his purchase price to $13.50 a share in an amended agreement announced on October 18, 2008
(the “Amended Transaction”). In the wake of this announcement, Landry’s share price plummeted, and Fertitta took
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advantage of Landry’s depressed stock price by accumulating shares on the open market. Despite the Board’s
recognition of Fertitta’s stock accumulation outside the terms of the Amended Transaction, it did nothing to protect
the interests of Landry’s minority shareholders. By December 2, 2008, Fertitta owned more than 50% of the
Company, and sought to escape his obligations under the amended agreement. Roughly one month later, Fertitta and
the lending banks used a routine request of the Company to cause the Board to terminate the Amended Transaction,
thereby allowing Fertitta to avoid paying a termination fee. On February 5, 2009, BLB&G filed a lawsuit on behalf
of Plaintiff Louisiana Municipal Police Employees’ Retirement System and other public shareholders, and
derivatively on behalf of Landry’s, against Fertitta and the Board seeking to enforce the Buyout and various other
reliefs. On November 3, 2009, Landry’s announced that its Board approved a new deal with Fertitta, whereby
Fertitta would acquire the approximately 45% of Landry’s outstanding stock that he does not already own for $14.75
per share in cash (the “Proposed Transaction”). On November 12, 2009, the Court granted Plaintiff’s motion to
supplement its original complaint to add additional claims involving breaches of fiduciary duty by Fertitta and the
Landry’s Board related to the Proposed Transaction.
After over a year of intensive litigation in which the Court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss on all grounds,
settlements were reached resolving all claims asserted against Defendants, which included the creation of a
settlement fund composed of $14.5 million in cash. With respect to the conduct surrounding the 2009 Proposed
Transaction, the settlement terms included significant corporate governance reforms, and an increase in
consideration to shareholders of the purchase price valued at $65 million.
In re Yahoo! Inc., Takeover Litigation -- (Delaware Court of Chancery) Shareholder class action filed on behalf of
the Police & Fire Retirement System of the City of Detroit and the General Retirement System of the City of Detroit
(collectively “Plaintiffs”) (the “Detroit Funds”), and all other similarly situated public shareholders (the “Class”) of
Yahoo! Inc. (“Yahoo” or the “Company”). The action alleged that the Board of Directors at Yahoo breached their
fiduciary duties by refusing to respond in good faith to Microsoft Corporation’s (“Microsoft”) non-coercive offer to
acquire Yahoo for $31 per share - a 62% premium above the $19.18 closing price of Yahoo common stock on
January 31, 2008. The initial complaint filed on February 21, 2008 alleged that Yahoo pursued an “anyone but
Microsoft” approach, seeking improper defensive options to thwart Microsoft at the expense of Yahoo’s
shareholders, including transactions with Google, AOL, and News Corp. The Complaint also alleged the Yahoo
Board adopted improper change-in-control employee severance plans designed to impose tremendous costs and risks
for an acquirer by rewarding employees with rich benefits if they quit and claimed a constructive termination in the
wake of merger. Following consolidation of related cases and appointment of BLB&G as co-lead counsel by
Chancellor Chandler on March 5, 2008, plaintiffs requested expedited proceedings and immediately commenced
discovery, including document reviews and depositions of certain third parties and defendants. In December 2008,
the parties reached a settlement of the action which provided significant benefits to Yahoo’s shareholders including
substantial revisions to the two challenged Change-in-Control Employee Severance Plans that the Yahoo board of
directors adopted in immediate response to Microsoft’s offer back in February of 2008. These revisions included
changes to the first trigger of the severance plans by modifying what constitutes a “change of control” as well as
changes to the second trigger by narrowing what amounts to “good reason for termination” or when an employee at
Yahoo could leave on his own accord and claim severance benefits. Finally, the settlement provided for
modifications to reduce the expense of the plan. The Court approved the settlement on March 6, 2009.
Ceridian Shareholder Litigation -- (Delaware Chancery Court, New Castle County) Shareholder litigation filed in
2007 against the Ceridian Corporation (“Ceridian” or “the Company”), its directors, and Ceridian’s proposed merger
partners on behalf of BLB&G client, Minneapolis Firefighter’s Relief Association (“Minneapolis Firefighters”),
and other similarly situated shareholders, alleging that the proposed transaction arose from the board of directors’
breaches of their fiduciary duty to maximize shareholder value and instead was driven primarily as a means to
enrich Ceridian’s management at the expense of shareholders. Ceridian is comprised primarily of two divisions:
Human Resources Solutions and Comdata. The Company’s biggest shareholder pursued a proxy fight to replace the
current board of directors. In response to these efforts, the Company disclosed an exploration of strategic
alternatives and later announced that it had agreed to be acquired by Thomas H. Lee Partners, LP (“THL”) and
Fidelity National Financial, Inc. (“Fidelity”), and had entered into a definitive merger agreement in a deal that
values Ceridian at $5.3 billion, or $36 per share. In addition, Ceridian’s directors were accused of manipulating
shareholder elections by embedding into the merger agreement a contractual provision that allowed THL and
Fidelity an option to abandon the deal if a majority of the current board is replaced. This “Election Walkaway”
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provision would have punished shareholders for exercising the shareholder franchise and thereby coerce the vote.
The defendants were also accused of employing additional unlawful lockup provisions, including “Don’t Ask Don’t
Waive” standstill agreements, an improper “no-shop/no-talk” provision, and a $165 million termination fee as part
of the merger agreement in order to deter and preclude the successful emergence of alternatives to the deal with
THL and Fidelity. Further, in the shadow of the ongoing proxy fight, Ceridian refused to hold its annual meeting for
over 13 months. Pursuant to Section 211 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, BLB&G and Minneapolis
Firefighters successfully filed a petition to require that the Company hold its annual meeting promptly which
resulted in an order compelling the annual meeting to take place. BLB&G and Minneapolis also obtained a partial
settlement in the fiduciary duty litigation. Pursuant to the settlement terms, the “Election Walkaway” provision in
the merger agreement and the “Don’t Ask Don’t Waive” standstills were eliminated, letters were sent by the
Ceridian board to standstill parties advising them of their right to make a superior offer, and the “no-shop/no-talk”
provision in the merger agreement was amended to significantly expand the scope of competing transactions that
can be considered by the Ceridian board. On February 25, 2008, the court approved the final settlement of the
action.
McCall v. Scott -- (United States District Court, Middle District of Tennessee). A derivative action filed on behalf
of Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corporation – now “HCA” – against certain former senior executives of HCA and
current and former members of the Board of Directors seeking to hold them responsible for directing or enabling
HCA to commit the largest healthcare fraud in history, resulting in hundreds of millions of dollars of loss to HCA.
The firm represented the New York State Common Retirement Fund as Lead Plaintiff, as well as the California
Public Employees’ Retirement System (“CalPERS”), the New York City Pension Funds, the New York State
Teachers’ Retirement System and the Los Angeles County Employees’ Retirement Association (“LACERA”)
in this action. Although the district court initially dismissed the action, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit reversed that dismissal and upheld the complaint in substantial part, and remanded the case back to the
district court. On February 4, 2003, the Common Retirement Fund, announced that the parties had agreed in
principle to settle the action, subject to approval of the district court. As part of the settlement, HCA was to adopt a
corporate governance plan that goes well beyond the requirements both of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and of the rules
that the New York Stock Exchange has proposed to the SEC, and also enhances the corporate governance structure
presently in place at HCA. HCA also will receive $14 million. Under the sweeping governance plan, the HCA
Board of Directors is to be substantially independent, and would have increased power and responsibility to oversee
fair and accurate financial reporting. In granting final approval of the settlement on June 3, 2003, the Honorable
Senior Judge Thomas A. Higgins of the District Court said that the settlement “confers an exceptional benefit upon
the company and the shareholders by way of the corporate governance plan.”
Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors of Integrated Health Services, Inc. v. Elkins, et al. -- (Delaware
Chancery Court) The Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors (the “Committee”) of Integrated Health Services
(“HIS”), filed a complaint against the current and former officers and directors of IHS, a health care provider which
declared bankruptcy in January 2000. The Committee, on behalf of the Debtors Bankruptcy Estates, sought
damages for breaches of fiduciary duties and waste of corporate assets in proposing, negotiating, approving and/or
ratifying excessive and unconscionable compensation arrangements for Robert N. Elkins, the Company’s former
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, and for other executive officers of the Company. BLB&G is a special
litigation counsel to the committee in this action. The Delaware Chancery Court sustained most of Plaintiff’s
fiduciary duty claims against the defendants, finding that the complaint sufficiently pleaded that the defendants
“consciously and intentionally disregarded their responsibilities.” The Court also observed that Delaware law sets a
very high bar for proving violation of fiduciary duties in the context of executive compensation. Resulting in a
multi-million dollar settlement, the Integrated Health Services litigation was one of the few executive compensation
cases successfully litigated in Delaware.

Employment Discrimination and Civil Rights
Roberts v. Texaco, Inc. -- (United States District Court for the Southern District of New York) Six highly qualified
African-American employees filed a class action complaint against Texaco Inc. alleging that the Company failed to
promote African-American employees to upper level jobs and failed to compensate them fairly in relation to
Caucasian employees in similar positions. Two years of intensive investigation on the part of the lawyers of
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP, including retaining the services of high level expert statistical
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analysts, revealed that African-Americans were significantly under-represented in high level management jobs and
Caucasian employees were promoted more frequently and at far higher rates for comparable positions within the
Company. Settled for over $170 million. Texaco also agreed to a Task Force to monitor its diversity programs for
five years. The settlement has been described as the most significant race discrimination settlement in history.
ECOA - GMAC/NMAC/Ford/Toyota/Chrysler - Consumer Finance Discrimination Litigation (multiple
jurisdictions) -- The cases involve allegations that the lending practices of General Motors Acceptance Corporation,
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation, Ford Motor Credit, Toyota Motor Credit and DaimlerChrysler Financial
cause African-American and Hispanic car buyers to pay millions of dollars more for car loans than similarly situated
white buyers. At issue is a discriminatory kickback system under which minorities typically pay about 50% more in
dealer mark-up which is shared by auto dealers with the defendants.


NMAC: In March 2003, the United States District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee granted final
approval of the settlement of the class action pending against Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation
(“NMAC”). Under the terms of the settlement, NMAC agreed to offer pre-approved loans to hundreds of
thousands of current and potential African-American and Hispanic NMAC customers, and limit how much
it raises the interest charged to car buyers above the Company’s minimum acceptable rate. The company
will also contribute $1 million to America Saves, to develop a car financing literacy program targeted
toward minority consumers. The settlement also provides for the payment of $5,000 to $20,000 to the 10
people named in the class-action lawsuit.



GMAC: In March 2004, the United States District Court for the Middle District of Tennessee granted final
approval of a settlement of the litigation against General Motors Acceptance Corporation (“GMAC”), in
which GMAC agreed to take the historic step of imposing a 2.5% markup cap on loans with terms up to
sixty months, and a cap of 2% on extended term loans. GMAC also agreed to institute a substantial credit
pre-approval program designed to provide special financing rates to minority car buyers with special rate
financing. The pre-approval credit program followed the example laid down in the successful program that
NMAC implemented. The GMAC program extended to African-American and Hispanic customers
throughout the United States and will offer no less than 1.25 million qualified applicants “no markup” loans
over a period of five years. In addition, GMAC further agreed to (i) change its financing contract forms to
disclose that the customer’s annual percentage interest rate may be negotiable and that the dealer may
retain a portion of the finance charge paid by the customer to GMAC, and (ii) to contribute $1.6 million
toward programs aimed at educating and assisting consumers.



DaimlerChrysler: In October 2005, the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey granted
final approval of the settlement of BLB&G’s case against DaimlerChrysler. Under the Settlement
Agreement, DaimlerChrysler agreed to implement substantial changes to the Company’s practices,
including limiting the maximum amount of mark-up dealers may charge customers to between 1.25% and
2.5% depending upon the length of the customer’s loan. In addition, the Company agreed to (i) include
disclosures on its contract forms that the consumer can negotiate the interest rate with the dealer and that
DaimlerChrysler may share the finance charges with the dealer, (ii) send out 875,000 pre-approved credit
offers of no-mark-up loans to African-American and Hispanic consumers over the next several years, and
(iii) contribute $1.8 million to provide consumer education and assistance programs on credit financing.



Ford Motor Credit: In June 2006, the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York
granted final approval of the settlement in this class action lawsuit. Under the terms of the settlement, Ford
Credit agreed to make contract disclosures in the forms it creates and distributes to dealerships informing
consumers that the customer’s Annual Percentage Rate (“APR”) may be negotiated and that sellers may
assign their contracts and retain their right to receive a portion of the finance charge. Ford Credit also
agreed to: (i) maintain or lower its present maximum differential between the customer APR and Ford
Credit’s “Buy Rate”; (ii) to contribute $2 million toward certain consumer education and assistance
programs; and (iii) to fund a Diversity Marketing Initiative offering 2,000,000 pre-approved firm offers of
credit to African-American and Hispanic Class Members during the next three years.
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Toyota Motor Credit: In November 2006, the United States District Court for the Central District of
California granted final approval of the settlement of BLB&G’s case against Toyota. Under the Settlement
Agreement, Toyota agreed to limit the amount of mark-up on certain automobiles for the next three years
with a cap of 2.50% on loans for terms of sixty (60) months or less; 2.00% on loans for terms of sixty-one
(61) to seventy-one (71) months; and 1.75% on loans for terms of seventy-two (72) months or more. In
addition, Toyota agreed to: (i) disclose to consumers that loan rates are negotiable and can be negotiated
with the dealer; (ii) fund consumer education and assistance programs directed to African-American and
Hispanic communities which will help consumers with respect to credit financing; (iii) offer 850,000 preapproved, no mark-up offers of credit to African-Americans and Hispanics over the next five years; and
offer a certificate of credit or cash to eligible class members.

Alexander v. Pennzoil Company -- (United States District Court, Southern District of Texas) A class action on
behalf of all salaried African-American employees at Pennzoil alleging race discrimination in the Company’s
promotion, compensation and other job related practices. The action settled for $6.75 million.
Butcher v. Gerber Products Company -- (United States District Court, Southern District of New York) Class action
asserting violations of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act arising out of the mass discharging of
approximately 460 Gerber sales people, the vast majority of whom were long-term Gerber employees aged 40 and
older. Settlement terms are confidential.

Consumer Class Actions
DoubleClick -- (United States District Court, Southern District of New York) Internet Privacy. A class action on
behalf of Internet users who have had personal information surreptitiously intercepted and sent to a major Internet
advertising agency. In the settlement agreement reached in this action, DoubleClick committed to a series of
industry-leading privacy protections for online consumers while continuing to offer its full range of products and
services. This is likely the largest class action there has ever been - virtually every, if not every, Internet user in the
United States.
General Motors Corporation -- (Superior Court of New Jersey Law Division, Bergen County) A class action
consisting of all persons who currently own or lease a 1988 to 1993 Buick Regal, Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
Pontiac Grand Prix or Chevrolet Lumina or who previously owned or leased such a car for defective rear disc brake
caliper pins which tended to corrode, creating both a safety hazard and premature wearing of the front and rear disc
brakes, causing extensive economic damage. Settled for $19.5 million.
Wright v. MCI Communications Corporation -- (United States District Court, District of California) Consumer
fraud class action on behalf of individuals who were improperly charged for calls made through MCI’s Automated
Operator Services. Class members in this class action received a return of more than 85% of their losses. Settled for
$14.5 million.
Empire Blue Cross -- (United States District Court, Southern District of New York) Overcharging health care
subscribers. BLB&G was lead counsel in a recently approved $5.6 million settlement that represented 100% of the
class’ damages and offered all the overcharged subscribers 100 cents on the dollar repayment.
DeLima v. Exxon -- (Superior Court of Hudson County, New Jersey) A class action complaint alleging false and
deceptive advertising designed to convince consumers who did not need high-test gasoline to use it in their cars. A
New Jersey class was certified by the court and upheld by the appellate court. Under terms of the settlement, the
class received one million $3 discounts on Exxon 93 Supreme Gasoline upon the purchase of at least 8 gallons of the
gasoline.
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Toxic/Mass Torts
Fen/Phen Litigation (“Diet Drug” Litigation) -- (Class action lawsuits filed in 10 jurisdictions including New
York, New Jersey, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Florida, Kentucky, Indiana, Arizona, Oregon and Arkansas) The firm
played a prominent role in the nationwide “diet drug” or “fen-phen” litigation against American Home Products for
the Company’s sale and marketing of Redux and Pondimin. The suits alleged that a number of pharmaceutical
companies produced these drugs which, when used in combination, can lead to life-threatening pulmonary
hypertension and heart valve thickening. The complaint alleged that these manufacturers knew of or should have
known of the serious health risks created by the drugs, should have warned users of these risks, knew that the
fen/phen combination was not approved by the FDA, had not been adequately studied, and yet was being routinely
prescribed by physicians. This litigation led to one of the largest class action settlements in history, the multi-billion
dollar Nationwide Class Action Settlement with American Home Products approved by the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. In this litigation, BLB&G was involved in lawsuits filed in the 10
jurisdictions and was designated Class Counsel in the Consolidated New York and New Jersey state court
litigations. Additionally, the firm was Co-Liaison Counsel in the New York litigations and served as the State Court
Certified Class Counsel for the New York Certified Class to the Nationwide Settlement.
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CLIENTS AND FEES
Most of the firm’s clients are referred by other clients, law firms and lawyers, bankers, investors and accountants. A
considerable number of clients have been referred to the firm by former adversaries. We have always maintained a
high level of independence and discretion in the cases we decide to prosecute. As a result, the level of personal
satisfaction and commitment to our work is high.
As stated, our client roster includes many large and well known financial and lending institutions and pension funds,
as well as privately held corporate entities which are attracted to our firm because of our reputation, particular
expertise and fee structure.
We are firm believers in the contingency fee as a socially useful, productive and satisfying basis of compensation for
legal services, particularly in litigation. Wherever appropriate, even with our corporate clients, we will encourage a
retention where our fee is at least partially contingent on the outcome of the litigation. This way, it is not the
number of hours worked that will determine our fee but, rather, the result achieved for our client.
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IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP is guided by two principles: excellence in legal work and a belief that
the law should serve a socially useful and dynamic purpose. Attorneys at the firm are active in academic,
community and pro bono activities, as well as participating as speakers and contributors to professional
organizations. In addition, the firm endows a public interest law fellowship and sponsors an academic scholarship at
Columbia Law School.

The Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann Public Interest Law Fellowship, Columbia Law School.
BLB&G is committed to fighting discrimination and effecting positive social change. In support of this
commitment, the firm donated funds to Columbia Law School to create the Bernstein Litowitz Berger &
Grossmann Public Interest Law Fellowship. This newly endowed fund at Columbia Law School will
provide Fellows with 100% of the funding needed to make payments on their law school tuition loans so
long as such graduates remain in the public interest law field. The Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann
Fellows will be able to leave law school free of any law school debt if they make a long term commitment
to public interest law.
Firm sponsorship of inMotion, New York, NY. BLB&G is a sponsor of inMotion, a non-profit
organization in New York City dedicated to providing pro bono legal representation to indigent
women, principally battered women, in connection with the myriad legal problems they face. The
organization trains and supports the efforts of New York lawyers, typically associates at law firms
or in-house counsel, who provide pro bono counsel to these women. Several members and
associates of the firm volunteer their time and energies to help women who need divorces from
abusive spouses, or representation on legal issues such as child support, custody and visitation. To
read more about inMotion and the remarkable services it provides, visit the organization’s website
at www.inmotiononline.org.
The Paul M. Bernstein Memorial Scholarship, Columbia Law School. Paul M. Bernstein was the
founding senior partner of the firm. Mr. Bernstein led a distinguished career as a lawyer and teacher and
was deeply committed to the professional and personal development of young lawyers. The Paul M.
Bernstein Memorial Scholarship Fund is a gift of the firm of Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP,
and the family and friends of Paul M. Bernstein. Established in 1990, the scholarship is awarded annually
to one or more second-year students selected for their academic excellence in their first year, professional
responsibility, financial need and contributions to fellow students and the community.
Firm sponsorship of City Year New York, New York, NY. BLB&G is also an active supporter of City
Year New York, a division of AmeriCorps. The program was founded in 1988 as a means of encouraging
young people to devote time to public service and unites a diverse group of volunteers for a demanding
year of full-time community service, leadership development and civic engagement. Through their service,
corps members experience a rite of passage that can inspire a lifetime of citizenship and build a stronger
democracy.
Max W. Berger Pre-Law Program at Baruch College. In order to encourage outstanding minority
undergraduates to pursue a meaningful career in the legal profession, the Max W. Berger Pre-Law Program
was established at Baruch College. Providing workshops, seminars, counseling and mentoring to Baruch
students, the program facilitates and guides them through the law school research and application process,
as well as placing them in appropriate internships and other pre-law working environments.
New York Says Thank You Foundation. Founded in response to the outpouring of love shown to New
York City by volunteers from all over the country in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, The New York Says
Thank You Foundation sends volunteers from New York City to help rebuild communities around the
country affected by disasters. BLB&G is a corporate sponsor of NYSTY and its goals are a heartfelt
reflection of the firm’s focus on community and activism.
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THE MEMBERS OF THE FIRM
MAX W. BERGER, the firm’s senior founding partner, supervises BLB&G’s litigation practice and prosecutes
class and individual actions on behalf of the firm’s clients.
He has litigated many of the firm’s most high-profile and significant cases, and has negotiated six of the largest
securities fraud settlements in history, each in excess of a billion dollars: Cendant ($3.3 billion); CitigroupWorldCom ($2.575 billion); Bank of America/Merrill Lynch ($2.4 billion); JPMorgan Chase-WorldCom ($2
billion); Nortel ($1.3 billion); and McKesson ($1.04 billion).
Mr. Berger’s work has garnered him extensive media attention, and he has been the subject of feature articles in a
variety of major media publications. Unique among his peers, The New York Times highlighted his remarkable track
record in an October 2012 profile entitled “Investors’ Billion-Dollar Fraud Fighter,” which also discussed his role in
the Bank of America/Merrill Lynch Merger litigation. In 2011, Mr. Berger was twice profiled by The American
Lawyer for his role in negotiating a $627 million recovery on behalf of investors in the In re Wachovia Corp.
Securities Litigation, and a $516 million recovery in In re Lehman Brothers Equity/Debt Securities Litigation.
Previously, Mr. Berger’s role in the WorldCom case generated extensive media coverage including feature articles
in BusinessWeek and The American Lawyer. For his outstanding efforts on behalf WorldCom investors, The
National Law Journal profiled Mr. Berger (one of only eleven attorneys selected nationwide) in its special annual
2005 “Winning Attorneys” section. He was subsequently featured in a 2006 New York Times article, “A ClassAction Shuffle,” which assessed the evolving landscape of the securities litigation arena.
Mr. Berger is widely recognized for his professional excellence and achievements. For the past seven years in a row,
he has received the top attorney ranking in plaintiff securities litigation by the Chambers and Partners’ Guide to
America’s Leading Lawyers for Business. He is also consistently recognized as one of New York’s “local litigation
stars” by Benchmark: The Definitive Guide to America’s Leading Litigation Firms & Attorneys (published by
Institutional Investor and Euromoney). Additionally, since their various inceptions, he has been named a “litigation
star” by the Legal 500 US guide, one of “10 Legal Superstars” by Securities Law360, and one of the “500 Leading
Lawyers in America” and “100 Securities Litigators You Need to Know” by Lawdragon magazine. Further, The
Best Lawyers in America guide has named Mr. Berger a leading lawyer in his field.
Mr. Berger also serves the academic community in numerous capacities as a member of the Dean’s Council to
Columbia Law School, and as a member of the Board of Trustees of Baruch College. He has taught Profession of
Law, an ethics course at Columbia Law School, and currently serves on the Advisory Board of Columbia Law
School’s Center on Corporate Governance. In May 2006, he was presented with the Distinguished Alumnus Award
for his contributions to Baruch College, and in February 2011, Mr. Berger received Columbia Law School’s most
prestigious and highest honor, “The Medal for Excellence.” This award is presented annually to Columbia Law
School alumni who exemplify the qualities of character, intellect, and social and professional responsibility that the
Law School seeks to instill in its students. Most recently, Mr. Berger was profiled in the Fall 2011 issue of
Columbia Law School Magazine.
Mr. Berger is currently a member of the New York State, New York City and American Bar Associations, and is a
member of the Federal Bar Council. His is also an advisor to the American Law Institute’s Restatement Third:
Economic Torts project, and is a member of the Board of Trustees of The Supreme Court Historical Society, a
prestigious non-profit organization committed to preserving the history of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. Berger is a past chairman of the Commercial Litigation Section of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America
(now known as the American Association for Justice) and lectures for numerous professional organizations. In 1997,
Mr. Berger was honored for his outstanding contribution to the public interest by Trial Lawyers for Public Justice
(now known as Public Justice), where he was a “Trial Lawyer of the Year” Finalist for his work in Roberts, et al. v.
Texaco, the celebrated race discrimination case, on behalf of Texaco’s African-American employees.
Among numerous charitable and volunteer works, Mr. Berger is an active supporter of City Year New York, a
division of AmeriCorps, dedicated to encouraging young people to devote time to public service. In July 2005, he
was named City Year New York’s “Idealist of the Year,” for his long-time service and work in the community. He
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and his wife, Dale, have also established the Dale and Max Berger Public Interest Law Fellowship at Columbia Law
School and the Max Berger Pre-Law Program at Baruch College.
EDUCATION: Baruch College-City University of New York, B.B.A., Accounting, 1968; President of the student
body and recipient of numerous awards. Columbia Law School, J.D., 1971, Editor of the Columbia Survey of
Human Rights Law.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Eastern and Southern Districts of New York; U.S.
Court of Appeals, Second Circuit; U.S. District Court, District of Arizona; U.S. Supreme Court.
****
STEVEN B. SINGER, a member of the firm’s Management Committee, has been the lead partner responsible for
prosecuting a number of the most significant and high-profile securities cases in the country, which collectively have
recovered billions of dollars for investors. Most recently, he led the litigation against Bank of America Corp.
relating to its acquisition of Merrill Lynch, which resulted in a landmark settlement shortly before trial of $2.43
billion, one of the largest recoveries in history. The BLB&G Bank of America trial team, including Mr. Singer, were
the subject of The New York Times October 2012 feature article, “Investors’ Billion-Dollar Fraud Fighter.”
Mr. Singer has been recognized by industry observers for his legal excellence and achievements. He is ranked by
the Legal 500 US Guide as one of the “Leading Lawyers” in the field of plaintiffs’ securities litigation – one of only
seven attorneys in the nation so recognized – and has been honored by his peers as a “Litigation Star” in Benchmark
Plaintiff: The Definitive Guide to America’s Leading Litigation Firms & Attorneys. Mr. Singer has also been
selected as a New York Super Lawyer every year since 2006.
Mr. Singer has substantial trial experience, and was one of the lead trial lawyers on the WorldCom Securities
Litigation, which culminated in a four-week trial and resulted in the recovery of more than $6.15 billion. In
addition, Trial Lawyers for Public Justice named Mr. Singer as a finalist for “Trial Lawyer of the Year” for his role
in the prosecution of the class action race discrimination litigation, Roberts v. Texaco, which resulted in the largest
discrimination settlement in history.
Currently, Mr. Singer is responsible for prosecuting a number of high-profile securities class actions, including those
against J.P. Morgan, Facebook and Citigroup.
Mr. Singer is an active member of the New York State and American Bar Associations. He is also a speaker at
various continuing legal education programs offered by the Practising Law Institute (“PLI”).
EDUCATION: Duke University, B.A., cum laude, 1988. Northwestern University School of Law, J.D., 1991.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Eastern and Southern Districts of New York.
****
GERALD H. SILK’s practice focuses on representing institutional investors on matters involving federal and state
securities laws, accountants’ liability, and the fiduciary duties of corporate officials, as well as general commercial
and corporate litigation. He also advises creditors on their rights with respect to pursuing affirmative claims against
officers and directors, as well as professionals both inside and outside the bankruptcy context.
A member of the firm’s Management Committee, Mr. Silk is one of the partners who oversee the firm’s new matter
department, in which he, along with a group of financial analysts and investigators, counsels institutional clients on
potential legal claims. He was the subject of “Picking Winning Securities Cases,” a feature article in the June 2005
issue of Bloomberg Markets magazine, which detailed his work for the firm in this capacity. Lawdragon magazine
has named him one of the “100 Securities Litigators You Need to Know,” one of the “500 Leading Lawyers in
America,” and one of America’s top 500 “rising stars” in the legal profession. In addition, he was also named as a
“Litigation Star” by Benchmark Plaintiff, and is recommended by the Legal 500 USA guide in the field of plaintiffs’
securities litigation. Mr. Silk has also been selected for inclusion among New York Super Lawyers every year since
2006.
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Mr. Silk is currently advising institutional investors worldwide on their rights with respect to claims involving
transactions in residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). He is
also representing Cambridge Place Investment Management Inc. on claims under Massachusetts state law against
numerous investment banks arising from the purchase of billions of dollars of RMBS (see Gretchen
Morgenson, ”Mortgage Investors Turn to State Courts for Relief,” The New York Times, July 11, 2010).
Mr. Silk is also representing public pension funds who participated in a securities lending program administered and
managed by Northern Trust Company and sustained losses as a result of Northern Trust’s alleged breaches of
fiduciary duty. In addition, he is actively involved in the firm’s prosecution of highly successful M&A litigation,
representing shareholders in widely publicized lawsuits, including the litigation arising from the proposed
acquisition of Caremark Rx, Inc. by CVS Corporation – which led to an increase of approximately $3.5 billion in the
consideration offered to shareholders.
Mr. Silk was one of the principal attorneys responsible for prosecuting the In re Independent Energy Holdings
Securities Litigation. A case against the officers and directors of Independent Energy as well as several investment
banking firms which underwrote a $200 million secondary offering of ADRs by the U.K.-based Independent
Energy, the litigation was resolved for $48 million. Mr. Silk has also prosecuted and successfully resolved several
other securities class actions, which resulted in substantial cash recoveries for investors, including In re Sykes
Enterprises, Inc. Securities Litigation in the Middle District of Florida, and In re OM Group, Inc. Securities
Litigation in the Northern District of Ohio. He was also a member of the litigation team responsible for the
successful prosecution of In re Cendant Corporation Securities Litigation in the District of New Jersey, which was
resolved for $3.2 billion.
A graduate of the Wharton School of Business, University of Pennsylvania and Brooklyn Law School, in 1995-96,
Mr. Silk served as a law clerk to the Hon. Steven M. Gold, U.S.M.J., in the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of New York.
Mr. Silk lectures to institutional investors at conferences throughout the country, and has written or substantially
contributed to several articles on developments in securities and corporate law, including “The Compensation
Game,” Lawdragon, Fall 2006; “Institutional Investors as Lead Plaintiffs: Is There A New And Changing
Landscape?”, 75 St. John’s Law Review 31 (Winter 2001); “The Duty To Supervise, Poser, Broker-Dealer Law and
Regulation”, 3rd Ed. 2000, Chapter 15; “Derivative Litigation In New York after Marx v. Akers,” New York
Business Law Journal, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall 1997).
He is a frequent commentator for the business media on television and in print. Among other outlets, he has
appeared on NBC's Today, and CNBC's Power Lunch, Morning Call, and Squawkbox programs, as well as being
featured in The New York Times, Financial Times, Bloomberg, The National Law Journal, and the New York Law
Journal.
EDUCATION: Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, B.S., Economics, 1991. Brooklyn Law School,
J.D., cum laude, 1995.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York.
****
BLAIR A. NICHOLAS is a senior and managing partner of the firm and widely recognized as one of the leading
securities litigators in the country. He has extensive experience representing private and public institutional investors
in high-stakes actions involving federal and state securities laws, accountants’ liability, market manipulation, and
corporate governance matters. Mr. Nicholas has recovered billions of dollars in courts all across the nation on
behalf of some of the largest mutual funds, investment managers, insurance companies, public pension plans, and
hedge funds in North America and Europe.
On behalf of institutional investor clients, Mr. Nicholas currently serves, and has served in prior litigation, as lead
counsel in a wide variety of high-profile actions. Select representations include: Tyco Direct Action - served as
Lead Counsel on behalf of prominent mutual funds, hedge funds and a public pension fund in a direct action against
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Tyco International and certain of its former officers, which was successfully resolved for over $105 million; AXA
Rosenberg Breach of Fiduciary Duty Action - recovered over $65 million for investors in AXA Rosenberg’s funds
and strategies who incurred losses as a result of an error in the company’s quantitative investment model; Maxim
Integrated Securities Litigation – served as Lead Counsel in a stock options backdating action which resulted in
$173 million cash for investors – the largest backdating recovery in the Ninth Circuit; Qwest Direct Action –
represented prominent mutual funds in a direct action which resulted in significant and confidential recovery;
Countrywide Equity Direct Action – represented seventeen prominent institutional investors, including many of the
largest in the world, in a direct action that was successfully and confidentially resolved against Countrywide
Financial, certain of its former executive officers, and KPMG LLP; Williams Securities Litigation – served as Lead
Counsel in a securities fraud action resolved for $311 million; Pfizer Direct Action – currently representing twelve
prominent institutional investors in a direct action pending in the Southern District of New York to recover damages
arising out of the well-documented securities fraud involving the pain-relieving drugs Celebrex and Bextra; Marsh
& McLennan Direct Action – successfully resolved direct securities action against Marsh & McLennan on behalf of
several prominent mutual funds; Clarent Securities Litigation – served as Co-Lead Trial Counsel in a securities
fraud action prosecuted in the Northern District of California - after a four-week jury trial, in which Mr. Nicholas
delivered the closing argument, the jury returned a rare securities fraud verdict in favor of the shareholders against
the Company’s former CEO; Countrywide RMBS Direct Action - represented prominent institutional investors,
including money managers and insurance companies, in a direct action that was successfully and confidentially
resolved against Countrywide Financial; LIBOR Manipulation Actions – currently representing the Los Angeles
County Employees' Retirement Association and the County of Riverside in actions on behalf of investors and
municipalities who were damaged by the LIBOR rate-setting banks conspiracy to manipulate this critical financial
benchmark; Morgan Stanley RMBS Direct Action - currently representing two prominent insurance companies
against Morgan Stanley arising out of its fraudulent sale of residential mortgage-backed securities; Toyota Securities
Litigation – representing the Maryland State Retirement and Pension System in a securities action in the Central
District of California arising out of Toyota’s concealment of unintended acceleration; J.P. Morgan RMBS Direct
Action – representing a prominent insurance company in an action alleging fraud claims arising from J.P. Morgan's
sale of residential mortgage pass-through certificates; Dendreon Securities Litigation – serving as Lead Counsel
representing San Mateo County Employees’ Retirement Association in a securities class action pending in the
Western District of Washington involving a series of misrepresentations concerning a prostate cancer treatment.
Mr. Nicholas was named one of the "2010 Attorneys of the Year" by The Recorder, California's premier legal daily
publication, for his impressive legal achievements and "blockbuster" cases that were resolved favorably for investors
in 2010. According to The Recorder, "this year's winners are marked by their perseverance - whether fighting long
odds, persuading courts to reconsider their own rulings, or getting great trial results in high-profile, high-pressure
situations." He is also widely recognized by other industry observers and publications for his professional excellence
and achievements. Benchmark Litigation - The Definitive Guide to America's Leading Litigation Firms & Attorneys
recently named Mr. Nicholas a "Litigation Star" in Securities. In addition, he has been ranked by The Best Lawyers
in America guide as a leading lawyer in commercial litigation, and is consistently selected as a San Diego Super
Lawyer. Lawdragon magazine has named him one of the "100 Securities Litigators You Need to Know," one of the
"500 Leading Lawyers in America," and one of America's top 500 "rising stars" in the legal profession. Mr.
Nicholas was featured by The American Lawyer as one of the top 50 litigators in the country under 45, who have
"made their marks already and whom [they] expect to see leading the field for years to come." He was also honored
in the Daily Journal for "rack[ing] up a string of multi-million dollar victories for investors," and was selected as a
“recommended lawyer” in M&A-related shareholder litigation by Legal 500.
Mr. Nicholas frequently lectures at institutional investor and continuing legal educational conferences throughout
the United States. He has written numerous articles relating to the application of the federal and state securities
laws, including: “Concerns Rise with Foreign Litigation: Action May Be Only Way to Recoup Losses,” Pensions &
Investments (January 2013) (co-author) and “Regulations Needed for Healthy Market,” The Recorder (March 2011).
Mr. Nicholas served as Vice President on the Executive Committee of the San Diego Chapter of the Federal Bar
Association, and is an active member of the Association of Business Trial Lawyers of San Diego, Consumer
Attorneys of California, Litigation Section of the State Bar of California, and the San Diego County Bar
Association.
EDUCATION: University of California, Santa Barbara, B.A., Economics. University of San Diego School of Law,
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J.D.; Lead Articles Editor of the San Diego Law Review.
BAR ADMISSIONS: California; U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Fifth and Ninth Circuits; U.S. District Courts for
the Southern, Central and Northern Districts of California; U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona; U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin.
****
SALVATORE J. GRAZIANO, an experienced trial attorney, has taken a leading role in a number of major
securities fraud class actions over the past seventeen years on behalf of institutional investors and hedge funds
nationwide. These high profile cases include In re Raytheon Sec. Litig. (D. Mass.) (total recoveries in excess of $460
million); In re Refco Sec. Litig. (S.D.N.Y.) (total recoveries in excess of $400 million); In re MicroStrategy, Inc.
Sec. Litig. (E.D. Va.) (total recoveries in excess of $150 million); In re Bristol Myers Squibb Co. Sec. Litig.
(S.D.N.Y.) (total recovery of $125 million); and In re New Century (C.D. Cal.) (total recoveries of approximately
$125 million).
Featured consistently in prominent industry rankings as a leading attorney in the field, observers, peers and
adversaries recognize Mr. Graziano as “a wonderfully talented lawyer with excellent judgment” and “a smart,
aggressive lawyer who works hard for his clients” (Chambers USA); an attorney who performs “top quality work”
(Benchmark Litigation); and a “highly effective litigator” (US Legal500). He is also regularly named as one of
Lawdragon’s 500 Leading Lawyers in America and as a New York Super Lawyer.
Mr. Graziano is a member of the firm’s Management Committee. He is currently serving as the President of the
National Association of Shareholder & Consumer Attorneys, and has served as a member of the Financial Reporting
Committee and the Securities Regulation Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.
Upon graduation from law school, Mr. Graziano served as an Assistant District Attorney in the Manhattan District
Attorney’s Office.
Mr. Graziano regularly lectures on securities fraud litigation and shareholder rights.
EDUCATION: New York University College of Arts and Science, B.A., Psychology, cum laude, 1988. New York
University School of Law, J.D., cum laude, 1991.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York; U.S.
Courts of Appeals for the First, Second, Ninth and Eleventh Circuits.
****
MARK LEBOVITCH heads the firm’s corporate governance litigation practice, focusing on derivative suits and
transactional litigation.
Most recently, in the In re El Paso Corp. Shareholder Litigation, he was co-lead counsel in representing a group of
public pension funds challenging a conflict-ridden transaction, resulting in a $110 million settlement, which is
among the highest recoveries in any merger-related case in history. The settlement followed a landmark ruling by
the Delaware Chancery Court that has materially improved the way M&A financial advisors address conflicts of
interest. In In re Delphi Financial Group Shareholder Litigation, Mr. Lebovitch was co-lead counsel in challenging
the founder and controlling shareholder’s unlawful demand for an additional $55 million in connection with the sale
of the company, resulting in the recovery of $49 million. He served as lead counsel in the Pfizer Derivative
Litigation, which resulted in a $75 million payment and creation of a new Healthcare Law Regulatory Committee,
which sets an improved standard for regulatory compliance oversight by a public company board of directors.
Mr. Lebovitch was co-lead counsel in a challenge to Xerox’s acquisition of ACS, which settled on the eve of trial
for a $69 million cash payment to ACS shareholders. Mr. Lebovitch has prosecuted various precedent setting
claims, including in In re Amylin Shareholders Litigation, a first impression challenge to the legal validity of “Proxy
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Puts,” In re Landry’s Restaurants, Inc. Shareholders Litigation, resulting in a settlement representing a nearly 60%
increase in a proposed takeover price, plus a $14.5 million cash fund for Landry’s shareholders who sold their shares
during the class period, and In re Airgas Shareholder Litigation, in which Mr. Lebovitch served as co-lead trial
attorney in a landmark trial challenging the Airgas board’s use of a poison pill.
Mr. Lebovitch also prosecutes securities litigations, and in that capacity was the lead litigation attorney in In re
Merrill Lynch Bondholders Litigation, which settled for $150 million, and is a member of the team prosecuting In re
Bank of America Securities Litigation, which has settled for $2.425 billion to shareholders harmed by the
defendants’ violations of Sections 14(a) and 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act.
In recognition for his many achievements, Mr. Lebovitch was named one of Lawdragon’s 2011 “500 Leading
Lawyers in America,” a “Litigation Star” by Benchmark Plaintiff: The Definitive Guide to America’s Leading
Plaintiff Firms and Attorneys, and is recommended by the Legal 500 USA guide for his work in M&A litigation.
Mr. Lebovitch is a co-chair of the ABA Business Law Committee’s Subcommittee on Delaware Law, and is a
member of the Board of Advisors for the Institute for Law and Economics. He is an author and a frequent speaker
and commentator at industry events on a wide range of corporate governance and securities related issues. He has
taught at the Schulich School of Business in Toronto and at Harvard Law School on corporate governance
issues. His prior publications include “Making Order Out of Chaos: A Proposal To Improve Organization and
Coordination in Multi-Jurisdictional Merger-Related Litigation;” “‘Novel Issues’ or a Return to Core Principles?
Analyzing the Common Link Between the Delaware Chancery Court’s Recent Rulings in Option Backdating and
Transactional Cases” (NYU Journal of Law & Business, Volume 4, Number 2); “Calling a Duck a Duck:
Determining the Validity of Deal Protection Provisions in Merger of Equals Transactions” (2001 Columbia Business
Law Review 1) and “Practical Refinement” (The Daily Deal, January 2002), each of which discussed evolving
developments in the law of directors’ fiduciary duties.
Mr. Lebovitch clerked for Vice Chancellor Stephen P. Lamb on the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, and
was a litigation associate at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom in New York, where he represented clients in a
variety of corporate governance, commercial and federal securities matters.

EDUCATION: Binghamton University – State University of New York, B.A., cum laude, 1996. New York
University School of Law, J.D., cum laude, 1999.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U. S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York.
****
HANNAH ROSS is involved in a variety of the firm’s litigation practice areas, focusing in particular on securities
fraud, corporate governance, shareholder rights and other complex commercial matters. She has over a decade of
experience as a civil and criminal litigator, and represents the firm’s institutional investor clients as counsel in a
number of major pending actions.
Most recently, Ms. Ross was a member of the team prosecuting In re Bank of America Securities Litigation, which
has settled for $2.425 billion, the single largest securities class action recovery ever resolving violations of Sections
14(a) and 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act and one of the top securities litigation settlements ever obtained in
history. In addition, she also led the prosecution against Washington Mutual and certain of its former officers and
directors for alleged fraudulent conduct in the thrift’s home lending operations, an action which settled for $208.5
million and represents one of the largest settlements achieved in a case related to the fallout of the subprime crisis.
Ms. Ross has also been a member of the trial teams in several securities litigations which have successfully
recovered over $2 billion on behalf of injured investors. Among other matters, she prosecuted the securities class
action against the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”), as well as In re The Mills
Corporation Securities Litigation, In re Delphi Corporation Securities Litigation, In re Affiliated Computer
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Services, Inc. Derivative Litigation, In re Nortel Networks Corporation Securities Litigation and In re OM Group,
Inc. Securities Litigation.
Ms. Ross handles pro bono matters on behalf of the firm and has also served as an adjunct faculty member in the
trial advocacy program at the Dickinson School of Law of the Pennsylvania State University.
Before joining BLB&G, Ms. Ross was a prosecutor in the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office as well as an
Assistant District Attorney in the Middlesex County (Massachusetts) District Attorney’s Office.
EDUCATION: Cornell University, B.A, cum laude, 1995. The Dickinson School of Law of the Pennsylvania State
University, J.D., with distinction, 1998; Woolsack Honor Society; Comments Editor of the Dickinson Law Review;
D. Arthur Magaziner Human Services Award.
BAR ADMISSIONS: Massachusetts, New York.
****
JOHN RIZIO-HAMILTON is involved in a variety of the firm’s litigation practice areas, focusing specifically on
securities fraud, corporate governance, and shareholder rights. He currently represents the firm’s institutional
investor clients as counsel in a number of major pending actions, including In re Facebook, Inc. IPO Securities
Litigation and In re Citigroup Inc. Bond Litigation.
Most recently, Mr. Rizio-Hamilton was a member of the trial team prosecuting In re Bank of America Securities
Litigation, which has settled for $2.425 billion, the single largest securities class action recovery ever resolving
violations of Sections 14(a) and 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act and one of the top securities litigation
settlements ever obtained in history. He was also a member of the team that prosecuted the In re Wachovia Corp.
Bond/Notes Litigation, in which the firm recovered a total of $627 million on behalf of investors. The Wachovia
settlement is the largest settlement ever in a class action asserting only claims under the Securities Act of 1933, and
is one of the 15 largest securities class action recoveries in history.
Mr. Rizio-Hamilton has also been a member of the trial teams in several additional securities litigations which have
successfully recovered hundreds of millions of dollars on behalf of injured investors. Among other matters, he was
part of the trial teams that prosecuted Eastwood Enterprises LLC v. WellCare, In re MBIA, Inc. Securities Litigation,
and In re RAIT Financial Trust Securities Litigation.
Before joining BLB&G, Mr. Rizio-Hamilton clerked for the Honorable Chester J. Straub of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, and the Honorable Sidney H. Stein of the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York.
EDUCATION: The Johns Hopkins University, B.A., with honors, 1997. Brooklyn Law School, J.D., summa cum
laude; Editor-in-Chief of the Brooklyn Law Review;first-place winner of the J. Braxton Craven Memorial
Constitutional Law Moot Court Competition.
BAR ADMISSION: New York.
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SENIOR COUNSEL

ROCHELLE FEDER HANSEN has handled a number of high profile securities fraud cases at the firm, including
In re StorageTek Securities Litigation, In re First Republic Securities Litigation, and In re RJR Nabisco Litigation.
Ms. Hansen has also acted as Antitrust Program Coordinator for Columbia Law School’s Continuing Legal
Education Trial Practice Program for Lawyers.
EDUCATION: Brooklyn College of the City University of New York, B.A., 1966; M.S., 1976. Benjamin N.
Cardozo School of Law, J.D., magna cum laude, 1979; Member, Cardozo Law Review.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York; U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

ASSOCIATES

MICHAEL D. BLATCHLEY’s practice focuses on securities fraud litigation. He is currently a member of the
firm's new matter department in which he, along with a team of attorneys, financial analysts, forensic accountants,
and investigators, counsels the firm's clients on their legal claims.
While attending Brooklyn Law School, Mr. Blatchley held a judicial internship position for the Honorable David G.
Trager, United States District Judge for the Eastern District of New York. In addition, he worked as an intern at The
Legal Aid Society's Harlem Community Law Office, as well as at Brooklyn Law School's Second Look and
Workers' Rights Clinics, and provided legal assistance to victims of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, Louisiana.
EDUCATION: University of Wisconsin, B.A., 2000. Brooklyn Law School, J.D., cum laude, 2007; Edward V.
Sparer Public Interest Law Fellowship, William Payson Richardson Memorial Prize, Richard Elliott Blyn Memorial
Prize, Editor for the Brooklyn Law Review, Moot Court Honor Society.
BAR ADMISSION: New York, New Jersey; U.S. District Courts for the Southern District of New York and the
District of New Jersey.
****
DAVID L. DUNCAN’s practice concentrates on the settlement of class actions and other complex litigation and the
administration of class action settlements.
Prior to joining BLB&G, Mr. Duncan worked as a litigation associate at Debevoise & Plimpton, where he
represented clients in a wide variety of commercial litigation, including contract disputes, antitrust and products
liability litigation, and in international arbitration. In addition, he has represented criminal defendants on appeal in
New York State courts and has successfully litigated on behalf of victims of torture and political persecution from
Sudan, Côte d'Ivoire and Serbia in seeking asylum in the United States.

While in law school, Mr. Duncan served as an editor of the Harvard Law Review. After law school, he clerked for
Judge Amalya L. Kearse of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
EDUCATION: Harvard College, A.B., Social Studies, magna cum laude, 1993. Harvard Law School, J.D., magna
cum laude, 1997.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; Connecticut; U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.
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ANN LIPTON’s practice focuses on complex commercial and appellate litigation. Following law school, Ms.
Lipton clerked for Chief Judge Edward R. Becker of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals and Associate Justice David
H. Souter of the United States Supreme Court. She has also served as an adjunct professor of legal writing at
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, and is currently an instructor of Legal Writing Through a Lawsuit for Yale
Law School.
EDUCATION: Stanford University, B.A., with distinction, 1995; Phi Beta Kappa. Harvard Law School, J.D.,
magna cum laude, 2000; Sears Prize for 2nd-Year GPA; Articles and Commentaries Committee of Harvard Law
Review; Best Brief in 1st-Year Ames Moot Court Competition; Prison Legal Assistance Project.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Courts for the Eastern and Southern Districts of New York; U.S.
Courts of Appeals for the Second and Third Circuits; U.S. Supreme Court.
****
KATHERINE McCRACKEN SINDERSON’s practice focuses on securities fraud and class action litigation.
Most recently, Ms. Sinderson was a member of the trial team prosecuting In re Bank of America Securities
Litigation, which resulted in a recovery of $2.425 billion, one of the largest shareholder recoveries in history. Ms.
Sinderson was also a member of the trial teams that prosecuted In re Washington Mutual, Inc. Securities Litigation,
which resulted in a recovery of $208.5 million; In re Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. Securities Litigation, which resulted
in a recovery of $125 million; as well as In re Biovail Corporation Securities Litigation, which resulted in a
recovery of $138 million for defrauded investors and represents the second largest recovery in any securities case
involving a Canadian issuer. She is currently a member of the teams prosecuting In re Wilmington Trust Securities
Litigation and In re SMART Technologies Shareholder Litigation.

EDUCATION: Baylor University, B.A., cum laude, 2002. Georgetown University, J.D., cum laude, 2006; Dean’s
Scholar; Articles Editor for The Georgetown Journal of Gender and the Law.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.
****
STEFANIE J. SUNDEL practices out of the New York office, where she focuses on securities fraud, corporate
governance and shareholder rights litigation. She has over six years of experience representing institutional clients
in securities and financial product-related disputes.
A frequent author, Ms. Sundel has published several articles, including “Many Lessons, Many Mentors: From the
Alpha Girl,” (New York Law Journal, November 2010), “Corporate Democracy in Action after ‘Citizens United,’”
(New York Law Journal, 2010), as well as “Revisions to Rules by Committee on Standards of Attorney Conduct,”
(NYLitigator, 2008), among several others.
Ms. Sundel is a member of the Ovarian Cancer Research Fund’s Junior Board and is the former Committee
Secretary for the New York City Bar Association’s Securities Litigation Committee.
Currently, she is a member of the teams prosecuting In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative and ERISA
Litigation, In re Citigroup Inc. Bond Litigation, In re JPMorgan Foreign Exchange Trading Litigation and In re MF
Global Holdings Limited Securities Litigation.
EDUCATION: Franklin College Switzerland, B.A., International Relations, magna cum laude, 2001. New York
Law School, J.D., cum laude, 2004.
BAR ADMISSIONS: New York; U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.
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****
JONATHAN D. USLANER prosecutes securities class action and shareholder derivative litigation on behalf of the
firm's institutional investor clients. Most recently, Mr. Uslaner was a member of the team that successfully
prosecuted In re Wells Fargo Mortgage-Backed Certificates Litigation, which resulted in a recovery of $125 million
for investors in mortgage-backed securities issued by Wells Fargo and its affiliates. Mr. Uslaner was also a member
of the team that successfully prosecuted a derivative action against the senior management and the board of directors
of Pfizer, Inc., which resulted in a historic $75 million payment dedicated to improve the company's compliance
with healthcare laws.
Mr. Uslaner is currently a member of the teams prosecuting In re Bank of America Securities Litigation, In re
Dendreon Corp. Securities Litigation, Cambridge Place Investment Management Inc. v. Morgan Stanley & Co.,
Inc., et al., and other cases related to wrongdoing in the issuance of mortgage-backed securities.
Prior to joining BLB&G, Mr. Uslaner was a senior litigation associate at the law firm of Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP, where he successfully prosecuted and defended claims from the discovery stage through
trial. Mr. Uslaner also gained significant experience as a judicial extern for Justice Steven Wayne Smith of the
Supreme Court of Texas and as a volunteer prosecutor for the City of Inglewood, California.
EDUCATION: Duke University, B.A., magna cum laude, 2001, William J. Griffith Award for Leadership;
Chairperson, Duke University Undergraduate Publications Board. The University of Texas School of Law, J.D.,
2005; University of Texas Presidential Academic Merit Fellowship; Articles Editor, Texas Journal of Business Law.
BAR ADMISSIONS: California; New York; U.S. District Courts for the Central and Northern Districts of
California; U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF FREDERIC S. FOX
IN SUPPORT OF CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES FILED
ON BEHALF OF KAPLAN FOX & KILSHEIMER, LLP

FREDERIC S. FOX, declares as follows:
1.

I am a partner of the law firm of Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer, LLP. I submit this

declaration in suppmi of Co-Lead Counsel's application for an award of attorneys' fees in
connection with services rendered in the above-captioned action (the Action"), as well as for
reimbursement of expenses incurred by my finn in connection with the Action.
2.

My finn, which served as one of the Co-Lead Counsel in this Action, was

involved in all aspects of the litigation and its settlement as set forth in the Joint Declaration of
Steven B. Singer, Frederic S. Fox, and David Kessler in Support of (A) Lead Plaintiffs' Motion
for Final Approval of Class Action Settlement and Plan of Allocation and (B) Co-Lead
Counsel's Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses.
3.

The schedule attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a detailed summary indicating the

amount of time spent by each attorney and professional support staff employee of my fim1 who
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was involved in this Action, and the lodestar calculation based on my firm's current billing rates.
For personnel who are no longer employed by my firm, the lodestar calculation is based upon the
billing rates for such personnel in his or her final year of employment by my firm. The schedule
was prepared from contemporaneous daily time records regularly prepared and maintained by
my firm, which are available at the request of the Court. Time expended in preparing this
application for fees and reimbursement of expenses has not been included in this request.
4.

The hourly rates for the attorneys and professional support staff in my firm

included in Exhibit 1 are the same as the regular current rates charged for their services in noncontingent matters and/or which have been accepted in other securities or shareholder litigation.
5.

The total number of hours expended on this Action by my finn from its inception

through and including January 31, 2013 is 58,969.75. The total lodestar for my firm for that
period is$ 26,536,088.75, consisting of$ 25,456,401.25 for attorneys' time and $1,079,687.50
for professional support staff time.
6.

My firm's lodestar figures are based upon the firm's billing rates, which rates do

not include charges for expense items. Expense items are billed separately and such charges arc
not duplicated in my finn's billing rates.
7.

As detailed in Exhibit 2, my finn has incurred a total of$ 2,706,218.25 in

unreimbursed expenses in connection with the prosecution of this Action from its inception
through and including January 31, 2013.
8.

The expenses incurred in this Action are reflected on the books and records of my

firm. These books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records and other
source materials and are an accurate record of the expenses incurred. No expenses for "general

2
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overhead," as defined in ABA Fonnal Opinion 93-379, are included in the expenses for which
reimbursement is sought.

Expenses incurred as a result of disbursements by the finn to an

outside service provider reflect the actual amount billed by the service provider and do not
include any surcharge over that amount.
9.

In addition, certain expenses have been "capped" in accordance with certain

retainer agreements entered into at the outset of the litigation. For example, in-house copying
was capped at $0.15 per page, working meals in town are not included in the application, and no
secretarial overtime is being billed to the case.

Furthermore, hotel stays and meals while

tra\'eling were capped consistent with the retainer agreements. In addition, in accordance with
our customary practice, reimbursement for flights is sought only at coach fare rates.
10.

With respect to the standing of my finn, attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a brief

biography of my finn and attorneys in my firm who were principally involved in this Action.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing facts are true and correct. Executed
on February 19, 2013.

FREDERIC S. FOX

3
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KAPLAN FOX & KILSHEIMER LLP
FIRM AND ATTORNEY BIOGRAPHIES
Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer LLP is a firm engaged in the general practice of law with an
emphasis on complex and class action securities, antitrust, consumer protection and product
liability litigation. The firm has actively participated in numerous complex and class actions
throughout the country for over twenty years. It is presently active in major litigations pending
in federal and state courts throughout the country.
The firm and its members have served as lead or co-lead counsel, as executive committee
members or as liaison counsel, and have made significant contributions in many complex class
and other multi-party actions in which substantial recoveries were obtained as detailed in the
attached list of recoveries.
The following are the attorneys of the firm who regularly engage in complex litigation:
PARTNERS
ROBERT N. KAPLAN has been with Kaplan Fox for more than 40 years, joining in
1971. Mr. Kaplan is widely recognized as a leading securities litigator and has led the
prosecution of numerous securities fraud class actions and shareholder derivative actions,
recovering hundreds of millions of dollars for the victims of corporate wrongdoing. Recently, he
was listed by defense and corporate counsel as one of the top 75 plaintiffs’ attorneys in the
United States for all disciplines. Mr. Kaplan was listed as one of the top five attorneys for
securities litigation. He was also recognized by Legal 500 as one of the top six securities
litigators in the United States for 2011. He also has earned a reputation as a leading litigator in
the antitrust arena. Mr. Kaplan has a peer review rating of 5 in Martindale-Hubbell.
Mr. Kaplan honed his litigation skills as a trial attorney with the U.S. Department of
Justice. There, he gained significant experience litigating both civil and criminal actions. He
also served as law clerk to the Hon. Sylvester J. Ryan, then Chief Judge of the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York.
Mr. Kaplan’s published articles include: “Complaint and Discovery In Securities Cases,"
Trial, April 1987; “Franchise Statutes and Rules,” Westchester Bar Topics, Winter 1983; “Roots
Under Attack: Alexander v. Haley and Courlander v. Haley,” Communications and the Law, July
1979; and “Israeli Antitrust Policy and Practice,” Record of the Association of the Bar, May
1971.
In addition, Mr. Kaplan served as an acting judge of the City Court for the City of Rye,
N.Y., from 1990 to 1993.
Mr. Kaplan sits on the boards of several community organizations, including the Board of
Directors of the Carver Center in Port Chester, N.Y., and the Board of Directors of the Rye Free
Reading Room in Rye, N.Y.
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Education:
 B.A., Williams College (1961)
 J.D., Columbia University Law School (1964)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (1964)
 U.S. Supreme Court
 U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Second, Third, Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern, Eastern, and Northern Districts of New York,
the Central District of Illinois, and the District of Arizona
Professional affiliations:
 National Association of Securities and Commercial Law Attorneys (past President)
 Committee to Support the Antitrust Laws (past President)
 Advisory Group of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York (past
President)
 American Bar Association
 American Association for Justice (Chairman, Commercial Litigation Section, 198586)
 Association of the Bar of the City of New York (served on the Trade Regulation
Committee; Committee on Federal Courts)
Mr. Kaplan can be reached by email at: rkaplan@kaplanfox.com
FREDERIC S. FOX first associated with Kaplan Fox in 1984, and became a partner of
the firm in 1991. He has concentrated his work in the area of class action litigation. Mr. Fox has
played important roles in many major class action cases. He was one of the lead trial lawyers in
two recent securities class actions, one of which was the first case tried to verdict under the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Mr. Fox currently represents many institutional investors including governmental entities
in both class actions and individual litigation, including In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Securities, Derivative & ERISA Litigation, which was recently settled for $475 million. Mr. Fox
is currently serving as lead counsel on behalf of major public pension funds in pending securities
litigation arising out of Bank of America’s acquisition of Merrill Lynch. Mr. Fox also represents
institutional clients in pending securities litigation involving Fannie Mae, Ambac and Credit
Suisse and in the past has served as lead counsel in numerous cases, including In re Merrill
Lynch Research Reports Securities Litigation (S.D.N.Y.) (arising from analyst reports issued by
Henry Blodget); In re Salomon Analyst Williams Litigation (S.D.N.Y.) and In re Salomon Focal
Litigation (S.D.N.Y.) (both actions stemming from analyst reports issued by Jack Grubman).
Mr. Fox is a frequent speaker and panelist in both the U.S. and abroad on a variety of topics
including securities litigation and corporate governance.
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In the consumer protection area, he served on the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee in the
Baycol Products Litigation where there have been more than $350 million in settlements.
Additionally, he served as one of the Co-lead Counsel in In re RC2 Corp. Toy Lead Paint
Products Liability Litigation in the Northern District of Illinois.
Mr. Fox is listed in the current editions of New York Super Lawyers and was recognized
in Benchmark Litigation 2010 as a New York “Litigation Star.”
Mr. Fox is the author of “Current Issues and Strategies in Discovery in Securities
Litigation,” ATLA, 1989 Reference Material; “Securities Litigation: Updates and Strategies,”
ATLA, 1990 Reference Material; and “Contributory Trademark Infringement: The Legal
Standard after Inwood Laboratories, Inc. v. Ives Laboratories,” University of Bridgeport Law
Review, Vol. 4, No. 2.
During law school, Mr. Fox was the notes and comments editor of the University of
Bridgeport Law Review.
Education:
 B.A., Queens College (1981)
 J.D., Bridgeport School of Law (1984)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (1985)
 U.S. Courts of Appeals for the First, Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Eleventh
Circuits
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
Professional affiliations:
 American Bar Association
 Association of the Bar of the City of New York
 American Association for Justice (Chairman, Commercial Law Section, 1991-92)
Mr. Fox can be reached by email at: ffox@kaplanfox.com
RICHARD J. KILSHEIMER first associated with Kaplan Fox in 1976 and became a
partner of the firm in 1983. His practice is concentrated in the area of antitrust litigation. During
his career, Mr. Kilsheimer has played significant roles in a number of the largest successful
antitrust class actions in the country, and he is serving as co-lead counsel for plaintiffs in several
currently pending cases. He also practices in the areas of securities fraud and commercial
litigation.
In December 2007, Mr. Kilsheimer was a featured speaker on the subject “Elevated
Standards of Proof and Pleading: Implications of Twombley and Daubert” at the American
Antitrust Institute Symposium on the Future of Private Antitrust Enforcement held in
Washington, D.C. Mr. Kilsheimer has also served on the Antitrust and Trade Regulation
Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York (2004-2007).
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Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Kilsheimer served as law clerk to the Hon. Lloyd F.
MacMahon (1975-76), formerly Chief Judge of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York.
Mr. Kilsheimer is co-author of “Secondary Liability Developments,” ABA Litigation
Section, Subcommittee on Secondary Liability, 1991-1994.
Education:
 A.B., University of Notre Dame (1972)
 J.D., cum laude, St. John's University (1975)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 State of New York (1976)
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Third, Sixth and D.C. Circuits
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York and the
Northern District of Indiana
Professional affiliations:
 Association of the Bar of the City of New York
 Federal Bar Council
 Committee to Support the Antitrust Laws
 American Association for Justice
Mr. Kilsheimer can be reached by email at: rkilsheimer@kaplanfox.com
LAURENCE D. KING first joined Kaplan Fox as an associate in 1994. He became a
partner of the firm in 1998. While Mr. King initially joined the firm in New York, in 2000 he
relocated to San Francisco to open the firm’s first West Coast office. He is now partner-incharge of the firm’s San Francisco and Los Angeles offices.
Mr. King practices primarily in the areas of securities litigation, with an emphasis on
institutional investor representation and consumer protection litigation. He has also practiced in
the area of employment litigation. Mr. King has played a substantial role in cases that have
resulted in some of the largest recoveries ever obtained by Kaplan Fox.
An experienced trial lawyer, prior to joining Kaplan Fox Mr. King served as an assistant
district attorney under the legendary Robert Morgenthau in the Manhattan (New York County)
District Attorney’s Office, where he tried numerous felony prosecutions to jury verdict. Mr.
King has also participated in trial preparation for numerous other cases in which favorable
settlements were achieved for our clients on or near the eve of trial.
Education:
 B.S., Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania (1985)
 J.D., Fordham University School of Law (1988)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of Connecticut (1988)
 Bar of the State of New York (1989)
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Bar of the State of New Jersey (1993)
Bar of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (1993)
Bar of the State of California (2000)
U.S. District Courts for the District of New Jersey, the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, and the Central
District of California
Professional affiliations:
 New York State Bar Association
 New Jersey State Bar Association
 San Francisco Bar Association
 American Bar Association
 American Association for Justice
 San Francisco Trial Lawyers’ Association
Mr. King can be reached by email at: lking@kaplanfox.com
JOEL B. STRAUSS first associated with Kaplan Fox in 1992, and became a partner in
the firm in 1999. He practices in the area of securities and consumer fraud class action litigation,
with a special emphasis on accounting and auditing issues. He has been repeatedly selected for
inclusion to the New York Super Lawyers list (Securities Litigation) (2007-2010).
Prior to joining Kaplan Fox, Mr. Strauss served as a senior auditor with one of the former
“Big Eight” accounting firms. Combining his accounting background and legal skills, he has
played a critical role in successfully prosecuting numerous securities class actions across the
country on behalf of shareholders. Mr. Strauss was one of the lead trial lawyers for the plaintiffs
in the first case to go to trial and verdict under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995.
More recently, Mr. Strauss has been involved in representing the firm’s institutional
clients in the following securities class actions, among others: In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Securities, Derivative and ERISA Litigation (S.D.N.Y.) ($475 million settlement); In re Prestige
Brands Holdings Inc. Securities Litigation (S.D.N.Y.) ($11 million settlement); In re Gentiva
Securities Litigation (E.D.N.Y.); and In Re SunPower Securities Litigation (N.D.Cal). He has
also recently served as lead counsel for lead plaintiffs in In re OCA, Inc. Securities Litigation
(E.D. La.) ($6.5 million settlement) and In re Proquest Company Securities Litigation (E.D.
Mich.) ($20 million settlement). Mr. Strauss also played an active role for plaintiff investors in In
Re Countrywide Financial Corporation Securities Litigation (C.D.Cal), which settled for more
than $600 million.
Although currently practicing exclusively in the area of law, Mr. Strauss is a licensed
Certified Public Accountant in the State of New York.
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Mr. Strauss has also been a guest lecturer on the topics of securities litigation, auditors’
liability and class actions for seminars sponsored by the Practicing Law Institute and the
Association of the Bar of the City of New York.
Among his various communal activities, Mr. Strauss currently serves on the Board of
Directors of Yavneh Academy in Paramus, NJ, is a member of Yeshiva University’s General
Counsel’s Council, and serves as Chair of the Career Guidance and Placement Committee of
Yeshiva University's Undergraduate Alumni Council.
Education:
 B.A., Yeshiva University (1986)
 J.D., Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law (1992)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions
 Bar of the State of New Jersey
 Bar of the State of New York
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York and the
District of New Jersey
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the First, Second and Third Circuits
Professional Affiliations:
 Association of the Bar of the City of New York
 New York State Bar Association
 American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Mr. Strauss can be reached by email at: jstrauss@kaplanfox.com
DONALD R. HALL has been associated with Kaplan Fox since 1998, and became a
partner of the firm in 2005. He practices in the areas of securities, antitrust and consumer
protection litigation. Mr. Hall is actively involved in maintaining and establishing the firm’s
relationships with institutional investors and oversees the Portfolio Monitoring and Case
Evaluation Program for the firm’s numerous institutional investors.
Mr. Hall currently represents a number of the firm’s institutional investor clients in
securities litigation actions including: In re Bank of America Corp. Litigation, In re Fannie Mae
2008 Securities Litigation and In Re Credit Suisse – AOL Securities Litigation. Recently, Mr.
Hall successfully represented institutional clients in In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Securities,
Derivative & ERISA Litigation, which settled for $475 million; In re Majesco Securities
Litigation; In re Escala Securities Litigation; and In re Ambac Financial Group, Inc. Securities
Litigation. Additionally, he was a member of the litigation team in AOL Time Warner Cases I
& II (Ca. Sup. Ct., L.A. Cty.), an opt-out action brought by institutional investors that settled just
weeks before trial. This action, stemming from the 2001 merger of America Online and Time
Warner, resulted in a recovery of multiples of what would have been obtained if those investors
had remained members of the class action.
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Mr. Hall has played a key role in many of the firm’s securities and antitrust class actions
resulting in substantial recoveries for the firm’s clients, including In re Merrill Lynch Research
Reports Securities Litigation (arising from analyst reports issued by Henry Blodget); In re
Salomon Analyst Williams Litigation and In re Salomon Focal Litigation (both actions stemming
from analyst reports issued by Jack Grubman); In re Flat Glass Antitrust Litigation; and In re
Compact Disc Antitrust Litigation.
Mr. Hall graduated from the College of William and Mary in 1995 with a B.A. in
Philosophy and obtained his law degree from Fordham University School of Law in 1998.
During law school, Mr. Hall was a member of the Fordham Urban Law Journal and a member of
the Fordham Moot Court Board. He also participated in the Criminal Defense Clinic,
representing criminal defendants in federal and New York State courts on a pro-bono basis.
Education:
 B.A., College of William and Mary (1995)
 J.D., Fordham University School of Law (1998)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of Connecticut (2001)
 Bar of the State of New York (2001)
 U.S. Supreme Court
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second and Eleventh Circuits
 U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York
Professional affiliations:
 Executive Committee of the National Association of Securities and Commercial Law
 American Bar Association
 American Association for Justice
 New York State Bar Association
Mr. Hall can be reached by email at: dhall@kaplanfox.com

HAE SUNG NAM first associated with Kaplan Fox in 1999 and became a partner of the
firm in 2005. She practices in the areas of securities and antitrust litigation, mainly focusing in
the firm’s securities practice.
Since joining the firm, Ms. Nam has been involved in all aspects of securities practice,
including case analysis for the firm’s institutional investor clients as well as being a key member
of the litigation team representing a number of institutional clients in securities litigation. She is
currently part of the team prosecuting securities claims against Bank of America Corporation and
Fannie Mae. She also has a focus in prosecuting opt-out actions on behalf of the firm’s clients
and has played a significant role in AOL Time Warner Cases I & II (Ca. Sup. Ct., L.A. Cty.) and
State Treasurer of the State of Michigan v. Tyco International, Ltd., et al. The recoveries for
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the firm’s institutional clients in both of these cases were multiples of what they would have
received had they remained members of the class action.
Prior to joining the firm, Ms. Nam was an associate with Kronish Lieb Weiner &
Hellman LLP, where she trained as transactional attorney in general corporate securities law and
mergers and acquisitions.
Ms. Nam graduated, magna cum laude, with a dual degree in political science and public
relations from Syracuse University’s Maxwell School and S.I. Newhouse School of Public
Communications. Ms. Nam obtained her law degree, with honors, from George Washington
University Law School. During law school, Ms. Nam was a member of the George Washington
University Law Review. She is the author of a case note, “Radio – Inconsistent Application
Rule,” 64 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. (1996). In addition, she also served as an intern for the U.S.
Department of Justice, Antitrust Division.
Education:
 B.A., magna cum laude, Syracuse University (1994)
 J.D., with honors, George Washington University Law School (1997)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (1998)
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
 U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York and the Eastern District of
Wisconsin
Professional affiliations:
 New York State Bar Association
 Asian American Bar Association of New York
 National Association of Women Lawyers
Ms. Nam can be reached by email at: hnam@kaplanfox.com
JEFFREY P. CAMPISI joined Kaplan Fox in 2004 and became partner of the firm in
2012. He practices in the area of securities litigation.
Mr. Campisi currently represents public pension funds in In re 2008 Fannie Mae
Securities Litigation (08cv7831) (S.D.N.Y.) and In re 2008 Gentiva Securities Litigation, No.
10-cv-5064 (E.D.N.Y.). Mr. Campisi recently represented institutional investors in the following
securities class actions: In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Securities, Derivative and ERISA
Litigation (07cv9633) (S.D.N.Y.) ($475 million settlement) and In re Sequenom, Inc. Securities
Litigation (S.D. Cal.) (09cv921) (more than $60 million in cash and stock recovered).
Mr. Campisi served as law clerk for Herbert J. Hutton, United States District Court Judge
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
Education:
 B.A., cum laude, Georgetown University (1996)
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J.D., summa cum laude, Villanova University School of Law (2000), Member of Law
Review and Order of the Coif
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (2001)
 U.S. District Court for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
Professional affiliations:
 American Bar Association
 New York State Bar Association
 American Association for Justice
 Nassau County Bar Association
Mr. Campisi can be reached by email at: jcampisi@kaplanfox.com
MELINDA CAMPBELL has been associated with Kaplan Fox since September 2004
and became a partner of the firm in 2012. She represents investors and institutions in securities
fraud class action litigation.
Ms. Campbell’s current noteworthy cases include: In re Bank of America Corp. Securities
Litigation, No. 09-md-2058(DC) (S.D.N.Y.); In re Ambac Financial Group, Inc. Securities
Litigation, No. 08-cv-411(NRB) (S.D.N.Y.); In re Fannie Mae 2008 Securities Litigation, No.
08-cv-7831(PAC) (S.D.N.Y.), and In re Credit Suisse-AOL Securities Litigation, No. 02-cv12146(NG) (D. Mass.).
Ms. Campbell obtained her J.D. from the University of Pennsylvania Law School. While
attending law school, she successfully represented clients of the Civil Practice Clinic of the
University of Pennsylvania Law School, and provided pro bono legal services through
organizations including the Southern Poverty Law Center. Ms. Campbell obtained her
undergraduate degree from the University of Missouri (cum laude).
Ms. Campbell is an active member in the Federal Courts Committee of the New York
County Lawyers Association and served as a panelist in a continuing legal education course
offered by the Committee concerning waiver of attorney-client privilege under Federal Rule of
Evidence 501. Additionally, Ms. Campbell is a member of the New York State Bar Association,
the National Association of Women Lawyers, and the New York Women’s Bar Association.
Education:
 B.A., University of Missouri (2000)
 J.D., University of Pennsylvania Law School (2004)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (2005)
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the First and Eleventh Circuits
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York and
Massachusetts
Professional affiliations:
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 American Bar Association
 New York State Bar Association
 New York County Lawyers Association
 New York Women’s Bar Association
 National Association of Women Lawyers
Ms. Campbell can be reached by email at: mcampbell@kaplanfox.com
GREGORY K. ARENSON is a seasoned business litigator with experience representing
clients in a variety of areas, including antitrust, securities, and employee termination. His
economics background has provided a foundation for his recognized expertise in handling
complex economic issues in antitrust cases, both as to class certification and on the merits.
Prior to joining Kaplan Fox, Mr. Arenson was a partner with Proskauer Rose. Earlier in
his career, he was a partner with Schwartz Klink & Schreiber, and an associate with Rudnick &
Wolfe (now Piper Marbury).
Mr. Arenson writes frequently on discovery issues and the use of experts. Recently
published articles include: “Who Should Bear the Burden of Producing Electronic Information?”
7 Federal Discovery News, No. 5, at 3 (April 2001); “Work Product vs. Expert Disclosure – No
One Wins,” 6 Federal Discovery News, No. 9, at 3 (August 2000); “Practice Tip: Reviewing
Deposition Transcripts,” 6 Federal Discovery News, No. 5, at 13 (April 2000); and “The Civil
Procedure Rules: No More Fishing Expeditions,” 5 Federal Discovery News, No. 9, at 3 (August
1999). He was also co-author of “The Good, the Bad and the Unnecessary: Comments on the
Proposed Changes to the Federal Civil Discovery Rules,” 4 NYLitigator 30 (December 1998);
co-author of "The Search for Reliable Expertise: Comments on Proposed Amendments to the
Federal Rules of Evidence," 4 NYLitigator 24 (December 1998); co-editor of Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure, 1993 Amendments, A Practical Guide, published by the New York State Bar
Association; and a co-author of “Report on the Application of Statutes of Limitation in Federal
Litigation,” 53 Albany Law Review 3 (1988).
Mr. Arenson’s pro bono activities include being a co-chair of the New York State Bar
Association Task Force on the State of Our Courthouses, whose report was approved June 20,
2009, and a member of the New York State Bar Association Special Committee on Standards for
Pleadings in Federal Litigation. He also serves as a mediator in the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York. In addition, he is an active alumnus of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, having served as a member of the Corporation, a member of the
Corporation Development Committee, vice president of the Association of Alumni/ae, and
member of the Alumni/ae Fund Board (of which he was a past chair).
Education:
 S.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1971)
 J.D., University of Chicago (1975)
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Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of Illinois (1975)
 Bar of the State of New York (1978)
 U.S. Supreme Court
 U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Second, Third and Seventh Circuits
 U.S. District Courts for the Northern and Central Districts of Illinois, and the
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
 U.S. Tax Court
Professional affiliations:
 New York State Bar Association, Task Force on the State of Our Courthouses, Cochair
 New York State Bar Association, Federal Litigation Section, Committee on Federal
Procedure (Chairman since 1997)
 Association of the Bar of the City of New York
 American Bar Association
 Member, advisory board, Federal Discovery News (1999 – present)
Mr. Arenson can be reached by email at: garenson@kaplanfox.com
ASSOCIATES
CHRISTINE FOX has been associated with Kaplan Fox since 1995. She practices in
the areas of securities and antitrust litigation.
Education:
 B.S., Cornell University (1992)
 J.D., University of Michigan Law School (1994)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (1995)
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
Professional Affiliations:
 American Bar Association
 New York State Bar Association
 New York County Lawyers Association
 Bar Association of the City of New York
Ms. Fox can be reached by email at: cfox@kaplanfox.com
ELANA KATCHER has been associated with Kaplan Fox since July 2007.
practices in the area of complex commercial litigation.
Education:

She
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 B.A. Oberlin College (1994)
 J.D., New York University (2003)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 New York State Bar Association
 New York City Bar Association
Ms. Katcher can be reached by email at: ekatcher@kaplanfox.com
MARIO M. CHOI is a resident of the San Francisco office of Kaplan Fox and practices
in the area of complex civil litigation. Prior to joining the firm in February 2009, Mr. Choi was a
litigation associate at Pryor Cashman LLP and a law clerk to the Hon. Richard B. Lowe, III,
Justice of the New York Supreme Court, Commercial Division.
Education:
 B.A., Boston University (2000)
 M.A., Columbia University (2001)
 J.D., Northeastern University (2005)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (2006)
 Bar of the State of California (2006)
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern District of New York and Central District of
California
Professional Affiliations:
 American Bar Association
 New York State Bar Association
 Asian American Bar Association – Bay Area, New York
Mr. Choi can be reached by email at: mchoi@kaplanfox.com
PAMELA MAYER has been associated with Kaplan Fox since February 2009. She
practices in the area of securities litigation.
Prior to joining Kaplan Fox, Ms. Mayer was a securities investigation and litigation
attorney for a multinational investment bank. Utilizing her combined legal and business
background, including her M.B.A., Ms. Mayer focuses on the research and analysis of securities
claims on behalf of our firm’s individual and institutional clients. Ms. Mayer also has substantial
litigation experience in the area of intellectual property.
Education:
 B.S., The University of Rochester
 J.D., The George Washington University
 M.B.A., Finance, The University of Michigan
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York
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 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
Professional Affiliations:
 New York State Bar Association
Ms. Mayer can be reached by email at: pmayer@kaplanfox.com
IRINA KOBYLEVSKY has been associated with Kaplan Fox since September 2008.
She practices in the areas of securities, antitrust, and other areas of civil litigation. During law
school she was a teaching assistant for the legal writing course and was a member of the
Intellectual Property Law Journal.
Education:
 B.S., Cornell University (2005)
 J.D., Fordham University School of Law (2008)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of New Jersey (2009)
 Bar of the State of New York
 U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York
Ms. Kobylevsky can be reached by email at: ikobylevsky@kaplanfox.com
GWENDOLYN NELSON CUTINI has been associated with Kaplan Fox since
September 2008. She practices in the areas of securities, antitrust, and other areas of civil
litigation. During law school, Ms. Nelson interned for the Hon. Deborah A. Batts in the
Southern District of New York and the New York City Council. She was also a notes and
articles editor of the Fordham Urban Law Journal.
Education:
 B.A., cum laude, California Polytechnic State University (1999)
 J.D., Fordham University School of Law (2008)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of New York (2009)
 U.S. District Courts for the Southern and Eastern Districts of New York
Ms. Cutini can be reached by email at: wcutini@kaplanfox.com
DAMIEN H. WEINSTEIN has been associated with Kaplan Fox since September
2011. He practices in the areas of securities, antitrust, and other areas of civil litigation. During
law school, Mr. Weinstein was an Associate Editor on both the Fordham Law Review and Moot
Court programs.
Education:
 B.A., summa cum laude, University of Massachusetts Amherst (2007)
 J.D., cum laude, Fordham University School of Law (2011)
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
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 Bar of the State of New Jersey (2011)
 Bar of the State of New York (2012)
Mr. Weinstein can be reached by email at: dweinstein@kaplanfox.com
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OF COUNSEL
W. MARK MCNAIR has been associated with Kaplan Fox since 2003. He practices in
the area of securities litigation. Mr. McNair is actively involved in maintaining and establishing
the Firm’s relationship with institutional investors and is active in the Firm’s Portfolio
Monitoring and Case Evaluation Program for the Firm’s numerous institutional investors.
Mr. McNair is a frequent speaker at various institutional events, including the National
Conference of Public Employee Retirement Systems and the Government Finance Office
Association.
Prior to entering private practice, Mr. McNair was Assistant General Counsel to the
Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board where he dealt in a wide range of issues related to the
trading and regulation of municipal securities. Previously, he was an attorney in the Division of
Market Regulation at the Securities and Exchange Commission. At the Commission his work
focused on the regulation of the options markets and derivative products.
Education:
 B.A. with honors, University of Texas at Austin (1972)
 J.D. University of Texas at Austin (1975)
 L.L.M. (Securities) Georgetown University (1989)
Mr. McNair can be reached at mmcnair@kaplanfox.com
JUSTIN B. FARAR practices in the area of securities litigation and antitrust litigation
with a special emphasis on institutional investor involvement. He is located in the Los Angeles
office. Prior to working at Kaplan Fox, Mr. Farar was a litigation associate at O’Melveny &
Myers, LLP and clerked for the honorable Kim McLane Wardlaw on the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals. Mr. Farar also currently serves as a Commissioner to the Los Angeles Convention and
Exhibition Authority.
Education:
 J.D., order of the coif, University of Southern California Law School (2000)
 B.A., with honors, University of California, San Diego
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of California (2000)
 U.S. Supreme Court
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
 U.S. District Court for the Central of California
Awards:
 The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers’ Nathan Burkan Award
Winner, 2000 for article titled "Is the Fair Use Defense Outdated?"
Mr. Farar can be reached by email at: jfarar@kaplanfox.com
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LINDA FONG practices in the areas of general business and consumer protection class
action litigation. She joined Kaplan Fox in 2001, and is resident in the firm’s San Francisco
office. Ms. Fong served on the Board of the San Francisco Trial Lawyers Association from 2000
to 2011. She was selected for inclusion to the California Super Lawyers list for 2011.
Education:
 J.D., University of San Francisco School of Law
 B.S., with honors, University of California, Davis
 Elementary Teaching Credential, University of California, Berkeley
Bar Affiliations and Court Admissions:
 Bar of the State of California
 U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
 U.S. District Courts for the Northern, Central, Eastern and Southern Districts of
California
Professional Affiliations:
 San Francisco Trial Lawyers Association
 Asian American Bar Association
 American Association for Justice
Awards:
 Presidential Award of Merit, Consumer Attorneys of California, 2000
Ms. Fong can be reached by email at: LFong@kaplanfox.com
GARY L. SPECKS practices primarily in the area of complex antitrust litigation. He
has represented plaintiffs and class representatives at all levels of litigation, including appeals to
the U.S. Courts of Appeals and the U.S. Supreme Court. In addition, Mr. Specks has represented
clients in complex federal securities litigation, fraud litigation, civil RICO litigation, and a
variety of commercial litigation matters. Mr. Specks is resident in the firm’s Chicago office.
During 1983, Mr. Specks served as special assistant attorney general on antitrust matters
to Hon. Neil F. Hartigan, then Attorney General of the State of Illinois.
Education:
 B.A., Northwestern University (1972)
 J.D., DePaul University College of Law (1975)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of Illinois (1975)
 U.S. Courts of Appeals for the Third, Fifth, Seventh, Ninth and Tenth Circuits
 U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, including Trial Bar
Professional affiliations:
 Illinois Bar Association
 Chicago Bar Association
Mr. Specks can be reached by email at: gspecks@kaplanfox.com
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WILLIAM J. PINILIS practices in the areas of commercial, consumer and securities
class action litigation. He has been associated with Kaplan Fox since 1999, and is resident in the
firm’s New Jersey office.
In addition to his work at the firm, Mr. Pinilis has served as an adjunct professor at Seton
Hall School of Law since 1995, and is a lecturer for the New Jersey Institute for Continuing
Legal Education. He has lectured on consumer fraud litigation and regularly teaches the
mandatory continuing legal education course Civil Trial Preparation.
Mr. Pinilis is the author of “Work-Product Privilege Doctrine Clarified,” New Jersey
Lawyer, Aug. 2, 1999; “Consumer Fraud Act Permits Private Enforcement,” New Jersey Law
Journal, Aug. 23, 1993; “Lawyer-Politicians Should Be Sanctioned for Jeering Judges,” New
Jersey Law Journal, July 1, 1996; “No Complaint, No Memo – No Whistle-Blower Suit,” New
Jersey Law Journal, Sept. 16, 1996; and “The Lampf Decision: An Appropriate Period of
Limitations?” New Jersey Trial Lawyer, May 1992.
Education:
 B.A., Hobart College (1989)
 J.D., Benjamin Cardozo School of Law (1992)
Bar affiliations and court admissions:
 Bar of the State of New Jersey (1992)
 Bar of the State of New York (1993)
 U.S. District Courts for the District of New Jersey, and the Southern and Eastern
Districts of New York
Professional affiliations:
 Morris County Bar Association
 New Jersey Bar Association
 Graduate, Brennan Inn of Court
Mr. Pinilis can be reached by email at: wpinilis@kaplanfox.com
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LIST OF RECOVERIES

In re High Fructose Corn Syrup Antitrust Litigation,
MDL 1087 (C.D. Ill.) ($531 million recovered)
In re Brand Name Prescription Drugs Antitrust Litigation,
MDL 997 (N.D. Ill.) ($720 plus million recovered)
In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 07-CV-9633 (JSR) (S.D.N.Y.) ($475 million recovered)
In re Baycol Products Litigation,
MDL 1431-MJD/JGL (D. Minn.) ($350 million recovered to date)
In re 3Com Securities Litigation,
No. C-97-21083-EAI (N.D. Ca) ($259 million recovered)
In re MicroStrategy Securities Litigation,
No. CV-00-473-A (E.D. Va) ($155 million recovered)
AOL Time Warner Cases I & II (Opt-out)
Nos. 4322 & 4325 (Cal. State Court, LA County) ($140 million recovered)
In re Informix Securities Litigation,
C-97-129-CRB (N.D. Ca) ($136.5 million recovered)
In re Infant Formula Antitrust Litigation,
MDL 878 (N.D. Fla) ($126 million recovered)
In re Flat Glass Antitrust Litigation,
MDL 1200 (W.D. Pa.) ($121 million recovered)
In re Providian Financial Corp. Credit Card Terms Litigation,
MDL No. 1301-WY (E.D. Pa.) ($105 million recovered)
In re Xcel Energy, Inc. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 02-CV-2677-DSD (D. Minn.) ($80 million recovered)
In re Elan Corporation Securities Litigation,
No. 02-CV-0865-RMB (S.D.N.Y.) ($75 million recovered)
Barry Van Roden, et al. v. Genzyme Corp., et al.
No. 03-CV-4014-LLS (S.D.N.Y.) ($64 million recovered)
In re Sequenom, Inc. Securities Litigation
No. 09-cv-921 (S.D. Ca.) ($57 million recovered)
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In re L.A. Gear Securities Litigations,
CV-90-2832-KN (Bx), et al. (C.D. Ca.) ($50 million plus recovered)
Rosen, et al. v. Macromedia, Inc., et al.,
Case No. 988526 (Sup. Ct., SF County Ca.) ($48 million recovered)
In re Ames Department Stores Securities Litigation,
MDL No. 924 (S.D.N.Y.) ($46 million recovered)
In re Salomon Analyst Metromedia Litigation,
02-cv-7966 (S.D.N.Y.) ($35 million recovered)
In re Ambac Financial Group, Inc. Securities Litigation
08-cv-411 (S.D.N.Y.) ($33 million recovered)
In re Genentech, Inc. Securities Litigation,
C-88-4038-DLJ (N.D. Ca.) ($29 million recovered)
In re Tele-Communications, Inc. Securities Litigation,
C-97-421(C.D. Ca.) ($26.5 million recovered)
Michigan Department of Treasury v. Tyco International, Ltd., et al. (Opt-out)
08-cv-1340 (E.D. Mich) ($25.5 million recovered)
In re Sun Healthcare Group, Inc. Litigation,
C-95-7005-JC/WWD (D.N.M.) ($24 million recovered)
In re Centennial Technologies Litigation,
97-10304-REK (D. Mass.) ($21.5 million recovered and other consideration)
In re PepsiCo Securities Litigation,
82 Civ. 8288 (S.D.N.Y.) ($21 million recovered)
In re Proquest Company Securities Litigation,
06-cv-10619 (E.D. Mich.) ($20 million recovered)
In re Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Research Reports Securities Litigation –
Excite@Home Corporation,
02-cv-3042 (S.D.N.Y.) ($19 million recovered)
Scheatzle, et al. v. Eubanks, et al.,
C-92-20785-JW (EAI) (N.D.Ca.) ($18.6 million recovered)
In re Escala Group, Inc. Securities Litigation,
06-cv-3518 (S.D.N.Y.) ($18 million recovered)
Kensington Capital Management v. Oakley, Inc., et. al.,
No. SACV97-808 GLT (Eex) (C.D. Ca.) ($17.5 million recovered)
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In re Computer Memories Securities Litigation,
No. C-85-2335 (A)-EFL (N.D. Ca.) ($15.5 million recovered)
In re Wyse Technology Securities Litigation,
C-89-1818-WHO (N.D. Ca.) ($15.5 million recovered)
Provenz v. Miller, et al.,
C-92-20159-RMW (N.D.Ca.) ($15 million recovered)
In re Gupta Corporation Securities Litigation,
C-94-1517-FMS (N.D. Ca.) ($14.25 million recovered)
In re MicroPro Securities Litigation,
C-85-7428-EFL (N.D. Ca.) ($14 million recovered)
In re Immunex Securities Litigation,
C-92-48 WD (W.D. Wa.) ($14 million recovered)
Barry Hallet, Jr. v. Li & Fung, Ltd., et al.,
95 Civ. 8917 (S.D.N.Y.) ($13.65 million recovered)
LACERA v. Citigroup, Inc., et al. (Salomon Analyst – Focal Communications, Inc.),
04-cv-5854 (S.D.N.Y.) ($13 million recovered)
In re Salomon Analyst Williams Securities Litigation,
02-cv-8156 (S.D.N.Y.) ($12.5 million recovered)
Stuart Markus v. The North Face, Inc., et al.,
No. 97-Z-473 (D. Co) ($12.5 million recovered)
Mel Klein v. Laura L. King, et al.,
C-88-3141-FMS (N.D.Ca.) ($11.65 million recovered)
In re Prestige Brands Holdings, Inc. Securities Litigation
05-cv-6924 (S.D.N.Y.) ($11 million recovered)
Igor Cheredrichenko, et al. v. Quarterdeck Corp., et al.,
Case No. 97-4320 (GHK) (C.D. Ca.) ($11 million recovered)
In re Cheyenne Software, Inc. Securities Litigation,
94 Civ. 2771 (E.D.N.Y.) ($10.25 million recovered)
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECFCASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF DAVID KESSLER
IN SUPPORT OF CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES FILED
ON BEHALF OF KESSLER TOPAZ MELTZER & CHECK, LLP

DAVID KESSLER, declares as follows:
1.

I am a partner of the law firm of Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP. I submit

this declaration in support of Co-Lead Counsel's application for an award of attorneys' fees in
connection with services rendered in the above-captioned action (the "Action"), as well as for
reimbursement of expenses incurred by my firm in connection with the Action.
2.

My firm, which served as one of the Co-Lead Counsel in this Action, was

involved in all aspects of the litigation and its settlement as set forth in the Joint Declaration of
Steven B. Singer, Frederic S. Fox, and David Kessler in Support of (A) Lead Plaintiffs' Motion
for Final Approval of Class Action Settlement and Plan of Allocation and (B) Co-Lead
Counsel's Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses.
3.

The schedule attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a detailed summary indicating the

amount of time spent by each attorney and professional support staff employee of my firm who
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was involved in this Action, and the lodestar calculation based on my firm's current billing rates.
For personnel who are no longer employed by my firm, the lodestar calculation is based upon the
billing rates for such personnel in his or her final year of employment by my firm. The schedule
was prepared from contemporaneous daily time records regularly prepared and maintained by
my firm, which are available at the request of the Court. Time expended in preparing this
application for fees and reimbursement of expenses has not been included in this request.
4.

The hourly rates for the attorneys and professional support staff in my firm

included in Exhibit 1 are the same as the regular current rates charged for their services in noncontingent matters and/or which have been accepted in other securities or shareholder litigation.
5.

The total number of hours expended on this Action by my firm from its inception

through and including January 31,2013, is 55,437.20. The total lodestar for my firm for that
period is $25,272,387.50, consisting of $24,339,535.75 for attorneys' time and $932,851.75 for
professional support staff time.
6.

My firm's lodestar figures are based upon the firm's billing rates, which rates do

not include charges for expense items. Expense items are billed separately and such charges are
not duplicated in my firm's billing rates.
7.

As detailed in Exhibit 2, my firm has incurred a total of $2,448,229.60 in

unreimbursed expenses in connection with the prosecution of this Action from its inception
through and including January 31, 2013.
8.

The expenses incurred in this Action are reflected on the books and records of my

firm. These books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records and other
source materials and are an accurate record of the expenses incurred. No expenses for "general
overhead," as defined in ABA Formal Opinion 93-379, are included in the expenses for which
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reimbursement is sought. Expenses incurred as a result of disbursements by the firm to an
outside service provider reflect the actual amount billed by the service provider and do not
include any surcharge over that amount.
9.

In addition, certain expenses have been "capped" in accordance with certain

retainer agreements entered into at the outset of the litigation. For example, in-house copying
was capped at $0.15 per page, working meals in town are not included in the application, and no
secretarial overtime is being billed to the case.

Furthermore, hotel stays and meals while

traveling were capped consistent with the retainer agreements. In addition, in accordance with
our customary practice, reimbursement for flights is sought only at coach fare rates.
10.

As detailed in Exhibit 3, my firm was responsible for maintaining a litigation fund

on behalf of Co-Lead Counsel (the "Litigation Fund"). As reflected in Exhibit 3, the Litigation
Fund has received deposits totaling $6,303,000.000 from Co-Lead Counsel, has earned interest
on these deposits of$102.56 over the course ofthe litigation and has a total of$6,282,769.75 in
unreimbursed expenses incurred in connection with the prosecution of the Action. A balance of
$20,332.81 currently remains in the Litigation Fund, and this amount has been deducted from the
expense application of my firm as reflected on Exhibit 2. The expenses incurred in this Action
and paid from the Litigation Fund are reflected on the books and records of my firm. These
books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records and other source materials
and are an accurate record of the expenses incurred.
11.

As reflected in Exhibit 3, the expenses paid from the Litigation Fund fall into the

following categories: (i) $4,461,432.80 for Experts/Consultants; (ii) $1,007,512.18 for Document
Management/Litigation Support; (iii) $300,153.76 for Mediation Fees; (iv) $180,252.78 for
Outside Copying; (v) $136,122.74 for Rental of Office Space for Trial; (vi) $91,339.25 for Court
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Reporters and Transcripts; (vii) $80,171.39 for Translation Services; (viii) $15,104.78 for
Subpoena Production Costs; (ix) $5,373.70 for Service of Process; (x) $5,134.37 for Document
Retrieval/Messenger Services; (xi) $150.00 for Website Hosting; and (xii) $22.00 for Bank Fees.
Thus, approximately 71% of the expenses paid from the Litigation Fund were related to the
retention of experts and consultants; approximately 16% was spent on document management
and litigation support, which included costs associated with database hosting services; and
approximately 5% was spent on mediation.
12.

With respect to the standing of my firm, attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a brief

biography of my firm and attorneys in my firm who were principally involved in this Action.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing facts are true and correct. Executed
on February

15', 2013.
DAVID KESSLER
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EXHIBIT 1

In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
KESSLER TOPAZ MELTZER & CHECK, LLP
TIME REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013

NAME

HOURS

HOURLY
RATE

LODESTAR

PARTNERS
Amjed, Naumon
Berman, Stuart
Castaldo, Gregory
Check, Darren
Handler, Sean
Kehoe, John
Kessler, David
Nirmul, Sharan
Rudy, Lee
Topaz, Marc A.
Whitman Jr., Johnston de F.
Zagar, Eric

409.85
396.70
2,529.55
1,023.05
905.20
658.45
2,976.90
3,181.75
142.50
187.30
1,444.75
22.00

$600.00
$700.00
$700.00
$650.00
$650.00
$650.00
$735.00
$625.00
$700.00
$735.00
$650.00
$675.00

$245,910.00
$277,690.00
$1,770,772.50
$664,98
$588,38
$427,992.50
$2,188,021.50
$1,988,593.75
$99,375.00
$137,665.50
$939,087.50
$14,850.00

ASSOCIATES &
STAFF ATTORNEYS
Andreoli, Anthony
Audi, Ali
Benedict, Matthew
Boak, Ronald
Brottman, Daniell
Bruney, Suzanne
Byrne, Bethany
Cagan, Jonathan
Chapman-Smith, Quiana

1,411.75
71.50
1,486.90
65.30
2,115.95
55.00
82.10
417.75
73.40

$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$375.00
$395.00
$375.00
$435.00
$375.00

$557,641.25
$28,242.50
$587,325.50
$25,793.50
$793,481.25
$21,725.00
$30,787.50
$181,721.25
$27,525.00

II
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I

Crabtree, Althea
D'Ancona, Joshua
DePhillips, Scott
DiBona, Kristin C.
Enck, Jennifer
Ferguson, Tricia
Gamble, Kimberly
Gaskill, Warren
Gibson, Sati
Hu, Sufei
Joost, Jennifer
Kaskela, Seamus
Kaufmann, Matthew
Lambert, Meredith
Lovin, Dan A.
Mattucci, Patrick
Maultsby-Wiley, Nichelle
Mellon, Thomas S.
Moya, Louis
Mundy, Krystn
Onasch, Margaret
O'Shea, William
Osinupebi, Tinu
Peikin, Vivian
Phillips, Alessandra
Phoebe, Timm
Plona, R. Matthew
Renegar, C. Patrick
Rosseel, Allyson
Rueckman, Kirk
Russo, Richard
Salkin, David
Smith, Cathleen
Tighe, Meghan
Tomich, Alexandra
Ward, Meghan
Washington, Zakiya
Weiler, Kurt W.

I ,004.1 0
1,797.95
77.40
50.00
400.75
1,015.00
77.00
75.75
56.50
1,187.40
1,648.95
11.70
4,291.75
1,709.00
76.80
50.60
58.30
66.00
75.25
84.00
15.00
66.80
86.30
2,316.85
25.30
95.40
55.20
94.00
43.90
2,353.00
3,290.55
16.00
76.70
3,633.50
5,082.25
53.50
58.50
65.80
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$395.00
$425.00
$395.00
$375.00
$475.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$375.00
$500.00
$400.00
$375.00
$360.00
$395.00
$375.00
$395.00
$395.00
$345.00
$395.00
$345.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$400.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$395.00
$375.00
$450.00
$325.00
$395.00
$375.00
$395.00
$395.00
$375.00
$395.00

$396,619.50
$764,128.75
$30,573.00
$18,750.00
$190,356.25
$400,925.00
$30,415.00
$29,921.25
$22,317.50
$445,275.00
$824,475.00
$4,680.00
$1,609,406.25
$615,240.00
$30,336.00
$18,975.00
$23,028.50
$26,070.00
$25,961.25
$33,180.00
$5,175.00
$26,386.00
$34,088.50
$915,155.75
$10,120.00
$37,683.00
$21,804.00
$37,130.00
$17,340.50
$882,375.00
$1,480,747.50
$5,200.00
$30,296.50
$1,362,562.50
$2,007,488.75
$21,132.50
$21,937.50
$25,991.00
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Young, Eric
PARALEGALS
Cashwell, Amy
Chiappinelli, Christiane
Chuba, Jean
Hankins, Andrew
Maytorena, Dafne
Potts, Denise
Swift, Mary
INVESTIGATIVE
Angrisano, Fabriana
Bochet, Jason
Eisenberg, Emily
Evans, John
Fitzgerald, Joanna
Maginnis, Jamie
Marshall, Kate
Molina, Henry
Rabbiner, David
Stratos, Nicole
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT
STAFF
Berne, Zach
Dickinson, Gayle
Graham, Kerry
Grossi, John
TOTAL
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655.00

$395.00

$258,725.00

489.15
248.25
112.10
441.95
16.50
38.75
1,163.30

$175.00
$225.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$200.00
$225.00

$85,601.25
$55,856.25
$22,420.00
$88,390.00
$3,300.00
$7,750.00
$261,742.50

23.00
267.35
19.75
375.05
131.00
124.00
47.50
48.00
128.35
59.00

$325.00
$325.00
$225.00
$325.00
$225.00
$325.00
$225.00
$325.00
$450.00
$325.00

$7,475.00
$86,888.75
$4,443.75
$121,891.25
$29,475.00
$40,300.00
$10,687.50
$15,600.00
$57,757.50
$19,175.00

40.10
19.75
16.50
72.45

$85.00
$125.00
$125.00
$85.00

$3,408.50
$2,468.
$2,062.
$6,158.25

55,437.20

$25,272,387.50
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EXHIBIT2

In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
KESSLER TOPAZ MELTZER & CHECK, LLP
EXPENSE REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013
CATEGORY
Court Fees
On-Line Legal Research
On-Line Factual Research
Website Hosting
Telephones/Faxes
Postage & Express Mail
Internal Copying
Outside Copying
Out of Town Travel
Court Reporters and Transcripts
Out ofTown Deposition Expenses
Mediation
Experts
Contributions to Litigation Fund
SUBTOTAL:
Less Balance Remaining in Litigation Fund
TOTAL EXPENSES:

AMOUNT
$825.00
$40,363.60
$19,652.65
$4,940.00
$2,291.84
$3,133.95
$77,780.85
$160.79
$190,662.09
$1,398.30
$22,603.34
$2,400.00
$1,350.00
$2,101,000.00
$2,468,562.41
($20,332.81)
$2,448,22 9.60
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Exhibit 3
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EXHIBIT3

In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
CONTRIBUTIONS TO AND DISBURSEMENTS FROM
THE LITIGATION FUND

.

Contributions·

FIRM
Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP

AMOUNT
$2,101,000.00

Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer, LLP

$2,101,000.00

Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP

$2,101,000.00

Interest

$102.56
TOTAL:

$6,303,102.56

Disbursements·.
CATEGORY OF EXPENSE

AMOUNT DISBURSED

Experts/Consultants

$4,461,432.80

Court Reporters and Transcripts

$91,339.25

Document Management/Litigation Support

$1,007,512.18

Document Retrieval

$5,134.37

Outside Copying
Rental of Office Space for Trial
Mediation Fees

$180,252.78
I

$136,122.74
$300,153.76

Subpoena Production Costs

$15,104.78

Translation Services

$80,171.39

Service of Process
Website Hosting
Bank Fees
TOTAL DISBURSED:
BALANCE:*

$5,373.70
$150.00
$22.00
$6,282,769.75
$20,332.81

* The balance remaining in the Litigation Fund has been deducted from the expense
application for Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP, as reflected in Exhibit 2 herein.

I
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KESSLERTOPAZ
MELTZERCHECK LLP
280 King of Prussia Road, Radnor, Pennsylvania 19087 • 610-667-7706 • Fax: 610-667-7056 • info@ktmc.com
One Sansome Street, Suite 1850, San Francisco, CA 94104 • 415-400-3000 • Fax: 415-400-3001 • info@ktmc.com

www.ktmc.com

FIRM PROFILE
Since 1987, Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP has specialized in the prosecution of securities class
actions and has grown into one of the largest and most successful shareholder litigation firms in the field.
With offices in Radnor, Pennsylvania and San Francisco, California, the Firm is comprised of 94
attorneys as well as an experienced support staff consisting of over 80 paralegals, in-house investigators,
legal clerks and other personnel. With a large and sophisticated client base (numbering over 180
institutional investors from around the world -- including public and Taft-Hartley pension funds, mutual
fund managers, investment advisors, insurance companies, hedge funds and other large investors), Kessler
Topaz has developed an international reputation for excellence and has extensive experience prosecuting
securities fraud actions. For the past several years, the National Law Journal has recognized Kessler
Topaz as one of the top securities class action law firms in the country. In addition, the Legal
Intelligencer recently awarded Kessler Topaz with its Class Action Litigation Firm of The Year award.
Lastly, Kessler Topaz and several of its attorneys are regularly recognized by Legal500 and Benchmark:
Plaintiffs as leaders in our field.
·
Currently, Kessler Topaz is serving as lead or co-lead counsel in many of the largest and most significant
securities class actions pending in the United States, including actions against: Bank of America, Lehman
Brothers, Johnson & Johnson, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Pfizer, and MGM Mirage, among
others. As demonstrated by the magnitude of these high-profile cases, we take seriously our role in
advising clients to seek lead plaintiff appointment in cases, paying special attention to the factual
elements of the fraud, the size of losses and damages, and whether there are viable sources of recovery.
Kessler Topaz has recovered billions of dollars in the course of representing defrauded shareholders from
around the world and takes pride in the reputation we have earned for our dedication to our clients.
Kessler Topaz devotes significant time to developing relationships with its clients in a manner that
enables the Firm to understand the types of cases they will be interested in pursuing and their
expectations. Further, the Firm is committed to pursuing meaningful corporate governance reforms in
cases where we suspect that systemic problems within a company could lead to recurring litigation and
where such changes also have the possibility to increase the value of the underlying company. The Firm
is poised to continue protecting rights worldwide.

1
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NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVEMENTS
During the Firm's successful history, Kessler Topaz has recovered billions of dollars for defrauded
stockholders and consumers. The following are among the Firm's notable achievements:

Securities Fraud Litigation
In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) Litigation, Master File No. 09 MDL 2058:
Kessler Topaz, as Co-Lead Counsel, asserted claims for violations of the federal securities laws against Bank of
America Corp. ("BoA") and certain of BoA's officers and board members relating to BoA's merger with Merrill
Lynch & Co. ("Merrill") and its failure to inform its shareholders of billions of dollars of losses which Merrill had
suffered before the pivotal shareholder vote, as well as an undisclosed agreement allowing Merrill to pay up to $5.8
billion in bonuses before the acquisition closed, despite these losses. On September 28,2012, the Parties announced
a $2.425 billion case settlement with BoA to settle all claims asserted against all defendants in the action. BoA also
agreed to implement significant corporate governance improvements. The settlement, reached after almost four
years oflitigation with a trial set to begin on October 22, 2012, amounts to 1) the sixth largest securities class action
lawsuit settlement ever; 2) the fourth largest securities class action settlement ever funded by a single corporate
defendant; 3) the single largest settlement of a securities class action in which there was neither a financial
restatement involved nor a criminal conviction related to the alleged misconduct; 4) the single largest securities class
action settlement ever resolving a Section 14(a) claim (the federal securities provision designed to protect investors
against misstatements in connection with a proxy solicitation); and 5) by far the largest securities class action
settlement to come out of the subprime meltdown and credit crisis to date.

In re Tyco International, Ltd. Sec. Litig., No. 02-1335-B (D.N.H. 2002):
Kessler Topaz, which served as Co-Lead Counsel in this highly publicized securities fraud class action on behalf of
a group of institutional investors, achieved a record $3.2 billion settlement with Tyco International, Ltd. ("Tyco")
and their auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers ("PwC"). The $2.975 billion settlement with Tyco represents the singlelargest securities class action recovery from a single corporate defendant in history. In addition, the $225 million
settlement with PwC represents the largest payment PwC has ever paid to resolve a securities class action and is the
second-largest auditor settlement in securities class action history.
The action asserted federal securities claims on behalf of all purchasers of Tyco securities between December 13,
1999 and June 7, 2002 ("Class Period") against Tyco, certain former officers and directors ofTyco and PwC. Tyco
is alleged to have overstated its income during the Class Period by $5.8 billion through a multitude of accounting
manipulations and shenanigans. The case also involved allegations of looting and self-dealing by the officers and
directors of the Company. In that regard, Defendants L. Dennis Kozlowski, the former CEO and Mark H. Swartz,
the former CFO have been sentenced to up to 25 years in prison after being convicted of grand larceny, falsification
of business records and conspiracy for their roles in the alleged scheme to defraud investors.
As presiding Judge Paul Barbadoro aptly stated in his Order approving the final settlement, "[i]t is difficult to
overstate the complexity of [the litigation)." Judge Barbadoro noted the extraordinary effort required to pursue the
litigation towards its successful conclusion, which included the review of more than 82.5 million pages of
documents, more than 220 depositions and over 700 hundred discovery requests and responses. In addition to the
complexity of the litigation, Judge Barbadoro also highlighted the great risk undertaken by Co-Lead Counsel in
pursuit of the litigation, which he indicated was greater than in other multi-billion dollar securities cases and "put
[Plaintiffs] at the cutting edge of a rapidly changing area of law."
In sum, the Tyco settlement is of historic proportions for the investors who suffered significant financial losses and
it has sent a strong message to those who would try to engage in this type of misconduct in the future.

In re Tenet Healthcare Corp. Sec. Litig., No. CV-02-8462-RSWL (Rx) (C.D. Cal. 2002):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in this action. A partial settlement, approved on May 26, 2006, was
comprised of three distinct elements: (i) a substantial monetary commitment of $215 million by the company; (ii)
personal contributions totaling $1.5 million by two of the individual defendants; and (iii) the enactment and/or
continuation of numerous changes to the company's corporate governance practices, which have led various
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institutional rating entities to rank Tenet among the best in the U.S. in regards to corporate governance. The
significance of the partial settlement was heightened by Tenet's precarious financial condition. Faced with many
financial pressures - including several pending civil actions and federal investigations, with total contingent
liabilities in the hundreds of millions of dollars - there was real concern that Tenet would be unable to fund a
settlement or satisfy a judgment of any greater amount in the near future. By reaching the partial settlement, we
were able to avoid the risks associated with a long and costly litigation battle and provide a significant and
immediate benefit to the class. Notably, this resolution represented a unique result in securities class action
litigation - personal financial contributions from individual defendants. After taking the case through the summary
judgment stage, we were able to secure an additional $65 million recovery from KPMG- Tenet's outside auditor
during the relevant period -for the class, bringing the total recovery to $281.5 million.

In re Wachovia Preferred Securities and Bond/Notes Litigation, Master File No. 09 Civ. 6351 (RJS)
(S.D.N.Y.):
Kessler Topaz, as court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel, asserted class action claims for violations of the Securities Act
of 1933 on behalf of all persons who purchased Wachovia Corporation ("Wachovia") preferred securities issued in
thirty separate offerings (the "Offerings") between July 31, 2006 and Mary 29, 2008 (the "Offering Period").
Defendants in the action included Wachovia, various Wachovia related trusts, Wells Fargo as successor-in-interest
to Wachovia, certain of Wachovia's officer and board members, numerous underwriters that undenvrote the
Offerings, and KPMG LLP ("KPMG"), Wachovia's former outside auditor. Plaintiffs alleged that the registration
statements and prospectuses and prospectus supplements used to market the Offerings to Plaintiffs and other
members of the class during the Offerings Period contained materially false and misleading statements and omitted
material information. Specifically, the Complaint alleged that in connection with the Offerings, Wachovia: (i) failed
to reveal the full extent to which its mortgage portfolio was increasingly impaired due to dangerously lax
undei'\Vfiting practices; (ii) materially misstated the true value of its mortgage-related assets; (iii) failed to disclose
that its loan loss reserves were grossly inadequate; and (iv) failed to record write-downs and impairments to those
assets as required by Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"). Even as Wachovia faced insolvency,
the Offering Materials assured investors that Wachovia's capital and liquidity positions were "strong," and that it
was so "well capitalized" that it was actually a "provider ofliquidity" to the market. On August 5, 2011, the Parties
announced a $590 million cash settlement with Wells Fargo (as successor-in-interest to Wachovia) and a $37
million cash settlement with KPMG, to settle all claims asserted against all defendants in the action.
This
settlement was approved by the Hon. Judge Richard J. Sullivan by order issued on January 3, 2012.

In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig., Master File No. 21 MC 92(SAS):
This action settled for $586 million on January I, 2010, after years of litigation overseen by U.S. District Judge
Shira Scheindlin. Kessler Topaz served on the plaintiffs' executive committee for the case, which was based upon
the artificial inflation of stock prices during the dot-com boom of the late 1990s that led to the collapse of the
technology stock market in 2000 that was related to allegations of laddering and excess commissions being paid for
IPO allocations.

Operative Plasterers and Cement Masons International Association Local 262 Annuity Fund v.
Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc., No. 1:08-cv-05523-LAK (S.D.N.Y.):
Kessler Topaz has asserted claims against certain individual defendants and undei'\Vfiters of Lehman securities
arising from misstatements and omissions regarding Lehman's financial condition, and its exposure to the residential
and commercial real estate markets in the period leading to Lehman's unprecedented bankruptcy filing on
September 14, 2008. In July 2011, the Court sustained the majority of the amended Complaint finding that
Lehman's use ofRepo 105, while technically complying with GAAP, still rendered numerous statements relating to
Lehman's purported Net Leverage Ration materially false and misleading. The Court also found that Defendants'
statements related to Lehman's risk management policies were sufficient to state a claim. With respect to loss
causation, the Court also failed to accept Defendants' contention that the financial condition of the economy led to
the losses suffered by the Class. As the case was being prepared for trial, a $517 million settlement was reached on
behalf of shareholders --- $426 million of which came from various undei'\Vfiters of the Offerings, representing a
significant recovery for investors in this now bankrupt entity. In addition, $90 million came from Lehman's former
directors and officers, which is significant considering the diminishing assets available to pay any future judgment.
The settlement was approved by order issued on November 20, 2012. The litigation continues against Lehman's
auditor, Ernst & Young, LLP.
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Minneapolis Firefighters' Relief Association v. Medtronic, Inc. et aL Case No. 0:08-cv-06324-PAMAJB (D. Minn.):
Plaintiffs alleged that the company failed to disclose its reliance on illegal "off-label" marketing techniques to drive
the sales of its INFUSE Bone Graft ("INFUSE") medical device. While physicians are allowed to prescribe a drug
or medical device for any use they see fit, federal law prohibits medical device manufacturers from marketing
devices for any uses not specifically approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration. The company's
off-label marketing practices have resulted in the company becoming the target of a probe by the federal government
which was revealed on November 18, 2008, when the company's CEO reported that Medtronic received a subpoena
from the United States Department of Justice which is "looking into off-label use of INFUSE." After hearing oral
argument on Defendants' Motions to Dismiss, on February 3, 2010, the Court issued an order granting in part and
denying in part Defendants' motions, allowing a large portion of the action to move forward. The Court held that
Plaintiff successfully stated a claim against each Defendant for a majority of the misstatements alleged in the
Complaint and that each of the Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded the falsity ofthese statements and that
Defendants' fraud caused the losses experienced by members of the Class when the market learned the truth behind
Defendants' INFUSE marketing efforts. While the case was in discovery, on April 2, 2012, Medtronic agreed to
pay shareholders an $85 million settlement. The settlement was approved by the Court by order issued on
November 8, 2012.

In re Brocade Sec. Litig., Case No. 3:05-CV-02042 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (CRB):
The complaint in this action alleges that Defendants engaged in repeated violations of federal securities laws by
backdating options grants to top executives and falsified the date of stock option grants and other information
regarding options grants to numerous employees from 2000 through 2004, which ultimately caused Brocade to
restate all of its financial statements from 2000 through 2005. In addition, concurrent SEC civil and Department of
Justice criminal actions against certain individual defendants were commenced. In August, 2007 the Court denied
Defendant's motions to dismiss and in October, 2007 certified a class of Brocade investors who were damaged by
the alleged fraud. Discovery is currently proceeding and the case is being prepared for trial. Furthermore, while
litigating the securities class action Kessler Topaz and its co-counsel objected to a proposed settlement in the
Brocade derivative action. On March 21, 2007, the parties in In Re Brocade Communications Systems, Inc.
Derivative Litigation, No. C05-02233 (N.D. Cal. 2005) (CRB) gave notice that they had obtained preliminary
approval of their settlement. According to the notice, which was buried on the back pages of the Wall Street
Journal, Brocade shareholders were given less than three weeks to evaluate the settlement and file any objection
with the Court. Kessler Topaz client Puerto Rico Government Employees' Retirement System ("PRGERS") had a
large investment in Brocade and, because the settlement was woefully inadequate, filed an objection. PRGERS,
joined by fellow institutional investor Arkansas Public Employees Retirement System, challenged the settlement on
two fundamental grounds. First, PRGERS criticized the derivative plaintiffs for failing to conduct any discovery
before settling their claims. PRGERS also argued that derivative plaintiffs abject failure to investigate its own
claims before providing the defendants with broad releases from liability made it impossible to weigh the merits of
the settlement. The Court agreed, and strongly admonished derivative plaintiffs for their failure to perform this most
basic act of service to their fellow Brocade shareholders. The settlement was rejected and later withdrawn. Second,
and more significantly, PRGERS claimed that the presence of the well-respected law firm Wilson, Sonsini Goodrich
and Rosati, in this case, created an incurable conflict of interest that corrupted the entire settlement process. The
conflict stemmed from WSGR's dual role as counsel to Brocade and the Individual Settling Defendants, including
WSGR Chairman and former Brocade Board Member Larry Sonsini. On this point, the Court also agreed and
advised WSGR to remove itself from the case entirely. On May 25, 2007, WSGR complied and withdrew as
counsel to Brocade. The case settled for $160 million and was approved by the Court.

In re Satyam Computer Services, Ltd. Sec. Litig., No. 09 MD 02027 (BSJ) (S.D.N.Y.):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in this securities fraud class action in the Southern District ofNew York.
The action asserts claims for violations of the federal securities laws against Satyam Computer Services Limited
("Satyam" or the "Company") and certain of Satyam's former officers and directors and its former auditor
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Ltd. ("PwC") relating to the Company's January 7, 2009, disclosure
admitting that B. Ramalinga Raju ("B. Raju"), the Company's former chairman, falsified Satyam's financial reports
by, among other things, inflating its reported cash balances by more than $1 billion. The news caused the price of
Satyam's common stock (traded on the National Stock Exchange of India and the Bombay Stock Exchange) and
American Depository Shares ("ADSs") (traded on the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE")) to collapse. From a
closing price of$3.67 per share on January 6, 2009, Satyam's common stock closed at $0.82 per share on January 7,
2009. With respect to the ADSs, the news of B. Raju's letter was revealed overnight in the United States and, as a
result, trading in Satyam ADSs was halted on the NYSE before the markets opened on January 7, 2009. When
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trading in Satyam ADSs resumed on January 12, 2009, Satyam ADSs opened at $1.14 per ADS, down steeply from
a closing price of $9.35 on January 6, 2009. Lead Plaintiffs filed a consolidated complaint on July 17, 2009, on
behalf of all persons or entities, who (a) purchased or otherwise acquired Satyam 's ADSs in the United States; and
(b) residents of the United States who purchased or otherwise acquired Satyam shares on the National Stock
Exchange oflndia or the Bombay Stock Exchange between January 6, 2004 and January 6, 2009. Co-Lead Counsel
secured a settlement for $125 million from Satyam on February 16, 2011. Additionally, Co-Lead Counsel was able
to secure a $25.5 million settlement from PwC on April 29, 2011, who was alleged to have signed off on the
misleading audit reports. Claims against certain former executive officers at Satyam remain pending.

In re BankAtlantic Bancorp, Inc. Sec. Litig., Case No. 07-CV-61542 (S.D. Fla. 2007):
On November 18, 2010, a panel of nine Miami, Florida jurors returned the first securities fraud verdict to arise out
of the financial crisis against BankAtlantic Bancorp. Inc., its chief executive officer and chief financial officer. This
case was only the tenth securities class action to be tried to a verdict following the passage of the Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which governs such suits. Following extensive post-trial motion practice, the
District Court upheld all oft he Jury's findings of fraud but vacated the damages award on a narrow legal issue and
granted Defendant's motion for a judgment as a matter of law. Plaintiffs appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Eleventh Circuit. On July 23, 2012, a three-judge panel for the Appeals Court found the District Court erred in
granting the Defendant's motion for a judgment as a matter of law based in part on the Jury's findings (perceived
inconsistency of two of the Jury's answers to the special interrogatories) instead of focusing solely on the
sufficiency of the evidence. However, upon its review ofthe record, the Appeals Court affirmed the District Court's
decision as it determined the Plaintiffs did not introduce evidence sufficient to support a finding in its favor on the
element of loss causation. The Appeals Court's decision in this case does not diminish the five years of hard work
which Kessler Topaz expended to bring the matter to trial and secure an initial jury verdict in the Plaintiffs' favor.
This case is an excellent example of the Firm's dedication to our clients and the lengths it will go to try to achieve
the best possible results for institutional investors in shareholder litigation.

In re AremisSofl Corp. Sec. Litig., C.A. No. 01-CV-2486 (D.N.J. 2002):
Kessler Topaz is particularly proud of the results achieved in this case before the Honorable Joel A. Pisano. This
case was exceedingly complicated, as it involved the embezzlement of hundreds of millions of dollars by former
officers of the Company, one of whom remains a fugitive. In settling the action, Kessler Topaz, as sole Lead
Counsel, assisted in reorganizing AremisSoft as a new company to allow for it to continue operations, while
successfully separating out the securities fraud claims and the bankrupt Company's claims into a litigation trust.
The approved Settlement enabled the class to receive the m~ority of the equity in the new Company, as well as their
pro rata share of any amounts recovered by the litigation trust. During this litigation, actions have been initiated in
the Isle of Man, Cyprus, as well as in the United States as we continue our efforts to recover assets stolen by
corporate insiders and related entities.

In re CVS Corporation Sec. Litig., C.A. No. 01-11464 JLT (D.Mass. 2001):
Kessler Topaz, serving as Co-Lead Counsel on behalf of a group of institutional investors, secured a cash recovery
of $110 million for the class, a figure which represents the third-largest payout for a securities action in Boston
federal court. Kessler Topaz successfully litigated the case through summary judgment before ultimately achieving
this outstanding result for the class following several mediation sessions, and just prior to the commencement of
trial.

In re Marvell Technology, Group, Ltd. Sec. Lit., Master File No. 06-06286 RWM:
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in this securities class action brought against Marvell Technology Group
Ltd. ("Marvell") and three ofMarvell's executive officers. This case centered around an alleged options backdating
scheme carried out by Defendants from June 2000 through June 2006, which enabled Marvell's executives and
employees to receive options with favorable option exercise prices chosen with the benefit of hindsight, in direct
violation of Marvell's stock option plan, as well as to avoid recording hundreds of millions of dollars in
compensation expenses on the Marvell's books. In total, the restatement conceded that Marvell had understated the
cumulative effect of its compensation expense by $327.3 million, and overstated net income by $309.4 million, for
the period covered by the restatement. Following nearly three years of investigation and prosecution of the Class'
claims as well as a protracted and contentious mediation process, Co-Lead Counsel secured a settlement for $72
million from defendants on June 9, 2009. This Settlement represents a substantial portion of the Class' maximum
provable damages, and is among the largest settlements, in total dollar amount, reached in an option backdating
securities class action.
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In re Delphi Corp. Sec. Litig., Master File No. 1:05-MD-1725 (E.D. Mich. 2005):
In early 2005, various securities class actions were filed against auto-parts manufacturer Delphi Corporation in the
Southern District of New York. Kessler Topaz its client, Austria-based mutual fund manager Raiffeisen
Kapitalanlage-Gesellschaft m.b.H. ("Raiffeisen"), were appointed as Co-Lead Counsel and Co-Lead Plaintiff,
respectively. The Lead Plaintiffs alleged that (i) Delphi improperly treated financing transactions involving
inventory as sales and disposition of inventory; (ii) improperly treated financing transactions involving "indirect
materials" as sales of these materials; and (iii) improperly accounted for payments made to and credits received from
General Motors as warranty settlements and obligations. As a result, Delphi's reported revenue, net income and
financial results were materially overstated, prompting Delphi to restate its earnings for the five previous years.
Complex litigation involving difficult bankruptcy issues has potentially resulted in an excellent recovery for the
class. In addition, Co-Lead Plaintiffs also reached a settlement of claims against Delphi's outside auditor, Deloitte &
Touche, LLP, for $38.25 million on behalf of Delphi investors.

In re Royal Dutch Shell European Shareholder Litigation, No. 106.010.887, Gerechtshof Te
Amsterdam (Amsterdam Court of Appeal):
Kessler Topaz was instrumental in achieving a landmark $352 million settlement on behalf non-US investors with
Royal Dutch Shell pic relating to Shell's 2004 restatement of oil reserves. This settlement of securities fraud claims
on a class-wide basis under Dutch law was the first of its kind, and sought to resolve claims exclusively on behalf of
European and other non-United States investors. Uncertainty over whether jurisdiction for non-United States
investors existed in a 2004 class action filed in federal court in New Jersey prompted a significant number of
prominent European institutional investors from nine countries, representing more than one billion shares of Shell,
to actively pursue a potential resolution of their claims outside the United States. Among the European investors
which actively sought and supported this settlement were Alecta pensionsf<irsakring, omsesidigt, PKA Pension
Funds Administration Ltd., Swedbank Robur Fonder AB, AP7 and AFA Insurance, all of which were represented by
Kessler Topaz.

In re Computer Associates Sec. Litig., No. 02-CV-1226 (E.D.N.Y. 2002):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel on behalf of plaintiffs, alleging that Computer Associates and certain of
its officers misrepresented the health of the company's business, materially overstated the company's revenues, and
engaged in illegal insider selling. After nearly two years of litigation, Kessler Topaz helped obtain a settlement of
$150 million in cash and stock from the company.

In re The Interpublic Group of Companies Sec. Litig., No. 02 Civ. 6527 (S.D.N.Y. 2002):
Kessler Topaz served as sole Lead Counsel in this action on behalf of an institutional investor and received final
approval of a settlement consisting of$20 million in cash and 6,551,725 shares of lPG common stock. As ofthe
final hearing in the case, the stock had an approximate value of $87 million, resulting in a total settlement value of
approximately $107 million. In granting its approval, the Court praised Kessler Topaz for acting responsibly and
noted the Firm's professionalism, competence and contribution to achieving such a favorable result.

In re Digital Lightwave, Inc. Sec. Litig., Consolidated Case No. 98-152-CIV-T-24E (M.D. Fla. 1999):
The firm served as Co-Lead Counsel in one of the nation's most successful securities class actions in history
measured by the percentage of damages recovered. After extensive litigation and negotiations, a settlement
consisting primarily of stock was worth over $170 million at the time when it was distributed to the Class. Kessler
Topaz took on the primary role in negotiating the terms of the equity component, insisting that the class have the
right to share in any upward appreciation in the value of the stock after the settlement was reached. This recovery
represented an astounding approximately two hundred percent (200%) of class members' losses.

In re Transkaryotic Therapies, Inc. Sec. Litig., Civil Action No.: 03-10165-RWZ (D. Mass. 2003):
After five years of hard-fought, contentious litigation, Kessler Topaz as Lead Counsel on behalf of the Class,
entered into one of largest settlements ever against a biotech company with regard to non-approval of one of its
drugs by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"). Specifically, the Plaintiffs alleged that Transkaryotic
Therapies, Inc. ("TKT') and its CEO, Richard Selden, engaged in a fraudulent scheme to artificially inflate the price
ofTKT common stock and to deceive Class Members by making misrepresentations and nondisclosures of material
facts concerning TKT's prospects for FDA approval ofReplagal, TKT's experimental enzyme replacement therapy
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for Fabry disease. With the assistance of the Honorable Daniel Weinstein, a retired state court judge from California,
Kessler Topaz secured a $50 million settlement from the Defendants during a complex and arduous mediation.

In re PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. Sec. Litig., Case No. 02-CV-271 (W.D. Pa. 2002):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in a securities class action case brought against PNC bank, certain of its
officers and directors, and its outside auditor, Ernst & Young, LLP ("E&Y"), relating to the conduct of Defendants
in establishing, accounting for and making disclosures concerning three special purpose entities ("SPEs") in the
second, third and fourth quarters of PNC's 2001 fiscal year. Plaintiffs alleged that these entities were created by
Defendants for the sole purpose of allowing PNC to secretly transfer hundreds of millions of dollars worth of nonperforming assets from its own books to the books of the SPEs without disclosing the transfers or consolidating the
results and then making positive announcements to the public concerning the bank's performance with respect to its
non-performing assets. Complex issues were presented with respect to all defendants, but particularly E&Y.
Throughout the litigation E&Y contended that because it did not make any false and misleading statements itself,
the Supreme Court's opinion in Central Bank of Denver, NA. v. First Interstate Bank of Denver, NA., 511 U.S. 164
(1993) foreclosed securities liability for "aiding or abetting" securities fraud for purposes of Section 10(b) liability.
Plaintiffs, in addition to contending that E&Y did make false statements, argued that Rule 10b-5's deceptive conduct
prong stood on its own as an independent means of committing fraud and that so long as E&Y itself committed a
deceptive act, it could be found liable under the securities laws for fraud. After several years of litigation and
negotiations, PNC paid $30 million to settle the action, while also assigning any claims it may have had against
E&Y and certain other entities that were involved in establishing and/or reporting on the SPEs. Armed with these
claims, class counsel was able to secure an additional $6.6 million in settlement funds for the class from two law
firms and a third party insurance company and $9.075 million from E&Y. Class counsel was also able to negotiate
with the U.S. government, which had previously obtained a disgorgement fund of $90 million from PNC and $46
million from the third party insurance carrier, to combine all funds into a single settlement fund that exceeded $180
million and is currently in the process of being distributed to the entire class, with PNC paying all costs of notifYing
the Class of the settlement.

In re SemGroup Energy Partners, L.P., Sec. Litig., No. 08-md-1989 (DC) (N.D. Okla.)
Kessler Topaz, which was appointed by the Court as sole Lead Counsel, litigated this matter, which ultimately
settled for $28 million. The defense was led by 17 of the largest and best capitalized defense law firms in the world.
On April 20, 2010, in a fifty-page published opinion, the United States District Court for the Northern District of
Oklahoma largely denied defendants' ten separate motions to dismiss Lead Plaintiff's Consolidated Amended
Complaint. The Complaint alleged that: (i) defendants concealed SemGroup's risky trading operations that
eventually caused SemGroup to declare bankruptcy; and (ii) defendants made numerous false statements concerning
SemGroup's ability to provide its publicly-traded Master Limited Partnership stable cash-flows. The case was
aggressively litigated out of the Firm's San Francisco and Radnor offices and the significant recovery was obtained,
not only from the Company's principals, but also from its underwriters and outside directors.

In re Liberate Technologies Sec. Litig., No. C-02-5017 (MJJ) (N.D. Cal. 2005):
Kessler Topaz represented plaintiffs which alleged that Liberate engaged in fraudulent revenue recognition practices
to artificially inflate the price of its stock, ultimately forcing it to restate its earning. As sole Lead Counsel, Kessler
Topaz successfully negotiated a $13.8 million settlement, which represents almost 40% of the damages suffered by
the class. In approving the settlement, the district court complimented Lead Counsel for its "extremely credible and
competent job."

In re Riverstone Networks, Inc. Sec. Litig., Case No. CV-02-3581 (N.D. Cal. 2002):
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel on behalf of plaintiffs alleging that Riverstone and certain of its officers and
directors sought to create the impression that the Company, despite the industry-wide downturn in the telecom
sector, had the ability to prosper and succeed and was actually prospering. In that regard, plaintiffs alleged that
defendants issued a series of false and misleading statements concerning the Company's financial condition, sales
and prospects, and used inside information to personally profit. After extensive litigation, the parties entered into
formal mediation with the Honorable Charles Legge (Ret.). Following five months of extensive mediation, the
parties reached a settlement of $18.5 million.
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Shareholder Derivative Actions
In re Southern Peru Copper Corp. Derivative Litigation, ConsoL CA No. 961-CS (Del. Ch.):
On October 14, 2011, Kessler Topaz and its Delaware co-counsel secured the largest damage award in Delaware
Chancery Court history, a $1.3 billion derivative judgment against copper mining company Southern Peru's
majority shareholder Grupo Mexico. The litigation stemmed from Southern Peru's 2005 acquisition of Minera
Mexico, a private mining company owned by Grupo Mexico, for more than $3 billion in Southern Peru stock.
Plaintiff alleged that the private company was worth more than a billion dollars less, but that Southern Peru's board
had approved this conflicted transaction in deference to its majority shareholder's interests. In his trial opinion,
Chancellor Leo Strine agreed, writing that Grupo Mexico "extracted a deal that was far better than market, and got
real, market-tested value of over $3 billion for something that no member of the special committee, none of its
advisors, and no trial expert was willing to say was worth that amount of actual cash." He concluded that Southern
Peru's "non-adroit act of commercial charity toward the controller resulted in a manifestly unfair transaction."
Discovery in the case spanned years and continents, with depositions in Peru and Mexico.
Defendants appealed
the historic verdict to the Delaware Supreme Court, which affirmed the Court of Chancery's judgment on August
27,2012. The finaljudgment, with interest, amounted to $2.1 billion.

In re Comverse Technology, Inc. Derivative Litigation, 601272/2006 (Supreme Court, NY 2006):
Kessler Topaz attorneys negotiated a settlement that required the Company's founder/Chairman/CEO and other
executives to disgorge more than $62 million in ill-gotten gains from backdated stock options back to the Company
and overhauled the Company's corporate governance and internal controls, including replacing a number of
members on the board of directors and corporate executives, splitting the Chairman and CEO positions, and
instituting majority voting for directors.

Wanstrath v. Doctor R. Crants, et. a!. Shareholders Litigation, No. 99-1719-111 (Tenn. Chan. Ct.,
20th Judicial District, 1999):
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel in a derivative action filed against the officers and directors of Prison Realty
Trust, Inc., challenging the transfer of assets from the Company to a private entity owned by several of the
Company's top insiders. Numerous federal securities class actions were pending against the Company at this time.
Through the derivative litigation, the Company's top management was ousted, the composition of the Board of
Directors was significantly improved, and important corporate governance provisions were put in place to prevent
future abuse. Kessler Topaz, in addition to achieving these desirable results, was able to effectuate a global
settlement of all pending litigation against the backdrop of an almost certain bankruptcy. The case was resolved in
conjunction with the federal securities cases for the payment of approximately $50 million by the Company's
insurers and the issuance of over 46 million shares to the class members.

In re Viacom, Inc. Shareholder Derivative Litig., Index No. 602527/05 (New York County, NY 2005):
Kessler Topaz represented the Public Employees' Retirement System ofMississippi and served as Lead Counsel in
a derivative action alleging that the members of the Board of Directors of Viacom, Inc. paid excessive and
unwarranted compensation to Viacom's Executive Chairman and CEO, SumnerM. Redstone, and co-COOs Thomas
E. Preston and Leslie Moonves, in breach of their fiduciary duties. Specifically, we alleged that in fiscal year 2004,
when Viacom reported a record net loss of$17.46 billion, the board improperly approved compensation payments to
Redstone, Preston, and Moonves of approximately $56 million, $52 million, and $52 million, respectively. Judge
Ramos of the New York Supreme Court denied Defendants' motion to dismiss the action as we overcame several
complex arguments related to the failure to make a demand on Viacom's Board; Defendants then appealed that
decision to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New York. Prior to a decision by the appellate court, a
settlement was reached in early 2007. Pursuant to the settlement, Sumner Redstone, the company's Executive
Chairman and controlling shareholder, agreed to a new compensation package that, among other things,
substantially reduces his annual salary and cash bonus, and ties the majority of his incentive compensation directly
to shareholder returns.

In re Family Dollar Stores, Inc. Derivative Litig., Master File No. 06-CVS-16796 (Mecklenburg
County, NC 2006):
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel, derivatively on behalf of Family Dollar Stores, Inc., and against certain of
Family Dollar's current and former officers and directors. The actions were pending in Mecklenburg County
Superior Court, Charlotte, North Carolina, and alleged that certain of the company's officers and directors had
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improperly backdated stock options to achieve favorable exercise prices in violation of shareholder-approved stock
option plans. As a result of these shareholder derivative actions, Kessler Topaz was able to achieve substantial relief
for Family Dollar and its shareholders. Through Kessler Topaz's litigation of this action, Family Dollar agreed to
cancel hundreds of thousands of stock options granted to certain current and former officers, resulting in a sevenfigure net financial benefit for the company. In addition, Family Dollar has agreed to, among other things:
implement internal controls and granting procedures that are designed to ensure that all stock options are properly
dated and accounted for; appoint two new independent directors to the board of directors; maintain a board
composition of at least 75 percent independent directors; and adopt stringent officer stock-ownership policies to
further align the interests of officers with those of Family Dollar shareholders. The settlement was approved by
Order of the Court on August 13, 2007.

In re Barnes & Noble, Inc. Derivative Litig., Index No. 06602389 (New York County, NY 2006):
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel, derivatively on behalf of Barnes & Noble, Inc., and against certain of Barnes
& Noble's current and former officers and directors. This action was pending in the Supreme Court of New York,
and alleged that certain of the company's officers and directors had improperly backdated stock options to achieve
favorable exercise prices in violation of shareholder-approved stock option plans. As a result of this shareholder
derivative action, Kessler Topaz was able to achieve substantial relief for Barnes & Noble and its shareholders.
Through Kessler Topaz's litigation of this action, Barnes & Noble agreed to re-price approximately $2.64 million
unexercised stock options that were alleged improperly granted, and certain defendants agreed to voluntarily repay
approximately $1.98 million to the Company for the proceeds they received through exercise of alleged improperly
priced stock options. Furthermore, Barnes & Noble has agreed to, among other things: adopt internal controls and
granting procedures that are designed to ensure that all stock options are properly dated and accounted for; at least
once per calendar year, preset a schedule of dates on which stock options will be granted to new employees or to
groups of twenty (20) or more employees; make final determinations regarding stock options at duly-convened
committee meetings; and designate one or more specific officer(s) within the Company who will be responsible for,
among other things, compliance with the Company's stock option plans. The settlement was approved by Order of
the Court on November 14, 2007.

In re Sepracor, Inc. Derivative Litig., C.A. NO.: SUCV2006-04057-BLS:
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel, derivatively on behalf of Sepracor Inc., and against certain of Sepracor's
current and former officers and directors. This action was pending in the Superior Court of Suffolk County,
Massachusetts, and alleged that certain of the company's officers and directors had improperly backdated stock
options to achieve favorable exercise prices in violation of shareholder-approved stock option plans. As a result of
this shareholder derivative action, Kessler Topaz was able to achieve substantial relief for Sepracor and its
shareholders. Through Kessler Topaz's litigation of this action, Sepracor agreed to cancel or reprice more than 2.7
million unexercised stock options that were alleged to have been improperly granted. Furthermore, Sepracor has
agreed to, among other things: adopt internal controls and granting procedures that are designed to ensure that all
stock options are properly dated and accounted for; not alter the exercise prices of stock options without shareholder
approval; hire an employee responsible for ensuring that the Company's complies with its stock option plans; and
appoint a director of internal auditing. The settlement was approved by Order of the Court on January 4, 2008.

In re Monster Worldwide, Inc. Stock Option Derivative Litigation, Index No. 1:06-CV-04622 (New
York Supreme Court, New York County):
Kessler Topaz represented Allegheny County in this shareholder derivative action brought on behalf of Monster
Worldwide, Inc. ("Monster") against certain of its officers and directors. The action alleged that insiders had
breached their fiduciary duties to the company and its shareholders by "backdating" stock options, that is, by
granting stock options at artificially low prices by pretending that the options had been granted on earlier, fictitious
dates. Kessler Topaz attorneys negotiated a settlement which required the recipients of backdated stock options to
disgorge more than $32 million in unlawful gains back to the company, plus agreeing to significant corporate
governance measures. These measures included (a) requiring Monster's founder Andrew McKelvey to reduce his
voting control over Monster from 31% to 7%, by exchanging super-voting stock for common stock; and (b)
implementing new equity granting practices that require greater accountability and transparency in the granting of
stock options moving forward. In approving the settlement, the court noted "the good results, mainly the amount of
money for the shareholders and also the change in governance of the company itself, and really the hard work that
had to go into that to achieve the results ...."
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Denbury Resources, Inc. Shareholder Litigation, 2008-CP-23-8395 (Greenville County, SC 2008):
This derivative litigation challenged the Board's decision to award excessive compensation to the Company's
outgoing President and CEO, Gareth Roberts. Kessler Topaz negotiated a settlement that included both the
disgorgement of ill-gotten compensation by Mr. Roberts as well as numerous corporate governance improvements.
In approving the settlement, the Court acknowledged that the litigation was a "hard-fought battle all the way
through," and commented, "I know you guys have very vigorous and able counsel on the other side, and you had to
basically try to knock your way through the wall at every stage."

Carbon County Employees Retirement System, eta!., Derivatively on Behalf of Nominal Defendant
Southwest Airlines Co. v. Gary C Kelly, et al. Cause No. 08-08692 (District Court of Dallas County,
Texas)
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel against certain officers and directors of Southwest Airlines Co. alleging
breaches of fiduciary duties in connection with Southwest's violations of Federal Aviation Administration safety
and maintenance regulations. Plaintiffs alleged that from June 2006 to March 2007, Southwest flew 46 Boeing 737
airplanes on nearly 60,000 flights without complying with a 2004 FAA Airworthiness Directive that required the
Company to inspect the planes for fuselage fatigue cracks. As a result, Southwest was forced to temporarily ground
44 planes, and the FAA levied on the Company a record $7.5 million civil penalty. Plaintiffs successfully
negotiated numerous reforms targeted not only at ensuring that Southwest's Board is adequately apprised of any
issues concerning Southwest's safety and operations, but also at implementing significant measures to strengthen
Southwest's safety and maintenance processes and procedures, which will yield positive changes in many areas of
Southwest's operations and will have long-lasting effects on Southwest that go far beyond its Board-level practices.

The South Financial Group, Inc. Shareholder Litigation, 09-09061 (Dallas County, TX 2009):
This derivative litigation challenged the Board's decision to accelerate "golden parachute" payments to the
Company's CEO Mack Whittle as the Company applied for emergency assistance in 2008 under the Troubled Asset
Recovery Plan ("TARP"). Kessler Topaz attorneys sought injunctive relief to block the payments and protect the
Company's ability to receive the TARP funds. The litigation was settled, with Whittle giving up a portion of his
severance package and agreeing to leave the board, as well as the implementation of important corporate governance
changes which were described by one commentator as "unprecedented."

Mergers & Acquisitions Litigation
In re Genentech, Inc. Shareholders Lit., Cons. Civ. Action No. 3991-VCS (Del. Chancery Court):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in this shareholder class action brought against the directors of Genentech
and Genentech's former majority owner, Roche Holdings, Inc., in response to Roche's July 21, 2008 attempt to
acquire Genentech for $89 per share. We sought to enforce provisions of an Affiliation Agreement between Roche
and Genentech and to ensure that Roche fulfilled its fiduciary obligations to Genentech's shareholders through any
buyout effort by Roche. After moving to enjoin the tender offer, Kessler Topaz negotiated with Roche and
Genentech to amend the Affiliation Agreement to allow a negotiated transaction between Roche and Genentech,
which enabled Roche to acquire Genentech for $95 per share, approximately $3.9 billion more than Roche offered in
its hostile tender offer. In approving the settlement, Vice Chancellor Leo Strine complimented plaintiffs' counsel,
noting that this benefit was only achieved through "real hard-fought litigation in a complicated setting."

In re GSI Commerce, Inc. Shareholder Litigation, Consolidated C.A. No. 6346-VCN (Del. Ch. Ct.):
Kessler Topaz represented Lead Plaintiff Erie County Employees Retirement System ("Erie County") in this
consolidated class action matter involving the acquisition of GSI Commerce, Inc. ("GSI") by eBay, Inc., litigated in
the Delaware Court of Chancery. Erie County's complaint alleged, among other things, that GSI's founder,
chairman of the board and chief executive officer Michael Rubin breached his fiduciary duties to GSI and its
stockholders by secretly negotiating with eBay to acquire several of GSI's businesses as a part of a merger with
eBay, before the GSI board considered a possible merger with eBay, thereby reducing the price that eBay would pay
to GSI's stockholders in the merger. The complaint also alleged that GSI's board breached its fiduciary duties to
stockholders by allowing Rubin to acquire the GSI-owned businesses and by failing to make full material disclosure
to stockholders in advance of a stockholder vote on the merger. Following expedited discovery and GSI's release of
additional factual disclosures less than a week before a scheduled hearing on Erie County's motion to enjoin the
transaction, Erie County agreed to settle the action in exchange for a payment of approximately $23.7 million to GSI
stockholders, as well as an agreement to pay attorneys' fees and expenses on top of that sum, without reducing the
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payment to stockholders. GSI stockholders received the settlement payment in June 2011, upon the closing ofthe
eBay merger.

In re Amicas, Inc. Shareholder Litigation, 10-0174-BLS2 (Suffolk County, MA 2010):
Kessler Topaz served as lead counsel in class action litigation challenging a proposed private equity buy out of
Arnicas that would have paid Arnicas shareholders $5.35 per share in cash while certain Arnicas executives retained
an equity stake in the surviving entity moving forward. Kessler Topaz prevailed in securing a preliminary injunction
against the deal, which then allowed a superior bidder to purchase the Company for an additional $0.70 per share.
The court complimented Kessler Topaz attorneys for causing an "exceptionally favorable result for Arnicas'
shareholders" after "expend[ing] substantial resources."

In re American Italian Pasta Company Shareholder Litigation, CA 5610-VCN (Del. Ch 2010):
This expedited merger litigation challenged certain provisions of a merger agreement, whereby the board had
granted the acquiring company a "Top-Up Option" to purchase additional shares in the event that less than 90% of
the shares were tendered. Kessler Topaz attorneys asserted that the Top-Up Option was granted in violation of
Delaware law and threatened the rights of shareholders to seek appraisal post-closing. In settling the litigation, the
parties agreed to substantially rewrite provisions of the merger agreement and issue substantial additional
disclosures prior to the closing of the transaction. The Delaware Chancery Court approved the settlement, noting
that "the issues were novel and difficult," and that the "litigation was brought under severe time constraints."

Consumer Protection and ERISA Litigation
CompSource Oklahoma v. BNY Mellon Bank, N.A., No. CIV 08-469-KEW (E.D. Okla. October 25,
2012):
Kessler Topaz served as Interim Class Counsel in this matter alleging that BNY Mellon Bank, N.A. and the Bank of
New York Mellon (collectively, "BNYM") breached their statutory, common law and contractual duties in
connection with the administration of their securities lending program. The Second Amended Complaint alleged,
among other things, that BNYM imprudently invested cash collateral obtained under its securities lending program
in medium term notes issued by Sigma Finance, Inc. -- a foreign structured investment vehicle ("SIV") that is now
in receivership-- and that such conduct constituted a breach of BNYM's fiduciary obligations under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, a breach of its fiduciary duties under common law, and a breach of its
contractual obligations under the securities lending agreements. The Complaint also asserted claims for negligence,
gross negligence and willful misconduct. The case recently settled for $280 million.

Transatlantic Holdings, Inc., et al. v. American International Group, Inc., et al., American
Arbitration Association Case No. SO 148 T 00376 10:
Kessler Topaz served as counsel for Transatlantic Holdings, Inc., and its subsidiaries ("TRH''), alleging that
American International Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries ("AIG") breached their fiduciary duties, contractual duties,
and committed fraud in connection with the administration of its securities lending program. Until June 2009, AIG
was TRH's majority shareholder and, at the same time, administered TRH's securities lending program. TRH's
Statement of Claim alleged that, among other things, AIG breached its fiduciary obligations as investment advisor
and majority shareholder by imprudently investing the majority of the cash collateral obtained under its securities
lending program in mortgage backed securities, including Alt-A and subprime investments. The Statement of Claim
further alleged that AIG concealed the extent ofTRH's subprime exposure and that when the collateral pools began
experiencing liquidity problems in 2007, AIG unilaterally carved TRH out of the pools so that it could provide
funding to its wholly owned subsidiaries to the exclusion of TRH. The matter was litigated through a binding
arbitration and TRH was awarded $75 million.

Board of Trustees of the AFTRA Retirement Fund v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. - Consolidated
Action No. 09-cv-00686 (SAS) (S.D.N.Y.):
On January 23, 2009, the finn filed a class action complaint on behalf of all entities that were participants in
JPMorgan's securities lending program and that incurred losses on investments that JPMorgan, acting in its capacity
as a discretionary investment manager, made in medium-term notes issue by Sigma Finance, Inc. - a now defunct
structured investment vehicle. The losses of the Class exceeded $500 million. The complaint asserted claims for
breach of fiduciary duty under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), as well as common law
breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract and negligence. Over the course of discovery, the parties produced and
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reviewed over 500,000 pages of documents, took 40 depositions (domestic and foreign) and exchanged 21 expert
reports. The case settled for $150 million. Trial was scheduled to commence on February 6, 2012.

In re Global Crossing, Ltd. ERISA Litigation, No. 02 Civ. 7453 (S.D.N.Y. 2004):
Kessler Topaz served as Co-Lead Counsel in this novel, complex and high-profile action which alleged that certain
directors and officers of Global Crossing, a former high-flier of the late 1990's tech stock boom, breached their
fiduciary duties under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") to certain companyprovided 40l(k) plans and their participants. These breaches arose from the plans' alleged imprudent investment in
Global Crossing stock during a time when defendants knew, or should have known, that the company was facing
imminent bankruptcy. A settlement of plaintiffs' claims restoring $79 million to the plans and their participants was
approved in November 2004. At the time, this represented the largest recovery received in a company stock ERISA
class action.

In re AOL Time Warner ERISA Litigation, No. 02-CV-8853 (S.D.N.Y. 2006):
Kessler Topaz, which served as Co-Lead Counsel in this highly-publicized ERISA fiduciary breach class action
brought on behalf of the Company's 40 1(k) plans and their participants, achieved a record $100 million settlement
with defendants. The $100 million restorative cash payment to the plans (and, concomitantly, their participants)
represents the largest recovery from a single defendant in a breach of fiduciary action relating to mismanagement of
plan assets held in the form of employer securities. The action asserted claims for breach of fiduciary duties pursuant
to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") on behalf of the participants in the AOL Time
Warner Savings Plan, the AOL Time Warner Thrift Plan, and the Time Warner Cable Savings Plan (collectively, the
"Plans") whose accounts purchased and/or held interests in the AOL TW Stock Fund at any time between January
27, 1999 and July 3, 2003. Named as defendants in the case were Time Warner (and its corporate predecessor, AOL
Time Warner), several of the Plans' committees, as well as certain current and former officers and directors ofthe
company. In March 2005, the Court largely denied defendants' motion to dismiss and the parties began the
discovery phase of the case. In January 2006, Plaintiffs filed a motion for class certification, while at the same time
defendants moved for partial summary judgment. These motions were pending before the Court when the settlement
in principle was reached. Notably, an Independent Fiduciary retained by the Plans to review the settlement in
accordance with Department of Labor regulations approved the settlement and filed a report with Court noting that
the settlement, in addition to being "more than a reasonable recovery" for the Plans, is "one of the largest ERISA
employer stock action settlements in history."

In re Honeywell International ERISA Litigation, No. 03-1214 (DRD) (D.N.J. 2004):
Kessler Topaz served as Lead Counsel in a breach of fiduciary duty case under ERISA against Honeywell
International, Inc. and certain fiduciaries of Honeywell defined contribution pension plans. The suit alleged that
Honeywell and the individual fiduciary defendants, allowed Honeywell's 401(k) plans and their participants to
imprudently invest significant assets in company stock, despite that defendants knew, or should have known, that
Honeywell's stock was an imprudent investment due to undisclosed, wide-ranging problems stemming from a
consummated merger with Allied Signal and a failed merger with General Electric. The settlement of plaintiffs'
claims included a $14 million payment to the plans and their affected participants, and significant structural relief
affording participants much greater leeway in diversifying their retirement savings portfolios.

Henry v. Sears, et. a/., Case No. 98 C 4110 (N.D. Ill. 1999):
The Firm served as Co-Lead Counsel for one of the largest consumer class actions in history, consisting of
approximately 11 million Sears credit card holders whose interest rates were improperly increased in connection
with the transfer of the credit card accounts to a national bank. Kessler Topaz successfully negotiated a settlement
representing approximately 66% of all class members' damages, thereby providing a total benefit exceeding $156
million. All $156 million was distributed automatically to the Class members, without the filing of a single proof of
claim form. In approving the settlement, the District Court stated: " ... I am pleased to approve the settlement. I
think it does the best that could be done under the circumstances on behalf of the class. . .. The litigation was
complex in both liability and damages and required both professional skill and standing which class counsel
demonstrated in abundance."
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Antitrust Litigation
In re Remeron Antitrust Litigation, No. 02-CV-2007 (D.N.J. 2004):
Kessler Topaz was Co-Lead Counsel in an action which challenged Organon, Inc.'s filing of certain patents and
patent infringement lawsuits as an abuse of the Hatch-Waxman Act, and an effort to unlawfully extend their
monopoly in the market for Remeron. Specifically, the lawsuit alleged that defendants violated state and federal
antitrust laws in their efforts to keep competing products from entering the market, and sought damages sustained by
consumers and third-party payors. After lengthy litigation, including numerous motions and over 50 depositions, the
matter settled for $36 million.

OUR PROFESSIONALS
PARTNERS
RAMZI ABADOU, partner-in-charge of the Finn's San Francisco office, received his Bachelor of Arts
from Pitzer College in Claremont, California and his Master of Arts from Columbia University in the City
of New York. Prior to attending law school, Mr. Abadou was a political science professor at Foothill
College in Los Altos Hills, California. Mr. Abadou graduated from Boston College Law School and
clerked for the United States Attorney's Office in San Diego, California. Prior to joining the Finn, Mr.
Abadou was a partner with Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP in San Diego, California.

Mr. Abadou concentrates his practice on prosecuting securities class actions and is also a member of the
Finn's lead plaintiff litigation practice group. Mr. Abadou has been associated with a number of
significant recoveries, including: In re UnitedHealth Group, Inc. Sec. Litig., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
40623 (D. Minn. 2007) (settled - $925.5 million); In re AT&T Corp. Sees. Litig., Case No. 00-cv-5364
(D.N.J.) (settled - $100 million); In re SemGroup Energy Partners Sees. Litig., Case No. 08-md-1989
GFK (N.D. Ok.) (settled- $28 million); In reDirect Gen. Corp. Sec. Litig., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 56128
(M.D. Tenn. 2006) (settled- $15 million) and Minneapolis Firefighters v. Medtronic Inc., Case No. 08cv-0624 (D. Minn.) (settlement pending-$ 85 million).
Mr. Abadou was a featured panelist at the American Bar Association's lith Annual National Institute on
Class Actions and is a faculty member for the Practicing Law Institute's Advanced Securities Litigation
Workshops. Mr. Abadou was named as one of the Daily Journal's Top 20 lawyers in California under
age 40 for 20 I 0, and was selected for inclusion in Super Lawyers - Rising Stars Edition 20 II. In 20 12,
Mr. Abadou was honored by Benchmark as one of the preeminent plaintiffs litigation practitioners in the
country. Mr. Abadou has also lectured on securities litigation at various law schools throughout the
country- including the Second Annual Director's Program on Corporate Governance at Boston College
Law School. He is admitted to the California Bar and is licensed to practice in all California state courts,
as well as all of the United States District Courts in California and the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit.
NAUMON A. AMJED, a partner of the Finn, has significant experience conducting complex litigation
in state and federal courts including federal securities class actions, shareholder derivative actions, suits
by third-party insurers and other actions concerning corporate and alternative business entity disputes.
Mr. Amjed has litigated in numerous state and federal courts across the country, including the Delaware
Court of Chancery, and has represented shareholders in several high profile lawsuits, including:
LAMPERS v. CBOT Holdings, Inc. et al., C.A. No. 2803-VCN (Del. Ch.); In re Alstom SA Sec. Litig., 454
F. Supp. 2d 187 (S.D.N.Y. 2006); In re Global Crossing Sec. Litig., 02- Civ.- 910 (S.D.N.Y.); In
re Enron Corp. Sec. Litig., 465 F. Supp. 2d 687 (S.D. Tex. 2006); and In re Marsh McLennan Cos., Inc.
Sec. Litig. 501 F. Supp. 2d 452 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).
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Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. Amjed was associated with the Wilmington, Delaware law firm of Grant &
Eisenhofer, P.A. Mr. Amjed is a graduate of the Villanova University School of Law, cum laude, and
holds an undergraduate degree in business administration from Temple University, cum laude. Mr. Amjed
is a member of the Delaware State Bar, the Bar of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and is admitted to
practice before the United States Court for the District of Delaware.
STUART L. BERMAN, a partner of the Firm, concentrates his practice on securities class action
litigation in federal courts throughout the country, with a particular emphasis on representing institutional
investors active in litigation. Mr. Berman regularly counsels and educates institutional investors located
around the world on emerging legal trends, new case ideas and the rights and obligations of institutional
investors as they relate to securities fraud class actions and individual actions. In this respect, Mr. Berman
has been instrumental in courts appointing the Firm's institutional clients as lead plaintiffs in class actions
as well as in representing institutions individually in direct actions. Mr. Berman is currently representing
institutional investors in direct actions against Vivendi and Merck, and took a very active role in the
precedent setting Shell settlement on behalf of many of the Firm's European institutional clients.

In connection with these responsibilities, Mr. Berman is a frequent speaker on securities issues, especially
as they relate to institutional investors, at events such as The European Pension Symposium in Florence,
Italy; the Public Funds Symposium in Washington, D.C.; the Pennsylvania Public Employees Retirement
(PAPERS) Summit in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; the New England Pension Summit in Newport, Rhode
Island; the Rights and Responsibilities for Institutional Investors in Amsterdam, Netherlands; and the
European Investment Roundtable in Barcelona, Spain.
Mr. Berman is an honors graduate from Brandeis University and received his law degree from George
Washington University National Law Center.
MICHAEL J. BONELLA, a partner of the Firm, concentrates his practice on intellectual property
litigation and particularly complex patent litigation. He earned his law degree magna cum laude from the
Duke University School of Law. Michael is one of a few attorneys who is both registered to practice
before the Patent and Trademark Office and that also holds an LLM degree in Trial Advocacy, which he
obtained from Temple University. In addition, Michael obtained a bachelor of science degree cum laude
in mechanical engineering from Villanova University. Michael also served five years in the U.S. Naval
Submarine program. While serving in the Navy, Michael was certified by the U.S. Navy as a nuclear
engineer and received advance training in electrical engineering.

Michael is currently the co-chair of the Firm's intellectual property department. Michael has served as
the lead lawyer on patent litigations involved pharmaceutical and consumer products. Michael was the
case manager for TruePosition, Inc. and was instrumental in achieving a settlement valued at about $45
million for TruePosition, Inc. in TruePosition, Inc. v. Allen Telecom, Inc., No. 01-0823 (D. Del.).
Michael has also been the attorney that was primarily responsible for obtaining favorable settlements for
defendants (e.g., Cadman & Shurtleff, Inc. v. Integra LifeSciences Corp., No. 06-2414 (D. N.J.)
(declaratory judgment action). Michael has litigated patent cases involving a wide range of technologies
including balloon angioplasty catheters, collagen sponges, neurosurgery, sutures, shoulder surgery, knee
surgery, orthopedic implants, pump technology, immunoassay testing, cellular telephones, computer
software, signal processing, and electrical hardware. Michael has also served as a case manager for a
plaintiff in a multidistrict patent litigation (MDL) involving multiple defendants and complex signal
processing
Michael has written numerous articles and most recently authored an article entitled Valuing Patent
Infringement Actions After the Supreme Court's eBay Decision (2008). In 2005, Michael was named a
Rising Star by Pennsylvania SuperLawyer.
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GREGORY M. CASTALDO, a partner of the Finn, received his law degree from Loyola Law School,
where he received the American Jurisprudence award in legal writing. He received his undergraduate
degree from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania. He is licensed to practice
law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Mr. Castaldo served as one of Kessler Topaz's lead litigation partners in In re Bank of America Corp.
Securities, Derivative, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) Litigation, Master File No.
09 MDL 2058, with a $2.425 billion settlement pending court approval. Mr. Castaldo also served as the
lead litigation partner in In re Tenet Healthcare Corp., No. 02-CV-8462 (C.D. Cal. 2002), securing an
aggregate recovery of $281.5 million for the class, including $65 million from Tenet's auditor. Mr.
Castaldo also played a primary litigation role in the following cases: In re Liberate Technologies Sec.
Litig., No. C-02-5017 (MJJ) (N.D. Cal. 2005) (settled
$13.8 million); In re Sodexho Marriott
Shareholders Litig., Consol. C.A. No. 18640-NC (Del. Ch. 1999) (settled- $166 million benefit); In re
Motive, Inc. Sec. Litig., 05-CV-923 (W.D.Tex. 2005) (settled- $7 million cash, 2.5 million shares); and
In re Wireless Facilities, Inc., Sec. Litig., 04-CV-1589 (S.D. Cal. 2004) (settled- $16.5 million).
DARREN J. CHECK, a partner ofthe Finn, concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation
and institutional investor relations. He is a graduate of Franklin & Marshall College and received his law
degree from Temple University School of Law. Mr. Check is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey.

Currently, Mr. Check concentrates his time as the Firm's Director oflnstitutional Relations and heads up
the Firm's Portfolio Monitoring and Business Development departments. He consults with institutional
investors from around the world regarding their rights and responsibilities with respect to their
investments and taking an active role in shareholder litigation. Mr. Check assists clients in evaluating
what systems they have in place to identifY and monitor shareholder and consumer litigation that has an
effect on their funds, and also assists them in evaluating the strength of such cases and to what extent they
may be affected by the conduct that has been alleged. He currently works with clients in the United
States, Canada, the Netherlands, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Australia.
Mr. Check regularly speaks on the subject of shareholder litigation, corporate governance, investor
activism, and recovery of investment losses. Mr. Check has spoken at or participated in panel sessions at
conferences around the world, including MultiPensions; the European Pension Symposium; the Public
Funds Summit; the European Investment Roundtable; The Rights & Responsibilities of Institutional
Investors; the Corporate Governance & Responsible Investment Summit; the Public Funds Roundtable;
The Evolving Fiduciary Obligations of Pension Plans: Understanding the New Era of Corporate
Governance; the International Foundation for Employee Benefit Plans Annual Conference; the Florida
Public Pension Trustees Association Annual Conference, the Pennsylvania Association of Public
Employees Retirement Systems Annual Meeting; and the Australian Investment Management Summit.
Mr. Check has also been actively involved in the precedent setting Shell settlement, direct actions against
Vivendi and Merck, and the class action against Bank of America related to its merger with Merrill
Lynch.
EDWARD W. CIOLKO, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from Georgetown University
Law Center, and an MBA from the Yale School of Management. He is licensed to practice law in the
State of New Jersey, and has been admitted to practice before the United States District Court for the
District of New Jersey and the United States Courts of Appeals for the First, Fourth, Ninth and Eleventh
Circuits. Mr. Ciolko concentrates his practice in the areas of ERISA, Antitrust, RESPA and Consumer
Protection.
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Mr. Ciolko is counsel in several pending nationwide ERISA breach of fiduciary duty class actions,
brought on behalf of retirement plans and their participants alleging, inter alia, imprudent investment of
plan assets which caused significant losses to the retirement savings of tens of thousands of workers.
These cases include: In re Beazer Homes USA, Inc. ERISA Litig., 07-CV-00952-RWS (N.D. Ga. 2007);
Nowak v. Ford Motor Co., 240 F.R.D. 355 (E.D. Mich. 2006); Gee v. UnumProvident Corp., 031552(E.D. Tenn. 2003); Pettit v. JDS Uniphase Corp. et al., C.A. No. 03-4743 (N.D. Ca. 2003);
Hargrave v. TXU, et al., C.A. No. 02-2573 (N.D. Tex. 2002); Evans v. Akers, C.A. No. 04-11380 (D.
Mass. 2004); Lewis v. El Paso Corp. No. 02-CV-4860 (S.D. Tex. 2002); and In re Schering-Plough Corp.
ERISA Litig. No. 03-CV-1204 (D.N.J. 2003).
Mr. Ciolko's efforts have also helped achieve a number of large recoveries for affected retirement plan
participants: In re Sears Roebuck & Co. ERISA Litig., C.A. No. 02-8324 (N.D. Ill. 2002) (settled- $14.5
million recovery); and In re Honeywell Intern'! ERISA Litig., No. 03-CV-1214 (DRD) (D.N.J. 2003)
(settled- $14 million recovery, as well as significant structural relief regarding the plan's administration
and investment of its assets).
Mr. Ciolko has also concentrated part of his practice to the investigation and prosecution of pharmaceutical antitrust actions, medical device litigation, and related anticompetitive and unfair business
practices including In re Wellbutrin SRAntitrust Litigation, 04-CV-5898 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 17, 2004); In re
Remeron End-Payor Antitrust Litigation, Master File No. 02-CV-2007 (D.N.J. Apr. 25, 2002); In re
Modafinil Antitrust Litigation, 06-2020 (E.D. Pa. May 12, 2006); In re Medtronic, Inc. Implantable
Defibrillator Litigation, 05-CV-2700 (D. Minn. 2005); and In re Guidant Corp. Implantable Defibrillator
Litigation, 05-CV-2883 (D. Minn. 2005).
Before coming to Kessler Topaz, Mr. Ciolko worked for two and one-half years as a Law Clerk and
Attorney Advisor to Commissioner Sheila F. Anthony of the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC"). While
at the FTC, Mr. Ciolko reviewed commission actions/investigations and counseled the Commissioner on
a wide range of antitrust and consumer protection topics including, in pertinent part: the confluence of
antitrust and intellectual property law; research and production of "Generic Drug Entry Prior to Patent
Expiration: An FTC Study," and an administrative complaint against, among others, Schering-Plough
Corporation regarding allegedly unlawful settlements of patent litigation which delayed entry of a generic
alternative to a profitable potassium supplement (K-Dur).
ELI R. GREENSTEIN is a partner in the Firm's San Francisco office and a member of the Firm's
federal securities litigation practice group. Mr. Greenstein received his B.A. in Business Administration
from the University of San Diego in 1997 where he was awarded the Presidential Scholarship. Mr.
Greenstein received his J.D. from Santa Clara University School of Law in 2001, and his M.B.A. from
Santa Clara's Leavey School of Business in 2002. Mr. Greenstein also was a judicial extern for the
Honorable James Ware, Chief Judge of the United States District Court for the Northern District of
California.
Mr. Greenstein's notable federal securities actions and recoveries include:

In re VeriFone Holdings, Inc. Sec. Litig., 2012 U.S. App. LEXIS 26133 (9th Cir. 2012); Dobina v.
Weatherford Int'l, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 160663 (S.D.N.Y. 2012); Minneapolis Firefighters ReliefAss'n
v. Medtronic, Inc., 278 F.R.D. 454 (D. Minn.) ($85 million recovery); In re Sunpower Sees. Litig., 2011
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 152920 (N.D. Cal. 2011); AOL Time Warner state securities opt-out actions (including
Regents of the Univ. of Cal. v. Parsons (Cal. Super. Ct.) and Ohio Pub. Emps. Ret. Sys. v. Parsons
(Franklin County Ct. of Common Pleas) ($618 million in total recoveries); In reAm. Apparel, Inc.
S'holder Litig., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6977 (C.D. Cal. 2013); In reAm. Serv. Group, Inc., 2009 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 28237 (M.D. Tenn. 2009) ($15.1 million recovery); In re Nuvelo, Inc. Sec. Litig., 668 F.
Supp. 2d 1217 (N.D. Cal. 2009) ($8.9 million recovery); Greater Pa. Carpenters Pension Fund v.
Whitehall Jewellers, Inc., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12971 (N.D. III. 2005) ($7.5 million recovery); In re
Endocare, Inc. Sec. Litig., No. CV02-8429 DT (CTX) (C.D. Cal. 2004) ($8.95 million recovery); In re
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Terayon Communs. Sys. Sec. Litig., 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5502 (N.D. Cal. 2002) ($15 million
recovery); Parnes v. Harris (In re Purus), No. C-98-20449-JF(RS) ($9.95 million recovery).

Prior to joining the Finn, Mr. Greenstein was a partner at Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP in its
federal securities litigation practice group. His relevant background also includes consulting for
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP's International Tax and Legal Services division, and work on the trading
floor of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, S&P 500 futures and options division.
SEAN M. HANDLER, a partner of the Finn and member of Kessler Topaz's Management Committee,
currently concentrates his practice on all aspects of new matter development for the Finn including
securities, consumer and intellectual property.

As part of these responsibilities, Mr. Handler also oversees the lead plaintiff appointment process in
securities class actions for the Firm's clients. In this role, Mr. Handler has achieved numerous
noteworthy appointments for clients in reported decisions including Foley v. Transocean, 272 F.R.D. 126
(S.D.N.Y. 2011); In re Bank of America Corp. Sec., Derivative & Employment Ret. Income Sec. Act
(ERISA) Litig., 258 F.R.D. 260 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) and Tanne v. Autobytel, Inc., 226 F.R.D. 659 (C.D. Cal.
2005) and has argued before federal courts throughout the country, including the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
Mr. Handler was also one of the principal attorneys in In re Brocade Securities Litigation (N.D. Cal.
2008), where the team achieved a $160 million settlement on behalf of the class and two public pension
fund class representatives. This settlement is believed to be one of the largest settlements in a securities
fraud case in terms of the ratio of settlement amount to actual investor damages.
Mr. Handler received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Colby College, graduating with distinction in
American Studies. Mr. Handler then earned his Juris Doctor, cum laude, from Temple University School
of Law.
Mr. Handler also lectures and serves on discussion panels concerning securities litigation matters, most
recently appearing at American Conference Institute's National Summit on the Future of Fiduciary
Responsibility and Institutional Investor's The Rights & Responsibilities of Institutional Investors.
KIMBERLY A. JUSTICE, a partner of the Finn, graduated magna cum laude from Temple University
School of Law, where she was Articles/Symposium Editor of the Temple Law Review and received the
Jacob Kossman Award in Criminal Law. Ms. Justice earned her undergraduate degree, cum laude and
Phi Beta Kappa, from Kalamazoo College. Upon graduating from law school, Ms. Justice served as a
judicial clerk to the Honorable William H. Yohn, Jr. of the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania. Ms. Justice is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and admitted to practice
before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

Ms. Justice joined the Finn after several years serving as a trial attorney and prosecutor in the Antitrust
Division of the U.S. Department of Justice where she led teams of trial attorneys and law enforcement
agents who investigated and prosecuted domestic and international cartel cases and related violations, and
where her success at trial was recognized with the Antitrust Division Assistant Attorney General Award of
Distinction for outstanding contribution to the protection of American consumers and competition. Since
joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Justice concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
Ms. Justice began her practice as an associate at Dechert LLP where she defended a broad range of
complex commercial cases, including antitrust and product liability class actions, and where she advised
clients concerning mergers and acquisitions and general corporate matters.
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DAVID KESSLER, a partner of the Finn, graduated with distinction from the Emory School of Law,
after receiving his undergraduate B.S.B.A. degree from American University. Mr. Kessler is licensed to
practice law in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York, and has been admitted to practice before
numerous United States District Courts. Prior to practicing law, Mr. Kessler was a Certified Public
Accountant in Pennsylvania.

Mr. Kessler manages the Firm's internationally recognized securities department and in this capacity, has
achieved or assisted in obtaining Court approval for the following outstanding results in federal securities
class action cases:

In re Bank of America Corp. Securities, Derivative, and Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) Litigation, Master File No. 09 MDL 2058: A $2.425 billion settlement, the sixth largest
securities class action lawsuit settlement ever, was reached on September 28, 2012 and is pending court
approval.
In re Tyco International, Ltd. Sec. Lit., No. 02-1335-B (D.N.H. 2002): This landmark $3.2 billion
settlement on behalf of investors included the largest securities class action recovery from a single
corporate defendant in history as well as the second largest auditor settlement in securities class action
history at the time.
In re Wachovia Preferred Securities and Bond/Notes Litigation, Master File No. 09 Civ. 6351 (RJS):
This recovery of $627 million is one of the most significant recoveries from litigation arising out of the
financial crisis and is believed to be the single largest pure Section 11 recovery in securities class action
history. The settlement included a $37 million recovery from Wachovia Corporation's outside auditor.
In re: Lehman Brothers Securities and ERISA Litigation, Master File No. 09 MD 2017 (LAK): A
$516,218,000 settlement was reached on behalf of purchasers of Lehman securities - $426,218,000 of
which came from various underwriters of corporate offerings. In addition, $90 million came from
Lehman's fonner directors and officers, which is significant considering Lehman's bankruptcy meant
diminishing assets available to pay any future judgment. The case is continuing against the auditors.
In re Satyam Computer Services Ltd. Sec. Litig., Master File No. 09 MD 02027 (BSJ): This $150.5
million settlement on behalf of investors resulted from allegations that the Company had harmed
investors by falsifying numerous financial indicators including company profits, cash flows, cash
position, bank balances and related balance sheet data. The settlement included a $25.5 million recovery
from the Company's outside auditor and the case is continuing against the Company's officers and
directors.
In re Tenet Healthcare Corp. Sec. Litig., No. CV-02-8462-RSWL (Rx) (C.D. Cal. 2002): This recovery
of over $280 million on behalf of investors included a substantial monetary commitment by the company,
personal contributions from individual defendants, the enactment of numerous corporate governance
changes, as well as a substantial recovery from the Company's outside auditor.
In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig., Master File No. 21 MC 92(SAS): This action settled for $586
million after years of litigation overseen by U.S. District Judge Shira Scheindlin. Mr. Kessler served on
the plaintiffs' executive committee for the case, which was based upon the artificial inflation of stock
prices during the dot-com boom of the late 1990s that led to the collapse of the technology stock market
in 2000 that was related to allegations of laddering and excess commissions being paid for IPO
allocations.
Mr. Kessler is also currently serving as one of the Firm's primary litigation partners in the Citigroup,
Pfizer and Morgan Stanley securities litigation matters.
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In addition, Mr. Kessler often lectures and writes on securities litigation related topics and has been
recognized as "Litigator of the Week" by the American Lawyer magazine for his work in connection with
the Lehman Brothers securities litigation matter in December of 2011 and was honored by Benchmark as
one of the preeminent plaintiffs practitioners in securities litigation throughout the country. Most recently
Mr. Kessler co-authored The FindWhat.com Case: Acknowledging Policy Considerations When Deciding
Issues of Causation in Securities Class Actions published in Securities Litigation Report. Mr. Kessler
also serves as a trustee for the Philadelphia Bar Foundation.

JOSEPH H. MELTZER, a partner of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the areas of ERISA,
fiduciary and antitrust complex litigation.
Mr. Meltzer leads the Firm's Fiduciary Litigation Group which has excelled in the highly specialized area
of prosecuting cases involving breach offtduciary duty claims. Mr. Meltzer has served as lead or co-lead
counsel in numerous nationwide class actions brought under ERISA, including cases against El Paso
Corp., Global Crossing, AOL Time Warner, and National City Corp. Since founding the Fiduciary
Litigation Group, Mr. Meltzer has helped recover well over $300 million for clients and class members
including some of the largest settlements in ERISA fiduciary breach actions.
As part of his fiduciary litigation practice, Mr. Meltzer has been actively involved in actions related to
losses sustained in securities lending programs including Bd. of Trustees of the AFTRA Ret. Fund v.
JPMorgan Chase Bank and CompSource Okla. v. BNY Mellon; in addition, Mr. Meltzer is representing a
publicly traded company in a large arbitration pending against AIG, Inc. related to securities lending
losses. Mr. Meltzer also represents an institutional client in a fiduciary breach action against Wells Fargo
for large losses sustained while Wachovia Bank and its subsidiaries, including Evergreen Investments,
were managing the client's investment portfolio.
A frequent lecturer on ERISA litigation and employee benefits issues, Mr. Meltzer is a member of the
ABA's Section Committee on Employee Benefits and has been recognized by numerous courts for his
ability and expertise in this complex area of the law.
Mr. Meltzer also manages the Firm's Antitrust and Pharmaceutical Pricing Groups. Here, Mr. Meltzer
focuses on helping clients that have been injured by anticompetitive and unlawful business practices,
including with respect to overcharges related to prescription drug and other health care expenditures. Mr.
Meltzer currently serves as co-lead counsel for direct purchasers in the Flonase Antitrust Litigation
pending in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and has served as lead or co-lead counsel in numerous
nationwide actions, representing such clients as the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission, the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) and the Sidney Hillman Health Center of Rochester.
Mr. Meltzer also serves as a special assistant attorney general for the states of Montana, Utah and Alaska.
Mr. Meltzer lectures on issues related to antitrust litigation and is a member of the ABA's Section
Committee on Antitrust Law.
Mr. Meltzer is an honors graduate ofthe University of Maryland and received his Jaw degree with honors
from Temple University School of Law. Honors include being named a Pennsylvania Super Lawyer.

PAUL B. MILCETIC, a partner of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the area of patent and
intellectual property litigation. He earned his law degree from the Cornell Law School, received an LLM
in trial advocacy from the Temple University School of Law and also holds a degree in Computer Science
from Rutgers University, summa cum laude. He is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania, New York
and New Jersey.
Mr. Milcetic is currently co-chair of the Firm's intellectual property litigation department, and has been
the lead trial lawyer on multiple patent litigations. In 2007, he achieved a $45 million patent infringement
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verdict as lead trial lawyer in TruePosition v. Andrew Corp. and in 2009 he successfully argued for a $20
million post verdict punitive damages award. He was quoted in the following articles that spotlighted
some recent achievements: "Philadelphia Lawyers Win $45 Mil in Patent Case," The Legal Intelligencer,
September 19, 2007 and "Cell Phone Co. Loses Gamble, Ordered to Pay $20 Mil. More in Damages,"
Delaware Law Weekly, May 20, 2009. According to the lAM 1000 World's Leading Patent Practioners
(20 12) Mr. Milcetic is "a bright lawyer with a solid combination of technical, legal and commercial
skills" that has "enjoyed immense success since joining" the firm "in 2010 and switching to its popular
contingency fee model."
Mr. Milcetic is the author of a book about standards related patent litigation that was published in January
2008 entitled "Technology Patent Infringement Case Strategies." In 2009-2012, Mr. Milcetic was named
a Pennsylvania Superlawyer. He is also listed in the Chambers USA Guide to America's Leading
Lawyers for Business (2009-2012), the Best Lawyers in America® 2012 Edition and more recently he
was named a fellow of the Litigation Counsel of America.

PETER A. MUHIC, a partner of the Firm, is a graduate of Syracuse University and an honors graduate
of the Temple University School of Law, where he was Managing Editor of the Temple Law Review and
a member of the Moot Court Board.
Mr. Muhic has substantial trial and other courtroom experience involving complex actions in federal and
state courts throughout the country. In addition to his trial recoveries, he has obtained significant
monetary awards and settlements through arbitrations and mediations. In 2009, Mr. Muhic was co-lead
trial counsel in one of the few class action ERISA cases ever to be tried, which involved claims against
the fiduciaries of the 40 I k plan of an S&P 500 company for imprudent investment in company stock and
misrepresentations to plan participants. Mr. Muhic primarily prosecutes class actions and/or collective
actions concerning ERISA, FLSA, FHA, ECOA and numerous state consumer protection statutes and
laws. He has served as lead counsel in numerous nationwide actions. He is licensed to practice Jaw in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey and also is admitted to the United States Courts of Appeals for the Third,
Fifth, Seventh, Ninth and Eleventh Circuits, the United States District Courts for the Eastern and Middle
Districts of Pennsylvania, the District of New Jersey and the District of Colorado.
Mr. Muhic serves as a Judge Pro Tern for the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County, is a former
Board Member of the SeniorLA W Center in Philadelphia and a past recipient of the White Hat Award for
outstanding pro bono contributions to the Legal Clinic for the Disabled, a nonprofit organization in
Philadelphia.

MATTHEW L. MUSTOKOFF, a partner of the Firm, is an experienced securities and corporate
governance litigator. He has represented clients at the trial and appellate level in numerous high-profile
shareholder class actions and other litigations involving a wide array of matters, including financial fraud,
market manipulation, mergers and acquisitions, fiduciary mismanagement of investment portfolios, and
patent infringement.
Mr. Mustokoff is currently prosecuting several nationwide securities cases including In re Citigroup Inc.
Bond Litigation (S.D.N.Y.), one of the largest class actions arising out of the financial crisis. He is
serving as lead counsel for shareholders in Monk v. Johnson & Johnson (D.N.J.), involving allegations
that J&J conducted undisclosed "phantom" recalls of over-the-counter medicines. Mr. Mustokoff also
represents six public pension funds in the multi-district securities litigation against BP in Texas federal
court stemming from the 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. His experience
includes serving as one of the lead trial lawyers for shareholders in the only securities fraud class action
arising out of the credit market crisis to be tried to jury verdict.
Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. Mustokoff practiced at Wei!, Gotshal & Manges LLP in New York, where
he represented public companies and financial institutions in SEC investigations, white collar criminal
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matters and shareholder litigation involving many of the mqjor Wall Street controversies in recent
memory, including the mutual fund late trading and stock options backdating scandals, Enron's
manipulation of the power and gas markets, and the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
Mr. Mustokoff currently serves as Co-Chair of the American Bar Association's Subcommittee on
Securities Class Actions and Derivative Litigation. He was a featured panelist at the ABA Section of
Litigation's 2010 Annual Conference on the subject of internal investigations and has lectured on
corporate governance issues at the Cardozo School of Law. His publications include: "The Maintenance
Theory of Inflation in Fraud-on-the-Market Cases," Securities Regulation Law Journal (Spring 20 12);
"Statistical Significance, Materiality and the Duty to Disclose," Securities Litigation Journal (Fall 201 0);
"Delaware and Insider Trading: The Chancery Court Rejects Federal Preemption Arguments of Corporate
Directors," Securities Regulation Law Journal (Summer 2010); "The Pitfalls of Waiver in Corporate
Prosecutions: Sharing Work Product with the Government," Securities Regulation Law Journal (Fall
2009); "Scheme Liability Under Rule l Ob-5: The New Battleground in Securities Fraud Litigation," The
Federal Lawyer (June 2006); and "Sovereign Immunity and the Crisis of Constitutional Absolutism:
Interpreting the Eleventh Amendment After Alden v. Maine," Maine Law Review (2001).
Mr. Mustokoff is a Phi Beta Kappa honors graduate of Wesleyan University. He received his law degree
from the Temple University School of Law, where he was the articles and commentary editor of the
Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review and the recipient of the Raynes, McCarty, Binder, Ross
and Mundy Graduation Prize for scholarly achievement in the law. He is admitted to practice before the
state courts ofNew York and Pennsylvania, the United States District Courts for the Southern and Eastern
Districts ofNew York and the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the United States Courts of Appeals
for the Eleventh and Federal Circuits.
SHARAN NIRMUL, a partner of the Firm, focuses on securities and corporate governance litigation. He
has represented investors successfully in major securities fraud litigation including financial frauds
involving Bank of America, Transatlantic Holdings, Inc., Heckmann Corporation, Global Crossing Ltd,
Qwest Communications International, WorldCom Inc., Delphi Corp., Marsh and McLennan Companies,
Inc. and Able Laboratories. Mr. Nirmul has also represented shareholders in derivative and direct
shareholder litigation in the Delaware Chancery Court and in other state courts around the country. Prior
to joining the firm, Mr. Nirmul was associated with the Wilmington, Delaware law firm of Grant &
Eisenhofer, P.A.

Sharan Nirmul received his law degree from The George Washington University Law School (J.D. 2001)
where he served as an articles editor for the Environmental Lawyer Journal and was a member of the
Moot Court Board. He was awarded the school's Lewis Memorial Award for excellence in clinical
practice. He received his undergraduate degree from Cornell University (B.S. 1996).
Mr. Nirmul is admitted to practice law in the state courts of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware and in the U.S. District Courts for the Southern District of New York, District of New Jersey,
District of Delaware, and District of Colorado.
LEE D. RUDY, a partner of the Firm, manages the Firm's mergers and acquisition and shareholder
derivative litigation. Representing both institutional and individual shareholders in these actions, he has
helped cause significant monetary and corporate governance improvements for those companies and their
shareholders. Most recently, Mr. Rudy served as co-lead trial counsel in the In re Southern Peru (Del. Ch.
20 II) derivative litigation filed against Southern Peru's majority shareholder, which resulted in a
landmark $1.3 billion plaintiff's verdict. Previously, Mr. Rudy served as lead counsel in dozens of high
profile derivative actions relating to the "backdating" of stock options, including litigation against the
directors and officers ofComverse, Affiliated Computer Services, and Monster Worldwide. Mr. Rudy has
significant courtroom experience, both in trial and appellate courts across the country. Prior to civil
practice, Mr. Rudy served for several years as an Assistant District Attorney in the Manhattan (NY)
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District Attorney's Office, and as an Assistant United States Attorney in the US Attorney's Office (DNJ).
He received his law degree from Fordham University, and his undergraduate degree, cum laude, from the
University of Pennsylvania.
MARC A. TOPAZ, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from Temple University School of
Law, where he was an editor of the Temple Lmv Review and a member of the Moot Court Honor Society.
He also received his Master of Law (L.L.M.) in taxation from the New York University School of Law,
where he served as an editor of the New York University Tax Lmv Review. He is licensed to practice law
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and has been admitted to practice before the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Mr. Topaz oversees the Firm's derivative, transactional and case
development departments. In this regard, Mr. Topaz has been heavily involved in all of the Firm's cases
related to the subprime mortgage crisis, including cases seeking recovery on behalf of shareholders in
companies affected by the subprime crisis, as well as cases seeking recovery for 401K plan participants
that have suffered losses in their retirement plans. Mr. Topaz has also played an instrumental role in the
Firm's option backdating litigation. These cases, which are pled mainly as derivative claims or as
securities law violations, have served as an important vehicle both for re-pricing erroneously issued
options and providing for meaningful corporate governance changes. In his capacity as the Firm's
department leader of case initiation and development, Mr. Topaz has been involved in many of the Firm's
most prominent cases, including In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig., Master File No. 21 MC 92(SAS)
(S.D.N.Y. Dec. 12, 2002); Wanstrath v. Doctor R. Crants, et al., No. 99-1719-111 (Tenn. Chan. Ct., 20th
Judicial District, 1999); In re Tyco International, Ltd. Sec. Lit., No. 02-1335-B (D.N.H. 2002) (settled$3.2 billion); and virtually all of the 80 options backdating cases in which the Firm is serving as Lead or
Co-Lead Counsel. Mr. Topaz has played an important role in the Firm's focus on remedying breaches of
fiduciary duties by corporate officers and directors and improving corporate governance practices of
corporate defendants.
MICHAEL C. WAGNER, a partner of the Firm, handles class-action merger litigation and shareholder
derivative litigation for the Firm's individual and institutional clients.

A graduate of Franklin and Marshall College and the University of Pittsburgh School of Law, Mr.
Wagner has clerked for two appellate court judges and began his career at a Philadelphia-based
commercial litigation firm, representing clients in business and corporate disputes across the United
States. Mr. Wagner has also represented Fortune 500 companies in employment matters. He has
extensive nationwide litigation experience and is admitted to practice in the courts of Pennsylvania, the
United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, and the United States District Courts for the Eastern
and Western Districts of Pennsylvania, the Eastern District of Michigan, and the District of Colorado.
Frequently appearing in the Delaware Court of Chancery since joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Wagner has
helped to achieve substantial monetary recoveries for stockholders of public companies in cases arising
from corporate mergers and acquisitions, including: In re Genentech, Inc. Shareholders Litigation,
Consolidated C.A. No. 3911-VCS (Del. Ch.) (litigation caused Genentech's stockholders to receive $3.9
billion in additional merger consideration from Roche); In re Anheuser Busch Companies, Inc.
Shareholders Litigation, C.A. No. 3851-VCP (Del. Ch.) (settlement required enhanced disclosures to
stockholders and resulted in a $5 per share increase in the price paid by InBev in its acquisition of
Anheuser-Busch); In re GSI Commerce, Inc. Shareholders Litigation, C.A. No. 6346-VCN (Del. Ch.)
(settlement required additional $23.9 million to be paid to public stockholders as a part of the company's
merger with eBay, Inc.); and In re AMI CAS, Inc. Shareholder Litigation, 10-0412-BLS2 (Mass. Super.)
(litigation resulted in a third-party acquisition of the company, with stockholders receiving an additional
$26 million in merger consideration). Mr. Wagner was also a part of the team that prosecuted In re
Southern Peru Copper Corp. Shareholder Derivative Litigation, C.A. No. 961-CS, which resulted in a
$1.9 billion post-trial judgment.
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Mr. Wagner has also had a lead role in litigation that resulted in enhanced shareholder rights and
corporate reforms in merger contexts, including: In re Emulex Shareholder Litigation, Consolidated C.A.
No. 4536-VCS (Del. Ch.) (litigation caused company to redeem "poison pill" stock plan and rescind
supermajority bylaw); Solomon v. Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc., C.A. No. 3064-VCL (Del. Ch.)
(settlement required substantial enhanced disclosures to stockholders regarding executive compensation
matters in advance of director elections, and litigation caused company to redeem "poison pill" stock
plan); and Olson v. ev3, Inc., C.A. No. 5583-VCL (Del. Ch.) (settlement required a merger's "top-up
option" feature to be revised to as to comply with Delaware law).
In shareholder derivative cases involving executive compensation matters, Mr. Wagner has also had a
lead role in cases that achieved substantial financial recoveries and reforms for publicly traded
companies, such as In re KV Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., Derivative Litigation, Case No. 4:07-cv-00384HEA (E.D. Mo.) (litigation caused executives to make financial remediation of approximately $3 million
and resulted in enhanced internal controls at the company concerning financial reporting); In re Medarex,
Inc. Derivative Litigation, Case No. MER-C-26-08 (N.J. Super.) (settlement resulted in approximately $9
million in financial remediation and substantial corporate governance reforms related to executive
compensation); Harbor Police Retirement System v. Roberts, Cause No. 09-09061 (95th District Court,
Dallas County, Texas) (settlement required substantial modifications to corporate policies, designed to
heighten the independence of outside directors in awarding executive compensation); and In re Com verse
Technologies, Inc. Derivative Litigation (Index No. 601272/06, N.Y. Supreme Ct.) (settlement required
disgorgement of more than $60 million from the company's executive officers for their receipt of
backdated stock options).
JOHNSTON de F. WHITMAN, JR., a partner of the Firm, focuses his practice on securities litigation.
Mr. Whitman graduated cum laude from Colgate University. He received his law degree from Fordham
University School of Law, where he was a member of the Fordham International Law Journal. He is
licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and New York as well as before the United States Courts of Appeals
for the Second and Fourth Circuits. Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. Whitman was a partner of Entwistle &
Cappucci LLP in New York, where he also concentrated his practice on securities litigation.

Mr. Whitman has represented institutional investors in obtaining substantial recoveries in numerous
securities fraud class actions, including In re Royal Ahold Sec. Litig, No. 03-md-01539 (D. Md. 2003)
(settled-- $1.1 billion); In re DaimlerChrysler AG Sec. Litig., No. 00-0993 (D. Del. 2000) (settled-- $300
million); and In re Dollar General, Inc. Sec. Litig., No. OI-cv-0388 (M.D. Tenn. 2001) (settled $162
million). Mr. Whitman has also obtained favorable recoveries for institutional investors pursuing direct
securities fraud claims, including cases against Qwest Communications International, Inc. and Merrill
Lynch & Co., Inc.
ROBIN WINCHESTER, a partner of the Firm, received her Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from
St. Joseph's University. Ms. Winchester then earned her Juris Doctor degree from Villanova University
School of Law, and is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. After law school, Ms.
Winchester served as a law clerk to the Honorable Robert F. Kelly in the United States District Court for
the Eastern District ofPennsylvania.

After joining KTMC, Ms. Winchester concentrated her practice in the areas of securities litigation and
lead plaintiff litigation. Presently, Ms. Winchester concentrates her practice in the area of shareholder
derivative actions, and, most recently, has served as lead counsel in numerous high-profile derivative
actions relating to the backdating of stock options, including In re Eclipsys Corp. Derivative Litigation,
Case No. 07-80611-Civ-MIDDLEBROOKS (S.D. Fla.); In re Juniper Derivative Actions, Case No. 5:06cv-3396-JW (N.D. Cal.); In re McAfee Derivative Litigation, Master File No. 5:06-cv-03484-JF (N.D.
Cal.); In re Quest Software, Inc. Derivative Litigation, Consolidated Case No. 06CC00115 (Cal. Super.
Ct., Orange County); and In re Sigma Designs, Inc. Derivative Litigation, Master File No. C-06-4460RMW (N.D. Cal.). Settlements of these, and similar, actions have resulted in significant monetary returns
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and corporate governance improvements for those companies, which, in tum, greatly benefits their public
shareholders.
MICHAEL K. YARNOFF, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from Widener University
School of Law. Mr. Yarnoff is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware and
has been admitted to practice before the United States District Courts for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania and the District of New Jersey. In addition to actively litigating and assisting in achieving
the historic Tyco settlement, Mr. Yarnoff served as the primary litigating partner on behalf of Kessler
Topaz in the following cases: In re CVS Corporation Sec. Litig., C.A. No. 01-11464 JLT (D.Mass. 2001)
(settled - $110 million); In re Transkaryotic Therapies, Inc. Sec. Litig., Civil Action No. 03-10165RWZ (D.Mass. 2003) (settled- $50 million); In re Riverstone Networks, Inc. Sec. Litig., Case No. CV02-3581 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (settled- $18.5 million); In re Zale Corporation Sec. Litig., 06-CV-1470
(N.D. Tex. 2006) (settled
$5.9 million); Gebhard v. ConAgra Foods Inc., et al., 04-CV-427 (D. Neb.
2004) (settled- $14 million); Reynolds v. Repsol YPF, S.A., et al., 06-CV-733 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (settled
- $8 million); and In re InfoSpace, Inc. Sec. Litig., 01-CV-913 (W.D. Wash. 2001) (settled- $34.3
million).
ERIC L. ZAGAR, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from the University of Michigan Law
School, cum laude, where he was an Associate Editor of the Michigan Law Review. He has practiced law
in Pennsylvania since 1995, and previously served as a law clerk to Justice Sandra Schultz Newman of
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. He is admitted to practice in Pennsylvania, California, and New York.
In addition to his extensive options backdating practice, Mr. Zagar concentrates his practice in the area of
shareholder derivative litigation. In this capacity, Mr. Zagar has served as Lead or Co-Lead counsel in
numerous derivative actions in courts throughout the nation, including David v. Wolfen, Case No. 01-CC03930 (Orange County, CA 2001) (Broadcom Corp. Derivative Action); and In re Viacom, Inc.
Shareholder Derivative Litig., Index No. 602527/05 (New York County, NY 2005). Mr. Zagar has
successfully achieved significant monetary and corporate governance relief for the benefit of
shareholders, and has extensive experience litigating matters involving Special Litigation Committees.
Mr. Zagar is also a featured speaker at Kessler Topaz's annual symposium on corporate governance.
TERENCE S. ZIEGLER, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from the Tulane University
School of Law and received his undergraduate degree from Loyola University. He has concentrated a
significant percentage of his practice to the investigation and prosecution of pharmaceutical antitrust
actions, medical device litigation, and related anticompetitive and unfair business practice claims.
Specific examples include: In re Flonase Antitrust Litigation; In re Wellbutrin SR Antitrust Litigation; In
re Modajinil Antitrust Litigation; In re Guidant Corp. Implantable Defibrillators Products Liability
Litigation (against manufacturers of defective medical devices - pacemakers/implantable defibrillators
-seeking costs of removal and replacement); and In re Actiq Sales and Marketing Practices Litigation
(regarding drug manufacturer's unlawful marketing, sales and promotional activities for non-indicated
and unapproved uses).
Mr. Ziegler is licensed to practice law in the State of Louisiana, and has been admitted to practice before
several courts including the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
ANDREW L. ZIVITZ, a partner of the Firm, received his law degree from Duke University School of
Law, and received a Bachelor of Arts degree, with distinction, from the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
Mr. Zivitz concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation and is currently litigating several of
the largest federal securities fraud actions in the U.S. including matters against Pfizer, Inc., JPMorgan
Chase & Co., UBS AG, Morgan Stanley and Countrywide Financial Corporation. Mr. Zivitz has helped
the firm achieve extraordinary results in numerous securities fraud matters in which Kessler Topaz was
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Lead or Co-Lead Counsel, including In re Tenet Healthcare Corp., 02-CV-8462 (C.D. Cal. 2002) (settled
-$281.5 million); In re Computer Associates Sec. Litig., No. 02-CV-122 6 (E.D.N.Y. 2002) (settled$150 million); In re Medtronic Inc. Sec. Litig., 08-cv-0624 (D. Minn. 2008) (settlement pending- $ 85
million); In re McLeod USA Inc. Sec. Litig., No. C02-0001-MWB (N.D. Iowa 2002) (settled- $30
million); and In re Barrick Gold Sec. Litig., 03-cv-04302 (S.D.N.Y.2003) (settled- $24 million).
Mr. Zivitz has litigated cases in federal district and appellate courts throughout the country, including two
successful appeals before the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in In re Merix Sec.
Litig., 04-cv-00826 (D.Or. 2004) and In re Leadis Sec. Litig., 05-cv-00882 (N.D.Ca. 2005). His
experience also includes serving as one of the lead trial attorneys for shareholders in the only securities
fraud class action arising out of the credit market crisis to be tried to a jury verdict.
Mr. Zivitz also lectures and serves on discussion panels concerning securities litigation matters. Mr.
Zivitz recently was a faculty member at the Pennsylvania Bar Institute's workshop entitled, "Securities
Liability in Turbulent Times: Practical Responses to a Changing Landscape."

ASSOCIATES AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS
JULES D. ALBERT, an associate of the Firm, concentrates his practice in mergers and acquisition
litigation and stockholder derivative litigation. Mr. Albert is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania, and
has been admitted to practice before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania.
Mr. Albert has litigated in state and federal courts across the country, and has represented stockholders in
numerous actions that have resulted in significant monetary recoveries and corporate governance
improvements, including: In re Sunrise Senior Living, Inc. Deriv. Litig., No. 07-00143 (D.D.C.); Mercier
v. Whittle, et al., No. 2008-CP-23-8395 (S.C. Ct. Com. Pl., 13th Jud. Cir.); In re K-V Pharmaceutical Co.
Deriv. Litig., No. 06-00384 (E.D. Mo.); In re Progress Software Corp. Deriv. Litig., No. SUCV200701937-BLS2 (Mass. Super. Ct., Suffolk Cty.); In reQuest Software, Inc. Deriv. Litig. No 06CCOOI 15
(Cal. Super. Ct., Orange Cty.); and Quaco v. Balakrishnan, et al., No. 06-2811 (N.D. Cal.).
Mr. Albert received his law degree from the University of Pennsylvania Law School, where he was a
Senior Editor of the University of Pennsylvania Journal of Labor and Employment Law and recipient of
the James Wilson Fellowship. Mr. Albert also received a Certificate of Study in Business and Public
Policy from The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Albert graduated magna cum
laude with a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science from Emory University.

STEFANIE ANDERSON, an associate in the Firm's Radnor office, received her law degree from
Villanova University School of Law and her Bachelor of Arts degree from Bucknell University. While in
law school, Ms. Anderson served as a judicial extern for The Honorable George A. Pagano of the
Delaware County Court of Common Pleas. Ms. Anderson also participated in the Civil Justice Clinic,
representing indigent clients in civil litigation matters.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Anderson was a litigation associate at McCann & Geschke, P.C. in
Philadelphia, PA. Ms. Anderson is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and concentrates her practice in
mergers and acquisitions litigation and shareholder derivative litigation.

ALI M. AUDI, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from The Pennsylvania State
University, Dickinson School of Law, where he was a member of the Trial and Appellate Moot Court
boards. He received his Bachelor of Arts in Journalism from The Pennsylvania State University. Mr.
Audi is licensed to practice before the state courts ofPennsylvania and New Jersey, and the United States
District Court for the District of New Jersey. He concentrates his practice in the area of securities
litigation.
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ADRIENNE BELL, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from Brooklyn Law School and
her undergraduate degree in Music Theory and Composition from New York University, where she
graduated magna cum laude. Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Bell practiced in the areas of mass tort,
commercial and general liability litigation. Ms. Bell is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and Nevada,
and works in the Firm's case development department.
MATTHEW BENEDICT, a staff attorney of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the area of securities
litigation. Prior to joining the firm, he worked as a staff attorney in the White Collar I Securities
Litigation department at Dechert LLP. Mr. Benedict earned his law degree from Villanova University
School of Law and his undergraduate degree from Haverford College. He is licensed to practice law in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
SHANNON 0. BRADEN, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law and her undergraduate degree in International Relations and French from
Bucknell University. While a law student, Ms. Lack served as a judicial clerk for the Honorable Max Baer
of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. She also served as a Managing Editor of the University of
Pittsburgh Journal ofLaw and Commerce. Ms. Lack has authored "Civil Rights for Trafficked Persons:
Recommendations for a More Effective Federal Civil Remedy," University of Pittsburgh School of Law,
Journal of Law and Commerce, Vol. 26 (2007). Ms. Lack is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. She concentrates her practice in the areas ofERlSA and consumer protection litigation.
BETHANY O'NEILL BYRNE, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from the Widener
University School of Law in Delaware and her undergraduate degree from Villanova University. She is
licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State ofNew Jersey. Ms. Byrne
concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
ELIZABETH WATSON CALHOUN, a staff attorney of the Firm, focuses on securities litigation. She
has represented investors in major securities fraud and has also represented shareholders in derivative and
direct shareholder litigation. Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Calhoun was employed with the Wilmington,
Delaware law firm of Grant & Eisenhofer, P.A.

Ms. Calhoun received her law degree from Georgetown University Law Center (cum laude), where she
served as Executive Editor of the Georgetown Journal of Gender and the Law. She received her
undergraduate degree in Political Science from the University of Maine, Orono (with high distinction).
Ms. Calhoun is admitted to practice before the state court of Pennsylvania and the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
QUIANA CHAPMAN-SMITH, a staff attorney at the Firm, received her law degree from Temple
University Beasley School of Law in Pennsylvania and her Bachelor of Science in Management and
Organizations from The Pennsylvania State University. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked in
pharmaceutical litigation. She is licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Ms.
Chapman-Smith concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
VIRGINIA A. CHENTIS-STEVENS, an associate of the Firm, received her Juris Doctor, cum laude,
from Temple University Beasley School of Law, where she was a member of Temple's National Trial
Team. She received her Master's Degree in Secondary Education, with honors, from DePaul University,
and her undergraduate degree in Psychology and Criminal Justice from the University of Illinois at
Chicago.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Chentis-Stevens practiced with a major Philadelphia law firm, where
she concentrated in complex commercial litigation, including white collar criminal investigations.
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Ms. Chentis~Stevens is also a Judge Advocate with the United States Army Reserves. She serves as trial
defense counsel for the 16th LOD, where she represents soldiers facing administrative charges, as well as
those charged under the Military Code of Criminal Justice.
Ms. Chentis-Stevens is admitted to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and before the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. She concentrates her practice in the area of
ERISA and consumer litigation, including wage and hour actions.
JASON CONWAY, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from the Queensland University
of Technology, Australia in 2003, where he was published in the journal of the national plaintiff lawyers'
association. While completing his studies, Mr. Conway clerked for a criminal defense firm where he
participated in trials and related litigation.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Conway worked with the Philadelphia law firm of Sheller, Ludwig &
Badey, P.C., where he litigated complex class action matters, including tobacco, environmental and
product liability cases. Mr. Conway is licensed to practice law in the State of New York and has been
admitted to practice before the United States Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit. Mr. Conway
concentrates his practice in the area of FLSA and wage and hour litigation.
JOSHUA E. D' ANCONA, an associate of the Firm, received his J.D., magna cum laude, from the
Temple University Beasley School of Law in 2007, where he served on the Temple Law Review and as
president ofthe Moot Court Honors Society. Before joining the Firm in 2009, he served as a law clerk to
the Honorable Cynthia M. Rufe of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania. Mr. D' Ancona graduated with honors from Wesleyan University. He is licensed to practice
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and practices in the securities litigation and lead plaintiff departments of
the firm.
JONATHAN R. DAVIDSON, an associate of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the area of
shareholder litigation and institutional investor relations. He consults with Firm clients regarding their
rights and responsibilities with respect to their investments and taking an active role in shareholder
litigation. Mr. Davidson also assists clients in evaluating what systems they have in place to identif)r and
monitor shareholder litigation that has an impact on their funds, and also assists them in evaluating the
strength of such cases and to what extent they may be affected by the conduct that has been alleged. Mr.
Davidson currently works with numerous U.S. institutional investors, including public pension plans at
the state, county and municipal level, as well as Taft~Hartley funds across all trades. Mr. Davidson has
spoken on the subjects of shareholder litigation, corporate governance, investor activism and recovery of
investment losses at conferences around the world, including the International Foundation of Employee
Benefit Plans Annual Conference, the Pennsylvania Association of Public Employees Retirement
Systems Spring Forum; the Fiduciary Investors Symposium, the Florida Public Pension Trustees
Association Trustee School, and The Evolving Fiduciary Obligations of Pension Plans. Mr. Davidson is
also a member of numerous professional and educational organizations, including the National
Association of Public Pension Attorneys.

Mr. Davidson is a graduate of The George Washington University where he received his Bachelor of
Arts, summa cum laude, in Political Communication. Mr. Davidson received his Juris Doctor and Dispute
Resolution Certificate from Pepperdine University School of Law and is licensed to practice law in the
state of California.
RYAN T. DEGNAN, an associate of the Firm, received his law degree from Temple University Beasley
School of Law in 20 I 0, where he was a Notes and Comments Editor for the Temple Journal of Science,
Technology & Environmental Law. Mr. Degnan earned his undergraduate degree in Biology from The
Johns Hopkins University in 2004. While a law student, Mr. Degnan served as a Judicial Intern to the
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Honorable Gene E.K. Pratter of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Degnan is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and is a member of the Firm's lead plaintiff litigation
practice group.

BENJAMIN J. DE GROOT, an associate ofthe Firm, received his law degree from Columbia Law
School where he was a Stone Scholar. He earned his B.A., with honors, in Philosophy and German
Studies from the University of Arizona. Mr. de Groot is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and
New York.
Following a clerkship with Judge Robert W. Sweet of the Southern District ofNew York, Mr. de Groot
practiced litigation as an associate at Cleary Gottlieb Steen and Hamilton, LLP in New York. Prior to
joining Kessler Topaz, he helped found A.I.S.G., a startup security integration firm in New York. Mr. de
Groot's practice is currently focused in the case development department and he assists with the Firm's
litigation discovery.

DONNA EAGLESON, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from the University of
Dayton School of Law in Dayton, Ohio. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Eagleson worked as an
attorney in the law enforcement field, and practiced insurance defense law with the Philadelphia firm
Margolis Edelstein. Ms. Eagleson is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and concentrates in the area
of securities litigation discovery matters.
JENNIFER L. ENCK, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree, cum laude, from Syracuse
University College of Law in 2003 and her undergraduate degree in International Politics from The
Pennsylvania State University in 1999. Ms. Enck also received a Masters degree in International
Relations from Syracuse University's Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Enck was an associate with Spector, Roseman & Kodroff, P.C. in
Philadelphia, where she worked on a number of complex antitrust, securities and consumer protection
cases. Ms. Enck is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania. She concentrates her practice in the areas of
securities litigation and settlement matters.

KIMBERLY V. GAMBLE, a staff attorney at the Firm, received her law degree from Widener
University, School of Law in Wilmington, DE. While in law school she was a CASANouth Advocates
volunteer and had internships with the Delaware County Public Defender's Office as well as The
Honorable Judge Ann Osborne in Media, Pennsylvania. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree in
Sociology from The Pennsylvania State University.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked in pharmaceutical litigation and now concentrates her practice
in the area of securities litigation. Ms. Gamble is licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

WARREN GASKILL, a staff attorney at the Firm, received his law degree from the Widener University
School of Law, Wilmington, DE and his undergraduate degree from Rutgers, the State University of New
Jersey, New Brunswick, NJ. Immediately following law school, Mr. Gaskill served as a law clerk for The
Honorable Valerie H. Armstrong, A.J.S.C., New Jersey Superior Court, in Atlantic City, NJ. Prior to
joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Gaskill was an associate at the Atlantic City, NJ based law firm of Cooper,
Levenson, April, Neidelman, and Wagenheim PA. Mr. Gaskill concentrates in the area of
securities law and is admitted to bar in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and the U.S. District Court, District of
New Jersey.
MATTHEW A. GOLDSTEIN, an associate of the Firm, received his law degree from Rutgers School of
Law - Camden and his Bachelor of Arts degree, magna cum laude, from The George Washington
University. While in law school, Mr. Goldstein served as Associate Editor of Business and Marketing for
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the Rutgers Journal of Law and Religion. Mr. Goldstein also participated in the Children's Justice Clinic,
representing indigent minors in criminal matters.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Goldstein was an associate in the commercial litigation department of
Zarwin Baum DeVito Kaplan Schaer & Toddy, P.C. in the Philadelphia office. There, Mr. Goldstein
concentrated his practice in commercial, corporate and real estate litigation.
Mr. Goldstein is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and concentrates his practice in
mergers and acquisitions litigation and shareholder derivative litigation.

TYLER S. GRADEN, an associate of the Firm, received undergraduate degrees in Economics and
International Relations from American University, and his Juris Doctor degree from Temple Law School.
Mr. Graden is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and has been admitted to practice
before numerous United States District Courts. Mr. Graden concentrates his practice in the areas of
ERISA, employment law and consumer protection litigation.
Mr. Graden currently represents plaintiffs in a number of putative class actions brought nationwide
alleging that certain mortgage servicers engaged in improper and unlawful kickback schemes with forceplaced insurance providers.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Graden practiced with a Philadelphia law firm where he litigated
various complex commercial matters and served as an investigator with the Chicago District Office of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

JOHN J. GROSS, an associate of the Firm, received his Jaw degree from Widener University School of
Law, and his undergraduate degree from Temple University. Mr. Gross is licensed to practice Jaw in
Pennsylvania, and has been admitted to practice before the United States District Court for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and the
United States Supreme Court. Mr. Gross concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.
MARK K GYANDOH, an associate of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the area of ERISA and
consumer protection litigation. Mr. Gyandoh litigates ERISA fiduciary breach class actions across the
country and was part of one of the few trial teams that have ever tried a "company stock" imprudent
investment case to verdict in Brieger et al. v. Tellabs, Inc., No. 06-CV-01882 (N.D. Ill.).
Mr. Gyandoh received his undergraduate degree from Haverford College (B.A. 1996) and his J.D. (200 1)
and LLM in trial advocacy (20 11) from Temple University School of Law. While attending law school,
Mr. Gyandoh served as the research editor for the Temple International and Comparative Law Journal. He
also interned as a judicial clerk for the Honorable Dolores K. Sloviter of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit and the Honorable Jerome B. Simandle of the U.S. District Court for New Jersey.
After graduating from law school Mr. Gyandoh was employed as a judicial clerk for the Honorable
Dennis Braithwaite of the Superior Court ofNew Jersey Appellate Division. Mr. Gyandoh is the author of
"Foreign Evidence Gathering: What Obstacles Stand in the Way of Justice?" 15 Temp. Int'l & Comp. L.J.
(2001) and "Incorporating the Principle of Co-Equal Branches into the European Constitution: Lessons to
Be Learned from the United States" found in Redefining Europe (2005).
Mr. Gyandoh is licensed to practice in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

SUFEI HU, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her J.D. from Villanova University School of Law,
where she was a member of the Moot Court Board. Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Hu worked in
pharmaceutical, anti-trust, and securities law. Ms. Hu received her undergraduate degree from Haverford
College in Political Science, with honors. She is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New
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Jersey, and is admitted to the United States District Court of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. She
concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
SAMANTHA E. JONES, an associate of the Firm, received her Juris Doctor from Temple University
Beasley School of Law in 2011. While at Temple, Ms. Jones was the president ofthe Moot Court Honor
Society and a member of Temple's Trial Team. Upon graduating from Temple, Ms. Jones was awarded
the Philadelphia Trial Lawyers Association James A. Manderino Award. Ms. Jones received her
undergraduate degrees in Political Science and Spanish from The Pennsylvania State University in 2007.
Ms. Jones is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. She concentrates her practice in the
ERISA department of the Firm.
·
JENNIFER L. JOOST, an associate in the Firm's San Francisco office, received her law degree, cum
laude, from Temple University Beasley School of Law, where she was the Special Projects Editor for the
Temple International and Comparative Law Journal. Ms. Joost earned her undergraduate degree in
History, with honors, from Washington University in St. Louis in 2003. She is licensed to practice in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey and admitted to practice before the United States Courts of Appeals for the
Second, Fourth, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits, and the United States District Courts for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania and the District of New Jersey. She concentrates her practice at Kessler Topaz in
the area of securities litigation.

Ms. Joost has served as an associate on the following matters: In re Wireless Facilities, Inc., No. 04-CV1589-JAH (NLS) (S.D. Cal.) and In re ProQuest Inc. Securities Litigation, No. 2:06-cv-10619 (E.D.
Mich.). Additionally, she is currently serving as an associate on the following matters: In re UBS
AG Securities Litigation, No. 1:07-cv-11225-RJS, currently pending in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York; Luther, et al. v. Countrywide Financial Corp., No. BC 380698,
currently pending in the Superior Court of the State of California, County of Los Angeles; and In re
Citigroup, Inc. Bond Litig., No. 08 Civ. 9522 (SHS), currently pending in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York.
STACEY KAPLAN, an associate in the Firm's San Francisco office, received her Bachelor of Business
Administration from the University ofNotre Dame in 2002, with majors in Finance and Philosophy. Ms.
Kaplan received her J.D. from the University of California at Los Angeles School of Law in 2005.

During Jaw school, Ms. Kaplan served as a Judicial Extern to the Honorable Terry J. Hatter, Jr., United
States District Court, Central District of California. Prior to joining the firm, Ms. Kaplan was an
associate with Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP in San Diego, California.
Ms. Kaplan concentrates her practice on prosecuting securities class actions. She is admitted to the
California Bar and is licensed to practice in all California state courts, as well as the United States District
Courts for the Northern and Central Districts of California.
D. SEAMUS KASKELA, an associate of the Firm, received his B.S. in Sociology from Saint Joseph's
University, his M.B.A. from The Pennsylvania State University, and his law degree from Rutgers School
of Law - Camden. Mr. Kaskela is licensed to practice Jaw in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and is
admitted to practice before the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and
the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey. Mr. Kaskela works in the Firm's case
development department.
MATTHEW R. KAUFMANN, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his JD/MBA from Temple
University's Beasley School of Law and Fox School of Business, where he won the Terrence H. Klasky
Memorial Award for outstanding achievement in banking, negotiable instrument, and consumer
protection Jaw. Mr. Kaufinann received his Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Economics
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from Duke University. He is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania, and concentrates his practice in the
area of securities litigation.
JOHN Q. KERRIGAN, an associate of the Firm, received his J.D. in 2007 from the Temple University
Beasley School of Law. Before joining the firm in 2009, he was an associate in the litigation department
of Curtin and Heefner LLP in Morrisville, Pennsylvania. Mr. Kerrigan graduated Phi Beta Kappa from
Johns Hopkins University and received an MAin English from Georgetown University. He is licensed to
practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and concentrates his practice in the areas of mergers and
acquisitions and shareholder derivative actions.
JESSE C. KLAPROTH, an associate of the Firm, received his undergraduate degree from the University
of Delaware and his law degree from Tulane University School of Law where he served as an editor for
the Tulane Journal of International and Comparative Law. Mr. Klaproth is licensed to practice law in
Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey. Mr. Klaproth is also licensed to practice in the United States
District Courts for the Southern District of New York and the District of New Jersey. Mr. Klaproth
concentrates his practice in the areas of ERISA and consumer protection litigation.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Klaproth practiced with the New Jersey law firm, Kirsch Gartenberg
Howard, where he litigated various complex matters, including securing a victory as lead trial counsel in a
copyright dispute in the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey. Mr. Klaproth is the
author of Published Decision by the Arbitrator United States Continued Dumping and Subsidy Offset Act
o/2000: Payback is for the Byrds, 13 TUL. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 401 (2005).
Mr. Klaproth has had the honor of being selected by his peers as a New Jersey Super Lawyers Rising
Star, a distinction bestowed annually on no more than 2.5% ofNew Jersey lawyers under the age of 40.
TOD A. KUPSTAS, an associate of the Firm, concentrates his practice in the field of Intellectual
Property Litigation. Mr. Kupstas is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania where he earned degrees
in Physics and Anthropology. He earned his law degree from the top IP law ranked George Washington
University School of Law. He is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and before the United States Patent
and Trademark Office.

Mr. Kupstas started his career at the United States Patent and Trademark Office where he examined
patent applications to determine if they met legal standards. He focused on optic and computer
networking systems technologies. While there, he received outstanding performance, special achievement
and productivity awards.
Since being in private practice, Mr. Kupstas has handled matters in a variety of technological fields,
including mechanical devices, electrical devices, green technology, complex systems, software, advanced
physics and material science. He has represented clients in all matters of Intellectual Property, including
patent litigation, patent prosecution, trademark matters and copyright. Before joining the Firm, Mr.
Kupstas practiced at an Intellectual Property boutique and T Wolf Block Schorr Solis-Cohen.
MEREDITH LAMBERT, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree in 2010 from Temple
University Beasley School of Law, where she was an Associate Editor for the Temple International and
Comparative Law Journal. Ms. Lambert earned a Bachelors of Arts degree in History and a Certificate of
Proficiency in Spanish Language and Culture from Princeton University in 2006. While a Jaw student,
Ms. Lambert served as Judicial Extern to the Honorable Judge Leonard P. Stark of the U.S. District Court
for the District of Delaware. Ms. Lambert is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and concentrates her
practice in the area of securities litigation.
SETH A. LINEHAN, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from the Widener University
School of Law. Mr. Linehan received his Bachelor of Arts degree, magna cum laude, from Rider
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University. He served as law clerk to the Honorable Stephen B. Rubin, J.S.C., in both Somerset and
Hunterdon Counties in New Jersey. Mr. Linehan is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey and is admitted to practice before the United States District Court, District of New Jersey. He
concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.
JAMES A. MARO, JR., an associate of the Firm, received his law degree from the Villanova University
School of Law. He received a B.A. in Political Science from the Johns Hopkins University. Mr. Marois
licensed to practice law in Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. He is admitted to practice in
the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit and the United States District Courts for the
Eastern District ofPennsylvania and the District ofNew Jersey.

Mr. Maro concentrates his practice in the Firm's case development department. He also has experience in
the areas of consumer protection, ERISA, mergers and acquisitions, and shareholder derivative actions.
JOSHUA A. MATERESE, an associate of the Firm, received his Juris Doctor from Temple University
Beasley School of Law in 2012, graduating cum laude. He received his undergraduate degree from the
Syracuse University Newhouse School of Communications. While attending Temple, Mr. Materese was
a member of the Moot Court Honor Society and was the President of the Justinian Society. Mr. Materese
is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania. He concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.
KATRICE TAYLOR MATHURIN, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from the
University of Richmond School of Law. She received her undergraduate degree from The Johns Hopkins
University. During law school, Ms. Mathurin practiced as an intern in the office of the United States
Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia, where she represented the United States in matters before
the District Court. She also practiced in the University of Richmond Children's Law Center Disability
Clinic. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Mathurin practiced in the areas of real estate and construction
litigation. Ms. Mathurin is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and concentrates in the area of
securities litigation.
PATRICK J. MATTUCCI, a staff attorney at the Firm, received his law degree from the University of
Pennsylvania Law School, and his undergraduate degree in History from Yale University. Mr. Mattucci is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania, and concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.
DAVID E. MILLER, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from the Villanova School of
Law, where he was an Associate Editor of the Villanova Sports and Entertainment Journal. Mr. Miller
received his undergraduate degree, from Franklin and Marshall College, with a B.A. in Biological
Foundations of Behavior, with a concentration in Neuroscience. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, he
worked in both pharmaceutical and construction litigation.

Mr. Miller is licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New Jersey,
and concentrates his practice in mergers and acquisition litigation and stockholder derivative litigation.
JAMES H. MILLER, an associate of the Firm, received his J.D. in 2005 from Villanova University
School of Law, where he was enrolled in Villanova University's JDIMBA program. Mr. Miller received
his Master of Business Administration from Villanova University in 2005, and received his Bachelor of
Chemical Engineering from Villanova University in 2002. Mr. Miller is licensed to practice law in
Pennsylvania and concentrates his practice in the areas of mergers and acquisitions and shareholder
derivative actions.
KRYSTN E. MUNDY, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from the University of
Miami School of Law and her undergraduate degree in Political Science and Spanish, cum laude, from
Mount Saint Mary's University.
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Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Mundy practiced employment law and was in-house counsel at
Philadelphia Corporation for Aging. Ms. Mundy is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and Nevada
and is admitted to practice in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. She
now concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
CASANDRA A. MURPHY, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from Widener University
School of Law and her undergraduate from Gettysburg College. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms.
Murphy was an associate at Post & Schell, P.C. where she practiced general casualty litigation. Ms.
Murphy is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and has been admitted to practice before
the United State District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Ms. Murphy has lectured for the
Pennsylvania Bar Institute and the Philadelphia Judicial Conference. She concentrates her practice in the
areas of consumer protection, ERISA, pharmaceutical pricing and antitrust litigation.
MICHELLE M. NEWCOMER, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from Villanova
University School of Law in 2005. Ms. Newcomer received her undergraduate degrees in Finance and Art
History from Loyola College in Maryland in 2002. Throughout her legal career, Ms. Newcomer has
concentrated her practice in the area of securities litigation, representing individual and institutional
investors and helping them to recover millions against corporate and executive defendants for violations
of the federal securities laws. In this respect, Ms. Newcomer helped secure the following recoveries for
investors: In re Tenet Healthcare Corp. Sec. Litig., No. 02-8462 (C.D. Cal.) (settled- $281.5 million); In
re Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Sec. Litig., No. 2:03-CV-1270 (JS) (ETB) (E.D.N.Y.) (settled- $13.65
million); In re Zale Corp. Sec. Litig., No. 3:06-CV-01470-N (settled- $5.9 million); and In re Leadis
Tech., Inc. Sec. Litig., No. C-05-0882-CRB (N.D. Cal.) (settled- $4.2 million). Ms. Newcomer is also
currently involved in several high profile securities fraud suits, including: In re Lehman Brothers Sec. &
ERISA Litig., No. 09 MD 2017 (LAK) (S.D.N.Y.) and In re SemGroup Energy Partners, L.P. Sec. Litig.,
No. 08-MD-1989-GFK-FHM (N.D. Olka.).
Ms. Newcomer is licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New
Jersey and has been admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of the United States, the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth and Tenth Circuits, and the United States District Court for the District of
New Jersey.
MARGARET E. ONASCH, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree, cum laude, from Temple
University Beasley School of Law. While at Temple, Ms. Onasch was a Beasley Scholar and a staff
editor for the Temple Journal of Science, Technology, and Environmental Law. Ms. Onasch earned her
undergraduate degree with honors in Sociology and Spanish from Franklin and Marshall College in
2007. During law school, Ms. Onasch served as a judicial Intern to the Honorable Glynnis D. Hill of the
Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas. Ms. Onasch is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. She concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
WILLIAM F. O'SHEA, III, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from the Villanova
University School of Law in 1998 and received his undergraduate degree in English from Villanova
University in 1991. During law school, Mr. O'Shea was a member of the Northeast Regional Champion
team in the Philip C. Jessup International Moot Court Competition.
Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. O'Shea practiced in the areas of commercial litigation and business
transactions, representing a broad range of clients, including individuals, entrepreneurs, financial
institutions, Fortune 500 corporations and major league sports teams, and has experience dealing with
various municipal, state, federal and international governmental entities and regulatory agencies. Mr.
O'Shea is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and has been admitted to practice
before the United States District Courts for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and the District of New
Jersey. Mr. O'Shea concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.
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JENNA M. PELLECCHIA, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree, cum laude, from
Villanova University School of Law in 2010 and her undergraduate degrees in Physics and Mathematics
from Duke University in 2007. Ms. Pellecchia is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. She concentrates her practice in the areas oflntellectual Property law and Patent Litigation.
ERIK PETERSON, an associate in the Firm's San Francisco office, received his Bachelor of Arts from
James Madison University and his Master of Public Administration, concentrating in public finance, with
honors, from the University of Kentucky. Mr. Peterson graduated cum laude from the University of
Kentucky College of Law, where he was Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Natural Resources and
Environmental Law. There he received the CALI Award in Federal Taxation and authored Navigating the
Waters of Informational Standing in American Canoe Ass 'n, Inc. v. City of Louisa, 20 J. Nat. Resources
& Envtl. L. 291 (2006).
During law school, Mr. Peterson served as Judicial Intern to United States District Court Judge T.S. Ellis,
III, Eastern District of Virginia. Following law school, Mr. Peterson served as Law Clerk to United States
District Court Judge Gregory F. Van Tatenhove, Eastern District of Kentucky. Prior to joining the firm,
Mr. Peterson was associated with Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman & Robbins LLP in San Diego,
California.
Mr. Peterson concentrates his practice on prosecuting securities class actions. He is licensed to practice in
California and Kentucky and is admitted to practice before all United States District Courts in California,
as well as the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, and is also a member of the Firm's
lead plaintiff litigation practice group.

JUSTIN 0. RELIFORD, an associate of the Firm, concentrates his practice on mergers and acquisition
litigation and shareholder derivative litigation. Mr. Reliford graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania Law School in 2007. While earning his J.D., Mr. Reliford was a member of the University
of Pennsylvania Mock Trial Team and a member of the Keedy Cup Moot Court Board. Mr. Reliford
received his B.A. from Williams College in 2003, majoring in Psychology with a concentration in
Leadership Studies. Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Reliford was an associate in the labor and employment
practice group of Morgan Lewis & Beckius, LLP. There, Mr. Reliford concentrated his practice on
employee benefits, fiduciary, and workplace discrimination litigation. Mr. Reliford has extensive
experience representing clients in connection with nationwide class and collective actions.
Mr. Reliford is a member of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey bars, and he is admitted to practice in the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals, the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and the District ofNew Jersey.
C. PATRICK RENEGAR, a staff attorney at the Firm, received his law degree from Widener University
School of Law in Wilmington, Delaware. Mr. Renegar received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Political
Science from Widener University in Chester, Pennsylvania. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, he worked in
pharmaceutical and securities litigation.

Mr. Renegar is licensed to practice Law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of New
Jersey. Mr. Renegar concentrates his practice in the area of securities litigation.

KRISTEN L. ROSS, an associate of the Firm, concentrates her practice in shareholder derivative actions.
Ms. Ross received her J.D., with honors, from the George Washington University Law School, and B.A.,
magna cum laude, from Saint Joseph's University, with a major in Economics and minors in International
Relations and Business.
Ms. Ross is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and has been admitted to practice
before the United States District Courts for the District of New Jersey and the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Ross was an associate at Ballard Spahr LLP, where
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she focused her practice in commercial litigation, particularly foreclosure and bankruptcy proceedings.
She also has experience in commercial real estate transactions. During Jaw school, Ms. Ross served as an
intern with the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

ALLYSON M. ROSSEEL, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from Widener
University School of Law. She earned her B.A. in Political Science from Widener University and is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Prior to joining the Firm, Ms. Rosseel was employed as general counsel for a boutique insurance
consultancy/brokerage focused on life insurance sales, premium finance and structured settlements. She
concentrates her practice at Kessler Topaz in the area of securities litigation.

RICHARD A. RUSSO, JR., an associate of the Firm, received his Jaw degree, cum laude, from the
Temple University Beasley School of Law, where he was a member of the Temple Law Review. Mr.
Russo received his Bachelor of Science in Business Administration, cum laude, from Villanova
University. He is licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and is admitted to practice
before the United States Courts of Appeals for the First and Tenth Circuits. He concentrates his practice
at Kessler Topaz in the area of securities litigation.
Mr. Russo recently helped secure a $516 million recovery for investors in In re Lehman Brothers Sec. &
ERISA Litig., No. 09 MD 2017 (LAK), and is currently pursuing claims against Lehman Brothers' auditor
in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. In addition, Mr. Russo
currently serves as an associate on the following matters: In re Bank of America Corp. Sec., Deriv. &
ERISA Litig., No. 09 MD 2058 (PKC), pending in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York; In re Citigroup, Inc. Bond Litig., No. 08 Civ. 9522 (SHS), pending in the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York; In re Heckmann Corp. Sec. Litig., No. 10
Civ. 00378-LPS-MPT, pending in the United States District Court for the District of Delaware; StratteMcClure v. Morgan Stanley, No. 09 Civ. 2017 (DAB), pending in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York; and In re UBS A G Sec. Litig., No. 07 Civ .11225-RJS, pending in the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York.

KARIN BALTIMORE SCHWEIGER, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her Jaw degree from
Widener University School of Law in Delaware. She received her undergraduate degree from Ithaca
College and her Master's degree from Syracuse University's Newhouse School of Communications. Prior
to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Schweiger was a project attorney at Aetna Inc., where she worked in the
litigation department.
Ms. Schweiger is licensed to practice Jaw in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the State of
Maryland. She concentrates her practice in the areas of shareholder derivative actions and mergers and
acquisitions.

TRACEY A. SHREVE, a staff attorney of the Firm, earned her Economics degree from Syracuse
University where she was recognized as an International Scholar. Ms. Shreve received her Jaw degree
from California Western School of Law and was a member of the Pro Bono Honor Society. She is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and has been admitted to practice before the United States
Supreme Court. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Shreve worked at a boutique litigation firm located
in Center City Philadelphia, and worked as an Assistant Public Defender in Lehigh County. She now
concentrates her practice in the area of ERISA and consumer rights.
JULIE SIEBERT-JOHNSON, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from Villanova
University School of Law in 2008. She graduated cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania in
2003. Ms. Siebert-Johnson is licensed to practice Jaw in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. She concentrates
her practice in the area of ERISA and consumer protection litigation.
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IOANA A. STANESCU, a staff attorney in the Firm's San Francisco office, received her law degree
from the University of San Francisco School of Law. She received her Bachelor of Science in Economics
from Duke University. Ms. Stanescu is licensed to practice law in California and concentrates her
practice in the area of securities litigation.
JULIE SWERDLOFF, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her undergraduate degree in Real Estate
and Business Law from The Pennsylvania State University and received her law degree from Widener
University School of Law. While attending law school, she interned as a judicial clerk for the Honorable
James R. Melinson of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. She is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and has been admitted to practice before the
United States District Courts for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and the District of New Jersey.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Ms. Swerdloff managed environmental claims litigation for a
Philadelphia-based insurance company and prior to that was an associate at a general practice firm in
Montgomery County, PA. At Kessler Topaz, she has been involved in the Firm's derivative and
securities class action cases, including the historic Tyco case (In re Tyco International, Ltd. Sec. Lit., No.
02-1335-B (D.N.H. 2002) (settled -- $3.2 billion)) and many options backdating cases. Currently she
concentrates her practice in federal and state wage and hour litigation.
ALEXANDRA H. TOMICH, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her law degree from Temple Law
School and her undergraduate degree, from Columbia University, with a B.A. in English. She is licensed
to practice law in Pennsylvania.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked as an associate at Trujillo, Rodriguez, and Richards, LLC in
Philadelphia. Ms. Tomich volunteers as an advocate for children through the Support Center for Child
Advocates in Philadelphia and at Philadelphia VIP. She concentrates her practice in the area of securities
litigation.
AMANDA R. TRASK, an associate of the Firm, received her law degree from Harvard Law School and
her undergraduate degree, cum laude, from Bryn Mawr College, with honors in Anthropology. She is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and has been admitted to practice before the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.

Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked as an associate at a Philadelphia law firm where she
represented defendants in consumer product litigation. Ms. Trask has served as an advocate for children
with disabilities and their parents and taught special education law. She currently serves on the Board of
the Bryn Mawr College Club of Philadelphia. She concentrates her practice in the areas of ERISA,
consumer protection and stockholder derivative actions.
JASON M. WARE, a staff attorney at the Firm, received his law degree from Villanova University
School of Law. He received his Bachelor of Arts in English from Millersville University. Mr. Ware is
licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. Ware was a Legal Coordinator in the Jackson Cross Partners Advisory
Services Group. He was responsible for the legal and title review of commercial real estate portfolios and
abstraction of commercial leases. With the Firm, Mr. Ware concentrates his practice in the area of
securities litigation.
ZAKIYA WASHINGTON, a staff attorney at the Firm, received her law degree from Temple University
Beasley School of Law in Pennsylvania and her Bachelor of Science degree in Entrepreneurship from
Hampton University in Virginia. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked in pharmaceutical and anti-
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trust litigation. She is licensed to practice law in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Ms. Washington
concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
STACEY WAXMAN, a staff attorney at the Firm, received her undergraduate degree in Business
Administration from George Washington University and received her law degree from Widener
University School of Law. While in law school, she was a law clerk for a general practice firm in Bucks
County. Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, she worked as an associate for a Bucks County law firm,
specializing in the area of Domestic Relations. Ms. Waxman is licensed to practice in Pennsylvania, and
she concentrates her practice in the area of securities litigation.
KURT WEILER, a staff attorney of the Firm, received his law degree from Duquesne University School
of Law, where he was a member of the Moot Court Board and McArdle Wall Honoree. He received his
undergraduate degree from the University of Pennsylvania.
Prior to joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Weiler was associate corporate counsel for a Philadelphia-based
mortgage company, where he specialized in the area of foreclosures and bankruptcy. Mr. Weiler is
licensed to practice law in Pennsylvania and currently concentrates his practice in the area of securities
litigation.
DIANA J. ZINSER, a staff attorney of the Firm, received her J.D. from Temple University Beasley
School of Law in 2006. She received her B.A., cum laude, in political science with a minor in economics
from Saint Joseph's University in 2003 and was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa honor society.
Prior to joining the firm, Ms. Zinser was a project attorney at Pepper Hamilton LLP in Philadelphia,
where she worked in the health effects litigation practice group. Ms. Zinser is licensed to practice law in
Pennsylvania, and concentrates her practice in the area of consumer protection, ERISA, pharmaceutical
pricing and antitrust litigation.

OF COUNSEL
DONNA SIEGEL MOFFA, Of Counsel to the Firm, received her law degree, with honors, from
Georgetown University Law Center in May 1982. She received her undergraduate degree, cum laude,
from Mount Holyoke College in Massachusetts. Ms. Siegel Moffa is admitted to practice before the Third
Circuit Court of Appeals, the United States Courts for the District of New Jersey and the District of
Columbia, as well as the Supreme Court of New Jersey and the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
Prior to joining the firm, Ms. Siegel Moffa was a member of the law firm of Trujillo, Rodriguez &
Richards, LLC, where she litigated, and served as co-lead counsel, in complex class actions arising under
federal and state consumer protection statutes, lending laws and laws governing contracts and employee
compensation. Prior to entering private practice, Ms. Siegel Moffa worked at both the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). At the FTC, she prosecuted
cases involving allegations of deceptive and unsubstantiated advertising. In addition, both at FERC and
the FTC, Ms. Siegel Moffa was involved in a wide range of administrative and regulatory issues
including labeling and marketing claims, compliance, FOIA and disclosure obligations, employment
matters, licensing and rulemaking proceedings.
Ms. Siegel Moffa continues to concentrate her practice in the area of consumer protection litigation. She
served as co-lead counsel for the class in Robinson v. Thorn Americas, Inc., L-03697-94 (Law Div. 1995),
a case that resulted in a significant monetary recovery for consumers and changes to rent-to-own contracts
in New Jersey. Ms. Siegel Moffa was also counsel in Muhammad v. County Bank of Rehoboth Beach
Delaware, 189 N.J. 1 (2006), U.S. Sup. Ct. cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 2032(2007), in which the New Jersey
Supreme Court struck a class action ban in a consumer arbitration contract. She has served as class
counsel representing consumers pressing TILA claims, e.g. Cannon v. Cherry Hill Toyota, Inc., 184
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F.R.D. 540 (D.N.J. 1999), and Dal Ponte v. Am. Mortg. Express Corp., CV- 04-2152 (D.N.J. 2006), and
has pursued a wide variety of claims that impact consumers and individuals including those involving
predatory and sub-prime lending, mandatory arbitration clauses, price fixing, improper medical billing
practices, the marketing of light cigarettes and employee compensation. Ms. Siegel Moffa's practice has
involved significant appellate work representing individuals, classes, and non-profit organizations
participating as amicus curiae, such as the National Consumer Law Center and the AARP. In addition,
Ms. Siegel Moffa has regularly addressed consumer protection and litigation issues in presentations to
organizations and professional associations. Ms. Siegel Moffa is a member of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association, the New Jersey State Bar Association, the Camden County Bar Association, the District of
Columbia Bar Association, the National Association of Consumer Advocates and the Public Justice
Foundation.

CONSULTANTS
DAVID RABBINER serves as Kessler Topaz's Director of Investigative Services and leads
investigations necessary to further and strengthen the Firm's class action litigation efforts. Although his
investigative services are primarily devoted to securities matters, Mr. Rabbiner routinely provides
litigation support, conducts due diligence, and lends general investigative expertise and assistance to the
Firm's other class action practice areas. Mr. Rabbiner plays an integral role on the Firm's legal team,
providing critical investigative services to obtain evidence and information to help ensure a successful
litigation outcome. Before joining Kessler Topaz, Mr. Rabbiner enjoyed a broad based, successful career
as an FBI Special Agent, including service as an Assistant Special Agent in Charge, overseeing multiple
criminal programs, in one of the Bureau's largest field offices. He holds an A.B. in English Language and
Literature from the University of Michigan and a Juris Doctor from the University of Miami School of
Law.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
IN RE BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
SECURITIES, DERIVATIVE, AND
EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT INCOME
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) LITIGATION

Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
ECF CASE

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
Consolidated Securities Action

DECLARATION OF DENNIS A. LIEBERMAN
IN SUPPORT OF CO-LEAD COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND REIMBURSEMENT OF LITIGATION EXPENSES FILED
ON BEHALF OF FLANAGAN, LIEBERMAN, HOFFMAN & SWAIM

DENNIS A. LIEBERMAN declares as follows:
1.

I am a partner in the law firm of Flanagan, Lieberman, Hoffman & Swaim. I

submit this declaration in support of Co-Lead Counsel's application for an award of attorneys'
fees in connection with services rendered in the above-captioned action (the Action"), as well as
for reimbursement of expenses incurred by my firm in connection with the Action.
2.

My firm, which served as additional counsel for Lead Plaintiffs the State Teachers

Retirement System of Ohio and the Ohio Public Employees Retirement System (collectively
"Ohio") in this Action participated in this Action by, among other things (a) consulting regularly
with Ohio and Co-Lead Counsel; (b) reviewing pleadings; (c) assisting Ohio in responding to
discovery requests; (d) assisting in merits discovery, including reviewing and analyzing
documents produced by Defendants; (e) participating in strategy sessions both with respect to
settlement and trial strategy; (f) participating in mock trials in anticipation of trial; and (g)
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including

attending

mediation

sessions.

The schedule attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a detailed summary indicating the

amount of time spent by each attorney and professional support staff employee of my firm who
was involved in this Action, and the lodestar calculation based on my firm's current billing rates.
For personnel who are no longer employed by my firm, the lodestar calculation is based upon the
billing rates for such personnel in his or her final year of employment by my firm. The schedule
was prepared from contemporaneous daily time records regularly prepared and maintained by
my firm, which are available at the request of the Court. Time expended in preparing this
application for fees and reimbursement of expenses has not been included in this request.
4.

The hourly rates for the attorneys and professional support staff in my firm

included in Exhibit 1 are the same as the regular current rates charged for their services in noncontingent matters and/or which have been accepted in other securities or shareholder litigation.
5.

The total number of hours expended on this Action by my firm from its inception

through and including January 31, 2013, is 7,576.25. The total lodestar for my firm for that
period is $3,417,283.75, consisting of $3,413,543.75 for attorneys' time and $3,740.00 for
professional support staff time.
6.

My firm's lodestar figures are based upon the firm's billing rates, which rates do

not include charges for expense items. Expense items are billed separately and such charges are
not duplicated in my firm's billing rates.
7.

As detailed in Exhibit 2, my firm has incmTed a total of $12,843.28 in

unreimbursed expenses in connection with the prosecution of this Action from its inception
through and including January 31,2013.
8.

The expenses incurred in this Action are reflected on the books and records of my
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firm. These books and records are prepared from expense vouchers, check records and other
source materials and are an accurate record of the expenses incuned. No expenses for "general
overhead," as defined in ABA Formal Opinion 93-379, are included in the expenses for. which
reimbursement is sought. Expenses incuned as a result of disbursements by the firm to an
outside service provider reflect the actual amount billed by the service provider and do not
include any surcharge over that amount.
'
9.
In addition, certain expenses have been "capped" in accordance with certain
retainer agreements entered into at the outset of the litigation. For example, in-house copying
was capped at $0.15 per page, working meals in town are not included in the application, and no
secretmial overtime is being billed to the case.

Fu1ihermore, hotel stays and meals while

traveling were capped consistent with the retainer agreements. In addition, in accordance with
our customary practice, reimbursement for flights is sought only at coach fare rates.
10.

With respect to the standing of my firm, attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a brief

biography of my fum and attorneys in my firm who were principally involved in this Action.
11.

I declare, under penalty of pe1jury, that the foregoing facts are true and correct.

Executed on February Jl, 2013.
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EXHIBIT 1
In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)

FLANAGAN, LIEBERMAN, HOFFMAN & SWAIM
TIME REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013
NAME
Partners
Dennis A. Lieberman
Bradley C. Smith
Pierre Tismo
David Ewing
James E. Swaim
Patrick Flanagan

HOURS

HOURLY
RATE

LODESTAR

2,897.25
1,623.00
625.50
87.00
102.00
123.50

575.00
500.00
500.00
450.00
450.00
450.00

1,665,918.75
811,500.00
312,750.00
39,150.00
45,900.00
55,575.00

Associates
S. Schanhe
R. Beck
K. Sowell
R. Hempfling

345.50
300.00
980.25
305.25

250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00

86,375.00
75,000.00
245,062.50
76,312.50

Professional Support Staff

187.00

20.00

3,740.00

TOTALS

7,576.25

3,417,283.75
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EXHIBIT2
In re Bank ofAmerica Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)

FLANAGAN, LIEBERMAN, HOFFMAN & SWAIM
EXPENSE REPORT
Inception through January 31, 2013
CATEGORY
Court Fees
Service of Process
On-Line Legal Research
On-Line Factual Research
Document Management/Litigation Support
Telephones/Faxes
Postage & Express Mail
Hand Delivery Charges
Local Transportation
Internal Copying
Outside Copying
Out of Town Travel
Court Reporters and Transcripts
Out of Town Deposition Space and Meals
Experis
Contributions to Litigation Fund
TOTAL EXPENSES:

AMOUNT

166.42
1,093.70

11,583.16

$12,843.28
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FLANAGAN, LIEBERMAN HOFFMAN & SWAIM
15 WEST FOURTH STREET, STE. 100
DAYTON, OHIO 45402
PHONE: 937-223-5200
FAX:
937-223-3335
Flanagan, Liebennan, Hoffman & Swaim is a Dayton based law firm with offices in
Cincinnati and Louisville, Kentucky that was fmmed in 1984 as a result of a merger of two
existing law fitms. Over the years, additional mergers took place and, currently there are nine
pminers and fomieen licensed attomey associates as well as several former members of the firm
that maintain "of counsel" status.
The firms serves a wide spectrum of individual and business clientele, offering absolute.
integrity of the highest quality representation to meet virtually every need of our clients. In
addition to our experience in Class Acton Trial Litigation our lawyers offer expeliise in a broad
range of legal matters including : Lead Counsel in Civil and Criminal Trials, Collections,
Bankruptcy, Motigage Foreclosures, Probate, Civil and Criminal Appeals, General Business
Planning and Litigation, Immigration, and Personal Injury Litigation. Members of the finn are
dedicated lawyers who have completed hundreds of jury trial from class action suits and complex
litigation to the defense of capital death penalty cases. Our attorneys ai·e supported by a highly
trained staff of secretaries, paralegals, and law clerks backed by state of the art computer
teclmology.
The members of the firm have past affiliations with state legislators, prosecutors, referees,
assistant attorneys general, law professors, political patiy office holders and fmmer judges. The
members of the fitm are dedicated to providing representation in accordance with the highest
ethical standards. The fitm has eamed the highest rating available from Martindale-Hubbell
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(AV). As noted above, various members of the firm have been Special Counsel to the Attorney
General for over thirty years ensuring the best, most ethical, and efficient delivery of legal
services to the Attomey General's clients.
In the past, the firm has represented almost all of the State's agencies, colleges, and
universities, the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, and the Depmtment of Taxation in
various forms of litigation from collections through the cu11'entjust completed wholesale drug
pricing litigation on behalf of STRS against numerous major drug company defendants. These
suits all resulted in verdicts and settlement on behalf of the State of Ohio. C. David Ewing,
Detmis A. Lieberman, and James E. Swaim have all been involved in class action and other
complex litigation for over twenty years. We have mostly recently worked closely with Messers
John Guthrie and Drew Duffy of the Ohio Attomey General's office during the settlement of the
drug pricing litigation. The firm has been counsel in class action against United Parcel Service,
Merck-Medco, Dey Pharmaceutical, Purdue Pharma, Abbott Laboratories, CVS, AIG Risk
Management, Inc., AON Group LTD, Phillips Electronics, GE Lighting, and Sylvania Osram,
among others.
Dennis A. Lieberman, C. David Ewing, James E. Swaim, and Bradley C. Smith would be
the primmy team members assigned to any of the complex litigation. All have been lead counsel
in various litigation and could serve in that role of that of co-counsel with others. All in all
Flanagan, Lieberman, Hoffman & Swaim can provide the expertise, experience and
professionalism we have shown in dealing with clients for over thi1ty years.
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Dem1is A. Lieberman
7 47 5 Kimmel Road
Clayton, OH 45315
dlieberman@flhslaw.com
(937) 836-6330 (h)
(937) 223-5200 (w)
(937) 604-1725 (c)

PERSONAL
Mal1'ied:
County Commissioner Deborah Lieberman
Children:
David, age 21 and Daniel, age 17
Date of Birth: 11/2/52, South Bend, IN

EDUCATION
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
Majors:
Other:

Political Science and Sociology with a concentration in Gerontology
Board of Trustee: Red and White Club

Bachelor of Alis 1975
University of Dayton, School of Law
Dayton, Ohio
Honors:
Other:

Awards:

Cum Lade, J.D.
National Moot Court Champion
Chief Justice Moot Court Board
Originator of Legal Aide to the Elderly
Lawyer's Lawyer

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Admitted to practice law in the Supreme Comt of Ohio, 6th Circuit Court of Appeals, Supreme
Comt of Indiana, United States District Couli for the Southern District of Indiana, United States
District Comt for the Southem District of Ohio, United States Supreme Comt
1984- Present

Flanagan, Lieberman, Hoffman & Swaim
Dayton, Ohio
Pmtner
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I am a trial attorney. I have litigated in numerous fields including but not
limited to class actions, securities, corporate security violations, share
holder derivative actions anti-trust violations, contract disputes, personal
injury, civil litigation, and criminal defense specializing in white collar
crime and other violations of the Ohio Criminal Code and the Federal
Criminal Code. I have been first or second chair on twelve (22) death
penalty cases.
•
•
•
•

2006 - present

Member: Association of Trial Lawyers of America
Member: American Bar Association
Member: National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Member: Ohio Bar Association

Vandalia Municipal Court
Vandalia, Ohio
Acting Judge

1981

Vandalia Municipal Court
Vandalia, Ohio
Prosecutor/Part-time

1980-1984

Lieberman, Landan, Gehres & Smith
Dayton, Ohio
Pruiner

1978-1980

Smith & Schnacke
Dayton, Ohio
Worked as an associate on the complex litigation team. Clients were both
corporate and individual. In being involved in Occidental Petroleum
Corporation v. Mead Corporation, I was one (1) of a number of attorneys
representing Mead Corporation in a hostile take over attempt by
Occidental Petroleum Corporation. Some of the issues considered were
anti-trust and securities violations. I also represented NCR corporation,
along with a number of other corporations while an associate with Smith
& Scnacke on a variety of complex litigation matters, including contract
disputes.
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PROFESSIONAL HONORS
11
11
11
11
11

•
11
11

•
1111
1111

1111

•
•
1111

Member: "Inn of Comis"
The Best Lawyers in America for ten (1 0) years
Ohio Super Lawyers
Dayton "Best of the Bar"
University of Dayton School of Law "Distinguished Alumni Award"
National Member: Order of Barristers
AV Preeminent Rating: Mmiindale Hubble
Ce1iificate of Silver Life Membership: National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People
Lifetime Achievement Award: Ohio Democratic Pmiy
Joe Friday Award for work in the Cleps/YMCA "Y Guide" program
Cunently serve on a number of non-profit boards in Montgomery County including the
Suicide Prevention Bom·d
Board ofTmstees Miami University
Americm1 Trial Lawyers Association Top 100 Lawyers
Access to Justice Commtmity Advocacy Awm·d
MLK Humanitarian Awm·d
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In re Bank of America Corp. Securities Litigation,
Master File No. 09 MDL 2058 (PKC)
SUMMARY OF PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S
LITIGATION EXPENSES
Inception through January 31, 2013
CATEGORY
Court Fees
Service of Process
On-Line Legal Research
On-Line Factual Research
Telephones/Faxes
Postage & Express Mail
Hand Delivery Charges
Local Transportation
Internal Copying
Outside Copying
Out of Town Travel
Court Reporters and Transcripts
Deposition Expenses
Temporary Litigation Support
Website Hosting
Document Management
Experts/Consultants
Mediation
Subpoena Production Costs
Document Retrieval Costs
Rental of Office Space for Trial
Translation Services
Bank Fees
Less Interest Accrued on Litigation Fund
TOTAL EXPENSES:

# 705518

AMOUNT
$
1,114.50
9,329.68
772,391.15
53,573.36
4,883.36
33,958.19
2,331.95
47,215.76
242,754.30
223,835.60
329,966.81
101,609.30
73,259.31
61,728.01
5,090.00
1,115,997.76
4,462,782.80
302,553.76
17,104.78
5,134.37
136,122.74
80,171.39
22.00
(102.56)
$8,082,828.32

